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PREFACE 


§ 1 TRANSLITER~A.TIOJ.V 

DISTINCTIONS between Qur'an readings can be fine and are sometimes a 
matter of subtle differences in the archaic orthography of the Qur 'an, so 
in order to write about them in English, it is necessary to have a precise 
system of transliteration. Since, moreover, the vocal form of the Qur'an was 
not originally indicated in writing, it is useful to have a system which can 
highlight, where necessary, which elements are vocal and which are graphic. 
(The term 'vocal form', with respect to the Qur'an, is used throughout to 
signify the consonantal skeleton fully fleshed out with diacritical marks, 
vowels, and so on. The term 'graphic form' refers to the bare consonantal 
skeleton). 

But such a precise system is not needed for Arabic from out,vith 
the Qur 'an, so the transliteration in this thesis is of two kinds, the first 
a simple, straightforward kind for general use, and the second a more 
detailed one specifically for words from the Qur'an. Both follow the system 
for transliterating consonants employed in the third English edition of 
\Vehr's Dictionary. except for the character ~ which is here rendered X' 
or, in capital, X. \Vhen Qur'an citations appear in other ·works. they 
are transliterated as they are cited. The reader is advised that the extra 
conventions in the more detailed transliteration might take time to get to 
know. Their purpose is simply to enable the fineness of detail causing some 
readings to differ from others to be shown. There is therefore lit tIe need 
for the reader to try to assimilate them all, and this section can. be quickly 
read. 

Quotations of transliterated Arabic from other Western works are 
usually changed to the simple, straightforward system, except in book
titles. w here the particular author's ow n system is adhered to. Old-fash
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ioned spelling-systerlls and terminology are usually modernised, e.g. ~rll

hammacl for ··.\rahonlet'~ and yluslirn for "~Iahornetan". 

Quotations from _-\rabic works are transliterated with assimilation 
and selected end-vowels. \Vhen not w'ithin a quotation, proper names, 
technical terms and, again, book-titles 7 are cited without assimilat.ion or 
end-vowels. thus al~Tabarl rather than a~-Tabarl, at-lam til-ta'til, rather 
than al-lamu lit-trz"lzli, and al-J(assaj rather than al-Kassaju, and so 
on. 

The extra conventions for transliterating words from the Qur'an are 
as follows, subscript or lower letters in general indicating graphic forms 
unrealised vocally, and superscript or upper letters in general indicating 
vocal forms unrealised graphically. 

1 	 A wavy line above a consonant has been used to indicate that 
it is vocal, that is, not part of the graphic form. This mainly 
occurs with the vowel-<:?nsonant alif and with hamza, as in 

i r-rah man i, was-/)abi ' una (5: 69), but also with the vowel
conso~ants wa'w ~nci ya', and with nun, as in dawuda (e.g. 4:163), 

, z La fihirn (J06: 2), nunj-i (21: 88). vVhen the vowel-consonants 
are graphic. the usual macron is used, as in ir-ral! l mi. 

2 	 .A. graphic long vowel with extra vocal prolongation is indicated by 

a 'wavy line above a macron. as in i~--. amn2ah tu (79: 34), q'uru ' in 

(2:228), s~ . a (e.g, 11: 77), and a vocal long vowel with extra prolon
gation is indicated by a double wavy line, as in ta'wztahu 'ilia (3: 
7), la yasta~y z '(In (2: 26), 'u.ola'ika (e.g. 2: 5). 

3 	 A. subscript zero, as in the preceding example, 'uo l7i'ika, indi
cates a graphic consonant not realised vocally, most frequently 
rztij al-'J1iq([,ya~ e. g. qaluoJ 'imru'uno (4:176). This is the con
vention used in the 1342 Cairo text, except there it is superscript. 
Graphic long vowels which are invariably shortened before harnzat 
al wasl have not been transcribed and nor have halnzat al-if/asl 
itself, or the alij indicating the accusative, as in '£la r-rasuti, (5: 

83), jt" l-qisasi (2:179), Ula l-lahu (3:7), 'nunii l-rnu'minzna (21: 

88), firasa'n (2: 22). 

4 	 A subscript italic "0" indicates a graphic alif realised vocally 
in pause, but not otherwise, as in kanat qawarzra o qawarzrao 

min ji~rjahtin (76: 15)6 in the 1342 Cairo text), where the first 
qa 1!:a r zra o is a case in point, while the second is an instance of 
the precedi ng category. ,Again, the convention in the 1:342 Cairo 

text is superscript. 
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5 	 ha' al-ta'nz! (ta' rnarbu~a) followed by a Yov~'el is ht , as in 
the preceding example. Compare ni'rnata l-lahi (5: 11) with 
ni'mah ta l-lahi (5: 20). 

6 	 waw-alif and ya'-alif, that is,~ vocal ~alifs written over 

graphic waUJ and ya' 1 are written ~ and ~ ::spectively, as in 

a~-~al ~ h tu, at-tawr ~ h tu (e.g. 3: 3), bil-h'ud ~ (2: 16). T he last 
is in fact alif maq~ura with a dagger-alif. \Vhen this has an 

added madda it is indicated by a double wavy line, e.g. astcHo ~ 

'il~ (2: 29). The character ~ indicates simple alif rnaq~ura in 

defined words and particles, as in mus ~, ' iI ~, and the character 

a;z indicates it in undefined words, as in h ud ayn (2: 2). 

7 	 H arnzat al-qa~' is transliterated as follows. 

7.1 	 'Vhen it is without a seat, it is transliterated '. 
7.2 	 "Vhen initial (see § 4.6 on p.9 below), and seated in, on or under an 

alif, that is, aliJ-harnza, it is transliterated simply by an inverted 
comma, as in 'unzila (2: 4'), wabz"l-'axirahti (2: 4), fa'in (2: 24), 

, l la Iihim (106: 2). In 3: 15 it is preceded by an interrogative 
aliJ-hamza and so seated in fact on a waw 'a'unabbi'ukurn. 

7.3 	 "Vhen it is medial or final~ and vo,velless, seated and preceded by 
a vowel corresponding to its seat, that is, a before alif-harnza, 
u before waw-harnza and i before ya'-hamza, it is again trans
literated simply by an inverted comma, as in Jadda ra'tu'm (2: 72, 

seated on ahf in the Wars copy), mu'nlinlna (2: 93, seated on 
waw in the 1342 Cairo text), bi'sarna (2: 93, seated on ya' in the 
1:342 	Cairo text), ya,sa' (4:133). 

7.4 	 \Vhen it is medial, or finaL but vowelled, the seat is indicated by 
a lower letter, as in yu I~ ayyidu (3: 13 in the 1342 Cairo text, seated 

on waw), naba ~ in (6: 67. under an alif), and su ~ ita (2:108 in the 
1:342 	Cairo text, seated on a ya'). 

8 	 Complete assimilation of a consonant to a following one is indi
cated by a superscript letter, e. g. naxluqkkuntm m'inm 'ma'in m 

m ah1nin -+ (77: 20). 

9 	 Partial assimilation of a consonant to a following one is indicated 
by a superscript arrow, e. g. mahin'in -+ f aja 'alnah u (77: 20,21), 

:sihabun -+ {aqiburt (37: 10). These indications of assimilation, com
plete and partiaL are often not transcri bed when the word is cited 
on its own or when indication would be irrelevant. 
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10 	 A. bullet on:r the letters w, a, y~ 'or n, for example, YlllL:axi~uklUIl 
(2:225b), indicates that they have a large black dot in one or other 
of the copies. SiIJlilarly, a circle ov~ a letter indicates that the 

same is written over a letter, as in 'a:jan~iyyun (41: 44 in some 
I:Iaf~ copies). The large black dot is used in the Wars copy to 
indicate partial deflection of the vowel a, as well as that of the 
five consonants just mentioned, but only the consonantal usage 
has been transcribed. The matter is discussed in chapter 1, § 3.12 
below. 

§ 2 	 REFERENCES AND CROSS-REFERE1VCES 

REFERENCES to the Qur'an have a colon between the s'ura-number and 
the aya-number, and are in small italic numerals, e. g. 2:106; 106: 2. They 
are given according to the I(ufan numbering employed in the 1342 Cairo 

text. In references to other works, when the relevant line of the page is 
noted, it is indicated by a full-stop, for instance, p.2.4 means page 2, line 
-1. Notes are indicated by "n.", for example, p.2 n.4. In the case of sorne 
.L-\rabic works, a bound volume will have several parts each with its ow n 
pagination. \Vith these the part, abbreviated to 'Pt., is referred to, rather 
than the volurne. 

A. book or article's full title and details of pUblication are given in the 
Bibliography. In the endnotes, no more than the author and/or a shortened 
title is usually given. 

Cross-references to sections, subsections, and so on, of the same chap
ter, mention only the section-number, the subsection-number, and so on. 
Cross-references to sections, subsections, and so on, of another chapter 
mention the chapter. If reference is to be made here, for instance, to sub
section 1 of section 4 below, it would be "see § 4.1". And the same if it is 
to be made from § 4.2. If it is to be made from another chapter it 'would 
be "see Preface, § 4.1". \Vhere a number of pages intervene, the page of 
the cross-reference is also usually cited. 



THE USEFULNESS of giving dates according to both the :\Iuslim and 
Christian eras has often been thought outweighed by the distraction it 
causes. Dates are therefore nearly always A.H. w hen not specified other"wise. 
\Vhere a date has, however, been given in duplicate, the order is A.. H., 
A.D. \Vhen both dates are given by the source they are separated by an 
oblique, A.H./A.D., and when only the A.H. date is, the A.D. one has been 
calculated from \Viistenfeld-Mahler and is given in brackets, A.H. (A.D.) 
The exception to this is the Bibliography, w here dates are A.D., although 
again A.H./A.D., or A.H. (A.D.), when in duplicate. 

§ 4 OTHER TERj\tfS AND CONVENTI01VS 

1 The word "Qur'an" is used as both noun and adjective. 

2 The word "reading" has been used for the Arabic "qira'a" since, like 
the Arabic, it can imply either "reading out" or "reading into". The 
term "Q ur 'an reading" is also often used, but the term "variant reading" 
unnecessarily restricts the f\rabic and has been avoided as a translation of 
"q£ra'a". The Qur'an is just as much a source as a text. 

3 The .Arabic word ~'nl'll~~af" has been rendered variously. In its general 
sense as "the collected Qur' an", it has been rendered "text". On the 
one hand this word conveys sufficient physical connotations to contrast 
with "the uncollected Qur 'an", which has been rendered "source", and 
on the other it conveys fewer specifically written connotations than the 
words ~'document" or "codex". It is therefore more neutral regarding those 
mu~~afs for which there exists no hard documentary evidence. In its 
particular sense of one physically existing edition or manuscript of the 
Qur'an, Hrnu~~af" has been rendered "copy". vVhen editorial activity is 
implied, "rnu~~af" has been rendered "recension", but this only occurs 
with the "recension of 'U~man". Occasionally, the word "text" is used in 
its meaning of the body of matter making up a book, but it is clear on these 
occasions that the word "rnu~,!af" is not being meant. And finally, when 
a distinction is being drawn between written and oral texts, "mu?~af" can 
be rendered "written text" . 

4 The word "Tradition" on its own, usually refers to the general concept 
of J\tluslim Tradition, Arabic "sunna". \Vhen qualified, for instance by 
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""Written" or "oral", it can refer to Scripture, as inJ "the oral Tradit ion of 
the Qur'an". vVhen the written Tradition of the Qur'iin C\rabic .. \a~r, 
'"'rasrn" or "kitCiba") is at, issue the word "yersion" is at times also used. 
The regional styles of printed copies of the Qur 'an have also been termed 
"Traditions". The word "tradition", with lo\ver-case t, usually indicates a 
specific report, l\rabic ··~adlr'. 

1 The word "transmission" is used for ..r\.rabic "r i'waya", that is, a 
particular way of reading the Qur'an. It conveys more oral connotations 
than "version", and less indication of having being begun by the person 
named than "Tradition". 

2 The words "initial" J "medial" and "final" refer to the positions of 
consonants within a word, not within a root. Particles orthographically 
part of a word are not in this respect considered to be a part of it. Thus 
the word~ "at-'asma'a" (2: 31), "b£'asma'i" (2: 31), "!a'arnsikuhunna" (4: 
15) and 'a'an~artahum" (2:6), for instance, are all still considered to have44 

initial hamzat al-qa(. Positions of consonants within a root are specified 
by including the word "radical", as in "verbs final radical ha'mza", "nouns 
medial radical waw", and the like. 

3 A distinction has also been made between the terms "word" and "form" 
with respect to ..~rabic. "vVord" refers to a noun, verb or particle, regardless 
of prefixes, suffixes and/or differences in case, whereas "form" refers to a 
particular realisation of a word, with prefixes. suffixes and/or differences in 
case. Nouns and verbs from the same root are considered different words. 

4 An oblique sometirnes separates a Qur'an utterance given in duplicate. 
malik£lmaliki~ for instance. The first element is always that of the J.Iaf? 
copy, and the second that of the vVars copy. For brevity, where both copies 
are identical, the utterance under discussion is only cited once and there 
is no oblique. Further: where the utterance contains more than one word. 
often only the differing elements words are 0 bliqued. 
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I ntrod uction 


TWO TRANSMISSIONS of the Qur'an can be found in printed copies 
today. One stems from Kufa and the other from Medina. They are 
more commonly called by the names of their respective second-century 
transmitters, I:Iaf~ and "Vars. 

1 

This thesis examines the relationship between these two transmissions, 
2 

as exemplified in the first five suras. 

The I:Iaf~ transmission is found in printed Qur'an copies from all but 
'Vest and North-'Vest Africa, which em ploy the Wars transmission. The 
I:Iaf~ transmission is therefore the transmission found in the vast majority 
of printed copies of the Qur'an, and printed copies of the 'Vars transmission 

• • 3 
are rare In companson. 

There is no doubt that copies according to other transmissions have 
existed as well, but none has apparently been printed. The Basrans al-Xalll 
and Sibawayhi, for instance, had texts that differed in places from both the 
I:Iaf~ and vVars transmissions. 

4 
And the existence of manuscripts according 

to the Basran reading-system of abii 'Amr by way of al-Dlin has been 
testified in the Sudan this century.:5 

The Qur'an according to this last transmission has in fact been printed 
at the head ~nd side of the pages of editions of al-Zamaxsari's comnlentary 
al-J(assaj,6 but these are not considered by ~fuslims as Qur'an copies 
proper. 

7 
They are type-set and have occasional misprints,8 and at times 

do not tally with data on the reading-system of abu 'Amr given in works 
on Qur'an readings.

9 

Qur'an copies according to transmissions such as these or others rnight 
therefore still exist in manuscript,IO but would not readily be consultable. 
So it would be of use to document differences between those transmissions 
that actually are available in print. 

On a general level, this provides a step towards a critical- apparatus 
of the Qur 'an, 11 and on a more specific one, it provides the data for this 
thesis. 
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part one· 

The copies 
used for 

•companson 



Chapter 1 

THE HAFS COpy. . 

THE I:IAF~ COPY used as the basis for comparison is the 1402 Qatari 
text. It has "'z"nna ha~a l-Qur'an yahdz lZ"llatz hz"ya 'aqwamu" (17: 9) 

on the spine, and is entitled "al-Qur'an al-karzm" on the upper cover, 
and "al-Qur'an al-karzm b£r-ras'm il-'U!manz" on the title-page. It was 
printed by ~fa~abi' Qa~ar al-'Va~aniyya in Doha on 1/8/1402 / 24/5/1982, 
at the expense of the Emir, Sayx Xalifa ibn J:Iamd Al TanT. The printing 
was checked and supervised by the Committee of Religious .LUfairs in Qatar 
headed by Sayx 'Abdallah ibn Ibrahim al-An~ari. It is the same facsim:ile 
as the one that was used for the Cairo text printed 7/12/1:342 (10/7/1924), 
and is therefore in the hand of Sayx al-A{aqarz of the time, j\Iuhammad 
"al-I.!addad1 ibn '~>\li ibn Xalaf al-I.!usayni. 

1 
' . 

It has 827 pages of text ,vith 12 lines to the page, and the frame 
containing the text measures 18 x 11 cm. 

2 

• From now on this 1402 Qatari text will be referred to simply as 
"the I:Iaf~ copy" . 

Taking the Cairo text printed 7/12/1342 (10/7/1924) (now more usual
ly referred to as the "1342 Cairo text") as a basis is justified by its clarity and 
faultless accuracy. It is also the printed text generally thought by Western 
scholars to have had most official Nfuslim sanction. It was completed under 
the patronage of Fu'ad I of Egypt, who ruled from 133.5/1917 to i355/1936. 

In contrast to previous copies, manuscript as well as printed~ this 
1342 Cairo text claiuled to have made a break with the continuous written 
Tradition and to have gone back to the original text of the caliph ·U~man. 
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A generally more archaie orthography was the natural result. ~\nd 
far and away the largest element of this was that many ali/so 
that had become part of the graphic form through the process of 
transm issio n, 'were now returned to the vocal form. 

3 

In certain careful manuscript- Traditions many of these vocal allfs had 
already in fact been indicated as such. They had been written in red, so 
it did not matter should they touch the black graphic form. But in black
and-w hite printing, as also in many careful manuscript- Traditions that did 
not use red for vocalisation, the majority of these vocal ahfs were graphic. 

None of this was considered to have been done, however, at the whim 
of contemporary Egyptian scholars, but according to the oral Tradition 
about the orthography of the Qur'an. Unlike the actual written Tradition 
of manuscript-copies J which had been exposed to an on-going effect over 
fourteen centuries, and in various locations, this oral Tradition about the 
graphic form had begun to be preserved in writing since about the early 
third century A.H. 

4 

This would have been in large part due to the wide
spread availability of paper from this time on. 

5 

Moreover, the record of this oral Tradition about the orthography of 
the Qur 1 an over the preceding two and a quarter centuries is carefully 
documented in these written works, implying that the exposure to these 
centuries had no effect either. For the Egyptian scholars, therefore, the 
Tradition about the graphic form of the Qur'an stretched right back to the 
times of the third caliph. The effect of time was] if possible, even less after 
the writing down of this oral Tradition, and so, that the written sources 
used by the Egyptian scholars date from the 5th . century A.H. and later 
does not diminish their justification in using them. \Vnatever free rein had 
existed would have been well before even the first writing down.

6 

Fu'ad's time might be called the high point of the Egyptian Awakening. 
and he himself took a lively interest in the intellectual development of 
Egypt, encouraging, among other things, the reform of the Azhar. ' Howev
er, the issuing of this Cairo text cannot at all be attributed solely to his in
itiative, or even patronage. For one thing, until 1927 the Azhar had been 
directly responsible to the king, and so the printing could hardly have been 
under any other auspices, and for another J work had begun on the text 
well beforehand, around 1907, during the rule of his nephew 'Abbas II 
HilmI. 8 

The reason for producing the 1342 Cairo text, given in the colophon. 
was that Qur'an copies for schools had previously mostly been im portpd 
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from abroad, and many of these had contained errors and so had had to 
be destroyed. This had led to the decision to produce a printed text in 
Egypt according to the 'U!manic orthography.9 This pedagogical motive 
would certainly have been a predominant one, as it would have been with 
the printing of the Qur'an in Istanbul during the time of 'Abd aI-Hamid 
n.10 The Qur'an, after all, is learnt by the children. 

11 
And oniy one 

of the five signatories to the 1342 Cairo text was not a teacher, the chief 
editor of al-~fa~ba'a al-Amiriyya. Another, I,IifnI Bey Na~if (1856 - 1919) 
had been a distinguished student of al-Sayyid Jamal aI-Din al-Afgani and 
1tluhammad 'Abduh, and was the author of a number of textbooks used in 

. 12 
Egyptian schools. 

But purposes of teaching would not have been the only impulse at 
work, and other, equally compelling, motives and factors may also be 
found. Cairo had gradually ousted Istanbul over the preceding decade 
as the foremost centre of Islam. This is epitomised by the way that in 
the early 20th . century, and especially after the Young Turk Revolution of 
1908, the Ottoman office of Sayx al-/slam declined steadily in influence 
and importance, and was completely replaced in 1924.

13 
The calls for 

secularisation in Iran too had been growing louder since the example of 
Atatiirk, notably those of the Constitutionalists. The secularisation here, 
however, did not go as far as in Turkey. Nonetheless, with the break-up 
of the Qajari dynasty from 1906, the increasing encroachment of Bolshevik 
Russia after the First World War, and the coup d'etat in 1921 by the 
modernist, and at that time pro-British, founder of the Pahlavi dynasty, 
all would have caused Egyptian 11uslims to think that Iran ,vas going the 
way of Turkey.14 India too, a prolific producer of printed Qur'an copies, 
was tainted by a long history of British rule and influence, extending even

15
into the religious sphere.

Hand in hand with such religious factors, there was the growth of 
Egyptian nationalist feeling, fostered by the British occupation (1299-1340 
/ 1882-1922). This may have contributed to the need for an Egyptian copy 
rather than a Turkish, Iranian or Indian one. Part of the complaint against 
earlier copies was that they were imported from abroad. The use of the 
printing-press in Egypt was also rapidly growing. The press at Biilaq had 
begun working in 1822, and copies of the Qur'an furnished with" al-Zamax

16
sari's commentary had indeed been printed there since at least 1864. But 
the turn of the 19th . century A.D. saw an unprecedented growth of printing 
activity. The Society for the Revival of Arabic Literature (Jam'iyyat I~ya' 
al-Kutub al- 'Arabiyya), for instance, was founded in Egypt in 1318 (1900) 
under Muhammad ·~f\bduh.17 This society greatly increased the nurnber of 
works in print. L\gain, one of the tenets of the movement stem rning from 
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~!fuhammad IAbduh was that IslaIIl was not irreconcilable with Illodern 
civiiisation,13 and the 1:31:2 Cairo t~xt certainly employed the latest printing 
technology . 

..:\nother factor 'wollid have been the steady reform of the Azhar since 
187:2. In 189G to know half the Qur'~ln by heart became an entry-require
ment. and in 1921 the \vhole Qur'iin.

19 

The influence of \Vestern scholarship might also be discerned in one 
feature of the 1312 Cairo text, namely, the stress on the caliph ·{J~miin. 

Nfuir, and especially Noldeke, and his revisers, had laid great emphasis on 
the "recension of 'U~mann .20 Claims to the authority of the "recension of 
'U1man" had certainly been made in Indian copies since at least 1878,21 
but that could well have been under Muir's influence 31so.22 This is not to 
say that the "recension of 'Utman" was not a recurrent theme in ~{uslim 
Tradition,23 but that the re;ewal of emphasis on it could well have been 
a result of Western influence. The actual text of the Qur'an of course, 
because based on recorded oral Tradition, was entirely free from \Vestern 
. flIn uence. 24 

All this goes to show that the 1342 Cairo text was a child of its own 
time, and of its own place. 

Turning froIIl ca use to effect. to what extent has this 1342 Cairo text 

become the last word in printed copies of the Qur\in ? 

Since BergstdiBer's (highly informative) article in 1932, "Koranlesung 
in Kairo' ~ some \Vestern scholars have tended to regard the 1342 Cairo text 

as the standard version of the Qur'an. BergstdiBer himself termed it "the 
official Q ur'an" (Der amtlic he Koran). The main fault with this view is 
that the presnmed att,itucie towards it of Eg,yptian iV1uslims has been taken 
as that of the entire ~[uslim world. Jeffery, therefore, was a little less at 
fault when he wrote of the "Egyptian standard edition" .~:5 

However. the terms ··officiar, "standard" and "edition" should be 
avoided for a nUlnber of reasons. 

Firstly, it was only official in a limited, Egyptian sense. Egyptian in 
that it was prepared by the leading professors of the Azhar a~d printed 
under the auspices of King Fu'ad I, hence sometimes called by \Vesterners 
the "Fu'iid Qur'an". A.nd limited in that the professoriate of the A.zhar 
has since also authorised a nU[llber of other facsimiles of manuscri pts by 
di tferent sc ri bes and even with eli fferent conventions (e.g. the Kadll'galt

06 . 

text revised by al~ ljabb:1:- ). Ber~striiBer was in Cairo for little over a 
l1 
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month, from Noyember 1929 to January 1930 (Jumada II to Sa~ban 1;3-48). 
and the 1342 Cairo text, ..while an achievement well worthy of Egyptian 
admiration, would to a certain extent only have been so because it was 
so recently completed. To consider that it had an official status elsew here 
in the ~luslim 'world, in North-"Vest ~;\1rica or Iran, for instance, would be 
mistaken. In the last decade, for instance, even in central ~Iuslim countries 
like Saudi ~~rabia and Qatar, texts differing considerably in orthography 
from the 1342 Cairo text have been printed under official approval. It did, it 
must be said, achieve a certain recognition in India, but not sufficient to 
supplant the local Tradition.27 

Secondly, the Christian concepts, perhaps at the back of the minds 
of some Western scholars, such as a "revised standard version" or an 
"authorised version", simply do not apply to the Qur'an, which is not 
a translation. Educated Nluslims on the w hole do not tend to have any 
concept of a standard version in this sense. For them there is only one text 
wherever it is printed, and they may well even dislike an Egyptian, Qatari 
or other label. It is the 'Vord of God, not of man. Even among Egyptian 
Qur'an scholars there is no such term as a "standard version". Mu~ammad 
~A.bd al-Baql, for instance, in the forward to his concordance, with regard 
to the numbering of verses, referred twice to ';~}f'U,:~a! al~-'.\[alikH .28 This 
was in the 1945 edition, and in a second fore'word, by ~\Ian?ur Fahmi. 
the then President of Faruq I University, it is referred to as ~~al-Af'Usha! 
al~Atalik7" .29 In a later, post 1952, reprint, these terms v,el'e replace'd' by 
"the Egyptian Government text" (;'\fu~,!a! al~1fukuma al-Afi~riyya).:jO 

..A.nother, post 1952, term for it is "al-J"\;fusha! al-A.mzrz", often dated 1 

it should be noticed, according to later repri~ts. 31 .And recently, the most 
prominent present-day Egyptian scribe, Muhammad ~Abd al~Qadir '.L~bd
al~lah referred to it as A[u~,!a! ul~Afalik' [Fu'ad].32 Further, the use 
of lithography has in fact prevented standardisation of the calligraphy, 
if not of the orthography. The far-reaching standardisation of European 
script that resulted from the spread of printing by letter-press 33 siInply 
did not occur with copies of the Qur'an, reproduceable lithographically in 
potentially infinite hands and styles. 

Thirdly, the term "edition" implies editorial activity. And that was 
scarcely even held to have been performed by 'Utman, let alone by Egyptian 
scholars of only sixty years ago. 

i\ll in all, therefore the 1342 Cairo text is clearly neither official. In a 
pan-fslarnic sense, nor a standard edition, even in an Egyptian. sensp. 
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Nonetheless, most probably owing to the clarity of its calligraphy and 
its known precision! the 1342 Cairo text has been, and still is, \vell regarded 
by Sunni ~ruslim scholars. It was used, for instance, as the text for the new 
edition of the translation into English by j\fu~ammad Asad, The j\;fessage 
of the Qur'an, printed by Cahill Printers Ltd., Dublin, and published in 
1980 by Dar al--~~nclalus Ltd., Gibraltar. and for the recent translation 
into French.

34 
Other reprints have also certainly been made in Egypt 

and elsewhere since 1:342, suffice it to cite three. One, by al-~1a~ba'a 
al-~Ii~riyya at the expense of al-Sayyid ~lu~ammad Ri~a Sarf aI-Din 
(although in this case with the 'un wan in another hand). Another by 
al-Ma~.ba'a al-Amiriyya itself in the copy checked and signed 1/8/1:371 by 
'Ali :YIu~ammad aI-pabba:, with signatories and date 10/4/1137, the frame 
containing the text measuring 15 x 10 cm. ~A..nd a "rubu' yaszn", with 2.51 
pages, and a frame containing the text of 16 x 10 cm., printed (29/4/1398 / 
7/4/1978) in 'V.Germany by special permit no.307 of an ~Azhar committee 
dated 28/3/1:398, at the expense and under the supervision of Mu~ammad 
Bassam aI-lTstuwani, owner of the publishers Dar aI-Qur'an aI-KarIm, 
Beirut and Da~ascus. 3:5 Its most recent reprint is probably the 1402 Qatari 
text, the text used here as the basis for comparison. But the Qatari 
Government have also, it should not be forgotten, reprinted a Turkish text 

36 

in a similarly attractive format. 
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Chapter 2 

THE OTHER HAFS COPIES
. . 

CONSULTED 


A LARGE VARIETY of printed I;Iaf~ copies, other than the 1342 Cairo text, is 
available in bookshops and libraries. So before the differences between the 
two transmissions can be determined, those between printed copies within 
the I;Iaf~ transmission must be. A representative sample of copies from 
most Muslim countries that have printed the Qur'an has been consulted. 
These copies and the broad Traditions they belong to, are described in 
this chapter. lliustrations of their variations make up chapter 3. This will 
also be useful in showing that the 1342 Cairo text is not, as is thought, "the 
standard version" of the Qur'an. 

Distinct Traditions of manuscript-copies of the Qur'an emerged in 
various areas of the Muslim world. Similarly, the transition from manu
script to printed copy which began last century was made more or less 
independently in several places. The Muslim world was not a unity, and 
lithography allowed individual places to print copies from their own manu
script-Traditions. ~lanuscript-Tradition thus became printed Tradition. 
This of course did not prevent certain printed copies from dominating or 
influencing others, just as some manuscripts had done in the past. In this 
chapter the progression of the regional printed Traditions is examined. 

Co pies of the Qur' an were in fact printed (by letter- press) as early as 
the 16th . and 17 th . centuries A.D. 

1 
But they were by non-Nluslinls and 

had no currency among NIuslims. ~fuslim scholarly culture, notably that of 
1.5 



the foremost Muslim city of the time, Istanbul, had an aversion to printing 
as a whole, let alone to printing copies of the Qur'an. A Turkish opinion 
from 1560 is recorded: that if Scripture is printed it ceases to be Scripture.

2 

This is strictly correct. Another from 1650 considered manuscripts superior 
to printed books for a number of reasons. A superabundance is avoided, 
wisdom does not necessarily increase in proportion to the number of books 
owned; quantities of bad books are avoided, scribes would not waste time 
reproducing them; handwriting is easier to read (which it would have been 
then). A third opinion, recorded in 1764, explained the aversion by the 
Turks' attachment to calligraphy and beautiful manuscripts, not usurpable 
by printed books.

3 

This aversion was not just one of the earliest head-on collisions between 
Islam and Western technology. It had existed, and to a certain extent been 
kept alive by the rich in Europe also.

4 
But in addition, for the Muslim, not 

just the text of the Qur'an, but the very letters in which it is written, are 
considered uncreated, eternal and divine. In the hands of the great masters, 
many of whom -were Turks J the art of calligraphy achieved an intricate and 
transcendental beauty, completely unapproachable by letter-press. 

!5 

The 
act of engraving the image of a letter into the steel of the type-cutter's 
punch with a pointed engraving tool is totally unlike the fio,ving movement 

s
of a hand and a reed-pen. It is more like carving on stone. 

The establishment of the first N[uslim printing- press in Constantinople 
in 1727 was therefore a surprise move, for which the :Nlufti 'Abdal-Iah's 
approval was gained under threat of deposition from his post as Say\, al
I sta'm. The threat came from Ibrahim Pasha, the Francophile Grand Vizier 
of the energetic Sultan AJ:lmed ill 'v ho reigned 1703-1730. 

7 

If the ~Ilufti did 
not prevent the establishment of this printing-press he at least prevented 
its use for religious literature. The Sultan's permit (dated 1139/1726) 
authorising the establishment of the printing-press included the ~lufti's 
f at'lJJa to this effect. is In the f atwa the ban was given a religious rationale. 
That for one thing, according to a statement in the Qur 'an, "written 
Scripture" 9 is the basis of belief, and so is not to be replaced by print. ~And 
that for another, no tradition from the Prophet could be found authorising 
such a thing as printing copies of the Qur 'an. 

But less pious considerations, brought to bear on the Mufti from his 
community, were probably at the back of the religious rationale. First, in 
traditional communities based on a legal canon, written works playa central 
role. Second, the lTleIIla may well have feared the loss of their intellectual 
and spiritual supremacy over the illiterate masses, should literacy spread. 
Third, there was a popUlation or scribes who would have been concerned 
about their future. fn the 17:30's upwards of ninety thousand copyists 

16 




were reported to be \vorking in Istanbul. 
10 

And fourth,! there 'would have 
been the fear of losing a beautiful heritage. In comparison to the delicate 
elegance of hand-written and coloured copies of the Qur'an, especially then 
in those from Turkey, black-and-white machine-made copies from the type
faces of the time would have produced crude, ugly and lifeless shadows. 
Furthermore, on a purely technical level, much of the interlinear notation 
would then have been impossible to set in type. 

The history of ~1uslim printing of copies of the Qur'an nevertheless 
began sixty years later, but in Russia. This was with the ~Julla Usman 
Isma:ll copy, printed in St.Petersburg in 1201/1787. It was said to have 

ll 

been reprinted there without change three and six years later. Others give12 
dates 1787, 89, 90, 93, 96 and 98. According to de Schnurrer, this first 
printing was done under the auspices and at the expense of the Empress 
Catherine the Great so that her ~fuslim subjects could use the book. It 
made no mention of place or date of publication, but on other authority de 
Schnurrer was certain that it was St. Petersburg, 1787. He suggested that 
these details had deliberately been omitted lest l\fuslims should abstain 
from using it, which he presumed they would have done had they realised 
that it had been printed by the efforts of Christians.

13 

This first printed copy was reprinted in t,vo forms in !(azan' city in 
1218/1803, one in large quarto (10 x 8 in.) and the other in a number 
of volumes octavo (8 x .5 in.). It was produced under the supervision 
of a certain 'Abd al- 'Azlz Toqtamls, again by Imperial decree, this time 
from Alexander I. The same type-face of the St.Petersburg copies were 
used, but by now they were worn and blunted by repeated use. Also the 
marginal commentary of the St.Petersburg copies was omitted from the 
Kazan' version. This I(azan' version is said to have been reprinted in more 

It 15 
than one format, and often. 

16 
According to Karabacek these Russian copies were lithographs. This 

cannot be so, for lithography was first invented only in 1798. ~loreover, the 
transfer-process, presumably indispensable for preparing plates of :'--rabic 
script, was not perfected until the early 1800's.1 By the transfer- process a 
text could be written more or less as usual, that is with a greasy fluid 
on cartridge paper, rather than having to be written mirror-image on 
stone. The use of lithography for printing texts did not begin to become 
widespread in Europe until the 1820's.18 Photolithography was not per
fected till 18.59, and the offset-process was not invented till 187.5.

19 
That 

the St.Pctersburg (and therefore the 180:3 [(azan' ones) were printf'd by 

letter-press is confirmed by the copy in thr Brit-ish \fUSCllffi. 
2o 

Turkish 
qualms werr presllrIlably absent this far north. as they were in India in 

17 
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the following century. Nonetheless. according at least to non-.vlusliulS, the
21 

type was of exceptionally elegant appearance. 
Copies continued to be printed in I(azan' city from at least 18:32 

through the 18.50s~ many of these lithographs. 
22 

But printing of the Qur'an 
in the U.S.S.R. this century appears to be limited to a copy in 1947 by the 
Central ,.A.sian Directorate and in 1964 in Tashkent. 23 Some of the Kazan' 
lithographs from the 1850's on provide readings from the "7" in the margin, 
and these also appear on those Indian lithographs derived from the !(azan'

24 
text. 

India followed Russia, with copies first printed in Hugly, Calcutta in 
1824, the earliest centre of Indian ~fuslim printing, and then in L ucknow. 2~ 
These were by letter-press. The move was perhaps a reaction to Christian 
Missionary printing-activity which had become particularly energetic in the 
first two decades of the 19th . century. That they were probably not sub
sidised by the Christians might explain the time-gap from the St.Petersburg 
copIes. 

It seems that lithographic printings first began to be produced in Iran. 
This was d~ring the time of the second Qa,jarl ruler, Fat~ 'All Sah, who 
ruled from 1797 to 1834. The first, if the date is correct, was in Shiraz in 
1830,26 and already as clearly done as to appear at first sight a manuscript. 
The next was in Teheran in 1244/1828, and then the next was in Tabriz, 

27 
the second city of the empire, in 1248/1833. This was perhaps follo'wing 
the recent move made by India, but incorporating the far better invention 
of lithography. 

Copies of the Qur'an furnished with al-Zamaxsari's commentary had 
been printed in Cairo as early as 1864.

28 
And perhaps not wishing to be 

outdone in this respect by their subjects, the religious leaders in Istanbul 
acquiesced in the printing of the Qur'an there from around 1291/1874,

29 
a century and a half after the Ulema's original ban. This was carried 
out by the J\tfinistry of Public Instruction, under Imperial order, and was 
the result of many years' persistent effort to try to obtain permission.:JQ 
Lithographs nullified many of the original reasons behind the ban, and in 
the fifty years in which Qur'an-lithographs had by then been produced in 
Iran, many would have found their way to Turkey. \Vith the secularisation 
of Turkey after 1908, and the spread of printing in Egypt, Egypt began to 
print many more copies of the Qur 'an, most notable among these being the 
1342 Cairo text. 

~lorocco appears to have been the first country in North-"Vest Africa 
to print copies of the Qur'an. This was from at least 1892,31 and were 
according to the \Vars transmission. Nigeria, was printing them by 190,) ~ :32 

18 



but under Christian supervision, if not expense. Algeria had a printin~
press by 1847,33 but did not apparentll print the Qur'an until the 1930's.' 4 

Tunisia had a printing-press by 1860,·:5 but again, it is possible that the 
'Vars copy (1969) is one of the few copies ever printed there.

36 
It is also 

probable that Tunisia is the only one of these countries to print copies 
according to the Hafs transmission.

37 

Corresponding in some ways to this historical progression, printed Hars 
copies fall today into five broad Traditions 

an Iranian Tradition (pp.19-21) 

an Indian Tradition (p1>.21-31) 

a Turkish Tradition (p1>.31-39) 


an Egyptian Tradition (-pp.39-43) 

a North-West African Tradition (p-p.43-44) 


The differences between these Traditions comprise script, orthography, 
recititive details and textual division..A.. representative list of them is given 
in chapter 3. In some respects the two outlying Traditions, the Indian 
and the North- \Vest African, are markedly different from the other more 
centrally situated ones. They have also retained a few fossil elements of 
orthography lost from the central ones. 

On the spines, covers and title-pages certain quotations from the Qur'an 
are often printed. By far the most frequent in the copies consulted is 56: 77

80 (in w hole or part). 33 The next most popular is 17: 9, and others are 2: 1, 14: 

52,15: 9, 16: 98, 39: 55, 65: J. 

THE IRA1VIAN TRADITI01V 

OF PRI1VTED QUR'.AN COPIES 


The Iranian Tradition's calligraphy is generally in an upright style,39 
but more rounded than that of the Egyptian one. It is less rounded than 
that of the Indian one. Its orthography is markedly different from that of 
the Egyptian Tradition. 
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§ 1 A copy from Tehera n 

entitled "QuT'an majid!' on the outside cover. In a rhombus on the title
page is "bal huwa qur'anun majzdun !z law~in ma~!u~in" (85: 21-22) at 
the top, and then the follo\ving in Farsi, 

"This is copied from the famous Qur'an Sultan!, in the hand of
4o 

the well- known scribe ~asan Hansl. It 'wa~ photographed and 
printed, and paid for, by 1rfu~ammad 'i\Ji '1Imi, of Chap Offset, 
Xiyaban Na~ir Xusraw, Teheran" . 

It is a facsimile of a manuscript completed in Rajab 1366 (Nfay 1946). 
This copy is therefore undoubtedly well after the 1342 Cairo text, nevertheless 
also entirely outwith the Egyptian Tradition set up by it. The text is 476 
pages long, with 17 lines to the page and the frame containing the text 
measures 8 x 5 cm. 

• It is referred to from now on as "the Harisi text" . 

\Vithin the frame, at the top right of each recto page, this copy and the 
following one,41 have indication of istixareh, usually xub or bad (good or 
bad), but also vasa~ (intermediate) and others, e.g. baX, miyareh, basyar 
bad and tad. 

The same text~ apart from a slightly different 'unwan, and accom
panied on each verso page by a type-set translation into Farsi J was photos
tatically reproduced and published by A~mad 'lImi of Intisarat Iran on 
7/3/1395 A.H., 23/1/1354 Samsz (21/3/197.5 A.D.), with a frame measur
ing 18 x 11 cm. The upper and lower covers have a golden, central rectangle 
containing a lozenge of apple blossom in pink, green! brown and red, with 
cartouches of hazelnuts around the borders. This is in imitation of the com

42 

mon Iranian style of lacquer- bindings decorated with tioral motifs. In the 
centre of the spine is "[(alam al-Afajid". The title-page has "Afu?~a! 
Sa r 1, I" at the to p, and in large letters below, "Qu T' an AIaitd", and in 
smaller letters below this, "from the Qur'an known as Sultanl,43 accom
panied by the translation of [the late] Aga Hajj Sayx :Ylehdi Ibihiqamsehi. 
This text is distributed by the Iranian Embassy in London. 

§ 2 A second copy from Teheran 

entitled "Ql1r'an karzrn" on the spine, "Qur'an b(i xula,:at a tafaslT 
jarsz" on the upper cover, and "Qnr'an rnajzd" on the title-page. It is a 
photolithographie facsimile of' an j\rabic mannscript, accornpanied on each 
verso page by a type-set translation into Farsi. The ~\rabic manuscript is 
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signed at the end by the scribe, abu I-Oasirn Xusnawis ai-Isfahan!. and 
dated 1326. 

44 

The copy itself is not d;ted, but was publi~hed by the 
Kitabfurusl 'Ilmiyyeh Ishimiyyeh, Teheran~ and has been with the present 
owner for at least thirty years. The ...\rabic text is --111 pages longy with 19 
lines to the page and the frame containing the text measures 17 x 10 cm. 

• The copy is referred to from now on as "the Isfahani text" . 

The usual convention with dates in Iran since 1925 A.D. has been to 
specify "h£jrT qarnarl", or give the name of the ~luslim month, when the 
date is what Arabs simply term "hijriyya", "lil-hijra" or "min al-hijra 
(a n-naba wiyya)". When the date is unspecified it therefore usually im plies 
"hijrz samsz", by which reckoning 1326 would be 1947/8 A.D., two and 
a half decades after the 1342 Cairo text. 

45 
However, with religious texts the 

usual convention may not always apply, and a simple date may indicate 
hijrz qamarz. A small, pocket-selection of suras (numbers 1, 36, 55, 56, 
62, 94, 97, 99-114) for instance, published, decorated and paid for by the 
Asria Publishing Company in Teheran, with the frame containing the text 
measuring 7 x 5 cm. and written by ~mad aI-Najafi al-Zanjani, is dated 
simply 1390. This has to be hijrz qa'marz, since 1390 hijrz samsz would 
be 2011 A.D. 

45 

If the same is the case with this Isfahani text the date of its manuscript 
would therefore be 1908 A.D. This might be supported by the fact that 
before 1925 ·'hijrz gamar Z" would have needed to have been specified. It 
would in this case date from some sixteen years before the 1342 Cairo text. 

• Sometimes the Isfahani text and the Harls! text are referred to 
jointly as "the Iranian copies" . 

THE INDLAlV TRADITION 

OF PRLVTED QUR'/tlV COPIES 


The Indian Subcontinent has probably always been the most prolific 
source of printed copies of the Qur'an. Nowadays these mainly come 

47
from Pakistan. The Indian Tradition of printed copies of the Qur 'an 
is much older than the Egyptian one and yet is remarkably similar to 
it in orthography. Before the 1920's its isolation from the Turkish and 
Iranian Traditions must therefore have been more apparent. The isolation 
no doubt also pertained in the manuscript-Tradition during the preceding 
cent uries. This is what may well have enabled it to preserve in places an 
older Tradition, which in t urn passed from manuscript to printed copy. 
The orthography of the manuscripts~ however, does not always tally with 
that of the Egyptian printed Tradition.

48 
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The Indian Tradition has some individual traits, by which it can be 
readily recognised. 

Firstly, its script can be eclectic. Although predominantly nasXl, 
some words can contain letters written, for instance, in the ruq'a script. It 
is most akin to the calligraphy of the Iranian Tradition in roundness and 
uprightness, but it is even rounder and bolder, and the letters are more 
widely spaced.

49 
This style is found in 18th. century manuscripts. so 

Secondly, some of its section-divisions and verse-numbering are unique. 
It has a division called a "szparah", or "'parak". According to the South 
African revision of the earlier Taj text (see below ,p.26) this equals three
quarters of a iuz'. By reciting one a day, the whole Qur'an can be 
completed in forty days. But this appears to be incorrect, since elsewhere 
a szparah means a juz'. This can be seen from the marginal notes in 
individual Indian copies. The word "s"iparah" itself is never found there, 
however the ruku~at of each szparah are marked by the letter 'ayn there 
(as well as over the aya-roundel). Three numerals usually accompany it. 
The upper one indicates the number of ruku'at completed in the present 
sura. The middle one indicates the number of verses contained in the 
ruk'u: just completed. And the lower one indicates the number of ruku'at 
completed in the present siparah.

51 

In all the copies consulted this last, 
lower, numeral is ahvays 1 in the first ruku' of a new juz'. The Indian 
copies also have a larger, sevenfold section-division, enabling completion in 
a week. Each of the seven is called a manzil, a halting-place, and the word 
is written in the margin. They begin at 1: 1, 5: 1, 10: 1, 17: 1, 26: 1, 37: 1 and 50: 

1. Apart from these the Indian Tradition is also unique in verse-numbering 
in a number of places. Since the 1920's the Indians have been aware of 
this and several copies have been made to conform in this respect with the 
Egyptian Tradition. 

Thirdly, its orthography preserves a number of fossils not found el
sew here. Two in particular are useful in iden,0fying copies as belonging to 

the Indian Tradition the yO, '-ali f of ha~ ~ n i in 20: 63, and the otiose 
second alif of la'aontum in 59: 13. 

~2 

§ 3 A copy from Delhi 

entitled in a central roundel on the title-page "Qur'an majid bit-taraiim 
talat, 1289". At the top of the innermost frame is "waman Y yatawakkal 
'ala t-tahi fahuwa ~~asbtthu" (65: 3), and below this in small Urdu charac
ters an expression of thanks to God for being able to print this copy In 
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Delhi. At the bottom of the innermost frame in Arabic is "printed by Sayx 
'.Ali Na~ib at the 1Iujtaba~1 Press". and above this in small Persian charac
ters that the Urdu translation is by Sah Raft' ai-Din, the Farsi translation 
is that of "Fath at-Rahman", and the marginal commentary is that of 
Sah 'Abd ai-Qadir, auth'or of A{u~il,L al-Qur'an. "Fat0 aL-Razz,rnan", an 
annotated Farsi translation of the Qur'an, was the greatest achievement of 
the famous fundamentalist mU0addi! of Delhi, Sah "Vall al-Iah. He was 
born in 1703 and died in 1762. He spent fourteen months studying in the 
Hijaz during the time of Mu~ammad ibn 'Abd al-vVahhab (d.1792). On his 
return to India he set in motion the first changes in Indian traditionalist 
orthodox Islam.:53 This copy can therefore be seen as a product of the 
Indian reformist movement. Sah 'Abd ai-Qadir of Delhi (d.1826) made the 
earliest Urdu translation of the Qur'an. He was the son of Sah vVali al-lah. 
Sah Rafl ai-Din was also of Delhi, and would no doubt have belonged to 
the school of Sah Wall al_lah.:54 

At the bottom of the final page are further sentences in Persian and 
Urdu, including poetry, the name of the publisher, Nlawlana Mu~ammad 
Sayf al-I:Iaqq, and the completion date, 1289 (1872/3). The Arabic text is 
set in orange clouds -with interlinear Persian and Urdu translations. There 
are 664 pages of text, with 10 lines of .Arabic per page. The frame measures 
24 x 15 cm. Its verse-numbering begins afresh on each page. 

• From now on it is referred to as "the 1289 Delhi copy" . 

§ 4 A copy from Calcutta 

whose title-page depicts a Mughal style mosque. In a cartouche between 
the two minarets top centre, in large interwoven script, is "cja lika t-kitabu 
to, rayba f'lhi", and below it to the right, in smaller script, "10, yarnassuh71 
'z'tla l-mufahharun". Below the picture is the name and address of the 
publisher, ~ajjI NIu~ammad Sa'id, 8.) Xula~l 'folah, Calcutta. Belo'w' this 
line the page is torn. 

The colophon has four lines of Urdu at the top but mainly consists 
of a flower-vase motif, which has nineteen flowers and two handles. The 
Urdu says that this copy of the Qur'an has been thoroughly checked and 
corrected by twenty-one scholars, and that in their joint opinion it is as far 
as humanly possible free from mistakes. The names of the twenty-one are 
given on the flower-heads and vase-handles . .5.5 The bowl of the vase has the 
name of the publisher again~ and on either side, the name and address of 
the printer, .vIu~amrn:ld Qasim, \ra~ba'a Islamiyya, 26 Narkal Danghar, 
North Rd.. Calcutta. If any of the twenty-one scholars could be identified, 
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a rough date could be assigned to the copy. It appears to have been printed 
early this cent ury. 

It has 723 pages of text, 'with 14 lines per page. The frame containing 
the text measures 20 x 12 em. 

It has no verse-numbering, but its most remarkable feature is that it 
was printed by letter-press and not lithography. The type is very much 
in the upright, bold, round style of Indian Qur'an script, but because it 
never varies, it has a somew hat stilted appearance. It is thicker and larger 
than the type-face used in the 1803 Calcutta translation,56 and the 183157
Calcutta copy of the Qur'an. Its symbol for vowellessness is an angular 
caret, w Wch gives the text an odd initial appearance. The usual Indian
style symbol is more rounded and has its open end downwards towards the 
left, rather than straight down. The Egyptian equivalent is more angular, 
and explained as a dotless Xa'. The caret, along with the left-facing <, was 
in fact a very early sign for sukun.
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This caret is found in the Hindustani 
translation of the Qur'an printed in Calcutta in 1803,:59 and the 1831 
Calcutta copy of the Qur'an. It is not found in early copies of the Qur'an 
from Russia or Iran. AIadda is as usual, but the lengthened one before 
hamzat at-qar is signified by an elongated wedge-shape pointing right. 
This is the madda symbol with a third side joining the end of the long 
stroke with the bottom of the hook. 

Apart from these, the copy has the customary Indian-style symbols. 
It does use a smaller type-face to indicate pause, usually between the aya
roundels, such as "ta" and ~'q£f", but does not have any of the interlinear 
or marginal notes of the later Indian copies cons ulted. This, and other 
minor divergences from these copies, suggests that it is older. Following 
the prayer on completion of the Qur'an, are a benediction (darud)60 and 
prayer (narnaz) of certain men in the past, described in Farsi. 

• From now on it is referred to as "the Calcutta copy" . 

§ 5 A copy from Born bay 

entitled in a central roundel on the upper cover "Qur'an maj'id nuranz 
'aksz". The same is found in a roundel at the top of the spine.' Above it 
on the upper cover is "ia yamassuhu 'illa t-mutahharuna", and below 
it "~fa~ba'a Mu~ammadI, Bombay". Below the frame on the final page 
this firm, from Nlujga'l1n, Bombay lOc, is said to have supervised both the 
pri nting and publication, w hie h were act ually carried out by yf uhaulrnad 
Tahir '1\11 \V:lnlwalla of the Private Limited Company of 'Ali Baha'I Sarf 
. 21 
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'All. The title-page is similar to the upper cover but without "nuranT" in 
the central title, and with the motif and name of the printer at the bottom. 
It has 732 pages of text, with 1:3 lines per page. The frame containing the 
text meas ures 22 x 1.) cnl. 

• From now on this copy is referred to as "the Bombay copy" . 

..L.\s usual with modern Indian copies no date is given, but the scribe 
is mentioned in the colophon - "the well-known calligrapher Sayx ~usayn 
Sah ..Lt\.badI". This is preceded by a statement in .Axabic that the copy 
had been checked against many others widely accepted for their complete 
correctness. 

Preceding this are two lines, 

MBy the help of the one God, the printing is now complete of 
this exalted text in conformity with the orthography of the text 
of the caliph ·U!man. Here are the names and stamps of the 
distinguished revisers - wfawlvi Fat~ l\tfu~ammad, wfaw Iv! Salim 
aI-Din, NIawlvl ·~J\.bd ai-Salam and l\tfuqadim i\tluhammad 'Abd

" 62 . 
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There being no stamps, nor indeed any place for them, probably makes 
this a later reprint. The script is of the usual bold round type but in a 
finer pen than most. The explanatory notes are extensive, covering sixteen 
pages. Of particular interest are two lists on page twelve. The first is of 
twenty places where special care has to be exerc ised not to mispronounce a 
Qur'an utterance, lest it lead to negation of faith. Three of these are "IDa' i~ 

ibtal ~ '£brah l rnu ranoah u" in 2: 3. 'at-lahIt in 2:255 and "tuaras'utih z" 
in 9: 8. Such a list would scarcely have been drawn up in an Arabic
speaking setting where the oral Tradition would have precluded any such 
mispronunciation, and probably even the suggestion of it. The second 
list is of eighteen places where graphic alif is otiose and should not be 
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pronounced. Surprisingly, 59: 13 is not one of them. 

§ 6 A copy from Karachi and a copy from Delhi 

both entitled "Qur'an majzd" on the upper cover and on the title-page. 
They are written with exactly the same calligraphy although the number 
and size of the pages. and the number of lines per page, differ. The former 
has 549 pages with 16 lines per page, and the frame containing the text 
measures 22 x l:3 Cillo. while the latter has ,129 pages each with 18 lines, 
and a fraIlle contai n ing the text IIlC:lSuri ng 21 x 1:3 c m. Both have tbi n 
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ruled lines added between each two lines of text. Both also have two leaves 
preceding the title-page and following the final page, with their inner pages 
containing the ninety-nine names of God, and a similar list of names for 
the Prophet respectively. 

The former was printed and published in Karachi by the Taj Company 
Ltd. at the expense of the managing agent 'Inayatallah. No dates are 
given, but this is unlikely to have been before 1960. 

• From now on it will be referred to as "the later Taj text" . 

The latter was published by Kutub Khana Ishaat-ul-Islam, Delhi, 
again undated. It was purchased in Oman in 1980. Although not published 
by the Taj Company, and also from "a different manuscript, it has been 
subsumed under the later Taj text for simplicity of reference. 

These have also been com pared with an earlier copy printed by the 
Taj Company in Lahore (Railway Road). 

• This copy is referred to from now on as the "earlier Taj text" . 

This earlier Taj text is also entitled "Qur'an majzd" on the upper 
cover and spine, but "al-Qur'an al-~akzm" on both title-pages. It is 
written in a similarly rounded although slightly di1!.,erent calligraphic style. 

It often has the reversed ya' in prepositions like 'al ~ for example. It is also 
without ruled lines. The text covers 848 pages with 13 lines each, and with 
a frame containing the text of 11 x 8 cm. Once again there are no dates. It 
was purchased at a Chinese Trade Fair in Khartoum in the early 1950s.
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Here the managing agent is called Sayx 'Inayatallah, but the main point of 
interest is that, although clearly earlier than the later Taj text, it is closer 
to the 1342 Cairo text. The verse-numbering corresponds with the 1342 Cairo 

text, and in 21: 88 it has nunjio with a full superior nun with a suk'un.5~ 

This earlier Taj text has been revised in a copy printed in South :\Jrica 
in 1398/1978, and with a second impression in 1400/1980. It is entitled 
"al-Qur'an ul-karzrn" on the spine, and in a roundel on the upper cover 
has '''innahu laqur'anun karzmun !z kita,bin maknunin" (56: 77-78). In 
a similar roundel on the title-page is "'inna na~nu nazzalna rJ-1ikra 
wa'inna lahu la0a!i~una" (15: 9). Above is '''inna harJa l-Qur'ana yahdT 
lillatz hiya 'aqwamu" (17: 9), and below the name and address of the 
publishers. The printers were Cape and Transvaal Printers (Pty) Ltd., and 
the publishers the \Vaterval Islamic Institute, P .O.Box 1, Johannesburg, 
2000. The plates were presumably provided by the Taj Company. This is 
because it has the same number of pages as the earlier Taj text, but is in 
the hand used for the later Taj text, supplied with ruled lines . .L~S in the 
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earlier Taj text also the full superior nun with sl1kun is found in 21: 88. 

and the verse-numbering tallies with the 1:342 Cairo text. 
66 

In a number of other places small revisions in orthography have also 
been made in this South .t\frican iln pression: makin~ it the closest Indian 
copy to the Egyptian Tradition. For example 7 in 5: 29 7 the graphic harnza 
following the tVa w in ta6'fl'a has apparently been erased from the plate, 
leaving a gap, and in the occurrences of wamalaoih Z68 the circular symbol 
is clearly a later addition. In 10: 75 it is faint, and in 7:103 it is only just 
visible. On page 6 of its twenty-one pages of explanatory notes is the same 
list of twenty places where mispronunciation should be especially avoided, 
as in the Bombay copy. In this copy they are indicated also in the text, 
by a dotted line above the relevant utterance and a hollow asterisk in the 
margIn. 

This copy departs from the general Indian Tradition in a number of 
other ways. The main one is that it is dated and, on p.13 of its explanatory 
notes, has the isnad of the I,Iaf~ copy and a brief explanation of 'U~man's 
sending seven copies to seven countries. Another is that by means of an 
asterisk in the text, is indicated where a "masnoon prayer" is to be said. 
These are then written in the margins of theyage. "am"in", for instance, 

is to be said after 1: 7, and "bal~ wa'ana 'al ~ ~a lika min as-sahidTna" 
is to be said after 75: 40. 

A later im pression of the later Taj text purchaseable now in London 
is also of interest. It differs from the earlier impressions only in its frame
measurement of 15 x 9 cm., in having "al-Qur'an al-~aklm" on its title
page, and in having Dacca removed from its address (Bangladesh became 
independent in 1972). The interesting feature is that it has a certificate 

from the Saudi Deputy ~lufti Ibrahim ibn Nlu~ammad .L.\l al-Sayx, dated 
19/11/1 :389 (28/1/1970). The reaso n for the certificate was that a formal 
question had been addressed from the head of al-Nla~kama al-I(ubra in 
Jedda to Dar al-Ifta' concerning the copy's spelling la'aonturn (59: 13) for 
the usual la'antl1in. 

The certificate is in the form of a reply 

"\Ve hereby inform you that although this [Taj] impression ap
pears to be the only one with this extra alif, this does not bar 
it from being allowed to be distributed. This is because the extra 
alif is to be taken as one of those present in the graphic form 
but not to be pronounced. Similar occurrences are found, for 
instance, in lao'aw1a"u and awlao'a~ba~annahu, which are writ
ten [according to a report from ylalik cited frorD al-lv[uqni' of 
a1 -DanL] in t he original way" .69 
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The quotation from 31-Danl is authenticated by the mention of ~fu
~ammad "al-~addad" ibn 'AJi ibn Xalaf al-I;Iusayni, the chief Egyptian 
Qur~an Reader at the time of the 1:342 Cairo text. 

A handsome, interlinear translation into Urdu with marginal commen
tary has also been printed by the Taj Company. It is on green paper 
with the .L~rabic text on a darker green background~ and the Urdu on 
white. On the spine is "Qllr'an rrtajzd 'aksz" J and on the upper cover "at
Qur'anu l-1!ak"im ma"a tar jarnat AIawlana Asra! 'All $a1!ib Thana1JJt". 
The title-page follows two leaves with the ninety-nine names of God on 
their inner pages. The final two leaves contain a similar list of names for 
the Prophet. The title on the title-page is as on the upper cover, with 
the additional verses, "La yamassuh~ 'illa l-mutahharuna" above, and 
"wattabi'uo 'a~sana ma 'unzila '£laykum" (39: 55) below. At the bottom 
is the name of the publishers, Taj Company Ltd., Lahore and Karachi, 
and a space where Dacca used to be. This impression must therefore be 
after 1972. It has 732 pages of text, with 12 lines to each, and a frame 
measuring 11 x 6 em. It is coincidental that it is almost the same length 
as the Bombay copy, which has 13 lines per page. Although of different 
format and original manuscript, the Arabic text is identical to that of the 
later Taj text. It has a double 'unwan. On the right-hand side of the 
first is the darud sarz!, and on the left the Fati~a. The second unwan 
contains the first eleven verses of s'urat al-Baqara. Below the frame of the 
final page of text 'Inayatallah is not entitled "Sayx" but he is now termed 
the ~'fanaging Director of the Company, rather than just the agent. 

\Vhile as usual the text is undated, there is a dated certificate on a 
page following the sura-index at the back. It is from the binder, 'Abd 
al-Rasid Jaldasaz, of 1.579/15 Dastagir Society, Federal B Area, Karachi. 
It is signed by I.Iafi~ ·..~bd al--Ra'iif ibn 'Abd al-\Va~id, of the 'Ubaydiyya 
Institute, and formerly from the state of Bhopal (in India], and states that 
he has checked the copy, and in his opinion it is free from omission and 
mistake. The date is 137:3 A.H. (1953/4 A.D.) and is presumably of the 
first, or an earlier, impression. 

Perhaps the most 0 bvious feature of these copies (excepting the earlier 
Taj text) is that their verse-numbering differs in places from the ~Iaf~ copy, 
which, for instance, A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation does not: 
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§ T Three Ahm adiyya parallel translations into English 

all with a similar Arabic text. The script varies slightly but the orthography 
is exactly the same. The ~madiyya Anjuman has a Qadiani and Lahori 
branch. The present head of the former is Zafrulla Khan. The latter branch 
is considered less heretical and is called the ~madiyya Anjuman Isa'at-i 
Islam. Its leader, from its inception to his death in 1951, was ~1aw lana 
Muhammad Ali. 

One coming from the Qadiani branch, in three volumes, is entitled. 
"The Holy Quran". Part of it was first published in 1915 by Anjuman
i-Taraqqi-Islam, Qadian, Punjab. The edition consulted was printed by 
P .Heal at the Civil and :Nfilitary Gazette, Lahore and published for the Sadr 
Anjuman .A.~madiyya by Shaikh 'Abdur Rahman Qadiani. This was under 
the auspices of Hazrat ~firza Bashir-ud-Din "Nlahmud Ahmad, "the Second 
Successor of the Promised ~lessiah". It was reprinted in one volume under 
the same title and auspices and published by The Oriental and Religious 
Publishing Corp., Ltd., Rabwah, "Vest Pakistan in 1955. Here it is specified 
that the translation is by the late "Nfawlvi Sher .AJi. 68 

One coming from the Lahori branch by its former President, Nfa,vlana 
iVfuhammad .AJi, is also entitled "The Holy Quran". The copy consulted 
was printed by A.A..Verstage of Basingstoke in 1951, but the first printing 
was in \Voking in 1917.

69 
.A. section in the Introduction, pp.lvi lix deals 

with qira'at, including remarks against Nlingana's Three Leaves. 

One comes from Britain by Sir :Nluhammad Zafrulla Khan (Foreign 
~'fillister of Pakistan: 1947, and President of the International Court of 
Justice, the Hague). It ,vas first published in 1971 by the Curzon Press Ltd., 

of London and Dublin, with a second, revised edition in 1975. 
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It is entitled 
on the spine and title-page "The Quran", with '~Qur'anun majidun" 
below. Follo,ving ci2 pages of Preface and Introduction~ is another title-page 
with "al-Qur'an at-~akzm" above "The Quran". There is no discussion 
in the Introduction of the orthography or calligraphy of the Arabic text. 
Each Arabic verse begins in the right-hand margin, and its number is given 
in the roundel at the end. The verse-numbering is not normalised to the 
Egyptian Tradition, for instance, in 2:246 and 41: 45. There are 630 pages 
of text. The number of lines per page varies, and there is no frame arond 
the text. 
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§ 8 A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation into English 

which was completed in 8/12/1352 / 4/4/1934. Yusuf AJi came from the 
Bohora ~Iuslim community in India, and was born in 1872. In contrast to 
the translations from the :\.lfmadiyya movement, his translation has been 
espoused and many times reprinted by ..A.rab ~fuslims. It is entitled "the 
Holy Quran~' in the Beirut 1965 reprint, and "the Holy Qur-an" in the 
1975 pUblication (and 1976 reprint) by the Ashraf Press, Lahore, and in its 
recent reprinting by the Qatar National Printing Press. ~Iuhammad Ashraf 
was the printer and publisher of the original, two-volume" 1937-8 edition 
in Lahore. In its 1397/1977 reprinting by Interprint (Nfalta) Ltd., for 
the Libyan Jam'iyyat al-Da'wa al-Ishimiyya, it is entitled "The Glorious 
Kur'an" . 

The Arabic calligraphy is in an almost identical style and size to that 
of Zafrulla Khan's translation, but printed more neatly and clearly. The 
orthography is the same. Each .Arabic verse begins at the right-hand 
margin, but the numbers are placed at the beginning, and the roundel at 
the end is left empty. 

In the Beirut, Lahore and Qatari reprints the original facsimile of the 
Arabic text is kept throughout, but after the Fat£'!a in the Libyan one 
it has been replaced by a text written in an Egyptian hand. As a result 
the Arabic text of the Libyan reprint is in the Egyptian Tradition of script 
and orthography, whereas that of the Beirut, Lahore and Qatari ones is in 
the Indian Tradition. Thus, for instance, 'v hereas all of these have sirat 
in 1: 6,7 for the ~af~ copy's .~ir a~, all other differences beyond the F~ti(L~ 
given in chapter 3 § 2 pertaining to the Indian copies are to be found 
only in the Beirut, Lahore and Qatari reprints of A. Yusuf .Ali's parallel 
translation. In a reprint by the Saudi Jam 'iyyat aI-Imam :Ylu~ammad 
ibn Sa'lid al-Isbimiyya in Riyad, the whole .(~rabic text is in the Egyptian 
Tradition, even the 'unwan. Conversely, in its publication by the Islamic 
Education Centre in Jedda the whole Arabic text, including the 'un wan is 
in the original Indian hand. 

The 1965 Beirut reprint is different in two ways. Firstly in being in two 
volumes, and secondly in having two certificates in ...;\rabic. These contain 
a number of points relevant here. The first is from A~mad al-Qasimi 
on the authority of al-Lajna al-'Ilmiyya, Damascus, and dated 3/6/1383 
(23/10/1963). This committee examined this text at the request of the 
publisher, Sayx Xalil al-Rawwaf. They corrected a few minor errors due 
to scribal negligence. 71 as well as im plementing the observations made by 
the .Azhar committee of G/4/1962, and those lllade by the '\:fuslim \Vorld 
League in '\Iecca. T he second certificate is froul the Secretary general of' 
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the Muslim 'Vorld League. ~fu~ammad Surur al-~abban, dated 15/9/1:38'-1 
/ 13/1/ 1965. and containing the following information. Until the first 
printing ofA. Yusuf AJi's parallel translation in Lahore in 1937, the most 
famous translation of the Qur 'an into English had been that done in 1917 
by ~Iuhanlmad .AJi. The printing of A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation took 
three years to complete. Subsequent to this 1937 printing it was reprinted 
many times in India and America. 72 This new Beirut impression is the first 
in Arab lands. 

As for the verse-numbering, 'Abdal-Iah Yusuf "1\11 said in the Preface 
to the first edition {1352/1934)73 that he mainly adopted that of the 
"Egyptian edition published under the authority of the King of Egypt". 
He added that the text shortly then to be published by the Anjuman-i 
J:Iimayat-i Islam of Lahore was doing the same. 

7 
This association was 4 

founded in 1884 under the inspiration of Sir Sayyid j\.~mad Xan of Aligarh 
(1817 -1898). It is to be distinguished from the ~madiyya Anjuman dis

715
cussed above. 

Apart from verse-numbering, A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation in its 
original edition employed the usual conventions of the Indian Tradition. 
But because of these divergences from the general Indian Tradition, whether 
at the hand of translator or later printers, A. Yusuf AJi '8 parallel translation 
is not included when reference is made to "the Indian Tradition" . 

THE TURKISH TR~4DITI01V 


OF PRI1VTED Q(TR'AlV COPIES 


The Iranian and Turkish Traditions differ from each other only in their 
script, and in a few other characteristic details. The Turkish one is in a 
nasxi script similar to the Egyptian, although with the tops of the letters 
more towards the left than the right, whereas the indigenous Egyptian one 
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is more vertically orientated. Their orthography is markedly different 
from that of the Egyptian Tradition, and this is the main difference between 
them and it. 

§ 9 A copy from Ankara 

with no title on the cover, but '''innahu taqur'anun karTnl'U"n" in a central 
roundel on the title-page. At the top and bottom of the frame of the title
page it has '''inna h'rirja t--qur'ana yahdi tillatT hiyya 'aqw{urlu" and "ttl 
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yamassuhu 'illa l-mu~ahharun" respectively. The year 1392 (1972) is also 
written in the roundel. It has 604 pages of text (the double page of the 
'un wan being treated as one) ,vith 15 lines each and a frame of 15 x 8 cm. 
For explanatory notes it has only a section on the symbols for pause, since 
it does not indicate in the text any of the other conventions described at 
length in the explanatory notes of the 1342 Cairo text. 

On a page subsequent to the final page of the text are the follow
ing details. This second, offset impression was completed 1392/1972, un
dertaken by the Head of Religious Affairs of the Republic, and printed 
by Ajans-Ttirk MatbaacIllk Sanayii, Ankara. It carries an official stamp 
(muhr rasmz) in ink, and the comment that this text was copied from the 

manuscript in the hand of Ayat Barkanar. 
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• From now on it will be referred to as "the 1392 Turkish text" . 

The translation into French by the Istanbul University Professor Muh
ammad Hamidullah, assisted by ~fichel Leturmy (8th . revised edition 1973) 
reproduces the 1342 Cairo text for its Arabic text, and so breaks with the 
Turkish Tradition. This may be explained by its not being a wholly Turkish 
enterprise. It was printed in Ankara, by Hilal Yayinlan, but published in 
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Beirut, at the expense of Salih Ozcan. 

§ 10 A small copy from Damascus 

entitled "Qur'an kar1.m" on both the outside plastic jacket (the upper 
cover is blank) and the title-page. On the latter it is accompanied by 
"'innahu laqur'anun kar'imun jz kitabin maknunin (a yarnassuhu 'illa 
I-Tn u ~a h h a run a tan z'il u n In in r a b b i 1- 'al a rnzna" (56: 77-80 ), t he publis he r s ' 
motif, and and at the bottom, what is clearly an addition to the facsimile
the name of the printer ~Ia~ba'at Karam waMaktabatha biDimasq.8

6 

Nothing is stated regarding printing dates or original copyist. It has 486 
pages of text, each with 17 lines contained in a frame measuring 8 x .5 cm. 

Perhaps its most interesting feature is that although much closer to the 
I:Iaf~ copy than the Istanbul ~adlrgah text and the Teheran copies in terms 
of vocalisation, as for instance, with assimilation and indications' of pause, 
it is akin to these other three in terms of orthography, as for instance, with 
all vocal alijs except in ~a lika, wala kinna and the like, being graphic, 
e.g. maliki (1: 4) and h'zlaj'i (106: 1), and certain archaic spellings being 
normalised (e.g. 4:176. 21: 88). "! 1 It is thus in the general Turkish graphic 
Tradition, but in the Egyptian vocal Tradition. 
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§ 11 A copy from Baghdad 

which has "al-Qur'an al-kar"im" on the spine, and "'innahu laqur'anun 
kar"imun f"i kitabin maknunin" in a roundel on the upper and lower 
covers. It also has '''inna harja l-Qur'an yahdz Nllat"i hiya 'aqwamu" 
(17: 9) at the top of the frame on the title-page, "'inna na~n'u nazzalna 
rj-rjikra wa'inna lahu la0afi~un" (15: 9) in the central roundel, and at the 
bottom the fact that the [re-]printing was ordered by the President ~addam 
I.!usayn in 1401/1981. This is recorded again in the colophon, in addition 
to the fact that a committee convened by the Iraqi Minister of Awqaf and 
Religious Affairs, al-Sayyid Nuri Faysal Sahir, supervised its [re-]printing, 
completed during Rama9-an. 

It has 666 pages of text with 13 lines to the page, and the frame 
containing the text measures 16 x 9 cm. A two-centimetre band with gold 
and blue arabesques surrounds three sides of the frame of each page. The 
text of the 'un wan is in red, set in white clouds on a golden, circular 
background. For explanatory notes it has a single page outlining the 
symbols employed for pause and textual divisions. Since there is no assimil
ation in the text it has no symbols for these. 

• From now on it will be referred to as 'the 1370 Iraqi text" . 

Following the prayer on completion of the Qur'an is the following 
relevant information ('P'p.668fJ.) 

This is the first lithograph of the Qur'an printed in }raq. It 
,vas completed at ~la~ba'at "YIudiriyyat al-NIasa~a al-'Amma in 
1/9/1370 (6/6/1951) from a manuscript in the hand of aI-Hajj 
~Iafi~ ~ru~ammad i-\min al-Rusdi,92 dated 1236. It had belo~ged 
to the mother of the Ottoman sultan 'Abd al-'Aziz Xan (ruled 
1277/1861 - 1293/1876) until it was bequeathed in 1278 to the 
tomb of Sayx Junayd al-Bagdadl. It is now kept in the library of 
[the Sunni ] ai-Imam al-~f\'zam mosque in Baghdad. ~r\. committee 
of six prominent Iraqi schoiars, headed by al-Sayx al-~ajj ~ajm 
ai-Din al-'Va'i~, corrected the proofs [of the lithograph], and the 
scribe of :Nfudlriyyat al-Masa~a al-"Amma, al-Sayyid Hasim :Nlu
~ammad al-Xa~~a~ "al-Bagdadi" , implemented certain -peripheral 
improvements, such as in the sura-headings. The six carried out 
their revision of the vocalisation in accordance with the transmis
sion of ~af? 83 The isnad is as in the 1342 Cairo text. Its spelling,84 
text ual-division and sura-titles were done according to the copy of 
al-I:Iafi~ 'Ulman printed in Istanbul (and therefore without versc
numbering), and the verse-numbel'ing according to the Cairo l:342 
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(1923/4) copy, that is the I(ufan system. The system of pause is 
that. of aI-Imam abii Ja'far ibn Tayfur al-Sajawandi. 

8 
.5 

The same text was printed in 1400 (1979) in Qatar. It also has ~'a l
Qur'an al-karzrn" on the spine, but is entitled "Qur'an karzm" on the 
upper and lower covers. It also has "'inna harja l-Qur'an yahdz lillatz 
hiya 'aqwarnu" (I7: 9) at the top of the frame on the title-page, "'inna 
na~nu nazzalna rj-rjikra wa'inna lahu la~a!i~un" (I5: 9) in the central 
roundel, and at the bottom the fact that the printing was paid for by the 
Emir of Qatar, Sayx Xalifa ibn ~amd AI Tani. . The same is recorded in 
the colophon, in addition to the facts that it was printed by Ma~abi' Qa~ar 
al-Wa~aniyya in Doha on 1/1/1400 (21/11/ 1979), and that, as with the 
1402 Qatari text, the printing was supervised by the head of the Committee 
of Religious -<r\ifairs in Qatar, Sayx 'Abdal-lah ibn IbrahIm al-An~ari. 

• From now on this reprint will be referred to as "the Qatari centennial 
copy" . 

On the lower half of the final page of this text a roundel containing 
the phrase "(jadaq al-lah ul-'a~zm" replaces the details concerning the 
original manuscript. 

The same 1370 Iraqi text was also printed the year before for the 
Saudi Govenment. The frame containing the text of this copy measures 
9 x 5 cm. It has a mock leather cover with a zip. Embossed in golden 
cartouches on the upper and lower covers and spine are "Qur'an karzm" in 
{ulu{, the publishers' motif, and "'innahu laqur'anun karzmun !z kitabin 
maknunin H respectively. The motif is a Qur'an opened at sura 96 in front 
of a circular map of the world. 

The first page after the red fly-leaf is the basmala written in mirror
image in jatz-~utu! script on a gold background. Then follow two pages 
with quotations from the Qur'an handsomely written in white !.utu!. on red 
backgrounds within a central medallion, and upper and lower cartouches. 
They are from 16: 98 ("!a'i~a ... ir-rajzmi"), 17: 19, 15: 9 and again 56: 

77--80. The next two pages are on gold backgrounds. The former gives 
the publishers' name, motif and address, and states that it w.as printed 
in West Germany in 1398/1978. The latter is the title-page, with the 
title "at-Qur'an al-karzrn" in tutu!., and states below that it was printed 
by special permit no.205/5 of the directorate of four Saudi Government 
departrnents.'HJ The next two pages are the 'unwan, which is taken from 
the 1:342 Cairo text. This [nakes the ropy a hybrid in that the 'unman 
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therefore is annotated with different conventions from the rest of the text 
regarding pause and assimilation. 

~;\fter the sura-list at the back are another two pages decorated as the 
'un wan. These repeat the details of printing, revision and publication, 
adding that it was done under the supervision of '\;lu~ammad Bassam 
al-Us~uwani, the general manager of the publishers Dar al-Qur'an aI-Kar
im, Beirut and Damascus. There follows another page of quotation in the 
same cartouche as before, this time containing surat al-ix ra? with the 
sahada above and below. A final two pages contain a note from Mu~am
mad Bassam concerning the effort spent and asking for notification of any 
errors. 

The frames around the text are different to those of the 1370 Iraqi 
text and the Qatari centennial copy, and the Egyptian system of textual 
division is followed. That is to say the a~zab are divided into quarters and 
increase to number 60 (at 87: 1) whereas those of the 1370 Iraqi text and 
the Qatari centennial copy only number four to a juz', and begin again at 
number 1 with each juz'. 

That this text has been printed in the last few years by the Governments 
of Iraq, Qatar and Saudi .Arabia is an indication of hovv little the 1342 Cairo 

text is in fact an "official text" . 

§ 12 A text originally printed in Istanbul 

but consulted in two Cairo reprints. It is 522 pages long, with 15 lines to 
the page. The frame containing the text of the first measures 17 x 11 cm., 
and of the second 11 x 7 cm. 

The first is entitled "Qur'an karzm" on the title-page, and the text is 
accompanied by Tafsir al-Irnamayn al-Jalalayn type-set in the margins. 
It was printed at the expense of the .A.zhari Nlu~~afa Efendi Fahmi by 
Matba'at al-'Ulum al-'Arabiyya, HTdan al-~lusili, Cairo, owned by Ahmad 

. - 81 . .. . 

Muhammad'Id. 

On the margin of the page following the final page of text is this further 
information from the reviser, Sayx ~fu~ammad 'Arif al-Fa~mawi 

"This printing of the Noble Text ... has been completed with the 
utmost precision and perfection, correcting the mistakes previous 
printings of the Qur'an had fallen into ... on the 30th. of Ramadan, 

88 
1343 A.H. (24/4/1925 A.D.)" 

The 1342 Cairo text was probably not actually ont when this copy was 
being prepared. It could not, however, not been known about. Here 
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therefore is a text fully in the Turkish Tradition, being printed in Egypt 
after the 1342 Cairo text, under the auspices of an Azhari. 

More details about the origin of this text are found vfrom the second 
reprint consulted. This was by yfu'assasat al-J.Ialabi waSurakah lil-~ab4 
wal-Nasr under permit 156 (18/3/1970) of the Azhar ~Iajma' al-Bu~u! 
al-Islamiyya. This copy is entitled "Afu~~.af Sarzl" on the title-page with 
"la yarnassuhu 'illa l-mu.~ahharuna" below. The title has been added 
by the printers, and the designation "bir-rasm £l-'U{man z" is absent, 
as with the first reprint. iVfore than half the pages of this reprint are in 
fact cancels (and therefore disregarded here). The plates must have been 
shipped to Cairo from Istanbul. The conventions employed are akin to the 
present 1392 Turkish text. 

89 
Similarly, many alifs are graphic, which in 

the Egyptian Tradition are vocal. 
90 

The colophon reads 

"In these most auspicious days of the glory of the Ottoman Sultans, 
the Sultan, son of the Sultan, 'Abd al-IJamid Xan, the Ghazi 
may God preserve his rule and perpetuate his Sultanate to the 
Last Day - when the Ottoman Printing Press was founded, it was 
guided to produce printed works of high accuracy, especially this 
noble copy of the Qur'an, printed here for the first time. In 
its preparation all possible human effort has been expended by 
the Comnlittee for the Inspection of Qur 'an copies, set up at 
the Sublime request, in the Office of the Sayx aI-Islam. The 
unworthy ;vIu~~afa N a~if, known as ~adlrgah, one of the stu
dents of ~Iusayn Efendi, completed [the manuscript] 30/9/1308 
(9;'5/1890). " 

"Abd aI-Hamid II (GazI) 'was born in 1842, succeeded to the Sultanate 
in 1876, was deposed in 1909 and died in 1918. During his reign there 
was a great increase in literacy and printing flourished. In 1876 there 
were only a few ~rinting- presses in Istanbul, whereas in 1908 there were 

9 

not less than 99. Censorshi p also, however, flourished, because of which 
most publications needed support from the Sultan. In return, laudatory 
acknowledgments, such as the one above, were required, and their quali

92 
fications were usually in superlatives. For two centuries the Ottoman 
rulers had cared little for the religion, but 'Abd al-IJamid asserted himself 
in various ways as the spirit ual head of Islam. Perhaps printin~ copies of 

9 

the Qur 'an like this one was part of his pan-Islamic aspirations. The first 
Turkish copy of the Qur'an had in fact been printed during the time of 
his predecessor, 94 but only after protracted requests for permission. Under 
';\bd al Harnid and his aide-de-cam p Osman Bey a regular flow of officially 
sanc tione"cl copies of the Qur' :1n began.

9 
.'5 
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• From now on this copy will be called the "Istanbul ~adlfgah text" , 
to distinguish it from later copies made from texts 'written by ~adlfgah 
and printed elsewhere. 

N a~If I\adlrgah (1846-1913) 'vas one of the three Turkish calligraphers 
who represented the schools of ~afi~ 'U!man (1642-1698) and Mu~~afa 
Raqim (1787-1825) in the second half of the 19th . century.96 There is 
indeed little to distinguish the nasxz writing of Hafiz 'Utman from that 

. 97 . • 

of ~adlfgah. 

The fact that this Istanbul ~adlfgah text was reprinted and published 
in Cairo as late as the 1970's shows both that it remained highly regarded in 
Egypt, and in circulation there, long after the 1342 Cairo text, and also that 
even Azhari committees did not consider- the 1342 Cairo text "the standard 
version" . That it was probably also the basis of the text revised by 
al-pabba,98 further indicates that it was still well regarded in the 1350's 
(1930's), that is, a decade after the 1342 Cairo text, and by the leading Qur'an 
reader in the Muslim world. It was indubitably the model for the Cairo 
~adlfgah text,99 indeed the cancels in the Istanbul ~adlfgah text, referred 
to as the second reprint, are from the Cairo ~adlrgah text. 

§ 13 A second Kadirgali text, printed in Teheran 

It is entitled "Qur'anun mubznun" in a central roundel on the title-page. 
The covers and spine are decorated with roses in the customary Iranian 
way, although only in two shades of brown. The text is handsomely printed 
with pausal indications, madda before hamzat al-qar, and certain other 
recitative instructions in red. 

The ti tle- page is preceded by eight pages, framed as is the text (12 
x 7 cm.) The first is blank. The second names the publishing Company, 
:Nfu'assaseyeh Amlr Kablr of 235, Sari' Sa'di, Teheran. The third gives 
the binder and printer, Sarkat-i Sahamiyye Offset, Teheran, and the 
date 1346. That this is according to Sams z reckoning is specified in the 
colophon, where it is repeated, but with a "sln", and accompanied by 
both the A.D. date, 1967, and the Qamarz date, "fl sahr Rabl' il-a'wwal 
lisannat sabIa 1JJa!amanzn 1JJa!ala!mi'a min al-hiira an-naba1JJiyya" 
(1387). This is the second impression. On the next page is the publisher's 
motif, a horse and chariot, and on the fifth page begin the explanatory 
notes. These cover four pages and correspond in some ways to those of the 
Hafs copy. They begin by saying that this is a copy of a text written about 

. . 100 

seventy years ago by ~adlfgah. And that this text, which had been 
printed in Berlin, has now been revised and checked, its verses renumbered. 
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and published under the auspices of -,,<\qa 'Abd al-Ra~im J a'fari, the head 
of ~1u'assaseyeh .Al1lIrKabir. 

The copy has 60.3 pages of text, including the title-page as page one, 
with 15 lines to the page. It is basically in the Turkish Tradition but with 
Iranian modifications. 

• So from now on it will be referred to as "the Teheran ~adlrgah 
text" . 

The orthography is said to be ancient.
lol 

The qira'at are those most 
accepted as going back to the Prophet, and the verse-numbering (6,236 
in total) is according to the Kufan method, as passed down from 'Ali to 
Abu 'Abd al-RaJ:lman 'Abdal-lah ibn I!ablb al-Sulami. Each fuz' has 
four a~zab) and the sajadat are according to famous scholars. It then 
states two ways in which it diverges (or, rather, has been revised) from 
copies written in Ottoman times, "ma~af!ij 'U!manz". The first, is where 
Ottoman copies omitted huruj which should be pronounced. These are 
inserted in red. For exa~ple, talwuo (2nd waw red) (4:135);102 dawudu 
(2:251);103 wuriya (7:20) (2nd waw red).104 The second is where Ottoman 
copies included f!uruf which are not pronounced. For ease of reading, 
these are omitted. For example, salasita (76: 4) is said to have had a red 
alif at the end;105 bz"aydin (51: 47) is said to have had a second red yo,' 
after the present one; 106 some otiose letters, formerly in red, now have 
"qisr" (shorten!) below, e.g. 'tua'uoluo (3: 18); 'aw la'a~bahannah (27: 

21);' fa~ uola ~ika (2:160); yatluo allegedly previously red, is 'here black. 
Sometimes the 4'qi~r" has been retained after the removal of the otiose 
letter, and is therefo~e redundant, e.g. below naba' ah um 'w here the hanlza 
has been reinoved,lo. Four other symbols in red are also found. "qar", 
as below 'attaxidl.l in 6: 14; "sakta", as bel01v and after 'iwafan in 18: 1; 

"tafXlm", as below' iTta¢~ in 24: 55: and "rnadd", as below bada~ ukum 
in 9: 13, Another note says that scribes in the old days wrote a red circle, 
"dayereye qirmiz" , to indicate imala, as in 11: 41. A colophon in Arabic 
also mentions the revision and reorganisation of numbering, "tl.lbi' ... ba'd 
at-tadqzq wat-ta~0z0 wata'yzn ta'dfid il-ayat". 

The same text was printed, in black and white only, and in a luuch 
less handsome form, by the I{ itab jurusz XawuT in 1369. This. has to be 
a hifri qamarz dating, making it 1949/50 A.D.lt was also reprinted, again 
handsomely, by Mu'assasat al-Nla'arif, P.O,Box 11 - 9424, Beirut. This 
copy, undated, in a larger frame in red roundels on the blue background 
of the 
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upper cover and spine, and has a flap. The text is again only black-and
white. 

THE EGYPTIAJV TRADITION 

OF PRI1VTED QUR'AN COPIES 


The Egyptian Tradition finally broke from the Turkish one with the 1342 

Cairo text. It is the odd one out, in that not only is it (with two exceptions) 
the only one claiming 'U~manic authority, but in a sense it is the only one 
which is solely a printed Tradition. That is, it specifically claims that its 
orthography is not based on the written Tradition of the last ten or more 
centuries, but on the recorded oral Tradition of the first century. 

It would not therefore be expected that the orthography of Egyptian 
manuscripts prior to the 19th . century A.D. would correspond with Egyptian 
printed copies. lOS In respect of uprightness, the script of the Hafs copy, 
at least, is in line with many ~1amluk and subsequent copies:

109 
' So it 

is surprising that the Indian and North-West African Traditions, both of 
manuscript descent, are so similar in orthography to this Egyptian printed 
Tradition, This could indicate that the orthography of the 1342 Cairo text 

was in fact simply breaking with the Iranian and Turkish Traditions~ and 
that leaning on the authority of 'U~man was more a politico-religious move 
than a textual one. 

§ 14 A third Kadirgali textl printed in Cairo 

It is entitled "Qur'an karzm" in the central design of the upper cover 
with 56: 77-80 in the four inside corners of the frame. On the title-page 
is "al-Qur'an al-karzm, bixa~~ is-Sayyid Mu~~afa Na~zf as-,sahzr 
bi~adlrgall, munaqqa~an 'ala T-rasrn il-'U!man"i" "The noble Qur'an, 
in the hand of al-Sayyid wfustafa Nazif known as I(adlrgah, revised ac
cording to the 'U!manic graphic form'" ,110 It was printed by Maktabat 
al-Gumhuriyya al- 'Arabiyya under a permit dated 7/8/1965. from the 
professoriate of the Azhar, and at the expense of the publisher, 'Abd 
al-FattaJ:1 'Abd al-I:Iamid 1\1urad. It is the Istanbul ~adlrgah text in a 
revised form, having the same number of pages (522), the same number of 
lines per page (15), and even the saIne position for each word per line. 

• 	 FraIn now on it will be referred to as "the Cairo ~adlq~ah text" . 
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The Cairo ~adlrgah text is still a common form of copies today, and 
different sized facsimiles of the same manuscript from different printers and

111
publishers can readily be found. 

The copy consulted makes claim to the authority of the 1342 Cairo 

text by appending that text's explanatory notes and the four signatories 112 
to its completed manuscript. In the Cairo KaclIrgah text, however, 
the date given is a month earlier (10/3/1337).1"13 This in itself is an 
acknowledgement that the Cairo ~adlrgah text antedated the 1342 Cairo 

text. It is clear from certain small discrepancies that the Cairo ~adlr
gall text was not in fact copied with exactly these explanatory notes as a 

114 
guideline. This is also clear from a statement by the printer below the 
list of signatories that the notes were entered in full in this cOPl to define 
its conventions, as they had done for their well-known original. ~ In other 
words, the notes had not originally belonged to the Cairo ~adlrgah text. 
But the correspondence between the Cairo ~adlrgah text and the 1342 Cairo 

text with respect to these notes is so close that either the 1342 Cairo text was 
copied from the Cairo l5=adlrgah text, or else the two texts must have been 
written more or less alongside each other. This could only have been in the 
early stages of the 1342 Cairo text 1 since l5=adugah died in 1913. 

vVhat was it though that had prompted this revision of the Istanbul 
~adlrgah text? l5=adlrgah's having moved to Egypt? And his having 
become a scribe there? Post 1908 Turkey would not have been a good 
place for a prominent Qur'an copyist. For it merely to have been that the 
plates were simply shipped to al-:VIa~ba·a al-Amiriyya in Bulaq from its 
namesake in Istanbul is improbable. \Vhy should a Turkish scribe write in a 
new orthographic Tradition while still in Turkey? Since the Cairo ~adIr
gall text was completed at least twelve years before the 1342 Cairo text, it is 
therefore most likely that the manuscript for the 1342 Cairo text was modelled 
on this Cairo Kadlrgah text, incorDorating a few small improvements, and 

. d.6 
a generally more easily read text. 

Perhaps the 1342 Cairo text was trying to represent an Arab, copy, now 
that the Turkish Empire was no more. The omission of the name of the 
Turkish copyist from another reprint of his text,117 might support this. 
And a possible new emphasis on the term "bir-rasm £l-'Utmanz". could be 
seen to capture the motivation behind the w hole new Egyptian Tradition. 
This was to take it to mean "according to the graphic form of the caliph 

l18 
'U!man" , rather than any reference to the Ottoman script. 



§ 15 A large copy from Beirut 

which has '''innahu laqurtanun karzmun j~ kitabin nlaknunin" (56:7778) 

on the upper cover and is entitled "AIu~~aj aI-Ifaramayn al-Sart jayn 
bir~rasm £l-'U!manz" on the title-page. In insets on the cover it has 
··'innahu laqur'an un kaTlrnun jt kitabin maknunin fa yamassuhu 'ilta 
l-mu~ahharuna tanzllun min rabb il-'alamzna" (56:77-80), as on the title
page of the Damascus copy.1l9 The frame containing the text measures 
30 x 20 em., and having 522 pages of text with 15 lines to the page, it is 
essentially the same as the Cairo I5=adugah text. The position of the words 
on the pages is identical. But it has a number of different conventions 
which place it in some ways more in line with the earlier, Istanbull5=adlrgah 
text, and so with the general Turkish Tradition. A different original must 
nevertheless have been used, since at times these conventions impinge on 
the spacing of the graphic form. e.g. p.326.2, the hamza-character before 
'anastu in the Cairo l5=adugah text. The explanatory notes, modified from 
those of the 1342 Cairo text, were signed by the official reviser of Egyptian 
Qur'an copies, 'Ali ibn ~fu~ammad al-pabba', whose stamp is reproduced 
on the last but one page. He therefore must have revised the whole original 
manuscript. 

• So from now on this copy will be referred to as lithe l5=adlrgah text 
revised by al-pabba'''. 

The stamp is dated 1341, but it has to be anachronistic, even for the 
original manuscript. For one thing, the source for the saJadat was only 
published, as he himself (presumably) noted, in 1349, and for another, the 
date of completion (tahrzran /1, ... ) given next to his stamp is 21/1/1354 
/ 24/4/19:3.5. This particular Beirut facsimile-impression of this text must 
be later than 1977 A.D. too, as it is under the same permit 22, from the 
same printers and publishers. and at the expense of the same J\;lu~ammad 
'..Ali Bay~hln as the Beirut copy. 

al-pabba' was the foremost teacher of Qur'an readings in Egypt in 
the 1920s and 30s at least, and as official reviser of Our'an copies was also 
the foremost official authority on the written text.l~O Not only therefore 
is this copy of the utmost accuracy, but it is of significance in that it was 
prepared a decade after the publication of the 1342 Cairo text, and yet it 
reverts in a number of ways to the Turkish Tradition. \Vhile the Damascus 
copy is Turkish with Egyptian modifications, this I\adlq~ah text revised by 
al-Dabba' is the converse. Even for leading Egyptian Qur'an scholars the 
1342 Cairo text was not considered the last word. 
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§ 16 A different, smaller copy from Beirut 

entitled "Alu?':af al-l!aTan1ayn al-SarTfayn" on the upper cover, and 
"Qur'an karlrn. bir--rasnl il-'U{mani" on the title-page. The latter also 
has "harja ba{agun lin-nasi waliyun~aruo bihi" (14: 52) in small print 
belo'w left. It is not dated, but is later than 1977 A.D., as it was printed 
under permit 22 of the Dar al-Fatwa al-Lubnaniyya of that year, by 
the publishing firm, Dar al-Kutub al-'I1miyya, and at the expense of 
~lu~ammad "Ali Bayq.iin. The text is 486 pages long, with 17 lines to 
the page and the frame containing the text measures 17 x 11 cm. It has 
the full, explanatory notes (ta 'rz f) of the 1342 Cairo text. The scribe of the 
manuscript is not mentioned. 

• From now on this copy will be referred to as "the Beirut copy" . 

Another copy of the same facsimile, with the same cover-title and the 
same explanatory notes, but with a frame of 9 x 6 cm., was printed some 
two decades earlier in 7/1380 / 12/1960, at the expense of the same firm. 
The title on its title-page is the same, but it lacks details of the permit 
and ow ner of the publishing firm, and the designation "'bir-Tasm i 1-' U {
rnanz". Instead, the claim to the 'U~manic graphic form is made on a 
final page (absent from the Beirut copy). Here also are printing dates and 
a paragraph stating that the copy was checked by the j\.zhar committee 
under Sayx '.A.bd al·-Fattah aI-Qadi, with seven named members. Five 
of these are as in the Cair~ ~adlrgah text, and the two others are Sayx 
.Yluhammad S::JJim ~luhaysin and 'A.bd al-Ra'tif Nluhammad Salim. . . .... .. 

§ 17 The official Indonesian text 

This copy has two columns of text per page, the Arabic in one and a 
parallel translation into Indonesian in the other. It is similar in layout 
to the column-and-column-about translation of the Qur'an into English 
by 'A..bdal-Iah Y usuf 'All. The Arabic text of the official Indonesian text, 
however, is closer to the I.Iaf~ copy than the original Arabic of A. Yusuf .Ali's 
parallel translation, with little or no normalisation of spelling. It is entitled 
"Al-Quraan Dan Terjemahnya" on the upper cover, with '~al-Qur'an 
al-karzm" in Arabic below, and the same on the title-page. The translation 
was completed in 1 971, the foreword was written by the Minister for 
Religion on 15/6/1~~94 / 5/7/1974, and the final recommendation on the 
last page. by the Cornruittee in charge, is dated 20/8/1977. It was published 
by BUITli Hastu in Jakarta. The copy is 1,122 pages long and the frame 
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containing the text nleasures l~l x 9 cm. There is a long introduction of 
1:32 pages~ including a discu'\sion of the ;'recension of 'U~man~' and ending 
with a section on readings. 

:\part from details noted in chapter 3, the orthographical conventions 
of the official Indonesian text correspond most closely to those of the I~adlr
gall text revised by al·-pahb5:, as. for instance. in having an in\-erteci 
(!anzrna for u. and a small a tif beneath a consonant to indicate z. 

THE lVORTH-lVEST AFRICAlV TRADI'TI01V 

OF PRINTED QUR'AlV COPIES 


Finally, the North-West African Tradition, although again similar to the 
Egyptian one in orthography, is in many ways closer to the different tr ans
mission of Wars. Its calligraphy, it need hardly be said, is different from 
all the other Traditions. For these reasons it has been classed as a separate 
Tradition, although only one printed Mag-ribi copy has been consulted. 

§ 18 A copy written in MaOribi script 

and published by the Tunis Publishing House (at-Dar al-TTlnisiyya lit
J.Va,sr), 121 as usual without a date. It is a facsimile of a manuscript from the 

collection of the late Sayx Mu~ammad al-'fahir ibn 'Astir, 122 completed 
on the 1/8/1200 (30;'5/1785) by the scribe, al-~ajj Zubayr ibn '.A.bdal-Eih 
al-Hanafl. In red ink above the 1200 is added 76 which would make it 
23/2/1859. It follows the Fasi practice in not having diacritical dots on 
final ja', qa/, n'un or ya'.123 

• From now on it will be referred to as ''the wlagribi ~af~ copy" . 

The facsimile has been made with all the original colours. The effort 
involved in masking the various colours for each stage of printing would 
have been enormous. It is hoped that more facsimiles like this will be made, 
and so bring some of the many exquisite Qur'an manuscripts into general 
circulation. It is entitled "Qur'an karzm" on the inside and outside, and 
is sixty pages long, each page being a ~izb. The frame Gontaining the text 
measures 24 x 1.5 em., and would probably not have been reduced from the 
original, despite the ;);) lines of each page being in tiny handwriting, and 
the occasional minute, in-between-thr-line comments in red. The similar
sized (2.5 x 16cIn.), sixty-paged, Edinburgh Cniversity Oriental manuscript 
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no.l-+9 (dating probably from the g(h. century .-\.11.) also ha" slIrtJ in
between-the-line COIn meats. 

This ~[agrihl ropy is of interest for seyeral reasons. firstly, it is less 
subject to the black-and-white restraints hithert.o imposed on manuscript" 
destined for publkat,ion. Secondly, it is not more than a dec3.de old. aod 
therefore indicates that in .\"orth- \iVest ~-Vrica also, the 1342 Cairo text is not 
considered the only authority. But thirdly, and most importantly, while 
deviating hardly at all from the 13 L12 Cairo text in vocal form~ it corresponds 
with the \Vars copy in graphic form on several occasions: rather than with 
the 1:342 Cairo text. It also corresponds with the \Vars copy in a number of 
other features, some of which are noted in the following section. This is 
further indication that the vocal form of the Qur'an is older and more rigid 
than the graphic form. 
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Chapter 3 

VARIATIONS BETWEEN 


THE HAFS COPIES
. . 

THE PURPOSE of this chapter is to show areas w here I;Iaf~ copies vary 
among themselves. These areas can then be excluded from the lists of 
differences between the I:Iaf~ copy and the Wars copy. The variations are 
therefore documented only in so far as to delineate an area, and do not 
claim to be exhaustive. 

Most of the variations simply concern orthography or recitation, and 
it must be said at the outset that none has any effect on the meaning of 
the text. \Vithin a given transmission, such as I;£af~', that never varies. It 
must also be said that there is no clear dividing line between reading and 
chanting, so some variations are purely recitative. 

§ 1 GEIVERAL V ARL<tTIONS 

1.1 In orthography 

1.1.1 The usual differences between Fasi-MagribI and nasXl scripts, where 
this applies, with respect to the diacritical dots of initial and medial j a' 
and qaj, and those of final ja', qaj, nun, and ya'. 
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1.1.2 The ~1agribi I.Iaf~ copy employs the old system of colours. \Tocal 
al£j (~arjf al-alif), which includes ya'-alij, and all vocal long vowels 
are written in red, hamzat a qar is a golden dot and hamzat al-wa?l a 
blue one. The Teheran ~adlrgah text uses red for vocal alifs, pause and 
remarks like qif!r. All other copies consulted use only black. Many Eastern 
~af~ manuscripts use only red in addition to black, and not for vocalisation 
but for pausal notes, and the like. 

1.1.3 The word allayl (e.g. 92: 1)1 is written with one lam carrying both 
sadda and jatha in all the Hafs copies, except the Teheran copies and the 
Damascus copy which have 'al-·layl. In the Magribi I.Iaf~ copy2 the word 
is written with one ram, which is given neither sadda nor jat~a, e.g. 2:164. 

The word al-lah (or a lah) in all copies does have sadda and fatha 
(or vocal alif), except in the form lil-lah£ in the ~lagribi I.Iaf~ copy,3 ·e. 
g. 1: 2; 2:112. 

Similarly, the relative adjectives, alla(lina and the like, are written 
with a single lam in both transmissions, but in the Wars copy and the 
Magribi I.Iaf~ copy the ram has no marks at all, whereas in all the other 
~af~ copies it carries both sadda and f atZta. 

Since the "Vars copy does not vowel the ram, in cases where the Hafs 
copies have the feminine plural ulla ti, alla ti, i lla ti or all~ ~ i, the pro~un~ 
ciation in the Wars copy has to be found out from q£ra 'at works. This 
occurs in 4: 15, 23a, b, c, 34, 127 and 65: 4. That the last is walta y, for instance, 
can be inferred from ibn al-Jazari's statement regarding 'warnahya y ( 6:162) 

that a closed, long syllable requires rnadda. 
4 

• 

I"V """ 

1.1.4 The Hafs copy has 'isra'"it where the 'Vars copy has 'isra'"il 
throughout, ~nd' 'ibrahzrn where the Wars copy has 'ibrahzm in Surat 
at-Baqara (fifteen occurrences, e.g. 2:127,132). Otherwise both have 'z'bra
h 

 .5 zm. 
The ~fagribi I.Iaf~ copy again, is as the "Vars copy in both. So also is 

the Damascus copy, although with 'ibrah"im throughout. Nfost Turkish 

copies are similar to the \Vars copy in having 'ibrah"im and '£sra'"il 
throughout, except that in the latter it amalgamates the vocal hamza to 
the ya'. This is a trait of the Turkish Tradition.

6 
The Teheran copies have 

'i.sra ~ zl, and are as the \Vars copy for 'ibr7ih"im (e.g. == 2:122,127 in the 
7 

Isfahani text). Thr Indian copies are like the Wars copy for 'i8ra' 
I"V 

II but 
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like the J?:af~ copy for 'ib rah l m ..AJI the others are like the I:Iaf~ copy. 

1.1.5 The Egyptian Tradition (bar the official Indonesian text) always has 
al-lah, 'axJr and 'ax ira where the Indian copies, the Teheran copies and 
the Turkish Tradition (bar the Damascus copy) all have al-(ah, 'axir and 
,""" , 

axzra. 

1.1.6 The Turkish and Persian Traditions frequently, but not totailly, 
normalise many of the archaic spellings of the I,Iaf~ copy. Half a dozen 
examples illustrate this. 

Nearly all vocal alifs in the I,Iaf~ copy are graphic alifs, e.g. mo'liki 
for mal£ki ( 1: 4), al-kitabu for al-kitabu ( 2: 2), excepting galika and 
the like, (akin, ar-rahman, and names like 'ibrah'im and 'isma'zl. cj. 

, '" 

also wamzko'la ( 2: 98, = 93) for wamzk ~ la of the I:Iaf~ copy. The Indian 
Tradition is close to the Egyptian regarding alif, but occasionally varies, 
e.g. the later T:ij text has limzqatina (7:155) for the I:Iaf~ copy's limzqatz'na. 

Vocal hamzas and vocal ya's in the I,Iaf~ copy can be graphic,,",-,e.g. 

xatz'atuhu in the Teheran copies and the 1392 Turkish text for Xatz ' at
~, . 

uhu ( 2: 81 = 77), and say y an in the Teheran copies in 6: 80 (= 81), In 6: 80 

the Turkish copies tend to put the hamza and the ya' with the same seat. 
Final long vowels in the Hafs copy are not always given extra prolon

gation before hamza in the T~he~an and Turkish copies, e.g. bihz 'illa in 
the Isfahani text and the 1392 Turkish text for the Hafs copy's bz'hz ( 6: 80, 

= 81) and bihi in the Hartsl text; and bima 'unzila i~ the Isfahani text, the 
Damascus copy and the 1:392 Turkish text ( 2: 4) but bima 'unzUa in the 
Harisi text. Nor always is final hu/hi given the prolongation of the l!af~ 
copy in the Teheran copies, e.g. 2: 81 (= 77) as above, and bihz 'alaykum 
(6: 81, = 82) in the Isfahani text, the Damascus copy and the 1392 Turkish 
text (as in the Hafs copy), but only bihi in the Harisi text and the Teheran 
Kadlrgah text. 
, Vocal szn in the Hars copy can be graphic, e.g. yabsutu for yab~utu

.. 8 .. . 

in the Isfahani text ( 2:245, = 247). The Teheran ~adIrgah text here has 
yabf?ufu with "yuqra' bis-szn" in red below. P.George's manuscript has 
szn in the text with a red sad on top and Hwabis-sad" below. 

Archaisms like alif al~wiqO,ya on certain no~n~ final hamza, and 2nd, 

and 3rd , singular imperfect ver bs final radical wo'w can also be modernised, 
e.g. imru'un in the Teheran copies for imru'uno of the Egyptian and Indian 
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copies (4:176).9 But this is not al"ways the case, e.g. 'abna wu~ in the Isfahani 

text for' aona~ Uo of the ~af? copy ( 5: 18, = 22), but 'abna'u in the Harts! 
text, the Damascus copy and the 139~ Turkish text. Nor do the Teheran 

copies modernise, for instance, ar-rib~o (e.g. 2:275), ta'fuo ( 2:237, = 239), 

or yatlu o ( 2:129, = 124). Nor is ali! al-wiqaya inserted after 3rd . plural 

perfect verbs final radical harnza as in the J.Iaf? copy, e.g. waba ' U ( 3:112) 

in the Damascus copy or the 1392 Turkish text or the Haris! text, but in 
the Isfahani text it can be, e.g.waba ~ tio (== 109). 

Archaic ta' fawlla for ha' at-ta'nzI is usually modernised in the Isfah
ani text, but not in the Haris! text or the Damascus copy or the 1392 
Turkish text, e.g. rahmata ( 2:218, = 216) in the Harisi text, the Damascus 
copy and the 1392 T~rkish text, but rahmah ta in the Isfahani text; ni'm
ahta in the Isfahani text, for ni'mata i'n the others ( 2: 231, = 232, and 5: 

11), and imra'ahtu in the Isfahani text, for imra'atu in the others ( 3: 35). 

1.1.7 The Egyptian Tradition, the iVIagribi ~af? copy and the Damascus 
copy use a superior, circular zero to indicate letters not vocally realised, 
e.g. on alif at-wiqaya and the quiescent waw in 'uola'ika and 'uOfu' Ol e.g. 
2: 5, 269 273). The I~adlrgah text revised by al-J?abba' does not do this, 
nor do other copies in the Indian, Persian and Turkish Traditions (bar 
the Damascus copy). The Indian copies tend to have a similar but more 
oval symbol,lO but employ it differently. \Vith the 3rd . masculine plural 
perfect they have the symbol on the preceding waw rather than on the alif 
al-1Digaya. The official Indonesian text does not differentiate bet-ween this 
symbol and that for S 7lkun, employing a rounded zero for both. It also has 
this on all unvowelled consonants except hamzat al-wa8l, and so, in the 
case of the 3rd . ill asc uline pI ural perfect, has the zero on both the wa wand 
the alif al-wiqaya. 

1.1.8 One difference in the Turkish Tradition makes the text less crowded, 
while not forfeiting anything in accuracy. Alif-hamza, whether harnzat 
at-gar or hamzat al-wa~l, is not indicated, since, as noted in the ex
planatory notes, the presence or absence of a vowel obviates the need. It 
means that on occasion the graphic form differs from that of the Egyptian 
Tradition~ for example. in 6: 76--78. Ll Other harnzas also, e.g. ll)a arnzrz 
and .'la' harnza, especiaJly when vocal, can be written dilferently, in the 
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~adlrgalt text revised by aI-pahb3: and the Turkish Tradition, e.g. 2: 14.12 

That regional Traditions can diverge on points like this graphic indica
tion of harn .?a, but not on vowels: indicates how much more fixed the vocal 
form of the Qur'an is than the graphic form. 

1.2 In recitation 

1.2.1 Assimilation. This is an area in which variation and conflicting 
reports within transmissions were current in the time of al-Danl (d.444)13 
and still are today. The ~af~ copy, the Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut 
copy and the Damascus copy follow exactly the same system of partial and 
complete assimilation. The Kadlrgah text revised by al-Dabba' differs in 
a few ways, and is most lik~ the Istanbul ~adlrgah text. 

14 

The official 
Indonesian text and the Teheran ~adIrgah text indicate partial assimil
ation only in the nominative, and what is partial in the ~af~ copy tends, 
in the official Indonesian text, to be complete. The Indian copies have only 
complete assimilation, what is partial in the ~af~ copy being complete, and 
the ~fagribl ~af~ copy indicates only complete assimilation, what in the 
~af? copy is partial being omitted. The Persian and Turkish Traditions 
as a whole do not even indicate complete assimilation, 'W hich is also the 
practice with most manuscripts from whatever provenance. The 1370 Iraqi 
text, in the Turkish Tradition, does, however, indicate id[(am below, in 
basatta, 

~ . for instance! 
. 

(5: 28) and qalat.. ta,'ifahtun (33: 13).. 

1.2.2 Indications of pause vary betvveen the copies. The same conventions 
are found in the Beirut COPY7 the Cairo ~adlq?;ah text and the Damascus 
copy, but the value of the pause can differ, as for instance in 2: 37. Different 
and more extensive indication is found in copies in the Turkish Tradition. 
In the Nlagribi I:Iaf~ copy there is next to no indication at all. The system 
in the Indian copies and the Teheran copies is basically the same as that 
in the Turkish Tradition, with small extras and differences here and there. 

An illustration of variation over an example of pause, which does 
impinge on the vowel quantity is the change of a to ao in pause. 

1 
The:5 

~adlfgah text revised by al-pabbit' (and the Qatari centennial copy) does 
not indicate this pausal alif at all (not even in the explanatory notes), e.g. 
18: 38 - lakinnci., where the Beirut copy has lakz'nna o , the Cairo Kadtrgalt 
text has a misprint,16 the 1:392 Turkish text has qisr below (indi~ating
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shortening) and the Magribi I.Iaf~ copy has a red and gold dot (the latter 
normally indicating hamzat at-qar and the former something vocal). "Vith 
'ana the Egyptian Tradition has 'ana o throughout (e.g. 3: 81, 5: 28), and the 
Turkish Tradition usually has qif?T. The ~lagribi ~af? copy has a tiny 
"qz'~T" in red below each 'ana. 

When final a is followed by hamzat at-qat', what is a in the Kadlrgah 
text revised by al-Dabba' (and the Isfahani t~xt), is ~ in the "V~rs copy, 
whether in pause o~ not, e.g. 'ana/'ana 'uhyz ( 2:258), wa'ana/wa'ana 
'awwalu ( 6:163), ana/'ana 'atzka (27: 39). In the Turkish Tradition ana 
tends to have qisT below in these exampIes. This rule does not apply to 

ya"': adam etc., h~~antum nor ~'i/al1 and yasta,:y~ 'an etc. 

1.2.3 Divisions of the text. 

Verses. 

The verses of the Egyptian and Turkish Traditions are according to 
the Kufan numbering. The verse-numbering of most Indian copies diverges 
in a number of places) and not according to any particular one of the listed 
systems. For instance) 4:177 (for 176 of the Hafs copy) is found only in the 

Syrian numbering; 18 and 6: 77-79 (for 76-78) ~f t'he I;Iaf? copy) is the Meccan 
and second Medinese numbering, although in 6: 1 they do not tally with 

· 19
t hat nUillbenng. 

As for the Persian Tradition, the Haris! text is as the Egyptian, but the 
verse-numbering of the Isfahani text is apparently unique. ~o The North
'Vest African Tradition does not have numbers, but divisions were not 
found to differ. The verses of the "Vars copy are numbered according to 
the version of the first ~Iedinese numbering; which is identical to the I(ufan 
Tradition.21 

Sections. 

The five Traditions vary, 22 in position and nomenclature. For ex
ample, excluding the Teheran copies, which are radically divergent, the 
following differences were found in the first five 8Uras. 

3: 92 the Kadlrgah text revised by aI-Dabba', the l\1agri bi Hafs 
• 23 • . • 

copy and the \Vars copy; 3: 93 the I;Iaf~ copy, the Beirut copy 
and the Cairo ~adlrgah text. 

4: 1 the Hars copy, the I(aciIrgah text revised by al-Dabba' and 
the '\1agribi I):af~ copy; 4." 6 - the "Vars copy. . 

4: 87 the ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba', the ~1agribi ~af? 
copy and the \Vars copy: 4: 88 the I.Iaf? copy, the Beirut copy 
and the Cairo Kadlrgah text. 
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4:135 	- the I:Iaf~ copy and the ~adlfgah text revised by aI-I!abba:; 
4:130 	- the .Ylagribl I:Iaf~ copy and the \Vars copy. 

4:163 	- the I,Iaf? copy and the ~adlrgah text revised by aI-I!abbi'; 
4:166 the ~Jagribl I~af? copy and the \Vars copy. 

5: 3 the I\adlrgall text revised by al-pabba', the Magribi I:Iaf? 
copy and the Wars copy; 5: 1 - the I;Iaf? copy" the Beirut copy. 

5: 28 - the I~adlrgah text revised by al-I!abba'; 5: 27 - the Cairo 
~adlfgah text, the I:Iaf~ copy, the Beirut copy and the :NIagribi 
I:Iaf? copy; 5: 23 the Wars copy. 

5: 51 - the I:Iaf~ copy and the I\adlrgah text revised by al-pabba'; 
5: 49 	- the Magribi I;Iaf~ copy and the Wars copy. 

5:109 the I;Iaf~ copy and the ~adlfgah text revised by al-pabbi'; 
5:111 the l\rfagribi I:Iaf~ copy and the Wars copy. 

The 	Egyptian system can be seen as a refinement of the Turkish. The 
24 

Iranian Tradition is different, as is the Indian one toO. 

1.3 	 In other peripheral features 25 

1.3.1 	 sajadat (prostrations) 

Taking two sajadat as examples, the following copies indicate them. 

16: 49--50. The Egyptian, Turkish and Indian Traditions, and the Iranian 
Tradition bar the Isfahani text 52--53). The Mag-rib! I;Iaf~ copy does 

26 
not. 

27: 25--26. Again, the Egyptian, Turkish and Indian Traditions, and the 
Iranian Tradition bar the Isfahani text (- 26-27). The l\rfagribi Hafs copy 
does not. 

27 
The second sajda in surat ~ajj (22: 77) is noted as ~bli.gatory 

only in the S'a/i'z rite in the Indian Tradition. Zafrulla Khan's translation 
marks it as a normal sajda, the later Taj text and South African revision 
mark it as Sa/i'z. 

1.3.2 	 Names of suras. 

The Isfahani text, the official Indonesian text, Turkish and Indian 
copies usually call sura 17 benz 'isra'?,!, others call it a!-isra'. Iranian 
and Indian copies and the official Indonesian text usually call sura 40 

al--mu'min, others call it grifir. The Indian copies, the Teheran copies and 
the Qatari centennial copy call sura 76 ad-dahr: others call it a rU3an . 
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The Harisi text, the small Teheran pocket-selection of Buras, the Qatari 
centennial copy and the 1392 Turkish text call sura 94 al-insira,!, the 
official Indonesian text calls it alam nasra/y" and others call it as-sar/y,. 
The HarIsI text, the small Teheran pocket-selection of suras, the Qatari 
centennial copy, the 1392 Turkish text and many Indian copies call sura 
99 az-zilza( others call it az-zalzala. The small Teheran pocket-selection 
of suras calls sura 106 as-s£ta-', others call it qurays, or al-qurays. The 
Teheran copies and the 1392 Turkish text call sura 111 tabbat, the official 
Indonesian text, the small Teheran pocket-selection of suras and the Qatari 
centennial copy call it al-lahab and others call it al-masad. 

1.3.3 Explanatory notes. 

The explanatory notes at the back of the I;Iaf~ copy, the Beirut copy 
and the Cairo ~adlfgah text are identical, but tho.se of the ~adlrgah text 
revised by al-pabba: differ in places, both in the conventions it employs 
and in its sources. This would account for a number of minor differences 
between the ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba' and other copies, e.g. 
pausal ali/ (see § 22 re 3: 81), and partial assimilation within a word (see 
§ 22 re 5: 28). The explanatory notes at the back of the Damascus copy 
cover only one page and are an abbreviation of notes 1-8 of the I;Iaf~ copy 
and its conventions for pause, all of them shortened but in the same order. 
The notes at the back of the Indian copies, the 1392 Turkish text and 
the Qatari centennial copy refer only to the symbols for pause, ruku' and 
textual division. The Qatari centennial copy and the Teheran ~adlrgah 
text are as the 1392 Turkish text (-which = the I~adlrgah text revised by 
al-Dabba' and the Indian copies) although with three extra refinements 
(the letters ka/, sln and ~ad lam-alii), and the Indian copies are alone 
in having occasional marginal notes concerning the I.Iaf~ transmission, and 
regular ones concerning pause. Late Indian copies, probably under the 
influence of the 1342 Cairo text, have many more explanatory notes than 
earlier ones. 

In conclusion, the areas covered by the examples in this section can 
be excluded from the discussion of variations between the transmissions of 
Hafs and Wars. 
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§ 2 PARTICULAR VARIATIONS 

Here follow a number of examples of places where variations obtain in 
printed copies of the I;Iaf~ transmission. The list again is not exhaustive, 
but selective, for purposes of illustration. In each case, as a point of 
reference, the utterance is given in its form in the ~af~ copy and then 
within square brackets in its form in the \Vars copy, when this differs. 
Then follows information about the copies described in chapter 2. 

2.1 In vocalisation 

2.1.1 30: 54 ~ «a'/in ... «a'/in ... «a'fan [«u'/in ... «u'fin ... «u'fan]. 

The Turkish and Egyptian Traditions (bar the official Indonesian text) 
are as the ~af~ copy, but the Teheran copies and the Indian Tradition are 
as the Wars copy. In the earlier Taj text there is a marginal note saying, 
"~af~ read the ¢ad with both ¢an2ma and /atfJ,a in all three, but ¢amma 
is preferable" - watakin a«-~amrna muxtara. The Qatari reprint of A. 
Yusuf Ali's parallel translation has ~a'jin ... ¢u'jin ... ¢u'jin. The Nfagribi 
I:Iaf~ copy is as the ~af~ copy graphically, but is as the \Vars copy vocally 
each dad has a j atha in black with a red damrna sitting on it. Converselv, 
the 18th . century I~dian copy (Edinburgh University Qur'an rns.148) h;s 
the three jat~as in red and the three 1ammas in black. The 1067/1656 
Iranian (?) copy (Edinburgh University Qur'an ms.152) has three black 
¢am'mas sitting on three black jatfJ,as. 

2.1.2 hamza bayn-bayn 

41: 44 - ";aa'ja'rniyyun [":a'jamiyyun].28 

The large dot is in most copies in the Egyptian Tradition, but is also 
found in the North- vVest African one. The Turkish and Indian Traditions 
tend to have "tash it" written below, and the Iranian one nothing. In 
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detail, the following can be said. The Cairo ~adJrgah text, the Beirut 
copy and the "Nfagribl I;Iaf? copy are as the I;Iaf? copy, except that in the 
Magribl Hafs copy the dot is in red~ and in the Cairo I(adugah text it is a 

~. 0 • • 

circle 'aa'jamiyyun. In the Cairo I~adlrgah text's explanatory notes the 
convention is described as in the Hafs copy nuqta rn.. udawwaTa masdudat 
l1l-wa8~ - but both there and in 'the' text it is a ~iLcle.29 

The ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabbi' has 'a'a'jamiyyun without 
any sign, although in the explanatory notes it says that it has tashzI written 
below. The 1392 Turkish text has the same spelling but with the tash?'l. 
So does the Teheran Kadlrgah text, in red below. Similarly, most Indian 

copies (manuscript30 ~nd printed) have ~a'a'jamiyyun without any sign, 
although often have a marginal note saying, "~af~ read tas hz I of the second 
hamza". The Qatari reprint of A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation has 
nothing, but the Libyan one is as the 1:Iaf~ copy. The official Indonesian 
text, ~he Damascus copy, the Isfahani text (= 45) and the Harisi text all 

have 'a'a'jamiyyun without any sign or note. 

2.2 In orthography 

2.2.1 The orthography of hamza 

2: 14 - mustahzi ' una. 

All the copies consulted are as both the I;Iaf~ and Wars copies, except 
those from the Turkish Tradition, 'which amalgamate hamza to a following 
long vowel. The J~adlrgalt text revised by al-pabbii' has rnustahzi ~ una. 
The Istanbul KadIrgah text, the Teheran KadIrgah text and P .George's 
manuscript als~ combine the waw and harn'za, but have u for U. SO does 
the 1392 Turkish text but writes in "madd" below the waw, that is, it is 
the same as the Kadlrgah text revised by al-Dabba,'. Compare also the 
1392 Turkish text',s writing of 'is/a~d.31 ' 

2: 72 - jaddara 'turn [jaddara'tum]. 

The Beirut copy, the ~adugah text revised by al-pabba', the official 
Indonesian text, the Indian copies and the 1392 Turkish text are all as the 
~af~ copy,32 The Cairo I5=achrgah text harmonises by having a tiny alij 
as a seat for the harn:~a (whereas the Istanbul ~adlrgah text is as the I:Jaf? 
copy), but the '\Iagrihi I-Iafs ropy as the \Vars copy. The Damascus copy, 
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the Teheran ~adlrgah text, the Isfahani text 69) and the Haris! text 
are also as the \Vars copy, except that they normalise the vocal alif after 
the dal to become graphic faddara'tum. 

2.2.2 The orthography of ya'-alif 

2: 29 - f asaww ~ hunna. 

Without dots under the seat for the alif [with dots]. 
The Egyptian Tradition (including here the Damascus copy) and the 

Indian Tradition33 are as the ~af~ copy. The Turkish Tradition (bar the 
Istanbul Kadlrgah text), the Teheran copies and the Magribi Hafs copy are 
as the W~rs copy with ya'-alif.

34 
The Magribi ~af~ copy, l'ike 'the Wars 

copy, also has dots below ya'-hamza. 
That these dots are simply orthographical filling- in, rather than in

dication of partial elision (hamza bayn-bayn) or intermediate deflection 
(irnata bayn-bayn) respectively, is shown by the vVars copy's use of an 
extra convention to indicate these, the large dot. In fact, on the one hand, 
when the Wars copy is indicating partial elision, the character for hamza is 
not written,3:5 and on the other,.<., in the sole case of intermediate deflection 

in the ~af? transmission, majr ~ ha (11: 41), ya'-alif and dots are not writ

ten together w hen the deflection is recorded.
36 

"'-' 

2: 98 wamzk ~ ta [wamika ~ ita]. 

All the copies consulted are as the I.Iaf~ copy, except the Damascus 
copy, the 1392 Turkish text, the Teheran Kadlrgah text, the Isfahani text 
(= 93) and the Haris! text which normali;e the yO, ,37 into a graphic atif 
- wamikala. 

20:63 'in ['inna] harjani. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy, the ~adlrgah text revised 
by al-Dabba', the official Indonesian text and the Magribi Hafs copy are all 

" .. ~ 

as the ~af? copy. But the Indian Tradition has a ya'-alif - 'in harj ~ ni. 
The Qatari reprint of A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation belongs to this 
Tradition, but the Libyan one is as the I.Iaf~ copy. The Damascus copy, 
the 1392 Turkish text, the Teheran I~adlrgah text~ P .George 's manuscript, 
the Isfahani text (== 67) and the Harisi text again normalise, by making 
the vocal second alif graphic - 'in ~~~(ini. 
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2.2.3 Otiose al£f 

4:176 - imTU 'uno. 

All the copies consulted are are as both the ~af~ and Wars copies, 
except the Damascus copy, the Isfahani text 177) and the Harisl text 
which normalise and have no final alif al-wiqaya imTu'un. The ~Iagribi 
~af~ copy has a small, red, inverted semi-circle over al£f al-wiqaya.. 
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9: 47, and 27: 21 - wala'au)¢a"uo, and aw la'ao~ba~annahu. 

The Cairo I\adlrgall text and the Beirut copy are as the J.Iaf? copy. 
The ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba' is also as the l:Iaf~ copy, except 
that it has no superscript zero over the redundant second alif in 27: 21, and 
in an attempt to minimise the discrepancy between the vocal and graphic 
forms, joins its top to that of the alif in the alz'f-lam. 

The ~Iagribl Hafs COPy is as the Hafs copy too, except with -u for . .... .. 
-u 
~ 

in 27: 21, with a red dot over the second, redundant alif. P.George's 
manuscript here has a small red second alif, but in 9: 47 has no otiose 
alif, like the ~af~ copy. And the Damascus copy is as the ~af~ copy 
in 9: 47, although negligently omitting hamza over the alif. The official 
Indonesian text is as the ~af~ copy in 9: 47, but normalises 27: 21 to aw 
la'atjbahannahu. The same goes for the Isfahani text ( 9: 48,27: 22) and 
the Haris! text, but with u for u au) la'adbahannahu. The later Taj text,- . 
the South African revision and the Delhi copy have walao'awda'uo, and a'Ll) 

lao'a~ba~lannahu, and the earlier Taj text has a1JJ ta'ao~ba0~nnahu. In 9: 

47 all three copies have an italic 0 over the first alif, indicating redundancy~ 
but in 27: 21 the later Taj text and the earlier Taj text have no italic 0, 

in this case the second being redundant, whereas the Delhi copy has an 
italic 0 added later. (The italic 0 is here transcribed by a zero to avoid 
confusion with the pausal alif). These copies do not use the zero as a 
symbol for sukun. The 1392 Turkish text is as the Indian copies in 9: 47, 

but with ""qisT" in srnall print below the first at?,·f. However it normalises 
27:21 to a1)Jla·'a~ba~annah~. The comparable la'anturn (59:13) of all copies 
except the Indian ones (and the Qatari reprint of A. Yusuf Ali's parallel 
translation) should be mentioned here. The vast majority of Indian copies 

' 39have lao antum. 

2.2.4 vocal/graphic nun 

11: 14) and 28: 50 - fa'iltam, and fa'in l lam. 
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All the copies consulted are as both the ~af? and Wars copies, except 
the Isfahani text 11: 17 and 28: 51) and the Harisi text which normalise 
both to fa'z'n lam, and the 1392 Turkish text which has fa'in lam in 28: 

50. 

e 
12: 11 ta'manna [tan2an nna]. 

The first nun in the Wars copy was most probably red in the manu
script,40 as it is in Edinburgh New College ms.1 *. The ~af? copy has a 
rhombus above the seat for nun to indicate (smam. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text and the Beirut copy are as the ~af? copy 
in the explanatory notes, but without a rhombus in the text. The ~adIr
gall text revised by al-1!abba', the official Indonesian text and the 1392 
Turkish text have a small "ismam" written below the mzm in place of a 
rhombus. The Teheran ~adlfgah text has the same, although written below 
an elongated nun-ligature. The Damascus copy, P .George's manuscript, 
the Indian copies, the Isfahani text (= 12), the Harisi text and many Indian, 
Iranian and Turkish manuscripts of the Qur'an have simple ta'manna with 
no indication of z'smam. The Magribi Hafs copy is similar to the Wars copy 
and has taman:nna, in which the first'nu~ is written in red and the second 
is preceded by a black dot within a red one. The words ismam warawm 
are also written tinily in red belo-w. 

21: 88 - nunjio [nunjio ]. 

In the ~af? copy the second nun is vocal and without sukun. This 
is due to the effects of black-and-white printing. vVhen colours were used 
there was no need to have a superscript vocal nun. In the \Vars copy it 
is graphic, but in the original manuscript was probably in red. It is also 
without a sukun. In Edinburgh New Collegems.1 * the second nun is red 
and does not impinge on the graphic form. In the Persian copy (Edinburgh 
University Qur'an rn.s.442) the first nun is red. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy and the official Indonesian 
text are as the ~af? copy. The ~adIrgah text revised by al-pabba', the 
Ahmadiyya translations and the earlier Taj text are as the ~af~ copy, 
but with a sukun. The later Taj text, the Delhi copy, the Damascus 
copy, the Isfahani text (= 89) and the Harisl text are as the Wars copy 
nunjioJ the Isfahani text having a sukun. The Magribi I,Iaf~ copy is also 
as the \Vars copy, except that the n un is in red, and so is transcribed as 
in the Hafs copy. Indian, Iranian and Turkish manuscripts of the Qur'an 
often h~ve 'nunji, e.g. the three 18 th . century Indian ones (Edinburgh Univ
ersity Qur 'an 'mss.148, 149, 150), the two 19t h. century Iranian ones (Edin
burgh University Qur'an TI1..'3.15 and Edinburgh New College HtS.:3) and the 
116.5/17.50 Turkish one (Edinburgh New College ms.S). 
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2.3 In recitation 

2.3.1 Assimilation 

2: 27 - 'an- ['anY] y1.u!ala (the assimilation of vowelless nun to ya'). 

In the Hafs copy vowelless nun is incompletely assimilated to ya', 
whereas in the Wars copy the assimilation is complete except with tanwin, 
e.g. man- [manY] yufsidu ( 2: 30), 'in- [inY] yasa' ( 4:133), walakin
[wal20inYl yurl,du ( 5: 6), but waylun- yawma ~ z'~in ( 77: 24), nu'asan

yag~ ~ ( 3:154) and liqawmin- ya'qiriina ( 2:164) in both the I.Iaf~ and Wars 
copIes. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy and the Damascus copy 
are as in the ~af~ copy in all the exampIes. The ~adlrgah text revised 
by al-pabba' has 'an y- and in y-, but as the' I;Iaf~ and Wars copies 
with tanwin. The official Indonesian text and the Indian copies in these 
examples have anY, manY, inY, walakinY, i.e. as the Wars copy, but also 
waylunY, nu'asanY and liqawminY. The Teheran copies, the Teheran 
~adlfgah text and P.George's manuscript have -n y-- in all (in fact they do 
not indicate assimilation anywhere). So also the 1392 Turkish text, except 
with nominative tan wzn 'vhere it has un - ( 77: 24). The .i\;fagribi I.Iaf~ copy 
has -nY y- in the first four, but -n y- with tanwtn. 

4:102 -min- [minW] wara ~ik'Uln (the assimilation of vowelless nun 
to waw). 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy and the Damascus copy are 
as in the I:Iaf~ copy. The ~adlfgah text revised by al-pabba:, the Isfahani 
text (= 104), the Harisl text, the Teheran ~adlfgah text, P .George's manu
script and the 1392 Turkish text have no assimilation at all - min w-. The 
official Indonesian text, the Indian copies, and the ~1agribi J.Iaf~ copy are 
as the Wars copy. 

106: 4 - fu'in- 11Ja- (the assimilation of nun of tanwzn to waw). 

The Cairo Kadlrgah text, the Beirut copy, the Kadlrgah text revised 
by al-pabba' and the Damascus copy are as both the i,Iaf~ and Wars copies. 
The official Indonesian text and the Indian copies have -nW w-, but not in 
pause, e.g. ma'rufan wa- ( 4: 5, 6). The Isfahani text, the Haris! text, the 
1:392 Turkish text, the Teheran ~adlq~ah text, P .George's manuscript and 
the ~fagribl Hafs copy have ~n 1J)-. 
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4:176 - 5: 1, and 5:120 - 6: 1 "alzmun m ['alzmun] bism il-lah , qadlrun m 

[qadzrunJ bism il-lah (the change of nun of tanwzn to mzm before ba', 
termed "'qa lb"). 

These examples occur between 8uras, and therefore also concern pause. 
The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy and the Damascus copy are as 
the ~af~ copy. The ~adlq~ah text revised by al-1!abba', the Teheran 
~adIrgalI text and the official Indonesian text have un - in the first, but 
un in the second. The Indian copies (both = 4:177) and the Teheran copies 
and the Magribi ~af~ copy are all as the \Vars copy. The 1392 !urkish 
text has un -+ in both. P .George's manuscript has un in both. 

Elsew here, not in pause, all copies assimilate completely except the 
Teheran ones and the 1392 Turkish text, e.g. 'alZmun m bi~at i~-~udur (3: 
154). The Teheran copies and P .George's manuscript have only un. The 
1392 Turkish text and the Teheran ~adIrgah text have un-. 

2: 27 - minm ba'di. (the change of vowelless nun to mzm before ba', 
again, termed '"qalb"). 

All the copies consulted are as the ~af~ copy, except the ~adIrgah 
text revised by al-pabba·, the official Indonesian text and the Indian copies 
which also have a sukun over the nun either belnw, or next to, the vocal 
mzm, and the Teheran copies and P.George's manuscript which, as always, 
have no assimilation min b-. The 1392 Turkish text has nothing. 

5: 28 basa~-ta [basa~tta],41 and 'a~.a~-tu ['a~a~ttu] ( 27: 22) (the 
assimilation of ~a' to ta '). 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Istanbul I~adlrgah text (inconsistently), 
the Beirut copy and the Damascus copy are as in the I,Iaf? copy. The 
official Indonesian text, the Indian copies and the ~fagribi I.Iaf~ copy are as 
the \Vars copy. The I~adlrgalt text revised by al-J?abba', the 1392 Turkish 
text. the Teheran I~adIrgah text, the Isfahani text (= 32) and the Harisl 
text (as usual) have basa~ta and 'a~~a~tu, as also ya~zunka (i.e. a sukun 
on the n:un, where others have n-k, e.g. 5: 41 (= 46)), just like yudXilhu 
(e.g. 4: 13 (= 18)). 

7:176b yalhat. ri [yalhat.] ga lika (the effect of pause on ass~milation). 
In the I.Iaf~ copy pause is optional but in the Wars copy it is obligatory. 

It is the only occurrence of vowelless (a' before ~al, and again within 
both the Hafs (through 'Ubayd and "Amr) and the \Vars transmissions there 
is variati~n. 42 ~1ost widespread from Hafs is in fact complete assimilation 

(yalha!1 a tikfl),43 as here in the I:I~f~ 'copy, the Cairo I\adlrgah text, 
the Beirut copy, the Damascus copy and the ~fagribI I,Iaf? copy. Pause is 

;')9 
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optional, as in the ~af~ copy, in the Beirut copy and the Damascus copy. 
In the Cairo ~adlrgah text there is no pause at all, and in the ~tagribl ~af~ 
copy it is obligatory as in the Wars copy, indicated by id?iam written in 
red below. The ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba' J the official Indonesian 
text, the Indian copies, the 1392 Turkish text, the Teheran ~adlrgah text, 
P.George's manuscript and the Isfahani text here are unassimilated as in 
the 'Vars copy (-! rJ-), but with indication of preferable, not obligatory, 
pause. The Harisi text has no pause here, but preferable pause on yalha! 
in 7:176a. 

11: 42a".b - arkabm ma'ana ... takun m ma'a [-b m- ...-nm m-] (assimil
ation of ba' and nun before mzm). 

One transmission from Hafs assimilates here, that of al-Hasimi throu~h 
~Ubayd ibn al-~abba~, 44 but ot'hers do not: e.g. that of his brother 'Amr. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy, the official Indonesian text, 
the Indian copies and the Mag-ribi I.Iaf~ copy are as the ~af~ copy. The 
Magribi ~af~ copy, the Teheran ~adlrgalt text and the 1392 Turkish text 
have z'dgam written below element a, but the latter two do not indicate 
sadda over the mzm. The Damascus copy is as the Hafs copy, in element 
a, but takun- in element b.

46 

The ~adlrgah text r~vised by al-I!abba', 
the Isfahani text (= 45) and the Haris! text are as the Wars copy in element 
a, but have takunma 4a in element b, as do the Teheran ~adlq?;ah text and 
the 1392 Turkish text, in other words indicate assimilation in neither. 

2.3.2 sad/szn 
s s 

2:245 and 7:69 - v)ayab~utu and ba~fahtan [wayab~utu and ba~tahtan]. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text, the Beirut copy, the I~adlrgah text revised 
by aI-Dabba', the official Indonesian text, the ~/lagribi Hafs copy and the 

. 41 . . 

Indian copies are all as the I:Iaf~ copy. The 1392 Turkish text has an 
inferior szn in both. In the ~lagribi I.Iaf~ copy the superior szn is written 
in black, not red. The Isfahani text 247 and 7: 68) has sin in both 
wayabsu~u and bastah tan. The Harisi text and the Damascus copy have 
szn in the first and ~ad in the second wayabsufu and ba~tahtan, except 
the Damascus copy has a superior sin, as does the I:Iaf~ copy, in the second. 
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2.3.3 Pausal alif 

3: 81 - wa'ana o ma'akum [-a m-] (the change of a to ao in pause).4B 
The same applies to 'anao bibasi~in in 5: 28, £~-~ununao in 33: 10, and 
qawar"ira o qawar"irao in 76: 15,16. 

The Cairo ~adlrgah text and the Beirut copy are as the ~af~ copy. 
The ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba' and the official Indonesian text 
are as the Wars copy. The Istanbul ~adlrgah text is as the \Vars copy in 
the first two and as the ~af~ copy in the second two. Most of the Indian 
copies are as the Wars copy in the first two, but in 76:15,16 - qawar"irao 
qawarzrao, with a marginal note saying, '"\Vhen not in pause I.Iaf~ read 
both without the aUf, but in pause alif with the first but not the second" . 
Similarly, P.George's manuscript has a red aUf with the first (qawar"ira o ), 

and in red below the second (qawarzra) "wa?lah bigayr aUf", and in 33: 

10 has -a with "f£l-v)a~l b£gayr alif". The Damascus copy is as the ~af? 
copy in the first three but in 76: 16, 17 has qa war1, rao qawarzra. The Isfahani 
text (= 3: 80,5: 32, and 76:16, 17) is as the \Vars copy in the first three, but 
in 76:15,16 qawarzrao qawarzra, with forbidden pause after the first. The 
HarIs! text is as the \Vars copy in the first three, but in 76:15, 16 qawarzra 
qawar"ira, although the final alif of the first has been added later. In 3: 81 

and 5: 28 the ~fagribl ~af~ copy signifies nothing, like the Wars copy, but 
in 33: 10 and 76: 15 it has a small, red, inverted semi-circle over the alz"f . 
The 1392 Turkish text has a small qi.~r beneath the alif in 3: 81 and 5: 28, 

but not in33: 10, nor 76: 15 where it has qa1JJarZrao qawar"ira, exactly like 
the Isfahani text. It has qi~ r also beneath the waw of 'u o a ~ ika (e.g. 2: 5, 

6) in place of 8uk'un. 

. -I2 3 zma a 49:.4 

11: 41 majr ~ ha [mujr ~ hal. 

This is the sole exampIe of intermediate deflection in the ~af? trans
mission. It is indicated by an empty rhombus below the ra', presumably 
because of printing difficulties. 

The Beirut copy, the Cairo I~adlrgah text, P.George's manuscript and 
the Damascus copy are as the ~Iaf~ copy. The 1392 Turkish text is the 
saIne except with I'irnala" below instead of a rhombus. The Kadlq~ah text 
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revised by al-pabba' and the Teheran ~adlrgah text have neither an alif 
nor a rhombus, i.e. majrayha, but with "imala" written small below. The 
official Indonesian text has no vowel or alif on a dotless seat, but imala 
written small beneath. The Indian copies have majr1 ha,!SO i.e. an alif 
belo,v a dotless seat, although most have a marginal note saying that ~af~ 
read majrayha. The Isfahani text 44) has a ya' with sukun an~without 

indication of deflection, i.e. majrayha. The Barisi text - majr ~ ha, but 
with deflection sim ply not indicated. The Mag-ribi ~af~ copy is as the 
Wars copy in the second half of the word, that is with a ya'-at£f and a 
dot below the ra' except that the dot is red. Edinburgh New College ms.l * 
has mujrayha with a red dot below the jim. 

In conclusion, the differences illustrated in this section can be excluded 
from the list of differences between the two transmissions. They comprise 
two instances of vocalisation, but mainly concern orthography and recita
tive details. It is worth noting that a number of the differences are graphic. 

It need hardly be repeated that none of these differences have any 
effect on the meaning of the text. They serve, in fact, to show just that. 
However disparate these transmissions may have been from each other, 
and for however long independent, they present no variant readings of any 
substance. 
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Chapter 4 

THE WARS 
v 

COpy 

THE WARS COPY used as the basis for comparison is entitled "Qur'an 
karlm" on the upper cover in ray~anz script, and in a Kufic script on the 
spine, and HAfu~~af Sarz! biriwayat iI-Imam Wars: on the title page. It 
was published by the Tunis Publishing Company (al-Sarika al-Tunisiyya 
lil-Ta11Jzz,)1 in 1389/1969. Each quarter begins with an 'unwan, is 
preceded by a differently decorated title-page containing ;;ar-rubu' ul
awwal/ut-t.an"i" etc. and 56: 79. Each quarter is followed by an index of 
its s,uras. There is a dual pagination, the first, in European characters, 
top left, beginning afresh with each quarter, and the second, in Arabic 
characters, bottom centre, running continuously. There are 648 pages of 
text, with 16 lines to the page, and a frame containing the text of 9 x 6 cm. 
Forty-two pointed "finials" round outer frame of each page. Sixteen-lobed 
medallions with two "finials" in the margins indicate textual divisions and 
sajadat. There are also smaller textual divisions every fifth 0izb, three 
per quarter..A. new page begins with each, suggesting that in the original 
manuscript these would have formed separate fascicles, making a dozen for 

2 
the whole copy of the Qur'an, facilitating annual recitation or reading. 

Like the lJaf~ copy, this copy also is extremely clear and faultlessly 
accurate in all its detail. A note in the colophon says that the preparation 
of the text for printing took four years of painstaking and continual work. 

• From now on it will be referred to simply as "the vVars copy" . 

It is a black-and-w hite, first facsimile-impression of "an ancient manu
script, given a new form by modern techniques" .3 This must mean that 
the manuscript used for the lithograph was old and that the plates were 
then modified, rather than that a new manuscript was copied frOIIl the old 
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one for purposes of the lithograph. The latter is the case with the Hasan" .IT text. 

The manuscript probably would have folIo-wed the usual conventions 
of having vocal ati!, madda: the "large dot" , and the vowels, in red.:5 Red 
in photocopying comes out as black as original black of the same thickness. 
But the cost and effort of masking all these for the stages of colour-printing 
was no doubt prohibitive. The decorative frames and marginal motifs 
have indeed been printed in blue-green, red, gold and black, and most 
attractively, but to print the text in colours also, would have been an 
enormous extra task. The roundels for the aya-numbers are in blue-green 
filled with gold, on which the numerals have been type-set in black. The 
roundels vary in size and would have been hand-drawn. 

A small dot over an alif, no larger than a diacritic for bat or the like, 
indicates hamzat a/-wast. In Magribi manuscripts this was usually larger 
and in greenish-blue or green.

6 
In the Chicago Qur'an manuscript A16964, 

for instance, it is larger than the "large dot". 7 The small dot therefore 
is probably an alteration made in the plates. It may have been altered in 
order to distinguish it in black-and-white reproduction from the large red 
dot indicating bayn-bayn. 

A small hamza-character indicates hamzat at-qat'. In ~fagribi manu
scripts of the Qur'an the yellow or golden dot 8 was still almost ubiquitously 
used as late as the 18th . century A.D.o So it is probable that the hamza
character here has been inserted in the photographic process, if the manu
script is old. The harnza-character is also found in the Hasan II text, and 
in the 1892 lithograph from Fez. 

10 
• 

The hand in the \Vars copy is delicate, quite the opposite to the thick 
Sudanz style. It is similar in thickness of stroke to the Chicago Qur'an 
manuscript A16964 and is more regularly fine than the varying thickness 
of the strokes in the Hasan II text. In not having diacritical dots on final 
ja', qaj, nun and ya'; it follows the Fas} practice.

l1 
It is uncannily similar 

to the hand of the Cairo \Vars copy, and must spring from exactly the 
same Tradition. Indeed, on most occasions, the number of words per line 
of each copy is identical. 12 

The following letters may be remarked upon as differing in some ways 
from other Magribi copies. 

As usual {ad and ~ad have no "teeth". The body of the letter is 
hemispherical, as opposed to those of the I;Iasan II text which are more 
elliptical, and those of the Chicago Qur'an manuscript A16964 which are 
more quadrilateral and Kufic. 

13 
The upper stroke of ~a' and ~a' inclines at 

an angle of about 4,s° arising from the centre of the base of the hemispheri
cal body, whereas that of the Hasan II text is more acute. In the latter it 
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does not touch the base line as in the Wars copy, but intersects the top line 
of the body of the letter in a similar way, about half-way along. The upper 
stroke in the Chicago Qur'an manuscript .AJ6964 is an extension of one of 
the angular sides of the body and does not intersect. 14 Initial and final 
'ayn reach as high as lam, as with the I;Iasan II text, but in the Chicago 
manuscript it is only as high as dell. Final curves of sin, ?ad, ram, nun, 
and their "'sister" forms frequently sweep well under the following word, 
especially nun and ya', but rarely touch it as in the I;Iasan II text and in 
the Chicago manuscript. On the other hand, final nun, and ba' and its 
like, can be as small as the head of a waw. 

The page of explanatory notes (p.653) is in a slightly more cursive hand 
than the text. By including an isnad and a reference to the authority 
for the system of pause employed, these explanatory notes seem to be 
modelled on those of the 1342 Cairo text. The likelihood is increased by 
the fact that the Azhar issued a text from the very same Tradition some 
eight years earlier than this Wars copy, the Cairo Wars copy. The titles 
to each sura are in a delicate Magribi !ulu!. In :Nfagribi manuscripts from 
North-West Africa these were usually in western Kufic, so the titles may 
be another instance of insertions into the photographic process. The four
page prayer on completion is in another, less confident and more angular, 
upright :Nfagribi hand.

15 

Finally, all numerals in the Wars copy, apart from the lower set of 
page-numbers, are in European characters. Since this includes even those 
of the ava-numbers, it could hardly have been part of an original "ancient 
manuscript", so must have been the result of "modern [photgraphic] tech
niques". The ava-numbers of the Cairo Wars copy are in Arabic characters. 
By the same token, the five- and ten-aya divisions are not indicated by 
different devices, as they usually are in wfagribi manuscripts. 

As for the date of the original manuscript, it is unlikely to be from 
before 900 (1494/.5), and could be from well after that date. This is inferred 
from the fact that the indications of pause are stated in the explanatory 
notes to be those of the Sayx al-'allama Ubayy 'Abdal-Iah Muhammad ibn 
Ubayy Jumu'a al-Hab~l [al-~ammatl] who died [in Fez] in 930'(1523/4).16 
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Chapter 5 

THE OTHER WARS 
... 

COPIES 

CONSULTED 


ONLY A SIYfALL NUMBER of printed copies of the Qur'an according to the 
transmission of Wars is available in bookshops and libraries in Britain.1 To 
redress the balance for this study therefore, three manuscripts of the Qur'an 
have been brought into the comparison. Again, before the differences 
between the two transmissions can be set out, those between individual 
printed copies within the Wars transmission must be. TIlustrations of their 
variations make up chapter 6. 

The following copies have been consulted. 

§ 1 A copy from Morocco 

with dark blue covers. "Qur'an karim" is written in gold in ruq'a script 
on the spine, and in Magribi !ulu! at the top of a light blue lozenge, which 
occupies most of the upper cover. In the remainder of the lozenge, again 
in gold Magribi tutu~, is 

"This Noble Text was printed by order of our lord, the C.ommander 
of the Faithful and Defender of the Faith, His Nlajesty the King of 
~10rocco! aI-Hasan IT, may God make him victorious, in the year 

. 2 

1:387 (1967/8)." 

In a similar lozenge on the lower cover is 56:77-80, again in gold Magribi 
tutut. 
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The title-page is the same as the upper cover apart from the colours. 
Instead of gold 'writing on a blue ground, "Qur'an karzm" and the year are 
in red, the rest is in black, and all is on a gold ground. The following page is 
an inserted photographic reproduction of a letter of recommendation from 
the King, carrying his seal. The next page depicts a cloudy blue sky with 
"fa'ic.J.a qara'ta I~Qur'ana fasta'£c.J. bil-lahi min a8-8ay~an ir-rajzm" 
(J6: 98) as an oval sun in red ~fagribl !ulu! with lines radiating outwards 
like rays. The frames of the 'un wan on the next two pages are handsomely 
decorated in red, blue and gold with large medallions in the margins. The 
text, here and throughout, is in black on a gold ground, with aya-numbers 
and roundels in red. These were added to the manuscript by letter-press 
in spaces left by the scribe. 

The text is 677 pages long, page one being that containing 16: 98. There 
are 15 lines to the page, and the frame containing the text measures 19 x 
12 cm. 

Following the text are seven pages 

A page the same as the title-page, but with Hwatammat kalimatu 
rabbika ?idqan wa'adlan" (6:115) in black Mag-ribi !ulu!. Oddly, this is the 
reading of ~af~. That of W-ars is " ... kalima tu ... " 1 as in the main text. A 
page with abundant, foliated decoration in gold on blue and red grounds 
around a white, circular centre, in which is written, in gold ~fagribi !ulu! 
outlined in black, a completion-prayer beginning "~adaq al-lah ul-'a~~m". 
Two pages describing the copy, written in black on a gold ground in the 
Fast style of Magribi, more cursive than the more monumental variety used 
for the main text. i\ two-page index of suras in alphabetical order, again 
in black on a gold ground, but type-set in nasxz. A page like the title-page 
again in colour and hand, but with 56: 77-80, and finally a fly-leaf with the 
name of the printers, Dar al-Kitab, Casablanca. 

Amongst the information in the two page description of the copy is 
the following. After an encomium to the King, it says how he conceived 
the idea to have a magnificent copy of the Qur'an made during his reign 
in an ancient Magribi script according to the transmission of Wars. It 
says that he delegated the task to the Minister of Religious Affairs, who 
sought out the best calligraphers, the top artists, and the foremost scholars 
and readers to attend to "the Hasan II text" in a way that would fulfill all 

4 • 

expectations. 

• From now on this copy will therefore be referred to as "the flasan 
II text" . 
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It says that AJ:lmad ibn al-I;Iusayn al-Susl al-Bahawl was chosen as 
the scribe, and that the following scholars and teachers were appointed to 
certify the orthography and vocalisation ~ 

'Abdal-Iah ibn al-'.i\bbas al-J arrar!, A~mad al-I;Iasnawi, Mubar
ak al-I;Ia~~ab al-Rakkali, ~1u~ammad ibn Kabbur al-'Abdi, Mu
~ammad Birbis, al-I:J:ajj al-'Arabi ibn Mu~ammad al-I;Iimri, and 
alI.Iajj al-wlahdi al-Ma~~a:i. 

The description closes 'with a further encomium to the King and his 
heir Mu~ammad, and a blessing on his deceased father, Mu~ammad V. 

There being neither isnad nor explanatory notes, the copy would 
not seem to have been influenced by the 1342 Cairo text, as it seems that 
the Wars copy was. Nor is there any claim that the scribe followed any 
particular scholar or established work from the past in his orthography and 
vocalisation. The nearest to that is the King's expressed intention for it 
to be "in an ancient Magribi script". Its degree of correspondence with 
the \Vars copy, whose printing was completed, presumably independently, 
only two years later, in Tunis, is almost exact. This indicates a common 
Tradition, given variations in others. 

That the text is the transmission of Wars by way of al-Azraq., is shown 
6

by 11: 42, 12:100 and 20: 18. 

§ 2 A copy from Nigeria 

printed in 1322/1905.
7 

The graphic form is thick, as is customary with 
Sudani script. The vocalisation is in a finer pen, as also are most of the 
sura-titles. Both would probably have been in red ink in the manuscript.

8 

The coarse overall appearance of the graphic form belies exactitude in 
indication of vocal details like 11, Z, ubefore hamzat at-qar; yanmbar/i 
(19:92); and assimilation e.g. of nun to tam and mlm, but npt n'un of 
tan1JJln to waw. In fact the indication of vocalisation is as complete, if not 
exactly the same, as that of the Wars copy. 
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The title-page has three lines centred wi thin a frame 

"Kitab ul-Qur'an nabiyyu 


Afuhammad 


~alli wasallim 'alayhi 'amin~ 


in a poor, irregular hand. These are reproduced in gold on the red upper 
cover J centred within a larger, gold frame. The binding, or rather casing, is 
vVestern, presumably British, Southern (and Northern) Nigeria then being 
a British Protectorate. It does not look as though it was bound by the 
British Museum. 

There are 13, sometimes 14, lines to the page, and the text within 
the frame measures 19 x 13 cm., as on the title-page. Some nine different 
arabesques alternate within the inch-wide frames. These frames were added 
in the lithographic process, since the marginal text-divisions, comments, 
final curves of letters, etc., intrude. These comments are occasionally or
thographical, e.g. p.14.4, where attention is drawn to the speling 'i~8anan 
(2: 83), which in the Wars copy and the ~asan II text is 'i~sanan. aya
endings are marked by trefoils. Five-verse-divisions are occasionally indi
cated by a ha', e.g. on pp.8.12, 15.3. Ten-verse-divisions are indicated by a 
circle, either empty or containing a linear motif. Fifty-verse-divisions are 
usually indicated by a circle containing a dot. 

The text is 646 pages long (paginated in Arabic and European figures), 9 

page one containing the following 

"h ago.. gina d~darayn" in a roundel at the top; a statement that this 
holy book was sent down by Gabriel to his Prophet ~1u~ammad in Arabic; 10 

that it was foretold in earlier Scriptures; and that it should be touched 
only by those who are ritually clean (56: 79,80). Sayyid al~I:I3jj Mu~am
mad, called Belo, ibn al-Sayx Ibrahim ibn al-Sayx 'Ali was the scribe, 
completing it 14/11/1323 (sic.) / 1905 A.D. 

ll 
He lived in Lagos. No 

details about the printing or publishing are given. 
12 

The Fast practice of not dotting final nun, ja', qaj and ya' is followed. 
hamzat al-qa( is sometimes written like a large Greek Xi, (, without the 
final flourishes, when it looks somew hat like a final • a yn. 13 This is merged 
with the tooth when medial (e.g. p.3:31, 19:89). When medial and without 
a seat (tooth) it is like an 'ayn, although less rounded. When initial and 
on or under an alij, it is often like a small ~ (e.g. 19:89,92). But when it 
has no seat, and is in initial or final position, it is mostly represented by a 
dot the size of the diacritics, e.g. al-qureana (p.331.9, 19:93), ul-asmaeu 
(p.331.ult., 20:8). It can be represented by a large Xi. hamzat al-wao?l is 
not indicated. The "large dot" is indicated, see pp.32.ult., 44.5 up. Unlike 
in the Wars copy, it is much smaller than the diacritics see al-kajirzna 
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(p.241.6, 11:41); mujr ~ ha wamurs ~ ha (p.241.3,4, 11:41). l!ad and 4ad are 
round, or hemispherical, and have no "tooth". The upper stroke of ~a' and 
za' is vertical, arising from the left of the usually round body, which is 
~maller than that of ~ad and ¢ad. fa' rises as high as ta,.14 Initial 'ayn 
is no larger than in medial position, and well short of the uprights of lam, 
alif, etc. Final curves often sweep well under the next word. 

Surprisingly, maliki is found in 1:4. Since the rest of this copy is 
firmly in the \Vars transmission, this Hafs reading is presumably due to 
the word's prominent position and the far more widespread use of the 
I:Iaf~ transmission. 

1 
There are copyists' errors, e.g. "'Uial"a ¢-¢clltzn" 1: 7,:5 

"wata~izzu" (J9:90) for the Wars copy's Hwataxirru", and "~z"lla" (p.91.12, 
4: 57) for the Wars copy's "~illan". These are mostly errors by the copyist 
of the graphic form. Following the text is a half-page prayer. There are no 
indexes. 

• From now on this copy will be referred to as "the Lagos copy" . 

That the text is the transmission of Wars by way of al-Azra~ is shown 
by 11: 42 (irkab ma'na), 12:100 (ixwatiya) and 20: 18 (vJaliya).l On the 
other hand, that it is not according to exactly the same written Tradition 
as the other printed \Vars copies is shown by small differences, like the lack 
of a large dot below ~aha (p.331.9, 20: 1). 

§ 3 A quarter copy from Algeria 

reprinted in 1981. The unusual feature of this copy is that its graphic form 
is in nasx"i script. The further east along the ~fagrib, the more the ~1agribl 
script is supplanted. Printed in red on the pink upper cover at the top is 
"al-rubu' at-ax"ir" and in the centre, within a lozenge, 56: 79-80. At the 
bottom is "birz"wayat ~Vars 'an il-fmam Nafi"'. The title-page is similar, 
in black-and-white. 

There are 15 lines to the page, and the text within the frame measures 
18 x 12 cm., as on the title-page. 

The text runs from p.440 to p.608, and is followed by six pages of 
explanatory notes. These are basically modelled on those of the 1342 Cairo 

text,11 and were written by the Egyptian, Sayx 'Amir al-Sayyid 'U~man. 
The final page of these explanatory notes contains the following information 
about the copy, wri tten in tutut scri pt 
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Mlil,tammad ibn Sa'id SarlfI completed the manuscript in Algiers 
on 9/11/1397. The committee for revision of copies of the Qur'an, 
appointed by the NIinistry of Religious Affairs, compr)sing Al,tmad 
Tijani Basan, 'Abd al-'Azlz Za"widi and Bakir al-Sayx Balhajj 
checked it. It was printed by al-Sarika al-\Va!aniyya lil-Nasr 
wat-TawzI' on 17/6/1398 (26/5/1977). 

Below the bottom of the outer frame is added "printed at Markab 
al-Tiba'a, al-Rigaya, 1981". 

Modelled on the 1342 Cairo text, some of the latter's vocal conventions 
are employed, in contrast to those used in the other printed Wars copies, 
e.g. the small XCi' representing ·sukun. Compare also the Algerian copy's 
rhombus below ~aha (20: 1) for the other print~d Wars copies' large dot. 
The same applies to some graphic forms, e.g. 'z laf ih z"m (106: 2), as opposed 
to the Wars copy's 'i la fihim. As such it is a hybrid between the two 
transmissions. hamzat at-wast, however, is not indicated. The "large dot" 
is indicated and explained in the explanatory notes. 

18 

• From now on this copy will be referred to as "the Algerian copy" . 

§ 4 A copy from Egypt 

printed in 12/1380 / 5/1961, and found nowadays in Morocco in general 
mosque-use. The upper cover is blank, and the text is preceded by the 
thirty-two page-book of al-Dabba' on the difference between the transmis
sions of al-Azraq and al-I?bahanI.

19 
The title-page has 56: 79-80 at the 

top, the fact that it was printed by permit from the Azhar in the middle, 
and the name of the printer, 'r\bd al-I,Iamid Al,tmad I,IanafI, at the bottom. 

There are 18 lines to the page, and the text within the frame measures 
19 x 11 cm. 

There are six paginations, top right and left, in Arabic and European 
characters respectively, beginning afresh (on 'P .2) of each twelfth (5 th . ~izb
division); bottom right and left, in Arabic and European characters respec
tively, continuous throughout the quarter; and centre bottom, with Arabic 
and European characters next to each other, continuous throughout and 
reaching 595. The verse-numbering diverges from that of the Wars copy 
frequently.20 The text is followed by the same four- page-prayer as in the 
\Vars copy. A final page contains an Egyptian certificate in nasxzscript, 
signed by '.l\bd al- F'attah aI-Qadi and other Azharis, containing the fol. . 
lowing, 
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The printing of this copy of the Qur'an was completed by 'A..bd 
al-~amld J?:anafI at the J\la~ba'at al-Mashad al-I!usayni accord
ing to the 'U~manic graphic form Cata r-rasm it-'U!mani) ... 

This Cairo \Vars copy could be a reprint of the 1347 (1928) copy revised 
by al-Dabba', 21 and inspired by the recent 1342 Cairo text. lTnfortunately, 
in non~ of its forms is the original scribe mentioned.

22 

The script of the Cairo \Vars copy, and hence the orthography, is vir
tually identical to that of the \Vars copy. The only deliberate orthographi
cal difference appears to be the Cairo 'Vars copy's I£llah£.23 

• From now on this copy will be referred to as "the Cairo 'Vars copy" . 

That the text is the transmission of Wars by way of al-Azraq, is shown 
by 11: 42 (irkab ma'na), 12:100 Uxwatiya) and 20: 18 (= 17) (waliya).24 

• The above four copIes are sometimes referred to jointly as the 
"printed 'Vars copies" . 

2~ 

§ 5 st. Andrews University Oriental manuscript nO.16 

Fragment of a Qur'an on paper in Magribi script, 
probably Spanish, 9th . century A.H./15 th . century A.. D.

26 

8 leaves; 28·2 x 20·2 cm.; 11 lines per page. 

This manuscript cornprises a quire of four sheets of paper folded in folio. 
While no single piece of evidence points conclusively on its own to a 15 th . 

century southern Spanish provenance J the cumulative evidence all but does. 
The evidence of the watermarks suggests that the manuscript would not 
have been written earlier than 812/1410, nor later than 884/1479, and that 
the most likely provenance of the paper was southern France. And the 
evidence of the hand, both in script and orthography, points to a southern 
Spanish provenance for the text. Unlike the usual conventions of FaSI 
Magribi script (followed as far south, in fact, as NIarrakesh 27 )1 the final 
forms of the letters fa', qaj, nun and ya' of St.Andrews ms.16 are dotted. 
So it can safely be said that it did not come from Nlorocco, or from as far 
west or south as Fez and l\larrakesh, at least. This leaves Spain and central 
North-\Vest lVrica, the area covering Tunisia to Eastern Nforocco, as 
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possible provenances for the fragment. And comparison of the orthography 
of St.Andrews Hl,s.16 with ~fagribi manuscripts of the Qur'an from these 
areas fairly conclusively points to the southern Spanish Tradition. Granada 
could have been the place. 

r\S for the ·watermarks, that of three of the four sheets is a chariot 
with two wheels and a crown centred on the chain-line. It is European and 
corresponds almost exactly with Briquet's no.3547) for which two dates 
and provenances are given.

28 
The earlier is 1410, Basses-Pyrenees, and the 

later 1467, L ucq, which is in the Pyrenees AtIantiques, some twenty-five 
miles from the present-day Spanish border. There is nothing sufficiently 
similar in Mosin-Traljic, which deals with the 13th . and 14th . centuries, nor 
in Piccard's volumes on Kronen-Wasserzeichen, and Wekzeug & Waffen. 

The watermark of the remaining, central, sheet (1)1>.7-10) is a bull's 
head, centred on the chain-line, with indentations for eyes. These are 
situated well below the rounded ears which jut out at right angles to the 
head. The watermark is 3·8 cm. long and 2·5 cm. wide at the ears. The 
horns curve out from the head, in to 1·2 cm. apart at the top and then very 
slightly out again. There is nothing sufficiently similar to it in Briquet, but 
Piccard gives a number of similar bulls' heads with indentations for eyes, 
nearly all dating bet"\veen 1369 and 1411. ~fost come from central Europe, 
in the vicinity of wllinchen and Niirnberg. Some come from further north, 
Kaln, Essen and the Netherlands, and some from further south, Bologna 
and Como. However they are all a good deal larger than that of St.Andrews 
ms.16. Perhaps the most similar one, in that it has ears juttin~ straight out 
and horns curving slightly outwards at the top, is no.VI 281. It is dated9 

1369-73 and found from the Netherlands down through present-day vVest 
Germany to Bologna. But it is longer (5 em.), much broader at the ears 
(5·5 cm.), and the slope of the muzzle is more triangular than the bull's 
head of St.A.ndrewsnl,s.16. In the light of the probable date of the chariot
watermark of the other three sheets, it is too early. The other watermarks 
of the same style recorded by Piccard are less similar.

30 
One from Como 

(about 20 miles north of ~ilan) is worth separate mention, as it is the only
31

relevant watermark in ~losin-Traljic. This is Piceard's no. VI 11, dated 
1394, and measuring 5·4 em. long.

32 
Mosin- Traljic record it for 1390-1396 

from, among other places,33 Rodez in France, which is about ninety miles 
from the present-day Spanish border. The sharply drooping ears of these 
bulls' head watermarks from Como and Rodez are markedly different from 
those of St.l\ndrews ms.16, but the overall style is the same. That this 
style continued in use into the first half of the 15th . century, and is found 
for southern France; fits in well with the probable provenance and date 
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of the chariot-watermark. Given the variability of watermarks, and their 
generally short lifeJ it is the close correlation of the chariot-watermark34 

of three of the sheets of St.Andrews rns.16 with Briquet's no.3547 that 
is the most reliable piece of evidence for the provenance and date of the 
manuscript's paper, South-vVest France, 1411-57. 

§ 6 EdinblJrgh University (New College) 

35 
Oriental manuscript no. 1* 

(1141-43 A.H./ 1728-30 A.D.) 

This is a paper copy of the Qur'an in excellent condition, with a leather 
binding probably added in this country, at w hlch time the pages were cut 
to a smaller size. In gilt capital letters on the dark brown upper cover is 
"la yamassoho illa motaheran", and on the spine, "I(oran" in the same. 
It would have been destined for mosque-use, because although there are 
frequent marginal and textual additions and emendations, the vocalisation 
is highly accurate and fully supplied with indications of pause and assimil
ation. In other words, while the graphic form has been at times carelessly 
reproduced, the vocal form is of high accuracy. When extra words have 
been written in, through dittography, for instance, they have been left 

. d 36unpolnte . 

The double-lined frame, drawn before the text, measures on average 24 
x 15cm. There are 18-1 9 lines to the page. The first eighteen suras were 
completed 11/.5/11:11 (13/12/1728), and the rest 27/2/1143 (11/9/1730). 
Although no proverrance is mentioned in the original colophon, the text 
can safely be assnmE:'d to have come from Fez or ~leknes in ~lorocco. It is 
written in a Fasi-.\Iagribi hand, and quotations frOID al-Suyuti and others 
have been added at the foot of the back of the last page by a ~ertain Sayx 
'Abd ai-Rahman al-J\fiknasl. 

The paper came from Venice. The twin watermarks of most of it 
are first, three crescents placed horizontally to each other between the 
chain-lines,37 3·5 cm. long, and 1·4 cm. between the ends of their horns, 
and second, a trefoil on the chain-line placed above the letters I and A. 
Briquet reports38 that there were many watermarks with three crescents 
placed horizontally to each other throughout the 17t.h. and 18th . centuries. 
Most were from \Tenice, where this paper was known as ·'trelune" and 
was manufactured specially for the Levant. '\1osin-Traljic (covering the 
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13th . and 14th . centuries) has nothing sufficiently similar to the three cres
cents of Edinburgh New College ms.1 *, nor does Briquet (covering the late 
14th . century to 1600), but there is a markedly close correspondence in 

Rea-wood,39 dated c.172S from Venice. Various combinations of letters are 
found in conjunction with three crescents in paper from Venice throughout 
the 17th . and 18th . centuries,40 including P with A.41 Several also have the 
trefoil on the chain-line. 

42 

The paper of Edinburgh New College ms.1 * can 
therefore safely be dated to the first quarter of the 18th . century in Venice. 

The hand is not as neat as that of St.Andrews ms.16, and irregularity 
in the thickness of some of the strokes shows that a brush must have been 
used. The sit ra-headings are neater. These are in brownish-yellow ink 
in ~Iagribi ~ulu!, with dotted finials. Some have rudimentary palmettes 
at their sides in the margin. Other marginal motifs for textual divisions 
and prostrations are found, but vary in their style, suggesting more than 
one hand. The alz"J of the lam-alz"! ligature is upright, and if anything 
with barb to the right at the top.43 The «ad and related letters have a 
hemispherical body: and the tail of the ta' lies at an angle of 45° and does 
not cut into the body. The ~ayn is small. Cursive ligatures occur, such as 
between waw and ali! at the end of the line. 

44 
Pausal signs are in green. 

The large dot is in red, and is no larger than the sign for sukun. 

From 31: 16 - 33: 16 the text of this manuscript tallies with that of the 
\Vars copy in every detail, barring four small exceptions. 

4 

:5 These details 
include assimilation, pause, bayn~bayn, and point to a remarkably unified 
Tradition, compared to the variations in copies of the Qur 'an in the J:Iaf? 
transmission. 

§ 7 British Library Oriental manuscript Or. 2165 

(late 1st . or early 2nd . century A.H.!early 8th . century A.D.) 

Qur'an on vellum, covering 7: 40 - 43: 71. 


171 leaves; about 32·4 x 21·1 cm.; 23-26 lines per page. 


No full collation of this important early manuscript has b~en clone, 
and discussion of it has almost entirely been based on the single facsimile 

46 
given by Wright. This, however, was sufficient to show that the text was 

47 
in the NIedinan transmission. 

The date of the manuscript is to a certain extent disputed, but it 
is considered by III any as one of the two or three earliest extant manu
scripts of the Qur'an. 

4 

A_bbott dated it to "about the second century'l 
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.A.H." 49 Compared with her dating for some of the fragments in the 
Chicago collection this dating is overcautious. The Chicago Qur'an manu
scripts A69.59, 6990, and 6988, for instance, she dated "1s t. to 2nd . century 
.A.H." 50 Abbott's basis for these dates was that she considered the ma'il 
script a development of an earlier Nlakkan script/

1 
but a desire for the 

Chicago fragments to be the earliest extant is discernible. 44~fakkan" here is 
short for ":Yfakkan-Nladinan" ,S2 which was a category derived perhaps too 
readily from ibn al-N adim 's cryptic description of the first ~Arabic scri pts. 53 
That manuscripts do not fit this particular category Abbott admitted, S4 

nevertheless she continued to use it as an established stage in the history 
of Arabic script. 

Compared to these allegedly earlier Hijazi Qur'an fragments, however, 
the hand in B.L. Or. 2165 is unsophisticated, ss possibly indicating an 
unevolved type of script,56 and the lack of a well-established art of callig
raphy. The slanting of the alifs and lams, for instance, while not always 
consistently parallel, are of uniform height, and the red roundels mark
ing the ten-verse-divisions, while inelegant are consistent. Again, while 
ascending and descending strokes often impinge on other lines, the same 
is found in the most calligraphically artistic ~fagribl manuscripts. Further 
the lack of margins could suggest the lack of a well-established tradition 
or art of calligraphy. The vellum is in vertical format, unusual in copies of 
the Qur'an before the 4th . century A.H.

57 

SO it cannot be said that J rather than being an example of a primitive 
style, it was simply that the copyist was not particularly professional, and 
that this was a copy for private use. The m,a' i I scriptwas recognised as a 
distinct type by .A..rab historians,58 and there are other examples of copies 
of the Qur 'an in this script. ~9 Furthermore, scribes of the time would not

60 
have been nonchalant towards parchment and vellum. 

\Vright, who considered the writing a type of ICufic, had no doubt 
that it belonged to a distinct type of script. He went so far as to describe 
it as an "'easy, flowing style ... so different from the stiff, artificial ICllfi 
of a later date", and as "a fine, flowing Kuft, evidently written currente 
calamo" .61 It should not, however, be classed as a cursive script.

62 
For it 

is yet more different from the contemporary, round, cursive script found in 
less important texts, written with light pens on papyrus. 

63 

The indications are that B.L. Or. 2165 is of very early date, ~erhaps 
even first century A.H. vVright dated it to the eighth century A.D. 4 And 
the palaeographer ICarabacek does not appear to have had ulterior motives

65 
in dating it firmly to the late first or early second century A.H. 
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Chapter 6 

VARIATIONS BETWEEN 

THE WARS COPIES 


THE PURPOSE of this chapter is to show areas where the \Vars copies vary 
among themselves. These areas can then be excluded from the lists of 
differences between the ~af~ copy and the \Vars copy. The variations given 
in this chapter, are again therefore, illustrative and not exhaustive. 

The variations simply concern orthography or recitation, and it must 
be said at the outset that none has any effect on the meaning of the text. 
\Vithin a given transmission, such as \Vars', that never varies. \Tariations 
in script have been mainly discussed above in chapters 4 and.5. That 
many of these variations have been covered by those between I,Iaf? copies 
obviates the need for extensive description here. In general, it \vas found 
that, the printed \Vars copies and many North-West .AJrican manuscripts 
of the Qur'an, notably here Edinburgh New College 'ffiS.l *, belong to a 
scrupulously adhered-to Tradition. \Vars manuscripts from Spain and the 
Hijaz, on the other hand, are clearly outwith this Tradition. 

§ 1 In orthography 

1.1 The usual difference between Fasi-Magribi, which omits the diacritical 
dots of final fa', qaf~ nun, and ya', a.nd other ~fagribl scripts; and in the 
case of the Cairo \Vars copy, the ditference between y!agrihl and nasxz. 
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i\ peculiarity of St,",,\.ndre,vs rns.16 is that fatha and damma are always 
below sadda. This is not usually 1 the case with Edinburgh Ne,v College 
ms.1 *, or the printed \Vars copies. 

1.2 Partial assimilatio.i of tanwln is not found in St.Andrews nts.16 or the 
Lagos copy, but only complete assimilation, indicated by sadda over the 

"I', 

following consonant.- In other printed 'Vars copies and Edinburgh New 
College rns.l * it is indicated. 

1.3 alif al-wiqaya does not carry 8ukun in St.Andrews rns.16
3 

as it does 
in the printed 'Vars copies and Edinburgh New College rns.l *. 

l.4 With the words lil-lahi and al-layl the Cairo Wars copy, St.Andrews 
rns.16

4 
and the early 19th . century Nigerian copy ~ vocalise and assimilate 

the second tam, whereas the 'Vars copy, the Hasan II text, the Algerian 
copy6 and Edinburgh New College 'ms.1 *7 do ·not. 

1.5 Dagger-a lif is not always written on alif maqsura in St.Andre,vs 
rns.16 where it is in the 'Vars copy. In 31: 16-33: 16', for instance, it is 
written in St.Andre'ws rns.16 only in the following cases. 

it- W U fq ~ w a - ('P. 2 .9, 3!~. 22): as taw ~ ,a I a (p.6.9, 32: 4); tar ~ ,id 

('P.8.4, 32: 12); tat a j af ~ j un U ~uhum (p. 9.3, 32: 16); U t-:::a' w ~ 

nuzutan (p.9.l1, 32:1:); it-adn ~ duna ('P.l.S, 32:21); rr:at~ haga 

(p.1l.1, 32: 28); yu~~ 'ilayka (p.12.8, 33: 2); wako.f ~ b~-tahi 

(p.12.1, 33: 3); awl ~ biba'din (p.14.1,3, 33: 6); wamu8 ~ wo.
(p.14.8, 33: 7). 

1.6 u and z are found in St.£\nclrews ms.16 only before hamza, e.g. 
'inna (p.); 'ahso.na (p.). But in the "Vars copy they are found also before 
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consonants, e.g. n£'amahu zah£rahtan for St.Andrews ms.16's nz"amahu 
(,[>.2.1,31: 20); walidih t wa f~r St.Andrews 'ffiS.16's walidihi (,[>.5.5, 31: 33).8 

1.7 In St.Andrews 'ffiS.16 there are two dots under ya.'-hamza when prec
eded by kasra, as in the Wars copy, e.g. in 31: 23 (p.2.11) and 32: 13 (,[>.8.7), 
but not when preceded by ~amrn,a or Jat~a, e.g. in 31: 25 ('[>.3.3), and 33: 

6 (,[>.14.5). Similarly, ya'-aliJ is dotted in 32: 13 (,[>.8.7), but not elsewhere, 
e.g. in 31: 32 (p.5.1), and 32: 3 (p.6.5,6). Edinburgh New College nt8.1 * and 
the 703/1303 Granadan copy dot neither ya'.,.hamza nor ya'-alif. 

9

1.8 Taking 31: 16-33: 16 as an example. St.Andrews ntS.16 was collated 
with the printed Wars copies. Edinburgh New College ms.l* tallies with 

10 

the printed Wars copies, with one exception. The printed copies form 
the second column from the left. 

al-aswat£ a l-asw a tz' '{).1. 9 31: 19 


z?ih£rahtan za hirah tan '[>.2.1 31: 20 


yujadilu yujadilu '{).2.2 31: 20 


'aqibah tu 'aqibah tu '[>.2.9 31: 22 


aqlamun aqlamun '[>.3.8 31: 27 


il-batilu z'l-batz'lu '[>.4.6 31: 30 


'aUmu 'aUmu '[>.7.3 32:6 

was-sahadah ti was-sahadah ti '[>.7.4 32:6 

wal-absara 1j:al-absara '[).7.9 32:9 

sulihan sa lihan '[>.8.6 32: 12 
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la'amta I anna la'amla 'anna p.8.8 32:13 
11 

jaza 'ano jaza'an p.9.7 32: 17 

,.......,~ 


'iSTa ' "ita 'iST 7i ' 1, la p.lO.lO 32:23 

'an'amuhum 'an'amuhum p.l1.9 32: 27 

'zmanuhum 'zmanuhum p.l2.l 32:29 

'azwajukum 'azl1Jajukum p.l3.l 33:4 

ullayi ullay p.l3.2 33:4 
12 

'ummahatz'kum 'ummah a tikum p.l3.2 33:4 

fa'ixwanukum ja'ixwanukum p.l3.8 33:5 

mawalTkum mawalzkum p.l3.8 33:5 

wa'azwfijuh u wa'azwajuhu p.l4.l 33:6 

'ummahatllhum 'ummahatuhum p.l4.2 33:6 

wal-muhajir'ina wal-'rnuh ajirzna p.l4.4 33:6 

m"ifaqahum 'mzfaqahum p.l4.7 33:7 

m"itaqan m'i!aqan p.l4.9 33:7 

ni'mata ni'mahta p.lS.l 33:9 

il-absaru il-abs aru p.lS.7 33: 10 

wayastacJ.inu wayasta~inu p.l6.3 33: 13" 

'ahaduo 'ahaduo p.16.8 33: 15 

al-adbara al-adbara p.l6.9 33: 15 
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All but three of these differences regard vocal alif, and may be com
pared to the Turkish and Iranian tendency in I:Iaf~ manuscripts to have 
graphic alif for vocal. In this case it can be described as a Spanish fea
ture, as most North-\Vest African manuscripts are here closer to printed 
vVars copies. Of the three, one regards medial harnza (32: 13) graphic in 
the printed vVars copies, vocal in St.Andrews rns.16; one regards alif of 
the accusative after independent final hamza (32: 17); and one regards ta' 
tawila (33: 9). 

13
B.L. Or. 2165 was collated here also, and differed from the printed 

vVars copies in the following places. 

'asabakl 'asabak (31: 17); muxtall muxtal (31: 18); qaluol qaluo 
(3i: 21); n-n~harI n-nahar (31: 29); ja z I jaz (31: 33); l-arh a ml 
l-arham (31: 34); miqdaruh 14 I miqdaruh (32: 5); saoyI .say~ 

• r-..J 

(32: 7); sawwahul saww ~ hu (32: 92; waqaluol waqaluo (32: 10); 

nakisuol nakisuo (32:12); la'amla' annal la'amla'anna (32:13); 

tataja f ~ I tatajaf ~ (32: 16); q,,-!!ra tz,/ qurrah ti (32: 17); fa siqanl 

f~sz'qan (32:18); 'israzlal 'isra' ila (32:23); 'ad'iyaakuml 'ad'iy

a 'akum (33: 4); l-arf:aml l-arf:am (33: 6); al-xanajirl al-xa
najir (33: 10); zilza lanl zitzalan (33: 11); qa latl qalat (33: 13); 

maqaml maqam (33: 13); firaranl firaran (33: 13); al-fl~'Ta'Tl 
al-firar (33:16). 

Converse to St ....:\ndrews nts.16's relationship to the printed Wars copies, 
B.L. Or. 2165 has many more instances of vocal alif where the printed 
vVars copies have graphic alif. The Tradition underlying the printed Wars 
copies therefore became systematised after B.L. Or. 216.5. Apart from 
the vocallgraphic alif differences, four others are to do with the graphic 
form. Similarly to the differences in the column above, the first and third 
(32: 7,13) concern the orthography of hamza, the second (32: 9) concerns 
the orthography of ya'-alif, and the fourth ta' tawzla for marbuta (32: 

l~ • 

17). 

§ 2 In recitation 

2.1 Assimilation. As mentioned above in § 1.2, some copies, especially 
from Spain, do not have partial assimilation. The printed \Vars copies are 
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remarkably consistent here, although the Lagos copy occasionally differs, 
e.g. in 2:280 it has maysurahtin w- (p.51.11) for the other printed "Vars 
co pie s 's rn aysurah tin -+ w -. 

2.2 The large dot is a North-"Vest (and West) African feature. It is present 
in the printed Wars copies, and most manuscript Wars copies, except those 
from Spain like St.Andrews n1.8.16, the 703/1303 Granadan copy, and the 

6th . /12 th . century rns.360 of the Turkish and Islamic ~fuseum, Istanbul. 
16 

Its use in Edinburgh New College mg.1 * is as in the "Vars copy.17 

2.3 Indications of pause. The same positions of pausal indications in the 
printed Wars copies and Edinburgh New College rns.1 * are also found in the 
Chicago Qur'an manuscript A16964, dated 7th . or 8th . century A.H./ 13th . 

or 14th . century A.D. In Nigerian copies they are indicated by trefoils. 
1s 

There are no indications of pause in St.Andrews mc;.16. 
19 

2.4 Divisions of the text. 

Verse-divisions in St.Andrews rns.16 differ from those in the Wars copy 
in a number of instances,20 suffice it to cite two, seen on the Plates, where 
the divisions in the \Vars copy are absent from St.Andrews rns.16 - at 

. 21 () 22 ( _)
32: 23 ( p.10.10); and at 33: 4 .p.13.5. Conversely, Almond ha' -shaped 
verse-divisions are found in S t..J.t\ndrews ms.16 in the following places where 
the "Vars copy has nothing. 31: 16 (p.1.1); 31: 26 (p.3.7); 32: 6 (p.7.4); 32: 25 

23 
(p.11.3); and 33: 15 (p.16.10). 

The verse-numbering of the Cairo "Vars copy and the Lagos copy is 
not exactly as the "Vars copy. In sura 11, for instance, they have 121 as 
opposed to the latter's 12:3 verses, and in sura 20, 134 as opposed to the 
latter's 13.5. Jfizb-divisions in these two do tally, however, with the Wars 
copy, and, in the case of the Lagos copy, are apparently ba' for the quarter 
and three-quarters divisions; nun for the half; and ta' for the eighth, three

24
eighths, five-eighths and seven-eighths divisions. All printed Wars copies, 
bar the Lagos copy, have ava-numbers, but none of the Wars manuscripts 
consulted did. 

Larger divisions also vary. For instance, the \-Vars copy has a tenth 
at 31: 33, where the IIasan II text and Edinburgh New College 'llls.1* have 
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an eighth. St.Andrews m'3.16 has a tenth at 31: 30. The Wars copy has a 
tenth at 32; 23, St.Andrews rns.16 one at 32: 20, and the l!asan II text has 
an eighth at 32: 21. The Wars copy has a half at 33: 6, where the I.Iasan 
II text has it at 33: 1. The vVars copy has a tenth at 33: 13, St.Andrews 
nls.16 one at 33: 12 and I.Iasan II text has an eighth at the end of 33: 8. The 
larger text-divisions of St.Andrews 'ms.16 correspond with the vVars copy" 
apart from differing tenths in three places, 31: 30 ('P.4.10)2:5 for 31: 32; 32: 

20 (p.10.4)
26 

for 32: 23; and 33: 2 (p.1S.10) for 33: 13. 

§ 3 In other peripheral features 

3.1 Many of the sura-names in the Lagos copy are different from those of 
the other printed Wars copies, e.g. surat al-insira~ for 94, surat al-qayyima 
for 98, and surat al-sita' for 106. 

3.2 In Nigerian copies '''am"i n" is often added as a final verse to the first 
_ 27 

sura. 

3.3 The sajda at 32: 15/16, found in all the printed Wars copies, in 
St.Andrews ms.16 and in Edinburgh New College ms.l *, is absent from 
B.L. Or. 2165. 

In conclusion, as with chapter 3, § 1, the areas covered by the examples 
in this section can be excluded from the list of differences betwTeen the two 
transmissions. They comprise orthography and recitative details. Again, a 
number of the differences are graphic, and it need hardly be repeated that 
none of these differences, graphic or vocal, have any effect on the meaning 
of the text. 
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part two 

The oral history 

of 


the two transIllissions 




Chapter 7 

THE FIRST CENTURY AND A HALF 


• 	 The ~af? copy 
the Prophet 

! 
'U!man ibn 'Arfan, 'All ibn ab. ralib, Zayd ibn Tabit, Ubayy ibn Ka'b 

! 
'Abd al-Iah ibn HabIb al-Sulami 

! 
-

'A?im ibn abi al-Najjiid 

! 
J.Iaf? ibn Sulayman 

The Wars copy • 	
1

the Messenger of God 

! 
Ubayy ibn Ka'b 

! 
lA.bd al-Iah ibn 'Abbas 

! 
abii Ja'far Yazid ibn al-Qa'qa' 

! 
Nafi' aI-Madani 

! 
ai-Imam Wars 

8.5 



2 

SUCH ARE THE CiiAINS of transmission, the isnads, found at the back of 
the two printed copies chosen as the basis for this study. 

It has been seen that documenting the isnad of the early transmission 
at the back of a copy was a new departure with the 1342 Cairo text. 
Moreover, the structure of the colophon in which the isnad appears in the 
Wars copy seems to have been formed in the light of the colophon of the 
1342 Cairo text,3 and the turn of phrase makes it unlikely that its isnad was 
in the original manuscript.

4 
But it would be wrong to suggest that 20 th. 

century Egyptian or Tunisian scholars fabricated these isnads, as they are 
are more or less:S as found in the qiro,'at works of ibn al-JazariB_ and 
al-Danl, T with well-documented sources. 

Also, to attempt to validate these isnads with the kind of scrutiny 
given to isnads of traditions is misguided. Muslims are in no doubt that 
the Qur'an has been transmitted by a large section of the community from 
the start. There is no suggestion that it came down only the path of its 
isnad, and that its authenticity stands or falls with these men. Besides, 
as will be shown below, in terms of Muslim tradition-criticism several of 
these links are far from being above reproach. The z'snads are nevertheless 
useful as a basis for considering the early history of the two transmissions, 
despite the fact that the significance behind their inclusion can only really 
be for purposes other than authentication. 

The immediate significance of the Qur'an having an isnad, is that it 
shows it to be an oral text. On the other hand, that it is also a written 
text is shown by the way the isnad is introduced in the ~af~ copy 

"This copy was written aIJd vocalised according to I;Iaf~' trans
mission of the reading of 'Asim on the authority of al-Sulaml, on 
the authority of ... " 8 • ' 

A possible inference from this that the writing was subsequent to the 
oral transmission, is dismissed by the immediately following paragraph, 
where a written Tradition is firmly stated to underlie the oral one 

"And its spelling has been taken from the reports of the scholars 
of the graphic form of the Qur'an concerning the copies sent by 
~U!man to Basra; Kufa; Syria and ~fecca; the copy he apppointed 
for the l\tfedinese; the copy he kept for himself; and the copies 
made from these." 9 
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Some of the ways have been mentioned above in which the 1342 Cairo 

text stepped outside the orthography of many Qur'an manuscripts from the 
preceding centuries. But in this context it may be pointed out that Bergst
diBer's criticism that the 1342 Cairo text was a "reconstruction resulting from 
a rewriting" does not take account of an oral Tradition.10 These written 
works, on which the orthography of the 1342 Cairo text was based, are the 
end-result of unbroken oral transmission. In the words of ibn Xaldiin,l1 

"These Qur\in readings, and their chains of authority, had an 
unbroken oral transmission, until, along with the other sciences 
they were set down in writing ... " 

The 1342 Cairo text was therefore a stepping-back to an earlier stage of 
orthography, rather than a stepping-outside from the latest stage. 

Another implication of the isnad is that reading-systems are seen to 
be considered in the realm of Tradition rather than Scripture. They are 
ascribed to humans rather than to God. 

Another reason for including the isnad could be commercial. This may 
be seen in the shortened version found in the Damascus copy 

kutib ha4a l-mu?~'iaf wa1ubi~ 'ala ma yuwafz'q ri7))ayat Ifaf ~ 
"an 'Utman ibn '-,-4f fan wa'AI"i ibn abz 1.'alib 'an in-Nab"i ~l'm. 

It can be bought both by Sunnis and 8I'1S. The Damascus copy, 
although orthographically in the Turkish Tradition, has been seen to have 
been influenced by the Egyptian Tradition. Otherwise, printed copies 
outwith, or at least, uninfluenced by, the Egyptian Tradition have not been 
found with an isnad. 

Turning to the isnads themselves, and considering the authorities one 
by one, firstly those of the J:Iaf? copy in this section, and then those of the 
Wars copy in the next, the following can be said. 
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§ 1 The Hafs isnad 

1.1 Hafs (abii 'Amr Hafs ibn SUlayman ibn al-Mugira al-Asadi al-Kiifi 
al-~a'9-iriI2 al-baz zaz'), b·.c.90, d.180, was the son-in-law, 13 or step-son, 14 

of 'Asim. After the foundation of Baghdad he went there, and then to 
Mecc~.l!s He taught the reading of 'Asim in both places.

16 
In the trans

mission of the Qur'an he was held in' the highest esteem/
7 

but in the 
transmission of traditions he was held in the oPPosite.

18 

1.2 'A~im (abu Bakr 'A~im ibn abi al-Najjud ibn Bahdala aI-Kufi), Mawla 
of the Beni Jugayma of the Asad, and pupil of, among others, the Kufan 
Successors al-Sulami, Zirr ibn Hubays19 (d.82) and abii 'Amr Sa'd ibn Iyas 
al-Saybani (d.96). He died 127~128.20 . 

1.3 al-Sulami (abu 'Abd al-Ra~man 'Abd al-lah ibn I:Iabib ibn Rub
ay'ajRubbay'a al-Sulami al-«arzr ("the blind")) was a long established 

21
Companion of 'All, relating many traditions from him. The Teheran 
I~adlrgah text names the transmission by him rather than by I.Iaf~. 22 If 
the isnads of the two copies of the Qur'an are to be seen as related, his 
being a link in the chain could be seen as a counterpoise to 'Abdal-Iah ibn 
'Abbas. The name '''A.bdal-Iah'' at early stages of Nluslim Tradition could 
be fleshed out in many ways.23 al-Sulami was in the mainstream of the 
Kufan Qur'an transmission..A.ccorcling to ibn Sa"d (d.230), he died in his 
late eighties in Kufa during the governorship of Bisr ibn Marwan.

24 
Ibn 

Hajar (d.852) quoted his death-date variously as 70, 72 and 85,2!S and gave 
~ report from abu Is~aq al-Sabi'i26 (who taught Ifa!1! traditions

21 
) that 

he taught Qur'an reading for forty years in the mosque [of Kufa]. He was 
certainly the teacher of 'A~im, and doubtless many others, but there are 
contradictory reports as to his own teachers. None have been seen, may it 
be said, mentioning Zayd, Ubayy or 'U~man. 

According to ibn Sa'd,28 al-Sulami is said to have said, "~fy father 
taught me the Qur'an, and he was a Companion", and, "I learnt to read 
the Qur'an from '.Ali'· . Ibn Sa"d himself added that he related (traditions) 
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from 'Ali, 'Abd al-Iah [ibn Mas'iid] and lUtman, although included a report 

from SU'ba that he did not do so from 'U!man.
29 

ibn ~ajar, however, gave 
ibn :Yfas'iid in this refort from Su'ba specifically as not being al-Sulaml's 
teacher of Tradition.

3 
ibn ~ajar gave another report that his relating from 

'All was not ~articularly certain, and another that he did not hear traditions 
from 'Umar. 1 ibn Hajar continued

32 
that al-Sulami had heard from 'Ali, 

'Ulman and ibn M~s'iid, and that others relate 33 that he was with 'Ali 
at ~iffin, but then became a 'U!manL ibn ~ajar also mentioned as al-Sul
ami's teachers of Tradition - 'Umar (!), Sa'd, Xalid ibn Walid, I:Iugayfa, 
abii Miisa al-As'ari, abii al-Darda' and abu Hurayra.

34 
ibn al-Nadim said 

that he learnt Qur'an with 'Ali. 3:5 

This array of famous early figures, coupled with the contradictory 
reports, make it difficult to attach certainty to the reports. 

1.4 'Ulman ibn 'Affan, 'Ali ibn abi ~alib, Zayd ibn Tabit, Ubayy ibn 
Ka'b. 

While it is not impossible that these four taught al-Sulami the Qur'an, 
it is evident that their primary significance in the isnad is not that. In the 
accounts of the history of the Qur'an text all four are eponyms and their 
names are immediately of wider significance. The names of the Qurasi 
caliphs 'Ulman and 'All give the reading Head-of-State approval and make 
it acceptable to both Sunn! and 81"1. 'Utman was also, significantly, the 
latest link with the city of the Prophet.:r6 The presence of the orthodox 
caliphs is a feature of Kufan isnads.

37 
And the names of the Prophet's 

non-Qurasl Nledinese scribes Zayd and Ubayy indicate that the reading 
was not only based on the very best, but more importantly, the very latest 
form of the text. Ubayy had been the Prophet's scribe and., along with 
abii H urayra (converted 7 A.H.), is taken as witness to the Prophet's late 

period. 
38 

But Zayd replaced Ubayy as the Prophet's scribe, so with respect 
to isnad is the later of two witnesses.

39 
Zayd was also said to have attended 

the final review before the Prophet's death.
40 

In fact he played the central 
role in all the traditions on the various collections of the Qur'an, whether 
by the Prophet's first, second, third or later caliphs.

41 

Individually, therefore, these early authorities have reJigio-political and 
religio-historical significance. And taken as a block, their presence in the 
isnrzrl of the flafs copy is c1early the end-result of competition. It is polished 
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and can scarcely be bettered. Although the Egyptians obviously did not 
consider that the mU~0af could stand or fall according to human chains 
of authority, they nonetheless ,vanted it furnished with the best possible 
chain. 

§ 2 The Wars isnad 

2.1 abii Sa'id 'U~man ibn Sa'id ibn 'Abdal-Iah ibn 'Amr ibn Sulayman ibn 
Ibrahim al-Qib~i, mawla of Qurays, called aI-Imam Wars, b.1l5 d.197. 

42 

He was of Coptic origin. Nafi' is said to have nicknamed him "'Vars" either 
because of his extreme whiteness, or because of his similarity to the bird 
called "warasan". 43 He became the head Qur'an reader in Egypt. 

2.2 Nafi' ibn 'Abd aI-Rahman ibn abi Nu'aym, mawla of Ja'wana ibn 
Sa'fib al-Sirl was jet black and originally, according to al-A~ma'l (his 
student), from Isfahan. He is said to have recited the Qur'an before abii 
Maymiina mawla of Umm Salama. As far as traditions were concerned, he 
is said to have heard from seventy Followers, nevertheless is not considered 
reliable. He is one of the later-termed "Seven Readers". He gre,v up and 

44 

died in Medina in 159. 

2.3 abii Ja'far Yazid ibn al-Qa'qa~ died 128-133 (in :Nledina) ,vas mawla 
of the Follower, 'Abdal-lah ibn 'Ayyas ibn abi Rabi'a 'Ataqa al-Maxziimi. 
abii .la'far was also a Follower, and is one of the later-termed "'Ten Readers" . 
According to ibn Xallikan, abii .la'far had learnt Qur'an reading directly 
from 'Abd al-lah ibn 'Abbas, from his mawla 'Abdal-Iah ibn 'Ayyas, and 
from abo. Hurayra. He had learnt Tradition from 'Ab'ctal-Iah ibn 'lTmar, 
Marwan ibn I,Iakam, and was said to have recited the Qur'an before Zayd. 4~ 
ibn Xallikan continued that some say he was the mawla of Umm Salama, 
and that he is said to have taught qira'a before the battle of the harra (64

46 • 

A.H.). 
A similar array of eponymous Muslim authorities seems to have at

tached itself to abii Ja'far as to al-Sulami. 
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The vVars copy follows Nafi' where it differs from abu Ja'far, which is 
surprising since it seems to make abu Ja'far 's link in the chain redundant. 

2.4 'Abd al-Iah ibn 'Abbas ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib is usually more the 
eponym of the ta! szr of the Qur 'an than specifi~~lly of its reading.

47 
Like 

Ubayy he is alleged to have had a text with two extra suras. 
48 

He also had 
blood-links with the Prophet, but his readings were not unimpeachable by 
any means. ai-Tabar!, for instance, strongly rejected a reading of 'Abd
al-Iah ibn 'Abba's for 2:184,49 as did al-Razl for 13: 31.:50 He is said to have 

n
died in Taif in 78, aged about 70.:

2.5 Ubayy ibn Ka'b has been considered above. 'Abdal-lah ibn 'Abbas 
is representative of the Companion generation, however it could be that 
he was found to have been born a little too late, hence the need for an 
additional link to this chain. 

There are two interesting points about the isnad of the vVars copy. 
First, although according to official Muslim dogma~ the Wars text is "'U!
manic", the Wars copy makes no claim to the authority of 'U!man. On 
the other hand, the Cairo \Vars copy does.

52 

Second, to have no other 
authority than lTbayy is perhaps surprising. For one thing, Ubayy is said 
to have repudiated the theory of nasx,53 and the very need for isnads 
might be thought to have arisen from that theory. And for another, Ubayy 
is noted for the additional material in his text, as it is cited by ~luslim 

• • :54
SCIentIsts. 

The isnad of the Wars copy was perhaps considered unsophisticated 
by Egyptian scholars in relation to that of the ~af~ copy. In the Algerian 
copy, which was thoroughly under the influence of the 1342 Cairo text, and 
indeed written by an Egyptian scholar, the isnad could be seen to be an 
improved version 
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the Prophet 

! 
Ubayy ibn Ka'b 

! 
abu Hurayra; 'Abd al-Iah ibn 'Abbas; 
'Abdal-Iah ibn 'Ayyas ibn abi Rabi'a 

! 
~Abd al-Ra~man ibn Hurmuz al-'Araj; Sayba ibn Ni~a~; 


Muslim ibn Jundub, mawla of al-Hugali; 

Yazid jbn Ruman; abii Ja'far Yazid ibn al-Qa'qa' 


! 
Nafi' ibn 'Abd al-Ra~man ibn abi Nu'aym 

! 
abii Sa'id ~Utman ibn Sa'id Wars al-Misrl- . 

The third and fourth links have been improved. ibn 'Abbas, a name 
not above criticism, has here been supported by perhaps the best Medinan 
anthority,!5.5 and by themawla of abu Ja'far.!5 The Qur'an reader abu 
J a'far has been given support from several, more well-known Medinan 
names - al-A'raj (d.117) perhaps because of abii Hurayra and ibn 'Abbas, 
from whom he transmitted traditions;.57 Sayba (d.130), the son-in-law of 
Yazid ibn al_Qa'qa',!58 and the "Imam ahl il-lvlad"ina jil-qira'at,,;!59 
~fuslim (d.106) the famous qa4z, and teacher of 'lTmar II, and who also 
transmitted from abu Hurayra; 60 Yazid (d.130), also a transmitter from 

abu Hurayra,61 and who, according to ibn Hajar, "read the Qur'an from 
'Abdal-Iah ibn 'Abbas ibn abi Rabi'a" (sic.) '62 All these names are again 

traceable to the pedigrees of the transmission given by ibn al-Jazari
63 

and 
_ _ 64 

al-Danl. 

Following this in the Algerian copy is an extension of the isnad down 
to al-Danl, explicitly citing his Kitab al-Tayszr as the source, and cor
respondiing exactly with ibn al-Jazari's first line of transmission from "Vars 
in his K itab al-Nasr .6.5 
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Nafi~ 

Wars 

! 
abii Ya'qiib Yusuf ibn 'Amr ibn Yasar al-Azraq 

! 
Isma'il ibn 'Abdal-lah al-Nahhas 

abii Ja 'far AJ;tmad ibn Usama al-Tujibi 

! 
abii al-Qasim Xalaf ibn Ibrahim ibn Mu~ammad ibn Xaqan 

! 
abii 'Amr 'Utman ibn Sa'id al-Dani 

§ 3 In the two links of eac h chain directly before ~af~ and \Vars, there is 
little of the eponymous flavour of the names of the earlier links. Three of 
the four were firs_t-generation rna walz. They are also regionally consistent. 
al-Sulami and 'A~im were both I(ufans, and abii Ja'far Yazid and Nafi' 
were both Medinese. Little significance, however, should be attached to the 
Qur'an being known according to transmitters belonging to a century and 
a half after the Prophet. As ibn Xaldiin said, they are merely single names 
representing whole schools, and in no way are to be considered initiators. 

These [various readings of the Companions] were transmitted from 
one person to the next, becoming thoroughly well-known, and 
eventually settling into seven individual lines. These themselves 
had continuous oral transmission and each came to be ascribed 
to a certain man from among the great mass of readers, who had 
become famed as their transmitters. These seven transmissions 

66
became the basis of the science.

This view places the origin of the seven reading-systems a few genera
tions after the Prophet's contemporaries, but also a few generations before 
the ones by whom the systems came to be known. al-Sa'id placed it 
later and considered these [ten] masters as the ones who actually made the 
reading-systems ind ividual entities. He said (sOIJleW hat paradoxically), 67 

9:3 



"Each of the [ten] Readings in question is associated with the 
name of a famous Koran- reader ... by w hom the Reading in 
question was transmitted at that point in Islamic history when 
the various Readings began to emerge as distinct systems" . 

But he removed the possibility that these masters actually created any 
new individual readings by the notion that all the readings were present in 
the original revelation to ~1u~ammad, and these masters merely selected 
one particular combination. Even these combinations contained a certain 
amount of flexibility, shown by the fact that the students of these masters 

68 

also carried out a certain amount of selection from the masters. 
Both these views are the reverse of what a non-.Nfuslim might think. 

A non-Muslim might posit later proliferation from a defined static source, 
like a family-tree, where the progenitor is long since dead. However a stage 
where the proliferation apparently stopped presents problems for this view, 
and theories about an establishment, or canonisation, of the text have 
arisen. But the beauty of the Muslim view is that it posits an undefined, 
dynamic source, which at its origin already contained all future variation. 
It is a more organic, and less academic, approach, and neatly explains why 
the variations grew less and less - the extent of choice grew more and more 
limited.

69 
Hence also their being called by 2nd . century transmitters..Alter 

them the choice was negligible and could not 'warrant being in the category 
of a separate transmission. It also explains rejected readings, The Qur'an 
potentially contained all readings that did not destroy the sense. Those 
that did so were declared deviant, not arising from the same unanimously 
accepted source. They were, nonetheless, still useful at times for exegetical 

' . 70
d IScusslon. 

It should be mentioned that 'Asim and Nafi' had another famous 
transmitter each, j\bu Bakr SU'ba a~d Qalun respectively. The former, 
b.9S, d.192/3 in Kufa, was amawla of Wasil ibn Hayyan al-Ahdab. 

11 
The 

latter, b.120, d.205 or 220 in ~Iedina, wa; a ma~la of Beni Zuhra. 
72 

He 
was apparently deaf, which means he must have learnt largely from written 
texts, although he is said to have lip_read.

73 
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Cha pter 8 

SUBSEQUENT ORAL HISTORY 


IT IS NOT KNOWN WHEN, but these two transmissions, ~af~ and \Vars, 
crystallised into the principal Western and Eastern transmissions of the 
Qur'an with the dividing line more or less between Iraq and Syria.

1 
The 

division is already in evidence at least in the time of Ahmad ibn Hanbal 
2 . • 

(d.241 ). 

As late as the time of abii al-Fa~ll al-Xuza'i (d.408), Egypt and the 
~fagrib are said to have known no other transmissions of the Qur'an than 
those of Wars and al-Azraq.3 Its arrival in Andalusia and the area of 

4 

modern-day Tunis is recorded,t but not its arrival in modern-day Morocco. 
The reading of Wars is said to have been adopted in _Andalusia during the 
lifetime of 'Abd al-Samad ibn 'Abd aI-Rahman ibn al-Qasim al-'Utaqi 
al-w1i~ri (d.231). ~ ~A.~cording to ibn al-J azari it was [first] written dO'wn in 
Andalusia during his time, and that previously they had used the transmis
sion of GazI ibn Qays (d. 199/ from Nafi'. T'vo transmitters are known to 
have taken the transmission from 'Abd al-Samad to Andalusia, Nluham
mad ibn vVaddah al-Qurtubl (d.286/7) who had a written copy from him,7 
and Ibrahim 'i'bn '~'luham~ad ibn Bizi (d.294, in Toledo). 8 One transmitter 
of the same generation is recorded as making the transmission popular in 
modern-day Tunisia, and one in the next century, 11uhammad ibn 'Vmar 
ibn Xayrun al-Ma'afiri al-Andalusi (d.306, in Sousse), g and 'Abdal-Iah 
ibn Mu~ammad al-Qu1a 'i al-Andalusi HMaqriin" (b.290, d.378): 10 Since 
Morocco lies between the two areas the transmission of Wars would in all 
likelihood have arrived there also in the early 3rd . century A.H. Down in 
the mountains of Yemen) where the Zaydiyya could exist in isolation, the 
transmission of N afi' 1 that is of Wars, continued to exist with them there 
also. Perhaps the eventual overriding predominance of the Hafs transmis

9,5 . . 



sion is partly to be explained by Kufa's being the first stronghold of written 
Tradition among other ~ruslim cities.ll Kufa early took the leadership in

12
the production of ~fuslim manuscripts. Indeed for a long time "Kufic 
script" was considered synonymous with the earliest Arabic, or at least, 
Qur'an, script.

13 
The I(ufan school of law became the ~anafiyya. It was 

favoured by the first '~r\bbasid caliphs and spread early to the east and India, 
and north-west and north-east takinl~ with it the transmission of ~af~.14 
The Seljuqs also favoured the school, and with the HanafI Ottomans the

16
transmission of \Vars came also to Egypt. . 

Other transmissions became largely academic, learnt only by students 
of the science of Qur'an readings. Alongside ibn al-Jazari's statement, for 
instance, that the reading of ibn 'Amir was current in Syria in his time,17 
it must be remembered, not only that his w hole life revolved around Qur
'an readings, but that he was also a Damascene. Similar considerations 
probably apply to the transmission of abii 'Amr in the Sudan. 

The history of the written transmission from the time of ~af~ and 
Wars to the printing of Qur'an copies last century is in large part the 
history of Islamic palaeography and calligraphy. This subject has been well 
documented by vVestern scholars. The earliest extant manuscripts happen 
to date from around their time, the late 2nd . century A.H. 

The oral Tradition about the various transmissions, the science of qz'r
a'at, itself began to be documented at this time. This may have been 
contemporary with the crystallisation of the mass of readings into a number 
of discrete systems, the so-called "seven" or ''ten reading-systems" ("al-qir
a'at at-sab'" or "at-'asr"). vVhile this in no way supplanted the run-of
the-mill oral transmission of the Qur'an text, which has been seen to be 
under threat only in our modern secular age, IS written records slowly 
began to take precedence in academic areas, for instance, when variations 
in reading-systems were at issue. This may have been mainly as a result 
of competition or a crisis in confidence,19 but the increased availability of 
paper from the 3rd . century20 would also have been a major factor. 

The importance of these lines of transmission to the Muslims is shown 
by the way they have been carefully preserved. In a feat of virtuosity, ibn 
al-J azari enumerates them for all of the "ten" Readers, sometimes reaching 
as far as the late 6 th . century (al-Satibi), and the 9 th . century (himself), and 
often as far as the early 5th . (al-D~ni). From at least the mid 4th: century 
A.H., however, the oral transmission of all but two transmissions seems to21 
have begun to be based on books. The student would nonetheless have 
usually learnt the book by oral repetition from the author, or from those 
who had done the same from the author. In the transmissions of Hafs and 
of vVars through al i\zraq, however, the oral transmission rernained fully 
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alive 	outwith academic circles as well. 
It is important to enumerate the recorded transmitters after ~af? 

and Wars to gauge their significance, for the documentation of this oral 
Tradition was not first systematically done until the late 3rd. /early 4th . 

22 
century A.H. 

§ 1 Of the Hafs Transmission 


23
ibn al-J azari gives the transmitters from I:Iaf~ as follows. The fur

thest west any of them came from was Egypt. The majority came from 
present-day Iraq. Their kunyas, here and in § 2, are given only if they are 
what they are mainly known by, or if their father's name is not given. A 
name printed in bold is their most common shortened one. Only their first 
occurrence in this chapter is endnoted, and in subsequent occurrences only 
their shortened name is usually given. 

24
Hat's d.180 
. 'I 'Ubayd ibn al-~abba~2!5 aI-Nahsaii aI-Kuft / al-Bagdadl d.235 

1.1 Ahmad ibn Sahl al-Favruzani al-Usnani' 26 d.307. 	 ... 

1.1.1 	 '.A.li ibn Muhammad al-Hasimi "al-Juxani" 21 d.368 

1.1.1.1 rahir [ibn 'Abd al-J\1un'im] ibn Calbun 28 d.399 

1.1.1.1.1 abu 'Amr al-Dani d.444 

1.1.1.1.2 	 Nfu~ammad ibn ~mad al-Qazwini 29 d.452 

-+ aI-Dani d.444 

1.1.1.2 'Abd aI-Salam ibn al-l!usayn al-Ba~ri 30 d.405 

-+ 	 abii aI-J?:asan 'Ali ibn Mu~ammad aI_Xayya~31 

-+ A~mad ibn Suwar al-Bagdadi 32 d.496 

1.1.1.3 A~rnad ibn Mu~arnmad al-Milanji
33 

1.1.1.3.1 abii 'AJI aI-Haddad 34 d.Sl')
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1.1.1.3.2 abii al-Qasim al-Hugali 3S d.465 

1.1.1.4 ".A1i ibn ~fuhammad 	al-Xabbazi 36 d.398 
37 

-+ Nlansur ibn Ahmad al-Harawi. . 

-+ aI-Hudai. d.46.5 
_ _ _ _38 

1.1.1.5 abu 'Abdal-lah al-KarZlnl 

-+ 	 al-Sarif' abii al-Fa~1 'Abd aI-Qahir 39 d.493 

-+ al-Sibt 40 d.541 

1.1.2 	 abii Tahir 'Abd aI-Wahid ibn abi Hasim d.34941 . 	 . 
42 

1.1.2.1 'Ali ibn Muhammad 	al-Hammam.. . 

1.1.2.1.1 	 abii aI-~usayn aI-Faris! 43 d.461 

-+ 'Abd aI-Rahman "ibn al-Fahham" 44 d.516 

1.1.2.1.2 	 Ibrahim ibn Isma'j] al-Maliki4~ 

-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 

1.1.2.1.3 	 abii 'Ali ai-Malik! al-BagdadI
46 

d.438 

-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 

1.1.2.1.4 	 abii al-F adl al-Raz! 47 d.454 

-+ al-Hudall dA65 

1.1.2.1.5 	 'Abd al- Baqi ibn F iris 48 d.c.450 

-+ al-Hudall d.465 

1.1.2.1.6 	 Rizqallah al-Tamimi 49 d.488 
'" .50 

-+ 	 abu ai-Karam al-Sahrazuri d.550 
v _ 	 __ 	 _.51 

1.1.2.1.7 	 al-Sanf abu N asr al-Huban 

-+ abii ai-Karam d.550 

1.1.2.1.8 	 abii 'Ali al-:t:Jasan ibn aI-Qasim S2 d.468 

-+ abii ai-Karam d.550 

1.1.2.2 abu 1-Faraj aI-Nahrawani.53 d.404 

-+ 	 al-l:Iasan ibn al-Qasim d.468 

-+ abu al-'Izz 
~4 

d..521 
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1.1.2.3 	 abu aI-Hasan ibn al- 'Alar 55 d.396 

-+ 'Abd al-vVahid ibn 8Ita 56 d.445 . . 

1.1.2.4 'Ubaydal-Iah ibn 'Umar al-Ma~a~iri 57 d.401 
_ 	 _ 58 

-+ abu Bakr al-Xayya~ d.467 

-+ al-Sibt d.541 

2 'Amr ibn al-~abba~59 al-Bagdadi d.221 

2.1 A1?-mad ibn Mu~ammad al-Fam! "aI-FiT' d.286/7/960 

2.1.1 	 AJ;tmad ibn 'Abd al-Ra~man al-'Ijli "al-Wali" 61 d.355 

2.1.1.1 aI-Hammami 
_ 	 _" _ _ 62 

2.1.1.1.1 	 abu 'All al-Sarmaqani d.451 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.1.1.1.2 abu al-I.Iasan aI-Xayya~ 

-+ 	 ibn Suwar d.496 

abii 'Ali aI- 'Attar 
63 

d.4472.1.1.1.3 	 .. 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.1.1.1.4 	 abu al-F adl al-Razl d.454 

-+ al-Hudali d.465 

2.1.1.1.5 	 al-I:Iasan ibn al-Qasim d.468 

-+ al-Budali d.465 

2.1.1.1.6 	 abu al-'Izz d.521 

-+ al-H udall d.465 

2.1.1.1.7 	 abu al-I:Iusayn A~mad ibn 'Abd al-Qadir 
64 

-+ abu ai-Karam d.550 

2.1.1.1.8 ibn SIta d.445 

2.1.1.2 Ibrahim ibn Ahmad aI-Tabar! 6.5 d.393 . . 
v 

2.1.1.2.1 	 abu 'Ali al-Sarmaqani d.451 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.1.1.2.2 abu 'Ali aI- 'Attar d.44799 .. 



-+ 	 ibn Suwar d.496 

2.1.1.2.3 abu aI-Fadi aI-Xuza'i 66 b.332 d.408 
_ 	 ,,67 

-+ 	 abu aI-Muzaffar ibn SabIb d.451 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 
_ _ __ 68 

2.1.1.2.4 	 abu 'All al-Ahwazl d.446 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.1.2 Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn aI-Xalil aI-'Attar
69 

<II. 	 '" '" 

-	 70 
2.1.2.1 'Abd al-Gaffar ibn l)"baydal-Iah d.367/9 

2.1.2.1.1 Mu~ammad ibn al-I!usayn 

2.1.2.1.1.1 aI-Sari! abii aI-FadI d.493 

2.1.2.1.1.1.1 abii aI-Karam d.550 

2.1.2.1.1.1.2 aI-Sibt d.541 

2.2 	 Zur'an71 ibn A~mad al-Daqqaq al-Bagdadi d.c.290 

2.2.1 'Ali ibn 1rlu~ammad al-Bagdadi aI-Qalanisi 72 d.356 

2.2.1.1 A~mad ibn 'Abdal-Iah al-Siisangardi 73 d.402 

2.2.1.1.1 	 abii aI-J:Iusayn aI-Faris! d.461 

-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 

2.2.1.1.2 	 abii 'Ali aI-Malik! 

-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 

2.2.1.1.3 abii Mansur Muhammad ibn al-Farra,14 . . 

-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 

2.2.1.1.4 	 abii Bakr al-Xayya~ d.467 

-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 

2.2.1.2 	 'Abd al-Baqi ibn al-I:Iasan al-Xurasan(:5 

-+ abu al-Fath Faris ibn Ahmad al-Himsi 76 d.401. . . '" 

-+ al-Dani d.444 

2.2.1.3 al-Nahrawani d.404 

2.2.1.3.1 	 aI-Hasan ibn aI-Qasim d.468 
'100 



-+ 	 abu aI- 'Izz d.521 

2.2.1.3.2 	 abu 'Ali aI-'Attar d.447 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.2.1.4 aI-Hammam'i 

2.2.1.4.1 ibn 8rta d.. 445 

2.2.1.4.2 'Abd al-Baqi ibn Faris d.c.4S0 

2.2.1.4.3 	 abu 'All al- 'Attar d.447 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.2.1.5 al-Masahifi d.40 1 

2.2.1.5.1 	 'Abd al-Baqi ibn Faris d.c.4S0 

-+ abu aI-Karam d.550 

2.2.1.5.2 abu 'Ali aI- 'Attar d.447 

-+ ibn Suwar d.496 

2.2.1.6 Bakr ibn Sagan al-Bagdadi al-Wa'i~ 77 d.405 
_ 78 

-+ abu Bakr al-Xayya~ d.467 

-+ abu Mansur ibn aI-Farra' 
_ _ _ 7Q 

-+ abu aI-'AIa' ai-Ramadan. d.S69 

By the late 4th . century the same transmitters appear more frequently 
in more than one line, e.g. al-~ammaml and al-Nahrawani. This suggests 
that the independence of the particular lines was by then academic 1 in
deed they were pro bably mainly learnt from books. The vast majority 
of ibn al-J azari's sources for these lines date to the late 4th . and early 
5th . century.30 Several links also appear in the lines of other transmi;
sions, al-Rammami and al-Nahrawani again, for instance, are found in 
the majority of the others.

81 
Of those transmitters in the I.Iaf~ pedigree 

appearin~ also in the \Varsgpedigre~, twice as man! of them appe3g~ in the 
eastern line of al-IsbahanI, than In the western hne of al-.L~zraq. Only 
the encyclopaedic ~asters of the 5th . century, al-Dani, al-Rugall and ibn 
al-Fa~~am, ap pear in all three pedigrees. . 

The apparent artificiality in the way some of these lines of transmission 
tend to bifurcate twice only for the first two links is probably a result of 
convenience for memorisation, and by no means of fabrication. Only the 
most prominent representatives of the schools would be retained in the 
pedigrees. 
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§ 2 Of the Wars Tra nsmission 


84 
ibn al-Jazari gave the transmitters from Wars as follows. 

2.1 The line of 

abu Ya'qub Yusuf ibn 'Amr aI-Madani / al-~fisri Hal-Azraq" 

This line has a predominance of Westerners, from Cairo and Qayrawan 
for example. It has few from east of Egypt. It has survived to this day, 
whereas the line of al- Isbahani was probably purely academic already by 
the early 5th . century A:H. 

That the Wars copy is the transmission of vVars by 'way al-Azraq is 
shown by readings like ixwatiya (12:100) and waliya (20: 18),85 and 'irkab 
'ma'ana (11: 42).86 He alone transmitted the heavy lams and light ra's from 
Wars. 

87 

For an example of reading-differences emerging even after al-Azraq 
and al-Isbahani, and in points not really any finer than most earlier ones, 
see al-liabba' re ya8zn W al-Qur'an (36: 1)88 where ibn 1fihran was the 
only one to transmit non-assimilation from al-I~bahani. 

Wars d.197 
89 

-+ al-Azraq d.c.240 

1 Isma'il ibn 'Abdal-Iah al-Nahhas al-lVIisri 90 d.c.328 

1.1 A~mad ibn 'U sarna al-Tujaybi al-NIi?ri 91 d.342/356 

-+ Xalaf ibn Ibrahim ibn Xaqan al-Mi?ri 92 d.402 

-+ al-Dani d.444 

1.2 l\hmad ibn Ish~iq ibn Ibrahim al-Xayyat9:J 
. 102 . 



-+ ~Iuhammad ibn 'Abdal-lah aI-Anmati al-~/Iisrt4 

-+ 	 Xalaf ibn Ibrahim d.402 

-+ aI-Dan! d.444 
_ _ _ _ 95 

-+ abu Dawud Sulayman d.496 
-	 96 

-+ 	 ibn Gulam aI-Furs d.547 
_91 

-+ al-Nafzawl 

-+ al-Satibi 98 d.590 

1.3 	 .L~mad ibn Mu~ammad ibn abi aI-Raja' al-Mi~ri99 d.343 

-+ 	 Xalaf ibn Ibrahim d.402 


-+ al-Dani d.444 


1.4 	 Ahmad ibn 'Abdal-Iah ibn Hilal al_MisrilOo d.310 . 	 . 
1.4.1 abii Ganim aI-Muzaffar ibn Ahmad 101 d.333 . . 

102 
1.4.1.1 Muhammad ibn 'All al-Udfuwi d.388 . 

- B h . H 1031.4.1.1.1 abu akr NIu ammad Ibn al- asan. 	 . 
_ 104 

-+ al-Qan~arl d.438 
105 

-+ ~A.hmad ibn 'Ammar aI-Mahdawi 
_ _ _ 106 

1.4.1.1.2 'l\bd al-Jabbar a1--Tarsusl d.420 

1.4.1.1.3 abii aI-Qasim ~mad aI_Ugfuwi
101 

1.4.1.1.3.1 	 Ahmad ibn 'All ibn Hasim 108 d.445 

-+ al-Hudali d.465 

1.4.1.1.3.2 Isma'il ibn 'Amr 109 d.429 

-+ aI-Hudaii d.465 
110 

1.4.2 'Umar ibn Muhammad. ibn "Irak al_NIisfi d.388 . 

-+ 	 ibn Hasim d.445 


-+ al-Budali d.465 


1.4.3 ~mad ibn Mu~ammad ibn Hay!am al_Sa'rani111 

-+ 	 Zayd ibn 'All ibn abl Bilal al-Kufi1l2 d.:358 

-+ aI-Xabbaz]
10:3 



l13 
-4 abu 	Na~r ~mad ibn Masrur al-Bagdadi

-4 aI-Hudali d.465 

1.5 	 Hamdan ibn 'Awn al-Xawbini al-Misri1l4 d.c.340. 	 . 

1.5.1 	 ibn 'Irak d.388 

1.5.1.1 Abu aI-F ath Faris d.401 

-4 al-Dani d.444 

1.5.1.2 'Abd al-Baqi ibn Fa.ris d.c.450 

1.5.1.2.1 ibn al-Fahham d.516 

1.5.1.2.2 ibn Ballima lIS b.427/8 d.514 

15.1.3 	 ibn Hasim d.445 


-+ al-Hudali d.465 


1.5.1.4 Isma. 4il ibn 4Amr d.429 

-4 al-Hudall d.465 

1.6 	 abu Na~r Sallama ibn al-J.Iusayn al-Maw~ili 116 d.282/3 

1.6.1 abu ftIuhammad aI-Hasan ibn Muhammad 117 d.340 . . 	 . 

1.6.1.1 abii aI-Fadi al-Razi d.454 
¥ 	 _ 118 

1.6.1.1.1 Abu Ma'sar aI-Tabarl d.478 

1.6.1.1.2 al-Rugali d.465 

1.7 	 :Yfuhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Ahnasi al-~fisri119 . 	 . 

1.7.1 A~mad ibn N a~r al-Sadda'i aI_Ba~ri120 d.370/3/6 

1.7.1.1 aI-Xabbaz} 

-4 	 abii Na~r .Lt\..~mad ibn Masrur al-Bagdadi 

-+ al-Hugali' d.465 

1.7.1.2 al-Xuza'i 	d.408 

-4 abii aI-Muzaffar 

-+ al-Hudali d.465 

1.8 	 ibn Sanabug al-Bagdiidi 121 d.328 

1.8.1 	 aI-Sa<J<Ja'i d.370/3/6 

l04 




2 

---+ 	 al-Xabbazi 

---+ abu Na~r .L~mad ibn ylasrur al-Bagdadl 

---+ al-Budali d.465 

1.8.2 	 Gazwan ibn al-Qasim 122 b.282 d.386 

---+ Isma'il ibn 'Amr d.429 

---+ al-Hudali d.465 


'Abdal-Iah ibn Malik ibn Sayf al-NIi~rI 123 d.307 


2.1 	 abu 'Adi '.A.bd al-'Aziz ibn 'Ali al_j\;Ii~rI124 d.379/80/81 

2.1.1 	 Tahir ibn 'Abd aI-j\;lun'im ibn Galblin d.399 

---+ ai-Dan! d.444 

2.1.2 	 ai-Tarsus! d.420 

---+ abii Tahir Isma'il ibn Xalaf 12.5 d.455 

2.1.3 	 A~mad ibn Sa'id ibn Nafis 126 d.453/5 

2.1.3.1 j\tfu~ammad ibn Suray~ 127 b.388 d.476 

2.1.3.2 ibn BaUima b.427/8 d.514 

2.1.3.3 ibn al-Fahham d.516 

2.1.4 	 Makki ibn abi Talib 128 b.355 d.437 

2.1.5 'Abdal-Iah ibn '.A.bd al--Rahman al-Zahrawl 129 . . 

2.1.5.1 Qusaym ibn A~mad al-~ahrawi 130 d.398/9 

2.1.5.1.1 'Abd al-Baqi ibn Faris d.c..450 

2.1.5.1.1.1 ibn al-Fahham d.516 

2.1.5.1.1.2 ibn Ballima b.427/8 d.514 

2.1.6 	 Isma'il ibn 'Amr d.429 


---+ al-Bugali d.465 


2.1.7 	 ibn Hasim d.445 


---+ al-Budali d.465 


2.2 IbrahIm ibn j\tfuhammad ibn j\;larwan al_Misri
131 

. 	 . 

2.2.1 	 'Abd al-Mun'im ibn Galbun 132 b.309 d.389 

2.2.2 Tahir ibn 'j\bd al~'\Iun'irIl d.399 
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-+ 	 ibn Hasim d.445 

-+ aI-Hudall d.465 

2.3 	 Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Ahnasi 

-+ al-Sadda'i d.370/3/6 

-+ al-Xabbazi 

-+ 	 Mansur ibn Ahmad al-Harawi 

-+ al-Budali d.465 

2.2 The line of 


abii Bakr Muhammad ibn 'Abd aI-Rahim al-Asadi al-Isbahani
. 	 . . 

al-I~bahanI died in Baghdad in 296, ninety-nine years after Wars. His 
line does not therefore have such a good pedigree as that of al-Azraq, since 
it is one and more stages removed. This lack of direct contact might be 
thought to be made up for by his having learnt the transmission from a 
number of Companions, and Companions of Companions, of \Vars. ibn 
al-J azari gives these as follows 133 

2.2.1 	 Wars 

1 Sulayman ibn Dawiid al-Rasdayni
l34 

b.178 d.253 

-+ al-Isbahani 

2 Mu~ammad ibn 'Abd al-RaJ:man al--Makki 13.'5 d.343/4 

-+ aI-Isbahani 

3 	 abu aI-As'a! 'Amir ibn Su'ayd al-Jarasi
136 


-+ aI-Isbahani 

_ _ 	 _137 

4 abu Nfas'ud al-Aswad ai-MadanI 


-+ al-Isbahani 
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5 Yiinus ibn 'Abd aI-A'la al_l\1isri138 b.170 d.264 

5.1 	 al-Isbahani 

139 


5.2 	 Mawas ibn Sahl al-Ma'afiri al_Misri

-+ aI-Isbahani 

6 Dawud ibn abi ~ayyiba al_~'Ji~ri140 d.223 

-+ 'Abd al-Ra~man ibn Dawud ibn abi ~ayyiba 141 d.273 

-+ 	 al-Isbahani 
142 

7 'Abd al-~amad ibn 'Abd al-RalJ-man al-'Utaqi al_Mi?ri d.231 
143 

-+ abu al-'Abbas al-Fa~l ibn Ya'qub. al-I;Iamrawi


-+ aI-Isbahani 


8 Other reliable (unnamed) Companions [of Wars] 144 


-+ abu 'Ali aI-~usayn ibn aI-Junayd al_makjuj14!S 


-+ ai-Isbahani 


2.2.2 The line from al-I?bahani is then given by ibn al-Jazari as 
follows 

146 
1 Hibatallah ibn Ja'f'ar al-Bagdadi

1.1 	 al-Hammami 

1.1.1 	 abu al-J:lusayn al-Farisi 


-+ ibn al-Fahham d.516 


1.1.2 	 al-I,Iasan ibn Qasim d.468 

-+ 	 abii aI- 'Izz d.521 

-+ abii al-'Ala' al-Ramadani d.S69 

1.1.3 	 abii "Ali al- 'Attar d.447 


-+ ibn Suwar dA96 


1.1.4 	 abii 'All al-Maliki 
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1.1.5 	 abii Na~r .AJ;tmad ibn ~Iasrur al-Bagdadi 

-+ al-Hudali d.465 

1.1.6 	 ibn 8Ita d.445 

1.1.7 	 abii I-Qasim ~Abd al-Sayyid ibn ~Itab 141 d.487 

-+ ~fu~arnmad ibn 'Abd aI-Malik ibn Xayriin 148 d.S39 

1.1.8 	 abu 'Abdal-Iah ~fu~amrnad ibn A~mad aI_Bay,149 

1.1.9 	 abll N asr 'Abd aI-Malik ibn 'Ali ibn Sabur 150 

1.1.10 abii Sa'd ~t\hmad ibn al-Mubarak al-Akfani lSI d.491 

1.1.11 aI-HubarI 

1.1.12 	 Rizqallah d.488 

-+ al-Mihwali 

-+ abii al-Yarnan aI-Kind! 1!S2 b.510 d.613 

-+ aI-Kamal ibn Faris 1.53 b.596 d.676 

-+ ~Iu~arnmad al-~a'ig 154 b.636 d.72S 

-+ 	ibn aI-~a'ig 15.5 b.704 d.776 

-+ ibn aI-Jazari d.833 

1.2 	 al-Nahrawani d.404 

1.2.1 	 abu 'Ali al-'Attar d.447 


ibn Suwar d.496 


1.2.2 aI-~asan ibn Qasim d.468 

-+ 	 abu al-'Izz d.521 

-+ abu al-'Ala' al- \Vasiti 1.56 d.431 

1.2.3 abii al-I:Iasan aI-Xayya~ 

1.3 	 abii Hafs 'Umar ibn 'Ali aI-Tabar! al_nahviils7. . 	 .. 

-+ 	 abii 'Ali al-I:Iusayn ibn M~amrnad al-I~bahanil.58 

-+ abii Ma'sar al-Tabari 

1.4 abii Bakr ibn Mihran al-I~bahani/al-NrsaburI 1.59 b.295 cL381 

aI-Hasan ibn Sa:id aI~Matu'i al-'A.badani 160 (1.:371 
. 	 . 108 
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2.1 al-Karzini 

2.1.1 al~Sarif abu aI-Fadi 

2.1.1.1 al-Sibt d.54l 

2.1.1.2 abu ai-Karam d.550 

2.1.2 al-Hudal! d.465 

2.1.3 abii Ma'sar ai-Tabar! 

The predominance of Egyptians show s that Egypt was the centre 
for Wars studies for a couple of generations after Wars. The line from· 
al-I~bahani, however, was situated further east, and in the pedigree given 
by ibn al-Jazari reaching down to himself, only ibn Faris and his two 
transmitters appear to have come from as far west as Egypt. The line 
contains more Easterners, from Fars, Wasit and Baghdad for example. 
The reading-system of Nafi' was taken to Iraq in both its transmissions, 
the transmission of QaJlln by abii N as!t, and the transmission of \Vars 
by al-I~bahanl.161 But it did not surviv~ against the indigenous reading
systems. The lines given by ibn al-Jazari for al-I~bahani are distinctly 
fewer than those given for al-Azra~ and by the third generation from 
al-I~bahani (i.e. the late 4th '/early 5th . century) many of them were tied to 
books. The pedigrees of Wars through al-Azraq, however, and of ~af~, are 
eloquent testimonies both to the vigorous existence of an oral Tradition of 
the Qur'an and to its inseparability from the written Tradition. 
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part three 


The differences 

between 


the two transmissions 




Chapter 9 

CONSISTENT DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN THE TWO TRANSMISSIONS 


IN THOSE AREAS where there is no variation within each transmission, 
certain differences between the two transmissions, at least as in the copies 
consulted, occur consistently throughout. These are singled out here in ad
vance, §§ 1-7, and not listed individually in chapter 10 below. For brevity, 
"the I;Iaf~ copy" and "the Wars copy" stand for the whole transmissions 
as far as they have been verified. 

None of these differences has any effect on the meaning. 

§ 1 Deflection (imala). 

In the I.laf? copy a large dot over a consonant is used once to indi
cate hamza bayn-bayn, that is the intermediate pronunciation of hamzat 
at-qat' between hamza and alif - '-;'aa'jamiyyun.

1 

III the Wars copy a large dot is often used,2 and mainly also to indicate 
bayn-bayn. It is found forty times in the first hundred verses of Surat 
at-Baqara for instance. This is partly because, given the general tendency 
of the Wars transmission to soften hamzat at-qar, the occasions where an 
!Etermediate sound can occur are far more frequent than the single aw kward 
, aa'jamiyyun of the ~af~ transmission. But it is mainly because'the Wars 

copy uses this large dot not only to indicate hamza bayn-bayn, but also 
z'mata bayn-bayn, the intermediate deflection of alif towards ya'. Since 
this latter usage is by far the most frequent, it is described as the first usage 
of the large dot. The less frequent second usage is of a different kind, and 
is discussed in § 7.2.2.1 below. 
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The first usage of the large dot. 

Apart from with certain particles and one verb, it is always found 
r-v R:;; 

below the consonant preceding final ~ and ~, but not ~ or ayn. 3 For 
~ :=:::::s ,.....,., 

instance, it is found with al-hud ~ ( 2:185b), mus ~ ( 2: 51), and nar ~ ( 

2:144), but not with hud a: (!:185a), mus~ ( 2: 87) or nar~ ( 2: 55). The 

verbal exception is (ma) zak ~ (m£~kum) (24: 21). 

It is,",",also always found with ~ ~n medial position, as in the verbs 

fa8~ww ~ hunna ( 2: 29) ::nd fa "(at ~ humu ( 3'3.,48); and in the nouns, 

hud ~!:um ( 2:272), matw ~ hu (12: 21), wama'w ~ humu ( 3:151) and at

ta1..ur ~ hta ( 3: 3). 

When preceding an independent suffix, with the aU! maq?ura there
fore written a, it is still found, e.g. hudaya ( 2: 38, 20:123), matwaya {12: 

23). And it is even found under a vocal aUf which might either have been 
expected to be a ya'-alif, biszmahum ( 2:273), or else which follows a ya', 

'" '" 4 e.g. xatayakum (2: 58, referring to the second vocal al£f). It is also . ,...., 

written under both tuq~ htan (3:28) and tuqatihz (3:102). 

A similar close connection of alif fawzla with alif maq~ura (that 
is, with ya-') might explain its being found in other words like ad-dunya 
(e.g. 2: 85) and wa'ma~yay ( 6:162) and always in perfect verbal forms of 
the root hyy, except ,vhen elided, compare its presence in fa'ahyakum ( 2: 

28) and ja'a~ya bihi ( 2:164) with its absence from 'a~ya n-na~a:S (5: 32). 
It must th~efore be a relic of a vocal indication. It is not found, oddly, 

with a~ya ' un ( 3:169). 

As for particles, it is always found with bat ~ (e.g. 2: 81,112), mat ~ 
~ ,...." 

(e.g. 2:214), 'as~ (e.g. 2:216,4:19, but not, of course, 'as~ (5:52)) and 'ann ~ 
(e.g. 2:223, 247). 

~ ~ 

Conversely, it is never found with 'it ~, 'il ~, ~att ~, ~att ~, 'at ~, or 
~ . 

'at ~. In the transmissions of Hamza, al-Kisa'i and Xalaf, which defle:!, 

all ~tifs origin~ly ya', as also those particles with graphicya' lik~mat~ 

bal ~ and 'ann ~ , ::xceptions are also said to be made of 'il ~ , ~att ~ , 'al ~ 

and the verb zak ~.6 Since also waw-alifs do not have the dot, as in 
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wam(sk~ht, and ?al~ht, (the reason indeed given for which being that 
they are at root way) T ), it might appear as though deflection was worked 
out from the graphic form. But however much the rules of deflection were 
systematised on graphic considerations, these exceptions show that oral 
considerations must have been primary_ But for scepticism, such a point 
wo~ld not need to be substantiated. Whatever though the oral reasons for 

'i I ~ and the others not being deflected in the Wars transmission, there is 
no possible graphic reason why they should be made exceptions of when 
all other ya'-alijs are deflected. Again, whereas the Wars copy always 
gives ya'-alij intermediate deflection, this is not so with all transmissions 

8
through al-Azraq from Wars. Etymological and morphological considera
tions also clearly affected certain transmitters' choice whether to deflect or 
not. Whether the form at root had waw or yo/, for instance, or whether 
the word was followed by a pronominal suffix were two such. Near con
sistency in intermediate deflection in the Wars copy is more a result of 
harmonisation rather than primitive simplicity. 

Another indication of the oral origin of this deflection is its frequent 
occurrence with ra'. Intermediate deflection is always found, for instance, 
in words with a or a 

9 
before final radical ra' with kasra of the genitive or 

accusative, defined or undefined, with or without suffixes. It is found with 
n-nahari ( 2:164, 274, 3: 27a), for instance, but not with un-nahara ( 3: 27b, 

7: 54); with n-nari (e.g. 2: 39, 81, 126) and narz'n (7: 12, 38: 76), but not with 
n-naru (e.g. 3:24,183), nor narun (2:266,24:35) nor n-nara (e.g. 2:24,174), 

or naran (e.g. 2:17,4:10); with an?arin (2:270,3:192), but not with 'an?aru 
( 3: 52b) nor an~ariya ( 3: 52a) which is in the nominative; with biqin (arin 
( 3: 75), but not with qintaran ( 4: 20); with wal-jari ( 4: 36a, b), jabbarzna 
( 5: 22) which is accusative, 'absarihim ( 2: 7), wa'absarihimu ( 2: 20b), 

il-absari ( 3: 13), but not with "ab8arahum ( 2: 20a); ~ith 'adbarih~ ( 4: 

47) a~d 'adbarikum (5:21), but not with ul-adbara (3:111); and so on. 
10 

Similarly, it is always found with the form (l-)kajir"ina, whether 
genitive or accusative (e.g. 2: 19, 3:100), and with kaj jarin ( 2:276 and 50: 24) 

ll
and al-kaj jari (9:123,48:29,60:10,11,83:34), but only in the genitive. It is 
not therefore found with the forms l-ka jiruna (e.g. 2:254,4:151), kaj jarun 
(14: 34,39: 3) or kaj jaran (71: 27), nor with other forms of the word in any 
case, e.g. kajirun (2:217), kajirin (2:41) (perhaps surprisingly), kajirat'un 
( 3: 13) kuj jarun ( 2:161,3: 18) and wal-kuj jara ( 5: 57). 

Nor is it found with words similar to (l-)kajirzna, e.g. (s-)sakirzna 
(e.g. 3:144,145), (?- )t~ abirzna (e.g. 3:146). 
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Regarding imala bayn-bayn with ra' in the transmission of al-Azraq, 12 

the Magribls seem to apply it across t~e board. Most Iraqis, for instance, 

do not report al-.A.zraq deflecting ram ~ ~n 8: 17, but all ~Iagribis do. 
13 

Anothe~ special case is the verb ra' ~. In all occurrences of the form 

ra 'a (or ra 'a) except before hamzat al-wa~l ( 6:76,11: 70,12: 24,28,20: 10, 

53: 11,18), and in the nine occurrences of the word with pronominal suffixes 
(21: 36,27: 10,40,28: 31,35: 8,37: 55,53: 13, 81: 23,96: 7), the Wars copy deflects 
both the a sound of the ra' and the hamza half and half. This is indicated 
by two large dots and no vowels. al-Azraq is the only transmitter from 
Wars to do this.

14 

. A further special case is the sigla at the beginning of some suras 
with the ra' of 10, 11, 12,13,14 and 15, the la'm of 20, the ha' and Va' of 19, 

the ~a' of 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46. 

§ 2 root ~sb 

The characteristic vowel of the imperfect of root ~sb is always a in the 
lfaf~ copy and z" in the Wars copy, e. g. ya~sabuhumu/ya~s£buhumu ( 
2:273), ta~8abanna/ta~8ibanna ( 3:169). 

§ 3 unn"i/-un"i 

Verbs 2nd . or 3rd . plural masculine followed by a 1 st. singular suffix 
are always -unnz in the Hafs copy and -unz in the Wars copy, e. g. 
'atuha)'junni /'atuhajju~i (6: 80), except with 'atumiddunani /'atu
middunan1: (27: 36), ',vhich must be an ancient graphic oddity, since, ac
cording to ibn al-JazarI, N asr it is unassimilated in all copies. 

15 

§ 4 - 'f I-iva 

When the first person singular pronominal suffix is followed by hamzat 
ai-qat' the Hafs copy has Z, and the \\Tars copy iva, e.g. wa'innz/wa'inn
iva 'u'4i4uh~ ( 3: 36), 'innz/'inniya 'a'lamu ( 2: 30~3), 'ansarz /'ansariya 

'il ~ ( J: 52), I'! / liya -; iiyatan ( J: 41)" The exceptions to t"his gen~~l rule 

are in 2: 40 where both have bi'ahdz l,U_; in 18: 96 where both have 'atunz 
, 16 • h b h h ,. 1 17 •u- ; In 9:,67: were ot ave rna zya a- ; In 10: 72, 11: 29~1, 26:109, 127, 

145,164,180,34: 47 where both have ajriya 'i-, 5: 28 where both have yadiya 
and 5:116 where both have wa'ummiya 'i_.18 
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§ 5 m/mu 

The 2nd . and 3rd . m. pI. pronominal suffixes and the 2nd . pI. verbal 
suffixes in the Ifaf ~ copy are -kum, -hum, -him, and -tum. But in the 
Wars copy they are -kurnu, -humu, ,himu and -tumu before consonants, 
and -kumu, -humu, -himu, and -tumu before hamzat at-qat', which 

19 • 
are apparently older forms. They also have the effect of safeguarding 
hamza from the rule of § 7.1.2 below. 

§ 6 i/u 

In forms of verbs, with imperfect vowel u, beginning with hamzat 
al-wasl and preceded by a vowelless consonant (including tanw"in), the 
hamzat al-wast in the Hafs copy is always i in the Hafs copy and u in the 
Wars copy, e.g: faman i~~u'rra/u~~urra (2:173,5: 3), "aw' ixrujuo/uxrujuo 
( 4:66), walaqad istuhzi'a/ustuhzi'a (6: 10), waqatat ixruj/uxruj (12: 31), 

but not, of course, with verbs with imperfect vowel i, e.g. 'aw infiruo ( 4: 71 

in both). Otherwise the difference i/u does not occur between the two 
copIes. 

§ 7 hamzat at-qat' 

The vVars transmission in general has far fewer glottal stops than the 
I;Iaf~ transmission. There are nevertheless cases of the Wars copy having 
a glottal stop w here the I;Iaf~ copy has Wa1J) or ya/. In addition to the 
case in § 1.28 below (waw / hamza), in nominal forms of the root nb', the 
Wars c~ry always has a hamzat at-qar where the I;Iaf~ copy has a Va' or 
a waw.... Only the first occurrence of each is cited here, and preceding 
particles are omitted. 

singular and undefined : 


nabiyyan/nab ~':'an ( 3: 39), 


nabiyyin/nab 'f':' in ( 2:246). 


- singular and defined : 

an-nabiyyu/an-nab~' u ( 3: 68), 

an-nabiyya/an-nabt:":a (7:157), 

an-nabiyyi/an-nabZ": i ( 5: 81), 

an-nubuwwah talan-nubu':'ah ta ( 3: 79). 

singular with suffix : 

nabiyyuhum/nab 'f":uhumu ( 2:247). 

- sound plural : "-' 

an-nabiyyuna/an-nab 'f ' una ( 2:136), 

an-nabiyyzna/an-nab1:":"ina ( 2: 61). 
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broken plural : 
(1-)' an m biy(t';a /(1- )an mbi'(t';a ( 2: 91; 3:112 )21 

(and yet al-anbiya/ in the Wars copy in the du'a' xatm 
al-qur'an ). 

Apart from these, what is more, it is not at all the case that the 
Wars copy always elides what in the I.Iaf~ copy is hamzat at-qar, and the 
following rules can be drawn. 

§ 7.1 Initial. 

§ 7.1.1 When the preceding word ends in a vowelled consonant other than 
hamzat al-qa~', initial hamza i~ both copies is hamzat al-qar, e.g. 

- a'a. 'alayhinna 'arba'ahtan ( 4: 15), !a'amsikuhunna ( 4: 15), 

wa'a~la~a ( 4: 16). 

- a'u. 1JJa'unabbi'ukum (3: 49) in both. 

- i'u. A variant of this is where the preceding vowel is zand the 
hamza (in this case hamzat al-wa,?l) is vowelled u, as in illarjz 
u'tum£na/1j)tumina

22 
(2:283). In the ~adlrgah text revised by 

al-pabba' and the Cairo ~adlrgah text as in the 1402 Qatari 
text. The Magribi I.Iaf~ copy shows hamzat al-wa~l to be u by 
a blue dot in the centre. 

i'7. li'zlali (J06: 1); bi'Zlnanikum ( 4: 25). 

When the final consonant of the preceding word is hamzat aI-qat 
however, the following occurs. 

- 'a'a. With interrogative hamza a following initial hamza with 
I atha in the Hafs copy, is elided in the \Vars copy, and the two 
!at~as are a~adda, i.e. the sound 'a. For instance, what in the 
I.Iaf~ copy ( 2: 6) is 

sawca'un 'alayhim 'a'anrjartahum, 

IS 

sawa'un 'alayhimu 
'" 
'anrjartahum 

in the Wars copy; similarly, what in the Hafs copy ( 2:140) is
"" . . 

qut 'a'antum 'a'lamu, 

IS 

qut antumu 
R;:; 

'a'lamu 
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in- the Wars copy; and ~hat in the ~af~ copy ( 3: 81) is 

qala 'a.'aqrartum, 

IS 

qala '~qrartum 

in the vVars copy. The same applies when the preceding hamzat 
al-qar with f at~a is not interrogative, but simply the end of a 
word, e.g. what in the Hafs copy ( 4: 5) is . '" . 

us-sufah~' a 'aml)/(ilakumu, 

is 
us-sujah~' amwalakumu 

in the Wars copy. And the same also applies when the word 
preceding is the ha' of exclam ation, that is, an unvoiced glottal 
stop. Again the Wars copy has madda where the ~af~ copy has 
hamzat ai-qat', e.g. 

h~'antum/h~ntumu ( 3:119). 

In 41: 44 when 'a' a is immediately followed by 'a yn, a large [black] 

dot is printed over the aliJ-hamza in the ~af~ copy - ":aa'jamiyyun, to 
indicate an intermediate sound between hamzat al-qar and alz'j (hamza 
bayn-bayn). Before the days of printing the alz'j in this particular occur
rence was often given a large red dot in place of the harnza, as in the 
Magribi Hafs copy. In the Kadugah text revised by al-Dabba', however, it 

•• r--.J. .~ 

is still regular, 'a'a'jamiyyun, as also in the Wars copy, 'a'jamiyyun, al
though according to the explanatory notes at the back of the ~adugah text 
revised by al-pabba', the word "tashzl" is -written below the alij-hamza. 
Similarly, although the explanatory notes at the back of the Cairo ~adu
galt text are as those of the Hafs copy, in the actual text of the Cairo 

• r-...J • a 

~adugah text a circle is used, 'aa 'jamiyyun. The same is found in the 
abridgement of al-Tabari's Tajszr, al-Nfujassar al-Muyassar. 

- 'a' u. But -w hen interrogative ham z a is followed by a ha m z a t 
al-qa~' with ~amma, i.e. the sound 'a'u, the Wars copy does not 
fully elide it as a diphthong 'aw, but only partially as a sound 
between 'a'u and 'aw, as In 'a'unabbi'ukum/awnabbi'ukum ( J: 

23 
15 ). 

• 
- 'a'i. What is 'a'i in the Hafs copy is 'a'i in the Wars copy, 

e.g. wal-bag{il";' a ~il ~ / wai-ba'gJ"tF a ~il ~ ( 5: 14,64), 'asy'tFa 

'z'n/asya~-a ~in (5:101). 
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• 
- 'u'a. \Vhat is 'u'a in the Hafs copy is 'u 'a in the Wars copy, 

,-....,.,,"""""" ~. I"".J. • 

e.g. as-sujahCi' u 'atCi/'ata ( 2: 13). 
• 

- 'u'i. \Vhat is 'u'i in the Hafs copy is 'u'z' in the Wars copy, 

e.g. yasa": u ~il ~ ( 2:142. 213. ·3: ;3. 47), as-suhaifru 'irja/ irja ( 
2:282b). 

• 
'i'a. What is 'i'a in the Hafs copy is '2" a in the Wars copy,. . ~ ~ 

v '" ~~ , ~ R:1' ~'"; • , a ~ ae.g.as-suhada z an(2:282a),ha ula z ahdy/ahd y (4:51).w 

- 'i'i. When the preceding word ends in hamzat al-qar with 
kasra and the initial hamza has kasra, i.e. the sound 'i'i, the 
original initial one in the \Vars copy is not lengthened as with 
'a'a, but simply elided, e.g. 

ha'u(a~ i 'in/ha'ul~'"; i n ( 2: 31), 


an-nisa'";i 'illa/an-nisa'";i lla (4:24). 


§ 7.1.2 But when the preceding word ends in a vowelless consonant, includ

ing tanw"in, what is initial hamzat at-qat' in the ~af~ copy is invariably 
hamzat al-wa~l in the Wars copy. 

- in nouns-

al-'asma'a/al-asma'a (2:31), 

but b£'asma'i ( 2: 31); 

aw 'i~man/ifman ( 2:182), 
but jata 'irma ( 2:182); 

al- 'un! ~ / al-unt ~ ( 2:178), 

but wa'un! ~ (49: 13). 

in verbs 

qui 'attaxagtum/attaxarj/tum ( 2: 80), 
but qata 'aslamtu ( 2:131); 

qarzbun 'ujzbu/ujzbu ( 2:186), 

but 'ana o 'u'!yZ (2:258); 

in particles 

hudan 'aw/aw ( 2:140) 

and 

XaIa1)) 'z'l ~ / i t ~ ( 2: 14), 

but tara 'it ~ ( 2:243). 
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The same applies to in~tial a, a and Z, for instance, 

min 'ali/cLli Jir'awna (2: 49), 

but wa'ag~aqn'ti 'ala Jir'awna ( 2: 49); 

man 'amanojamana ( 2: 62), 

but allagtna ' amanuo ( 2: 62); 

qaluo l-"'(ana/I-ana ( 2: 71); 

bil-'zmani/bil-zmani ( 2:108), 

but ba'di 'zmanikum ( 2:109). 

§ 7.2 Medial. 

§ 7.2.1 vowelless. 

In the Wars copy this is nearly always a prolongation of the preceding 
vowel, e. g. 2: 93 of the ~af~ copy, 

bi'sama ya'murukum . .. mu'minzna, 
IS 

bzsama yamurukum . .. muminzna 
in the Wars copy. H01vever both have hamzat al-qar throughout in 

nouns with first syllable ending in a', e.g. always with ma'w ~, (e.g. 3:151, 

162), and the following: il-ba'sa' i ( 2:177), ba'sa ( 4: 84a), ba'san ( 4: 

84b), al-ba'si ( 2:177), ra'sihz ( 2:196), kada'bi ( 3: 11), ra'ya (3: 13), but 
verbs of similar form do not have hamzat at-qat', e.g. tasa (5: 26), nor 
verbal nouns like tawz l (e.g. 3: 7). In all these cases it is seated on an 

alif. Verbs third radical hamza
24 

retain it in both also, e. g. 'axfa'na 
/ax~a'na ( 2:286)~ tasu'hum/tasu'hum ( 3:120), tasu'kum /tasu'kum ( 
5:101), fi'tahum/ fi'tahum ( 5:110), atma'nantum/atma'nantum ( 4:103), 

tabu'a/tab'f1'a ( 5: 29). . . 

§ 7.2.2 vowelled. 

Occurrences of this can be grouped into two, those with a large dot in 
the ,\Vars copy, and those without. Rules can be drawn for those with a 
large dot, so they are not listed individually, but rules cannot be drawn to 
cover all occurrences of vowelled medial hamzat al-qa~' here, so a number 
of inconsistent differences in this area between the two copies are listed. 
For instance, as with vowelless medial hamzat al-qa(, what is. vowelled 
medial hamzat at-qat' in the Hafs copy can sometimes tend towards waw 
or Va' in the Wars c~py. Sin'ce,' h01vever, the reverse can occur,2:5 such 
occurrences are listed individually, and only a few examples are given here 
by ·way of illustration. 
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§ 7.2.2.1. Occurrences with a large dot in the Wars copy. 

The second usage of the large dot 

Neither usage of the large dot in the Wars copy is explained, however 
from noting all its occurrences the second one is found to indicate places 
where the graphic form is to be vocalised slightly differently. This is similar 
to the symbol for qer"i-ke{iv, a small circle, and indeed in the Cairo l5=adlr
gall text the symbol for harnza bayn-bayn was noted above as precisely 
that.

26 
Being a dot it appears to be an ancient vocal symbol. If so, since its 

frequency differs in the two transmissions it could well indicate divergence 
in the oral Tradition from before the time of vVars and Bafs. It is found 
above and below alij, above waw and Va' in certain positions where the 
J.Iaf~ transmission has hamzat al-qa~', and with nun. 

- atz'j Only with initial hamzat at-qat' when preceded by hamzat . '. . 
at-qar bearing a different vowel, e.g. 'U'z' or 'i'a or 'a'i, as cited above in 
§ 7.l.l. 

- waw. Mainly in imperfect verbs initial radical hamza stems ii 
and iii, i.e. the sounds u'a and u'a, e.g. yu ~ axirjukumu/yutlJaxirjukumu 
(e.g. 2:225a l bl 286, 5: 89a, b), jatyu~addi/ jatyuwaddi ( 2:283,3: 75a, b, 4: 58), 

yu 1~ ayyidu/yuwayyidu ( 3: 13), mu 1~ ajjalan/muilJajjalan ( 3:145).27 

See the similar partial elision with initial u when preceded by inter
rogative hamza, a1»nabbi ~ ukum ( 3: 15) in § 7.l.1 above. 

- ya'. It occurs here only when preceded or followed by an i or y 
sound, as in li~alla/tiyalla ( 2:150,4:165), walla ~i/1JJallay ya_ 

28 

(65: 4a), 
~. ~. 

wall a y i/wall a y la- (65: 4b). 

nun. ta'manna/faman-nna (12: 11). According to ibn al-Jazari,2Q 

this is a case of rav)m.
30 

It is not indicated in the text of the Beirut 
copy or the Cairo l5=adlrgah text, but only in the explanatory notes at 
the back. The ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba' has "ismam" in tiny 
letters below the nun and modifies the explanatory notes at the back. The 
Magribi J?:af~ copy, hO'wever, is more like the vVars copy's ta'man-nna in 
having the extra nun, albeit in red to signify that it is vocal. It also has a 
black dot within a red one and "ismam warawm" in red below. Modern 
published copies do not reproduce the original colours, but a closer look 
at the word in the vVars copy shows that the seat of the first nun is not 
as substantial as such ligatures usually are, e.g. as in nunajjz (10:103) or 
yabxalu (47: 38). Rather than the curved shape of the normal ligature as in 
these two examples, in 12: 11 it forms a right-angle with the base-line. It was 
probably therefore red in the original. The same applies to nunji of 21: 88 
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in the Wars copy, which again in the Magribi ~af~ copy has a red nun of 
connected medial form, and in the vVars copy has the same insubstantial 
seat for the nun. In both these instances, the Algerian copy harmonises 
the two transmissions by ,vriting them as in the I,Iaf? copy, and in the case 
of the former, including also a rhombus. In the Beirut copy, the Cairo 
~adlrgah text, the I~adlfgah text revised by al-pabba', and the Indian 
copies, it is written in its unconnected form above the j1, m. In the Isfahani 
text it is fully graphic. These two examples, by the way, illustrate how the 
graphic forms of two different transmissions can resemble each other while 
others from their own transmission can differ. 

§ 7.2.2.2. Those without a large dot. 

On one occasion, vowelled medial hamzat at-qat' in the Hafs copy 
is totally elided in the Wars copy - wa~-~abi'1,na/iva~-~ab1,~a {2: 62). 

It must be repeated, however, that on other occasions medial vowelled 

hamzat al-qa( is the same in both copies, e.g. ya ";uduhu ( 2:255), su ~ ila 

(2:108), su~ilat (81.-8), su~z"luo (33:14), and all the exceptions noted in the 
paragraphs above. 

§ 7.3 Final. 

§ 7.3.1 vowelless. Both copies have hamzat al-qaf' here throughout, e.g. 

yasa' (e.g. 4:133, 6: 39b). 

§ 7.3.2 vowelled. 

Again, apart from zakariyya/zakariyya'u, 31 and singular forms of 
root nb'

32 
both copies are usually the same, e.g. after a short vowel 

tabarra'a ( 2:166) both, fanatabarra'a ( 2:167) both, and nouns, e.g. naba'a 

( 5: 27), wa'ubri'u ( 3:49) both. vasa ~ i ( 6: 39~ 42: 24), xafa";an ( 4: 92), 

wayustahza'u C!:140) both. After sukun~ mil' u ( 3:91) both. And after 

madda ud-du'a'i (3:38) both, and ya'Z/a'u often (e.g.!:40). sa'a (e.g. 4: 

22,38), su' a (e.g. 2:49,6:157) and tabfl'a (5:29) both, s7U' u (e.g. 9:37,13:18), 

(S-)8 U"; i (e.g. 7:165, 16: 59), and 8~";a (11: 77, 29: 33).33 
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Chapter 10 

THE OTHER DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN THE TWO TRANSMISSIONS 


THE OTHER DIFFERENCES between the transmissions of I;Iaf~ and Wars, 
as enshrined in the two copies used for comparison, are given below in two 
lists. 

§ 1 Differences in the vocal forms ('P'P.124-130) 

1 
§ 2 Differences in the graphic forms (p'P.131-133) 

Such a division is clearly made from a graphic standpoint, and on its 
own is unbalanced. It would be a mistake to infer from it, for instance, 
that because hamza was at first mostly outwith the graphic form, it was 

2
therefore at first also outwith the oral form. The division is therefore 
mainly just for ease of classification and reference. Although, as a bonus, 
it also facilitates consideration of the question whether there was any dis
location between the graphic and vocal transmissions, and, more impor
tantly, between the ·written and oral Traditions. The following two chapters 
(11 and 12) redress the balance by considering the differences from other 
standpoints. It is worth briefly summarising their conclusions in advance 
here, for the two lists in this chapter are long, and might create a first 
impression of the textual transmission of the Qur'an being anything but 
unitary. 

The length of the lists is deceptive for the following reasons. 

On the graphic side, not only are correspondences between the two 
transmissions abundantly more numerous than differences, often even with 
oddities like 
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'ayna rna and 'aynama in both (e.g. 2:148, 3:112 and 4: 78, 16: 

76); la'nata /-lahi and la'nahta /-lahZ" in both ( 3: 61, and 3: 87); 

ja'illam yastajzbuo and ja'inl lam yastajzbuo in both (11: 14 and 
28:50); and the odd 'aJa'£on in both (3:144),3 

but also not one of the graphic differences caused the j\tfuslims any doubts 
about the faultlessly faithful transmission of the Qur'an. This is shown in 
chapter 11. 

And on the vocal side, not only again do correspondences between 
the two transmissions far outnumber differences bet"ween the two transmis
sions, and even with fine points such as long vowels before hamzat al-qar 
having madda. But also, not one of the differences substantially affects the 

" meaning beyond its own context. This is shown in chapter 12. 

All this points instead to a remarkably unitary textual transmission, 
graphic as well as oral. 4. 

But in order to substantiate these statements, all the differences have 
to be catalogued. Because only then can those with an arguably substantial 
effect on the meaning be highlighted, and yet kept in their proper perspec
tive against the overall landscape of the two texts. The lists have been 
arranged according to the differences, not according to sura and aya. In 
each instance the word is given, first as it appears in the J:Iaf? copy, and 
then, following the oblique, as it appears in the vVars copy. When the 
same difference occurs in a word in more than one context, irrespective of 
its exact form, only the first occurrence is listedJ and the references to the 
other occurrences are given in an endnote. Where a word is different in 
the two transmissions in more than one way, but the ways are dependent 
on each other, it is only listed the once, under what is the operative or 
primary difference. 

yaxda'una/yuxadi"una ( 2: 9), for instance, is not listed under 
the difference a/u (§ 1.4), nor under the difference ali (§ 1.5), but 
under the difference no vowel/a (§ 1.18). 
Similarly, rnisk7nin/masakzna (2:184) is not listed under the dif
ference i/a (§ 1.13), nor under the difference tanwln/no tanwzn 
(§ 1.19), but under the difference no vowel/a (§ 1.18). 

But where a word is different in the two transmissions in more than 
one way, and the differences are independent of each other, the word is 
listed under each difference. 

,-.,., 

For example, an-nabiYYlna/an-nabz'zna (e.g. 2: 61,3: 80) is 
listed both in chapter 9, § 7, and in this chapter, § 2.5, that 
is, under the differences ya' / hamza and vocal ya' / graphic ya'. 
This is because neither the double ya'/harnza difference, nor its 
converse, demands the vocal ya' / graphic ya' difference. 
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Complete consistency may not have been achieved, and a word may 
be listed twice where once might be thought sufficient. 

nagjir/yugjar, for instance, is listed in both § 1.4 and § 1.27, 
that is, under the differences a/u and nun/Va'. 

Cases where a construct in one transmission is an apposition in the 
other are also listed more than once, since more than one word is involved. 

jidyatun ~a 'amu mz·sk"inin/ fidyatu ~a'ami masakina ( 2:184), 

for instance, is listed under the difference tanwln/no tanwln (§ 
1.19), the difference u/i (§ 1.2) and the difference no vowel/a (§ 
1.18). 

Further, since diacritical points are not to be found in the graphic form 
of the earliest extant Qur'an manuscripts, they are not here considered part 
of the graphic form. Differences therefore in diacritical points come under 
§ 1, the differences in the vocal forms. The same applies to hamza when 
it has no seat. 

§ 1 Differences in the vocaJ forms 

§ 1.1 u/a 

1 tus ' alu/tas ' al 2:119 

2 gur jatan m /gar fatan m 2:249 

3 wa '(1~ £lla / wa' alfalla 4: 24 

4 mudxalan - /madxalan-
15 

4: 31 

5 tusaww ~ /tassaww ~ 4: 42 

6 gayru/gayra 4: 95 

7 ya1))mu/ yau)ma 5:119 
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§ 1.2 ulz' 

1 ta'amulta'amz"6 2:184 

2 muttumlm£ttum
7 

3:157 

3 mi~/ulmi~li8 5:95 

§ 1.3 ulno vowel 

1 xu~uwatilxu~watz"9 2:168 

2 'ukulaha I uk laha 2:265 

3 wayukaf firulwanukaf fir 2:271 

4 fayagfirul fayagfir 2:284 

5 wa yu" acJ~ ibu I wa yu' acJ~~'b 2:284 

10 
6 wa 'u~unalwal-ucJna 5: 45a 

§ 1.4 alu 

1 nagfir Iyugfar
11 

2:58 

2 a l-birra I a l-birru 
12 

2:177a 

3 yaqu la I yaqu lu 2:214 

4 1JJaf!iyyahtanl I wa~iyyah tunl 2:240 

"'-' ........, "'-' """' 13

5 fayu1a "ifahul Jayuq,a 'iJuhu 2:245 
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6 birabwahtin/birubwah tin 
14 

2:265 

7 maysarahtin---+/maysurahtin---+ 2:280 

8 tijarah tan/tijarah tun 
1.5 

2:282 

9 ~a~irahtan-+ /fJ,a~irahtun- 2:282 

10 ya'murakum/yamurukumu 3:80 

11 yagullajyugaUa 3:161 

12 yafJ,zun-ka/yu~zin-ka 
16 

3:176 

13 wa~idahtan-+/wa~idahtun- 4: 11 

14 fJ,asanahtan- / fJ,asanahtun 4: 40 

15 nazzalajnuzzila 4:140 

16 asta~aqqajastufJ,iqqa 5:107 

§ 1.5 / .17a z 

1 
~18

'asaytum/'asztumu 2:246 

2 'ann z/'inniya 3: 49 

§ 1.6 a/no vowel 

1 
,......, 1"'oJ19 

qa da ruh u / qadruh u 2:236a 

§ 1.7 a/a 

1 xa(f":atuhu/xa(f":atuhu 2: 81 

2 'aqadat/'a qadat 4: 33 

3 risalatahU/ri8ala tih z 5:67 
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§ 1.8 a/u 

1 qatala / qutila 3:146 

§ 1.9 a/a 

1 rna I£ki/rnaliki
2O 

1: 4 

2 qiyaman-+ / qiyaman-+ 4: 5 

3 us-salamalus-salama 4: 94 

a /~' .21§ 1.10 yay Z 

1 wamik ~ la/waml,ka ~ £la 
22 

2: 98 

§ 1.11 a y /-z 

§ 1.12 

1 3: 49 

§ 1.13 i/a 

1 1JJa ttaXi~uo/wattaXagJio 2:125 

2 fi s-silmi/s-salmi 2:208 

3 Ifijj u/ Ifajju 3: 97 

4 musawwimzna/muSa1JJWamZna 3:125 

,....., ~26 

§ 1.14 i / z or z 

1 'alayhi/'alayhz 'innahu 2: 37 

2 ad-da 'ifad-da '7 'ir/a 2:186 

3 da'ani/da'anz fa- 2:186 

4 ittaba'ani/ittaba'anZ 7J)a- 3:20 
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§ 1.15 io/iya'27 

1 'ahdio/'ahdiya ~-~alirrtzna 2:124 

§ 1.16 Z /iya'28 

1 bz/b~'ya la- 2:186 

§ 1.17 no vowel/a 

1 fi d-darki/ fi d-daraki 4:145 

§ 1.18 no voVY'el/a 

1 yaxda'una/yuxadt"una 2: 9b 

2 misk1nin --+ / lTI asakzn a 2:184 

3 daf'u/difa 171 2:251 

§ 1.19 tanv/in/no tanwz n 

1 fidyatun--+ / fidyatu 2:184 

r-..J 

2 fafaza' unm / fafaza' 
"-' 

U 5:95 

3 kaf faratu,n- /kaf faratu 5:95 

§ 1.20 sadda/no sadda 
2g 

1 walakinna/walakin
30 

2:177 

2 wakaf falaha)wakafalaha 3:37 

3 tu 'allimuna/ta' lamuna 3: 79 

4 ya¢urrukurrt/ ya¢ir k'U172 3:120 
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§ 1.21 nosadda/sadda 

1 yakdibuna / yukacJ~ibuna 2:10 

2 ta~a haruna/ ta~ ~a har'una 
31 

2: 85 

3 ta?addaquo/ta??addaquo 2:280 

t"'-<.J'''''' ""t"'-<.J 

4 tasa' aluna/tassa' aluna
32 

4: 1 

5 tusaww ~ /tassaww ~ 4: 42 

6 . yu~lihaJya~?ala~a 4:128 

7 ta'duo/ta'adduo 4:154 

§ 1.22 vocal hamza/no hamza
33 

"" 34
1 wa?-?abi' zna/wa?-?abzna 2:62 

§ 1.23 no hamza/vocal hamza
315 

1 zakariyya) zakariyya 
rv 

' u 
36 

3: 37 

§ 1.24 t(i'/n'u,n 

1 'ataytukum m /'atayna kum m 3: 81 

§ 1.25 ta'/yCi' 

1 ta'maluna/ya'matuna 2:85 

2 taquluna / yaquluna 2:140 

3 talfsaba n na / ya~siba n na 3:188 

4 takun m /yakun m 4: 73 

§ 1.26 zay/ra' 

1 nunsizuha/ nunsiruha 2:259 
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§ 1.27 nun/ya' 

1 nagfir/yugfar 2: 58 

§ 1.28 waw/hamza
37 

1 huzuwan-/huzu~an-
38 

2:67 

§ 1.29 ya'/ta' 

1 yar~ /tar~ 2:165 

2 yarawnahum m /tarawnahum m 3:13 

3 yabgu na / tabgu na 3:83 

4 yurja'una/turja'una 3:83 

5 yaf'aluo/taJ'aluo 39 3:115 

6 yukJaruhu/tukJaruhu 3:115 

7 yafma'una/tajrna'una 3:157 

§ 1.30 ya'/nun 

1 11JayukaJJz'ru/wanukaJ fir 2:271 

2 Jayuwaf Jzh£m/ JanuwaJ Jzhimu 3: 57 

3 yudx£lhu/nudx£lhu
40 

4:13 

4 yu'tzh£m/nutzhimu 4:152 
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§ 2 Differences in the graphic forms 

§ 2.1 no hamza/graphic hamza 

1 2:132 

§ 2.2 unattached graphic al£f/vocal alif41 

1 al-walidani/al-1JJa lidant''}. 4: 7a 

2 'abawahu/'abawahu 4: 11 

3 wallagani/wallagani 4: 16 

'" t4 ul-'adawah talu 'adawah a 43 
5: 14 

5 yadahu/yada hu 5:64 

6 
'" 
' axarani/axarani44 5:106 

§ 2.3 attached graphic alif/vocal alif 

1 ul-gamama!ul-gamama 45 2: 57 

2 '2'hsanan- /'ihsanan--+ 2:83. . 
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3 yu'aIUman£/yu'allimani 2:102 

4 tilawatiht /U((i watih7 2:121 

5 sa '(1 ~ iri/sa'a ~ iri 2:158 

6 ul-'asbabu/u{-asbabu 2:166 

7 

8 marratani/marratani 2:229 

9 
t "-J t 47ar-ra¢a'ah a/ar-ra¢a 'ah a 2:233 

10 al-'z'~ami/a/-'z'~am£ 2:259 

11 wa'a'nabin-+/wa'a'nabin 2:266 

12 'wa'alaniyah tan - /wa'alaniyahtan 2:274 

13 wamra'atani/wamra'atani 2:282 

14 mubarakan-+/mubarakan 3: 96 

15 ul-'adbara/ ul-adba ra 48 3:111 

16 . a ~ ijatani/(a ~ijatani 3:122 

17 al- jam'an'i/ al- jarn'a ni49 3:155 

18 

19 wa~-~a~~ibi / twa~-~Q,f},ibi 4: 36 

20 

21 rajulani/rajulani 5: 23 

22 
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23 mabsutatani/mabsu~atani 5:64 

24 ya'k-ul'ani/ yak-ula ni 5:75 

25 i~nan£/i~na ni 5:106 

26 fayuqsimani/ fayuqsimani~o 5:106 

27 yaqumani/ yaqum ani 5:107 

§ 2.4 vocal aUf/attached graphic aUf 

1 fa'ahyakum/ fa'ahyakum 
.51 

2: 28 . . 

2 haruta/haruta 2:102 

3 wamaruta/wamaruta 2:102 

§ 2.5 vocal yCi'/graphic ya,!52 

1 an-nabiyyzna/an-nabz 
~ 

'"ina
.53 

2: 61 

2 wal-'u·mmiyyZna/'wal-1Lmmiyyzna
.54 

3:20 

3 rabbaniyy7na/rabbaniyyzna 3:79 

4 at-~awariyy'zna/at-f}a'wariyyzna 5:111 

§ 2.6 other 

2 wayaqutu/yaqutu 5: 53 

3 yartadda/yartadid 5: 54 
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Chapter 11 

MUSLIM ATTITUDES TO 

THE GRAPHIC DIFFERENCES 


ONE'S ATTITUDE TO GRAPHIC DIFFERENCES such as those found in the 
previous section, is indicative of one's attitude to the whole Qur'an. ~fany 
a Western scholar, who sees the Qur'an as only a written document, might 
think that here can be found significant clues about the early history of 
the Qur'an text if 'Utman issued a definitive written text, how can 
such graphic differences be explained? For ~fuslims, however, who see 
the Qur'an as an oral as well as a written text, they are simply readings, 
certainly important, but no more so than readings involving, for instance, 
nice differences in assimilation or in vigour of pronouncing hamza. This 
can adequately be shown by illustrating some Nfuslim comment on three of 
the graphic differences listed in chapter 10, § 2.6 above. 

1. (wawa~~ ~ / wa' a1JJ~ ~ (2:132, § 2.1) 

vVhereas ibn al-J azari could spend several pages on the precise pronuncia
tion of the word barz"'ikum (2: 54),1 he notes this graphic difference in a 
few lines without further comment: 

"Nafi', ibn al-Jazari and ibn 'Amir read wa'aw~ ~, which was 
how it was in the texts of the ___Medinese and the Syrians. The 

rest of the ·'ten" read wa 1J)a~? ~ w hic h was how it was in their 
,,2

texts. 
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, ' 

aI-Farra' could hardly have showed more succinctly that where the mean
ing was maintained, the reading was more an oral than a graphic matter: 

"wa'wa?? ~ ... In the texts of the Medinese wa 'aw? ~. Both are 

correct and commonly heard." 
3 

abii 'Ubayda did not consider the reading worth "Va comment, and as a 

cursory, final remark to his dis~ussion of wawa~~ ~, al-~abari mentions 

that many Readers read wa 'aw~ ~. Since it alters the meaning virtually not 
at all.l he does not even mention the fact that there is a graphic difference 

mu~~af 'U!man. His concluding rationalisations hinge on the fact that 

here. This, and the following example, for al-Danl are tw~ items in a long 

list,:5 adding for this one that abii 'Ubayd saw wa'aw~ ~ in the Imam, 
6 

the written text has never been separate from the oral one, whether in 
terms of authorities or actual recitation.

1 

Again ibn al-Jazari describes this difference in exactly the same terms as 
the previous example,S al-Zamaxsarl also dealt with this difference no 
differently from many a difference in vocalisation.

9 
aI-Farra', in whose 

exegetical style readings are more prominent than most other exegetes, did 
not even think this one worth a mention, nor again did abii 'Ubayda, or 
even al-Tabari. 

3. yartaddafyartadid (5: 54, § 2.6.3) 

This difference drew more comment from both ibn al-Jazarl and al-Zamax
sarI, although still without concern about apparent textual inconsistency. 

al-Zamaxsari : 

~'B~th fIoartadda and ya rtadid are read. The latter was in the 
zmam. 

For ibn al-J azari it was more a matter of assimilation than textual diver
gence : 
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ibn al-Jazari, Nafi~ and ibn 'Amir read yartadz"d, which was as 
it was in the texts of the ~fedinese and Syrians. The rest of the 
"ten" read yartadda, which was as it was in their texts. All, 
however, read yartadid in [the same phrase in] 2:217 because of 
the unanimity of the texts and because of the length of Surat 
al-Baqara, which calls for the drawing out [of words] and the 
extra consonant in this case. Take, for instance, 8: 13.) where all 
of the "ten" are unanimous in not assimilating waman yu,saqiq 
£I-laha warasulahu, and 59: 4, where all of them are unanimous 
in assimilating waman yusaqq il-laha, which could be because 
of the two contexts relative affinity for length and brevity." 11 

Whether or not the other occurrence wainan yusaqiq ir-rasula (4:115) -, 

omitted by ibn al-Jazari in N asr, casts doubt on his suggestion is neither 
here nor there, what is most noticeable is that the graphic difference does 
not unduly trouble him, and that his rationalisation is fanciful. 

al-Tabarl used the reading for a short grammatical digression, concluding 
. 12 __ 

that both forms are chaste and common, but aI-Farra' and abu 'Vbayda 
again thought it not worth mentioning. 


Sibawayhi also indicated that it figured in the discussions on assimilation, 

when he alluded to it in a chapter on assimilation: 


"[\Vith geminate verbs] in the jussive, the people of the IIijaz 
keep the consonants separate, and say 'urdud' and 'fa tardud'. 
This is the good old classical language. Banii Tamim, however, 
amalgamate [and so 'would say, 'rudda' and 'la tarudda']." 13 

Here also, al-Dani cites abii 'Ubayd as having seen yartadid in the Imam. 
14 

On occasion, graphic differences without effect on the meaning can 
figure more prominently in studies on qira 'at, not however for textual 
reasons, but for questions of authority. For example ibn al-J azari discussed 
the reading ya'ibadi/ya'ibadl (43:68) at more length than usual/

5 
but he 

made nothing of the graphic difference, arguing simply about authorities. 
al-Tabari did not even mention the reading. The same applies with ibn16
al-jazarI for his discussion of 3:184 where there is a Syrian axe to grind.

The definitive limit of permissible graphic variation was firstly not too 
major a consonantal disturbance, then unalterability in meaning,17 and 
then also reliable aut.hority.11i1 
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Chapter 12 

THE EXTENT 

TO WHICH THE DIFFERENCES 


AFFECT THE SENSE 


THE SIM:PLE FACT is that none of the differences listed in chapters 9 and 
10 has any great effect on the meaning. Many are differences with no 
effect on the meaning at all, and the rest are differences with an effect on 
the meaning of the immediate context, but without any significant, wider 
effect on Muslim thought. Only one (2:184) has an effect on the meaning 
that might be argued to have wider effect. The need to detail how each 
and every difference, apart from this one, has no wider implication may be 
satisfied by the following examples. 

- The difference 'ataytukurn/'ataynakum (3: 81, chapter 10, § 1.2.4), for 
instance, has no effect on the meaning at all. The subject is the same in 
both and it is merely a matter of God speaking in the singular or plural of 
majesty,l both of which are often attested. 

- The difference nunsizuha/nunsiruha (2:259, chapter 10, § 1.26) is of 
root, but alters the meaning in no way since both roots can mean the same, 
"to raise" .;). 

- Similarly, the difference taqu{una/yaqu{una (2:140, chapter 10, § 1.25.2) 
is merely a matter of direct or indirect address. 

The difference wattaxiguo/wattaxarjuo (2:125, chapter 10, § 1.13.1) is of 
mood and time, but it also has no effect beyond its own immediate context, 
being merely a matter of direct address or re ported action. 
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- And the difference yaxda'una/yuxadi'una (2: 9b, chapter 10, § 1.18.1) is 
of stern, but has no effect beyond its 01vn context, being merely a theological 
nicity as to pseudo-believers actually deceiving themselves or only trying 
to. 

- The difference yaqula/yaqulu (2:214, chapter 10, § 1.4.3) is a grammatical 
nicety concerning the government of ~atta. 4 

Finally, the difference wakaf falaha/wakafalaha (3: 37, chapter 10, 
§ 1.20.2) is of stem and subject. The stem ii reading signifies that God 
appointed Zakariyya to look after the wife of 'Imran, whereas the stem i 

s
reading signifies simply that Zakariyya. looked after her. Again, however, 
this is of no wider import. 

It has been said above that no differences between these two transmis
sions have any great effect on the meaning, so with regard to the one that 
follows, which might be argued to have an effect beyond its context, it is 
necessary to set up a criterion as to how to gauge the extent of the effect. 
And the one set up is the extent to which the difference figures in Islamic 
thought outwith the works of actual exegesis pure and simple. 

While these wider branches of Islamic science were at root also Qur'an 
exegesis, the task of exegesis pure and simple, was to extract as much 
information as possible, in whatever branch of science, from each and 
every Qur'an utterance. But in more specialised works, of grammar or 
theology for instance, only that Qur 'an material which provided a source 
for discussion in the particular specialist area was naturally dwelt upon. So 
to look in these specialist works for evidence as to how wide the implications 
of a given Qur'an reading might have been, is safer than limiting the 
evidence to the exegetical works pure and simple. The latter's demand 
for comprehensiveness might easily lead to the extent of the effect of a 
given difference being overestimated. 

By means of this criterion a difference that might be thought to have 
a substantial effect on the meaning turns out to have been an exegete's 
collector's item, rather than a living legal issue. In 2:184 (chapter 10, § 
1.18.2) ~' ...wa'ala llaclz na yu(iqunahu fidyah tun ta 'amu miskinin ... / 
fidyahtu ta'ami masaklna... " abu .Ja~far, Nafi' and ibn ~Amir read the 
plural, th~ rest of the "ten" read the singular. 6 At first sight, whether 
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part of the "expiation (fidya) for not fasting was to feed one pauper or 
several might be thought to have been just the kind of problem likely 
to exercise the minds of casuistic legal scholars. In the similar phrase 

of 5: 95, ( ...fajaza~un m£!lu ma qatala ... 'aw kaf farahtun t-a'amu 
masakTna ... ) where the atonement is for deliberate killing of game ·w hile 

in £~rarn, none of the ten is said to have read the singular. 
1 

Interestingly, 
ibn al-J azari gave a reason for a plural reading not being read here. In 
short, it was that in 5: 95 the making good of lost life is involved, where the 
value of a bird, for instance, is clearly less than that of a sheep, rather than 
the making good of lost days, where one day is no different from another. 

The fidya, the expiation for breaking the fast, was divided by the 
scholars into qa1a' and kaf fara. The former involved refasting, that is, 
making up lost days, and the latter involved a penalty, whether manumis
sion, or else (for some) an extra sixty-day fast, or else feeding paupers. 
Qada' was only ever one further day for each day missed. And the feeding
kaj fara also (for most) was on a one-to-one basis. 

8 
It was taken for granted 

that the singular reading of 2:184, miskznin, meant "[those able must make 
up by feeding] one pauper [for each day they missed]" , and the plural read
ing meant "[the same number of] paupers [as the days they missed]". Both 
readings, in other words, meant the same. If, further, the fast was broken 
in such a way as to require a complete month's penalty, this, if it could be 
replaced by feeding paupers, would 0 bviously require the feeding of thirty. 9 

'" In the legal literature the question scarcely figures. In his Umm, 
al-SaJi'i does not discuss the issue. His only apparent reference to the 
question is the problem of what expiation should be made for someone 
who had been remiss in fasting after recovering from an illness, or who 
had been remiss and then had died before making up for his remission. 
His answer, that those who had recovered before dying had to have fed on 
their behalf one pauper one maund for each day missed,lO implies a plural 
understanding. For him, "'misk"inin" certainly did not mean a total of only 
one pauper for however many days' fasts broken. 

A similar plural understanding, without any other even being enter
tained, is found in MaJiki law, where, however, the feeding- penalty is a 

11 

maund for sixty paupers. In Zaydi legal works significant discussions 
are not evident. ibn al-wlurtada (d.310) quotes the verse with the plural 
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reading and refers to the ~adz! of abii Hurayra specifying one pauper for 
each day missed, and does not ~ecord any disagreement in the matter. 12 

In A~kam al-Qur'an, al-Safi'i's understanding of the verse is given 
as, "Those who were able to fast but then became unable, are obliged to 
make an expiation of feeding one pauper for each day" .13 

14 
For al-Buxari also the question concerned yu~zqunahu alone. 

It becomes clear that for the jurisprudents the miskzn£n/masakzna 
difference was insignificant, and that the exegetical tasks were rather to 
clarify the alla{ina and the hu in yu~zqunahu. 

Did this hu refer to the fast or to the Jidya ? And depending on this, 
who did "alta~zna" refer to? Those who were unable to fast, or those 
unable to pay the penalty? 

Even in the exegetical literature pure and simple the miskznin/masa
kina question hardly figured. 

While citing readings for six other words in this one verse, al-Zamax
sari, for instance, did not even mention this one,1!S Nor was the plural 
reading mentioned by al--Farra' in his explanation of the verse - "Those 

16 
able to fast who do not, must feed one pauper for every day not fasted" . 
And al-Tabari, while producing a lengthy discussion about the verse as 
a whole,' simply tagged the miskzn/masakzn reading on at the end for 

1T
the sake of completeness. By the time of the encyclopaedic exegesis of 
at-Razz, the question still hardly figured. yutzqunahu receives two and a 
half pages of comment,18 the plural reading masakzna one line. 

19 

It is of relevance to compare al-~abari's ease of acceptance of this 
double reading with his sharp rejection of another reading earlier on in the 
verse. 

For al-rabari the miskznin/masakzna difference was of no wider 
implication. It had no effect on the rules and regulations of making good 
a broken fast. He certainly indicated a preference for the singular reading, 
but more for reasons of logic than for any connected with the point at issue, 
- "It is easy to extrapolate from a single case to many of the same case, 
but not to deduce from many regarding one" .20 But he neither- rejected 
the plural reading, nor made any judgment as to which of the two was 
earlier. His criterion was not, 'w hat was original ?', but 'w hat is the clearest 
reading?' 

The reading earlier on in the verse was yu~a'wwaqunahu for YUfzquna
hu, and al-Tabari's rejection of it is a vivid illustration of the unassailably 
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unitary nature of the text of the Qur 'an. This reading was support for 
those scholars who would have "alladzna" refer to the elderly, who could 
not fast. 

"As for the reading yu~awwaqunahu, it goes against the qur'an 
copies of the Muslims, and no :Nfuslim is allowed to set his own 
opinion over against what they all have as a hereditary transmis
sion from their Prophet, an indisputable transmission removing 
all excuses. For what has behind it the authority of the religion, 
is truth and without doubt Divine. And what is confirmed and 
executed by Divine authority is not to be opposed by opinions, 
hypotheses or independent theories." 21 

It was not the graphic difference of waw for ya' that troubled al-Taba
rz. He accepted such graphically different readings elsewhere.

22 
It w~s the 

wider implication that the meaning of the reading would have, not just on 
the rules regarding the fast, as it turns out, but on the science of nasx.23 
Nor did the array of Companions and Followers as authorities for the 
reading impress al-Tabari - ibn 'Abbas; 'Ikrima; Sa'id ibn Jubayr; 'A'isa; 
'A~a'; and Mujahid;· and for the meaning 'Ali; Tawfis and al-l!aJ;tJ;tak.

24 

It is not necessary to wander dovvn the ins and outs of the, predictably, 
ramified dispute, but suffice it to cite two of al-Tabari's traditions about 
this reading as tips of icebergs. 

'Ikrima said, "~allar/ina yu(iqunahu means those who fast, but 
_ _ 25 

al/agzna yu~all)waqunahu means those who cannot fast." 

'Ikrima read this verse wa'ala lla(lina yutawwaqunahu, and held 
that it was not abrogated. Old men were required not to fast but 
to feed one pauper per day." 

26 
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Conclusion 


MUSLIMS AS WELL AS WESTERNERS know that some Qur'an "readings" 
are of exegetical origin.! But how can it be known which? Actual copies of 
the Qur'an are the obvious place to start from, and only two transmissions 
are found. This thesis has illustrated the quality of the differences within 
and between them. None was found of any substantial exegetical effect.2 

The fidelity of oral tradition in the Near East in general is well known,3 
and that of the Arabs in particular.

4 
TIliteracy strengthens memory. How

ever, looked at negatively, oral Tradition is characterised by variants result
ing from words heard wrongly, from words confused with similar sound
ing words, and from whole episodes being forgotten, misplaced,!5 or rein
terpreted.

6 
Leaving aside the art of calligraphy, written Tradition is charac

terised by variants resulting from copyists' errors, words read wrongly, 
revised or left out by a careless eye, and by random passages getting lost, 
and being added to from other sources. 

7 
Thus, if the Qur'an had been 

transmitted only orally for the first century, sizeable variations between 
texts such as in the ~LadT! and pre-Islamic poetry would be found,s and if 
it had been transmitted only in writing, sizeable variations such as those 
in different transmissions of the original document of the Constitution of 
Medina would be found. 

9 
But neither is the case with the Qur'an. There 

must have been a parallel written transmission limiting variation in the 
oral transmission to the graphic form, side by side with a parallel oral 
transmission preserving the written transmission from corruption, to The 
oral transmission of the Qur'an was essentially static, rather than organic. 
There was a single text, and nothing, not even allegedly abrogated material, 
could be taken out, nor anything be put in.tt This applied even to 'U!man, 
the great gatherer of the text. 

Even in commentaries on the text, the reported "readings" of substan
tial exegetical effect form only a tiny minority of the whole. They naturally 
tend to attract most attention, but for the history of the Qur'an text, it is 
those readings without apparent motivation (the vast majority of readings) 
which are most significant, for their only possible domain is oral Tradition, 
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dating quite likely right back to the days when it was organic, in the lifetime 
of the Prophet. The efforts of those scholars who attempt to reconstruct 
any other hypothetical "original" versions of the [written] text are therefore 
shown to be disregarding half the essence of Nluslim Scripture. 

The innovation of vocalisation did not occur simply because foreigners 
did not know how to recite correctly, vocalisation was not a replacement 
for oral transmission] 12 nor was it a case of "stabilisation of the text" .13 

These are literary points of view, 1tluslim and Western, and at the back 
of all Muslim discussion of the written form is the question of dating 
individual parts of the text, at the back of which is the science of nasx. 
But the Qur'an was not a literary document. Graphic differences like those 
illustrated in chapter 10 were not worried about. Indeed, they show that the 
spirit is more important than the letter, and this is borne out by tafszr. 

14 

The problem of foreigners' pronunciation may have contributed to the birth 
of vocalisation, as also the increased use of paper over parchment at this 
time. 

llS 
There is also some indication that the move for vocalisation came 

from the wider culture of Iraq, 16 from the Nestorian Christians and their 
system of dot-vocalisation.

17 
Vocalisation would here be coming from 

foreigners, not for them. But an equally, perhaps more, strong motivation 
would have come out of the respect for the Qur'an as the Divine "Vord, 
out of the need for beautification rather than for clarification. There was 
a desire continually to bring the written form of the Revelation up along 
side the perfection of the oral form. The writing became aesthetically more 
and more reverent. 

There can be no denying that some formal characteristics of the Qur'an 
point to the oral side and others to the written side, but neither was as 
a whole primary. There is therefore no need to make different categories 
for vocal and graphic differences. The Muslims do not. The letter is not 
a dead skeleton to be refleshed, but is a manifestation of the spirit, alive 
from the beginning. The transmission of the Qur'an has always been oral, 
just as it has ai-ways been written. 
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ENDNOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION 


[1] The Muslims usually make a distinction in terminology between texts 
of transmitters like these, each of which they call a "riwaya", "a trans
mission", and between the texts of their teachers, each of which they call 
a "qira'a", "a reading-system". These masters are not considered as the 
authors of these individual systems, but as ~uthorities for them (see ibn 
Xaldiin's opinion cited above, '{>.93). They usually make a further distinc
tion between the texts of these transmitters and the texts of subsequent 
pupils, each of which they call a "~arzq", "a line". All these are oral terms. 

The lines of descent of the transmissions of Hafs and Wars are listed 
and discussed in Part Two. Lists of some of the lines of descent of the 
ten recognised reading-systems can be found in Western works, in GdQIII, 
'{>.1861J., Watt, ,{>.49, for instance, and more recently, in al-Sa'id, '{>.127f. 

[2] The first five Buras have been considered a representative sample 
of the whole Qur'an. Lest it be thought that this sample, or indeed a 
complete comparison of the two transmissions through all the Buras, will 
not fully support the thesis being put forward, an examination of the Qur
'an readings of one particular passage from a much wider base is to be 
found in the Appendices. 

[3] With respect to copies of the Qur 'an, "printing" in this thesis means 
lithographic printing. For Muslim copies printed by letter-press, coming 
from outwith the Near East, seep'P.17, 24 below. 

Outwith North and North-"Vest ..;\frica, the Medinan reading-system 
has been maintained by the Zaydiyya of the Yemen. They refer to it as the 
reading-system of Nafi' (Serjeant and Lewcock~ p.316b). \Vhether or not 
the Yemeni transmission from NaJi' was through Qaltin (see p.120) rather 
than \Vars, may become apparent from the findings of the German team 
at present working on the Geniza of the Great Mosque of ~an.'a'. Books 
on the Qur 'an have been printed in the Yemen, but no actual copies of the 
Qur'an (~abat, p.308.5). For a Wars copy printed in Cairo, see chapter 5, 
§ 4, and for a I.Iaf~ copy printed in Tunis, chapter 2, § 18. 

[4] Eighteen instances were found where Sibawayhi's Qur'an proof-texts 
differed from both the Hafs and \Vars transmissions. This was taking 
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full account of both misprints in the two printed editions, and scribal 
peculiarities of orthography in the various manuscripts behind them. 

For Siba-wayhi suffice ga~abu l-lahi (24: 9b) as an example (Bulaq 
edition, vol. 1 , p.480.9; Derenbourg's edition, 1)0l.1, 'P.429.2). The ~af~ 
and Wars transmissions here are ga«aba l(;hi and ga~iba l-lahu respec
tively. Sibawayhi's reading is accredited to al-~asan al-Ba?ri (Bergst
faBer 'Die Koranlesung des Hasan', p.42.9), and, by ibn Jinni (Bergst
raBer 'ibn Ginni, p.53.20), to al-A'raj (with some disagreement), abu Raja' 

(al-Ba~n, d.105 (GdQIII, p.165)), Qatada, 'Isa (al-Ba?ri), SaHam, and 'Amr 
ibn ~1aymun (al-Kiifi, d.74/5 (GdQm, p.163)). In passing, it is notewor
thy that for Sibawayhi, what is the ~af~ and Wars reading here was 
hypothetical, introduced by law - "Had they not 'wished [to understand 
'an as a lightened form of 'annahu] they would have made [the next word] 
accusative" (which I.Iaf~ and "Tars in fact do. "falaw tarn yurzdu r;lalik 
lana~abu"). Neither al-~abari nor abii 'Ubayda commented. Siba,vayhi 
cited twenty-six hypothetical Qur'an readings (for another see Appendix 
I, p.229), ten introduced by law. They make up almost a third of his 
anonymous Qur'an readings, and almost a quarter of his Qur'an readings 
as a whole. 

As for al-Xalil, if it is not certain that Sibawayhi had ba'u,datun as 
his text in 2: 26, he certainly did. Both times Sibawayhi cited it it was 
referential. The first (Biilaq edition, vol. 1 , p.283.1; Derenbourg's edition, 
vol. 1 , p.243.17) was as one explanation of the syntax of a verse, and as 
a point of view, or catch-phrase, in the discussion, and as such implies 
knowledge of another reading. The second (Biilaq edition, 1)0l.1, p.350.3; 
Derenbourg's edition, vol. 1 , p.305.22) was again as one explanation, this 
time, of a spoken phrase. It was here that he cited al-Xalil's point of 
view, that ma (in wala siyyama) was not superfluous. That it was was 
the argument for the accusative reading ba'udatan, as in the transmissions 
of I,Iaf? and \Vars (see aI-rabari, Jami' al~Bayan (Sakir edition),. vol.1, 
p.404.7j., and aI-Farra', 1)0l.1, p.21.10jj.), which shows that al-Xalil had 
ba 'udatun as his text. 

It is of relevance here to make a digression concerning the differ
ences between the text of the Qur'an and the Qur'i:in proof-texts 
in the Biilaq and Derenbourg editions of K £tab Szbawayh£. Only 
then can Sibaw ayhi 's citations be safely used as witnesses to his 
text of the Qur'an. 

1. 	Mere orthography - Since K itab Szbawayh£ is obviously in no 
way a copy of the Qur'an, certain orthographical oddities and 
archaisms of the Qur'an are normalised and modernised when 
cited in [{ £tab Szbawayhi. None of these can therefore be used 
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as witnesses to Slbawayhi's copy of the Qur'an, but they have to 
be mentioned in order to distinguish them from those differences 
which can be used as witnesses to his copy of the Qur'an. 

~lany of them concern harnza. For 20:119, for example, the Biilaq 
edition has ta~1na ~ u and Derenbourg's ta~,,!!a ~ u for the Qur'an's 

ta~ma,~ 110, and for 42: 51 both have wara ' i for the I;Iaf~ trans

mission's wara ~ i and the Wars's wara r; io. 

Many others concern vocal alifs, waw-alz'fs and ya'-alifs. Both 
editions nearly always realise these as graphic alifs except in the 
word ar-ra~man and words like ~alik and (akin (where it so~e-

times is not ~ven present vocally), and a few times with a?-?al ~ h t 

and al-~ay ~ ht, which are mostly a~-~alaht and al-~ayaht like 
az-zakah t. For example, both write li"!..iqatina (7:155) for limi

qa tina, and istarahu (2:102) for istar ~ hu and yawaylata for 

yawaylat~ (11:72). 

Similarly, vocal yo.' and hamza are nearly always normalised into 
graphic ones in the editions, for example taranz (18: 39) in the 
Biibiq edition for tarani (where Derenbourg's has tarani alsohand 

wa~-~abi~una (5:69) for the I;Iaf~ transmission's wa~-~abi unaI 

and the 'Vars's 1J)as-sabuna. 

al-layl is always written with a double lam, in 34: 33 for instance. 

The Qur'an's ali f al-wiqaya in active participles is omitted in 
the editions in 54: 27 and 32:12. 

Both editions sometimes separate certain particles. For instance 
the Biilaq edition has'an la (20: 89) where Derenbourg's has alta 
as in the Qur'an, and Derenbourg's has ICan la (57: 29) where 
the Bulaq edition has li'alta as in the Qur'an. These are cases of 
simplification for reasons of the subject under discussion (e.g. 'an 
in 20: 89) rather than genuine textual variants. Both editions also 
have 'anna rna (31: 27) for the Qur'an's 'annama. 

Nun at the end of particles and energetics is sometimes found in 
the editions for the Qur'an's tanwln, as in 'i~an (17: 76 and 4: 53) 
for 'idan 

. 

The two Qur'an spellings 'afao ~ in (21: 34) and lisa o ~ in (18: 23) 

are normalised in both editions to 'aja ~ in and tisay ~ in. 
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2. 	Errors - Having outlined the orthographical differences, it is 
possible to be certain that in the following cases one or other 
edition has made a mistake. 

a) the Blilaq edition 
faguquhu for fa(Juquhu (8: 14). 

'am{alaha for 'am~aliha (6:160). (The fat~a should be over 
the ha' as in Derenbourg's edition). Strangely, Derenbourg's omits 
the kasra from the lam. 

un as the eliding vowel after 'agabin and before rku1 (38: 41,42). 

Derenbourg's edition has the obviously correct u. 

b) Derenbourg's edition 
yubassiruka for yubassiruki (3: 45). 

ba'u4atan for ba'uqatun (2: 26). 
wal- fulka/£ (dually vocalised) for wal- fulkz' (2:164). 

c) Manuscript mistakes in Derenbourg's footnotes: 

TIlS. A - 2: 54; 6:160; 28: 81; 78: 11. 


nts. B - 11: 60; 23: 52. 


ms. C - 23: 52. 


m3. H - 23: 52. 


ms. L - 2:237J' 11: 60; 38: 22. 


3. 	Misquotations Having clarified these editorial errors, it is pos
sible to isolate two occasions when the Qur'an was misquoted 
by early copyists or perhaps by Sibawayhi himself, such was the 
slavishly literal transmission of his book. 

In the first, two of the component parts of the long list in 33: 

35 are round the wrong way, and in the second, 46: 35 has been 
confounded with the similar 10: 45. Here, the point at issue, a 
nominative verbal noun, clearly comes in 46: 35 rather than 10: 45. 

46: 35 ka'annahum yat/)'ma yarawna rna yu'aduna lam yalba{u 
'ilIa sa:atan min naharin balagun. 

10: 45 ka'an lam yalba(u 'illa sa'atan min an-nahari yata'araf
-una ... 

K itab S7:bavJayhi ka 'an lam yalba{u 'illa sa/atan min naharin 
balagun. 

To suggest that Slbawayhi was here quoting from a variant Qur'an 
would be mistaken. He, or a copyist, merely misquoted the qur'an. 

[5] 	 Jeffery heard of one in Omdurman in the 19:30's ( 'Progress', 1). 6 n.6). 
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A. copy was sent from the Sudan in the early 1960's to Egypt for 
guidance in the recording of this transmission of the Qur 'an for the "a[

A1u~h:af al-Alurattal" project. The copy was handwritten (al--Sa'ld, 
'p.143 n.16). The Egyptian '\finistry of Awqif had agreed in principle to 
al-Sa'id's ,,,,ish to record all the Transmissions on tape (p.86.37), but 
in practice blocked its implementation (p.9S.l1). 

These texts are to be seen as antiquarian. The Egyptian Ministry 
of 1-\wqaf of the 1960's considered them so (al-Sa'ld p.95.27), and the 
transmission of abu ·~t\mr was apparently no longer in practical use in the 
Sudan earlier this century, if not before (Jeffery, 'Progress'~ p.6 n.6). 

According to al-Sa"id (p.84.9), however, this transmission through 
al-Duri "prevails in the Sudan, Nigeria and Central Africa", but this is 
probably wishful thinking. 

Copies of the Qur'an have never actually been printed in the Sudan. 
Those for sale there, at least in the 1960's, were almost always copies, or 
reprints, of the 1342 Cairo text. 

For a possible reading of ibn 'Amir, Hamza or ibn Ka!ir in a manu
script, see Abbott, The Rise of the iVorth Arabic Script, p.63.16. 

[6] Not all editions of al-Zamaxsari's al-J{assai have the text according 
to the reading-system of abu 'Amr. The t~o-volumesl edition printed 
in Cairo in 1:307 (1890) by al-Afa~ba'a al-'.A.mira al-SarJiyya (British 
~luseum 'Printed ~-\rabic Books', nO.14S09.c.13 p.876), for instance~ has 
the Qllr'an text according to the reading-system of J:Iaf? It is unvowelled 
(and type-setL and so although it has abu 'Amr's ~ha~ani" (l10t.2, p.28.12 
margin) in 20:63 for the "17, n1(£nz'" of the I;Iaf? and \Vars copies, this is only 
because it prints ;lll yoeal Qtifs graphic (apart from galik and the like). By 
printing lnalilo' yau'lni d--dTnz' (\.10L1. p.8.1 margin) the rea,ding-system of 
J:Iaf~ is shown to have been used. That of abu '..Amr has mnl£ki (Beirut 
edition, rol.l! p ..56). The same is clear also from the graphic form nnsh7i 
in 2:106 (rol.l, p.70.18 margin) for abu 'Amr's nns'ha (Beirut edition, l1ol.1, 
p.303.2). 

[7] Commentaries on the other hand like Tafslr al-Jalalayn or that 
of al-Bay~awi, which are contained in a single volume, with the Qur'an 
lithographed as the text and commentary in the margins, are' considered 
copies proper, and, in those that I have seen, are called "l\1u~~af" or 
"Qur'an" on their title-pages. 

Similar considerations apply to translations that are accompanied by 
an ~A.rabic text. Those spanning more than one volume tend to fall outside 
the class of "l\t{fl af". \Vitncss the modern printing of .'\. 'Yusuf ~-\li's 
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parallel translation in one thick volume rather than in the earlier more 
conveniently sized tv;o YOIUllles. 

[8] ~fispl'ints in the four-volumed Beirut Dar al-yIa'rifa edition of al
Zan2Clx·sarz's al-J( a.~,5af are common and range fron1 fairly frequent omis
sion and misplacement of vowels (e.g. 'UoLI p.46.1, and p.203.1) and other 
diacritical marks (e.g. roL 1 p.368.1), to omission and misplacement of con
sonants (e.g. DoLl p.528.:3 andp.S97.2 ja for ja'a; DoLl p.303.6 yarudduna
klint for yaruddunakum (2:109) anduol.l p.592.2 1})a 'udawani for wal
'udwani (5: 2)). 

The three-volumed Cairo at-Ifalab'i edition is more accurate, but, for 
instance, omits the kaf in l'il-kagibi (5: 42, vol.1 p.461). 

The two-volumed Cairo 1307 edition is also not free of errors, e.g. 
fskyfykhm for fsykfykhm ('Uol.l, p.78.18) and nsx for nnsx (uol.l, p.70. 
18). 

[9] Data on the text of abii "Amr given by ibn al-J azari, N asr is some
times different from that given in these Beirut and Cairo editions of al-Za
maxsarl's al-Ka.5saf~ for example, 

"xutwat throughout" (ibn al-Jazari, ~N"asr 1)01.2 p.216.2), but xutuwat 
in 2:168 (the Beirut edition tol.lp.327.3, the Cairo edition uo1.1 rp.249): and 
2:208 (the Beirut edition rol.l 'p.35:3.1), but xu~wat in the Cairo edition 
here Cl'ol.lp.268); 

'uklaha in 2:265 (ibn al-Jazarl, .lvasr 'Uol.2 p.2l6.8 and the Cairo 
edition 1JOl.l p.298) but 'ukulaha (the Beirut edition 1)0l.lp.39S.l); 

wayaqula in 5: 53 (ibn al-Jazari, lVasr uo1.2 p.254.23), but wayaqulu 
(the Beirut edition t'oLI rp.620.2 and the Cairo edition 'Uol.1 p.465); 

ynquluna in 2:140 (ibn al-Jazarl, Nasr 1)01.2 p.223.3), but taquluna 
(the Beirut edition roLl p.316.2 and the Cairo edition 'Uol.l p.242). 

COIIlpare also ho~ 106:2 is spelt 'zla j£him in the Beirut edition, where
as in the manuscript (dated to 600 A..H.) whose subject is the graphic form 
of abu "Amr's Tradition, the fOrIn is expressly described as '7: la fihim 
(Pretzl, Orthograph ie. p.30.1). 

[10] Evidence for the text of the Qur'an from other than actual copies of 
the Qur'an is slender, suffice it to mention three examples. 

The confiationary misquotation in the Risala of al-J:Iasan al-Ba~ri 
(Ritter, p.73.8) is similar to the one just considered in I{itab'Szbawayh~' 
and should be treated with caution, especially considering the numerous 
other frequent misquotations from the Qur'an in the rest of the Risala, at 
least in Ritter's edition. To suggest that it was part of an original variant 
codex (Cook, Earl!) AI'l1slirn Dogrna, 'p.2Il n.23) is not based on sufficient 
evidence. Conl1ationary misquotations of this kind are even not unusual in 
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manuscripts of the Qur';"in. For those of St.Andrews rns.16 and Edinburgh 
~e'v College (11.8.1 * see plate L recto line 10, and Brockett] endnotes 77. 80 . 

.A.nother suggest ion of the existence of significant Iy variant texts also 
does not bear scrutiny. ylorony suggested (p.123 n.2) that if the joint 
C;aonic decree of c.670 A.D., that flew in the face of Talmudic law by 
enabling a Jewess to sue for divorce without suffering any loss of what 'was 
due to her (Graetz. p.93f.; Baron~l'oL6, 1>.1:32f.) was related to the point 
of Nluslim law based on a reading of ibn ~las'iid, then the reading could 
be dated, i.e. its presence in a copy of the Qur'an could be substantiated. 
'.."--nan ben David had also permitted wives the same (Baron, 1.)ot.S, p.394 
n.1S; Nemoy, p.19). However, for one thing, the ~luslim discussions of this 
reading (65: 6) were not about whether wives could sue for divorce, but 
about the more financial question of whether or not a divorced wife was 
due maintenace and lodging during her waiting-period. And for another, 
the reading looks to date from the late 8 th . century at the earliest, or 
else abu I,Ianlfa (d. 1.50 /767), who was also the alleged :ell-mate of 'Anan, 

would surely have used it. His citation of 65: 6 (al-Sa,fi'i, Umm, vol. 7, 
1>.158.1Sf.) was by no means arbitrary interpretation because the reading 
of ibn ;\las"iid had been forgotten (Schacht, Origins, p.22S.19), but well in 
context with the QUl"an passage. abu I.Ianlfa did not need a reading like 
that of ibn .\las'iid. That it was part of later I.IanafI argumentation that 
the divorced wife was due maintenance and lodging during her waiting
period (e.g. al-Saraxsl (d.48;3), 'p.20 If.) may have arisen as secondary (post 
abii I,Ianlfa) defence in the face of Safi"r opposition.. similarly to its being 
secondary to al-SaraxsI's argument. 

The Qur'an citations on the Dome of the Rock, however, present better 
evidence of different texts. The reading tamtaruna (19: 34), as opposed 
to yamtaruna of the I:Iaf~ and \Vars transmissions; is an example. but it 
cannot be used as evidence that the text was substantially different then 
to \vhat it is now (Crone and Cook~ H agarisrn, p.18.12f.). Not only do 
di fferences like this have no real effect on the meaning (compare §§ 1.2.5 
and 1.29 of chapter 10), but the extent of the agreement of the inscriptions 
with the text of the Qur'an is far more impressive, and~ as van Berchem 
thought (p.232), strongly suggests that the text must in fact have already 
been fixed. But important as they are the inscriptions cannot really be 
used as testimonies to the early text of the Qur'an. However public their 
location, they were not actual copies of the Qur'an, and so the" strict rules 
of transmission could be waived. Jumps could be made from context to 
context even in mid-sentence - other parts could be paraphrased, and even 
extraneous Inaterial like information on the building of the q11bba could be 
incorporated. If. as van Berchem su~gested (p.231.16) the inscriptions were 
a sort of litany for pil,g;rirIls, or SOllie "ort of creed, then such things are often 
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not strictly Scriptural, paraphrase and juxtaposition serving the cause of 
brevity. The details of nos.:2L5-:217 cannot be used a" evidence (Crone and 
Cook, H agarisrn,p.167 n.18) until they have been verified. I(essler (p.6) 
pointed out a number of earlier misreadings in no.21.5. 

[11] Since Bergstriit3er's death~ his and Jeffery's plan for a critical edition 
of the Qur'an (see Bergstrii13er. -Plan', and Jeffery. ~'vlatert'aI8,p_vii) has 
lain dormant. T he need and desirability for it, however, is still considered 
to be there (Rippin~ 'Tafslf Studies', p.224.17). i\..\Velch of j\Iichigan State 

University, who called for the use of computers for such an exercise (El'2, 
u'rt. 'Qur'an', 'Dots, p.409b.41), is now making a new start on a critical 
edition. See also in this connection D .Brady's revie,v of Loebenstein's 
K oranjragnl,ente, Journal oj Semitic Studies, 28,p.376.37. 

ENDiVOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 

[1] Completion dates of printed copies of the Qur'an are often not given. 
~fany have a dated pennit from a religious body, but this often applies to 
a partie ular, or to that part icular, reprint. and may be long after the first 
printing. In the case of some copies, like some Pakistani ones, the reason 
for the lack of any dates may be because the Qur'an is considered timeless. 
There is only one version of it whenever and wherever it is printed. 

The names of the scribes of the original manuscripts are also often not 
mentioned. ~-\gain, with some copies, like some Pakista.ni ones, this may be 
to remove any suggestion of human participation in the formation of the 
text. \Vith ot hers it may be that the scribe did not ,,,,ant his art to be an 
expression of his O'V[l individuality, but to be an act. of piety. 

\Vith SOllle later reprints. especially when done in countries other 
than that of the original printing~ the name and other details have been 
deliberately remo\red by the printer (as with the Qatari centennial edition, 
originally an Iraqi lithogra.ph. see chapter 2 § 14). This is presumably to 
take credit for the w hole production. 

So the safest way to identify particular copies is by details of titles, 
printers 1 publishers, number of pages, size of frames within the pages r and 
the like. 

Printers of the Qur'an are at liberty to construct their own frames 
around the text. The frames of facsimiles of the same manuscript can thus 
vary. In addition, lithographic printing permits of different sized facsimiles 
of the same manuscript. Details about the size of these frames are therefore 
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of its innermost border. They are given to the nearest centimetre, and in 
all cases height precedes breadth. The measurements do not refer to the 
'un'wan, the two decorative first pages of the text. 

[2] Born 1281/1864-5 (BergstdiBer 'Koranlesung', pp.13jj.) and still ap
parently alive in the early 1960's (al-Sa4id, p.101.10). That the 1342 Cairo 

text is in his hand is noted in parentheses on, p.842 of the 1402 Qatari text 
and in the xatima of the 1371 Ma~ba'a Amiriyya copy. 

His continuing influence is seen from the fact that as late as 1970 
his name was invoked by the Saudi Dar al-Ifta' to support their decision 
to permit the circulation of a Qur'an copy with an unusual spelling, see 
chapter 2, § 6. BergstdiBer lists his writings CKoranl,esung in Kairo', p.15$.) 
and al-Sa'id refers to three of these (p'P.101.13, 150.27). 

It appears that al-I!addad's copy was not the first draft. According 
to Mu~ammad 4Abd aI-Qadir 'Abdal-Iah (see endnote 33 below), in 1921 
when King Fu'ad was thinking about his text, he asked Mu~ammad 'Abd 
al-'AzIZ al-Rifa'!, a Turk by birth, to write it. This he did in six months, 
and the next year, the King prevailed on him to set up ~ school to improve 
Egyptian calligraphy, Madarasat Ta~sin al-Xu~u~ (at-Sarq at-Awsa~, 2/ 
12/1983, coLI). 

[3] It is not always the case that the 1342 Cairo text is more archaic. Some 
archaic features in Indian copies, for instance, are normalised in the 1342 

Cairo text. For example, the unpronounced graphic ali! in "la'aontum" 
(59: 1)) of most Indian copies is omitted in the 1342 Cairo text, which has 
"la 'antum" , see 'p.5S. 

In a similar way, what is ya'-hamza or waw-hamza in many manu
scripts, is vocal or graphic hamza in the Hafs copy. For example, the 2nd . 

century A.H. Chicago Qur'an manuscript A6961 has is-sayyi ~ ati in 42: 

25 (Abbott, The Rise 0 J the North Arab~'c Script, 'P.67.5), for the Hafs
"" . . 

copy's is-sayyi ' ati ; and the 3rd . century A.H. Chicago Qur'an manuscript 
A6975a has Jayunabbi ~ ukum in 6:164 (Abbott, The Rise oj the North 
Arabic Script, 'P.68.23), for the ~af~ copy's Jayunabbi'ukum. Here in fact 
it is the Wars copy that is as the manuscript. In many cases the vVars 
copy preserves manuscript-orthography in this way, where the I.Iaf~ copy 
preserves Traditional orthography. 

Again, what is ya'-aliJ in manuscripts can be vocal aliJ in the Hafs 
copy. For example, the 2nd . century A.H. Chicago Qur'an manusc'ript 

A6962 has bi";'iiY·~ tin for the Hafs copy's bi' ayatin in 3: 4 (Abbott, The 
Rise of the iVor{h Arabic Script, 'P.66.9). 
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[4] At least, the oldest surviving systematic and thoroughgoing preserva
tion, that of ibn abi Dawud (d.316), dates probably from the early 4 tho 
century. But that the writing down was still unsystematised the generation 
before could be deduced from the compilation of ibn abi Dawud's father 
(d.275) in his Sunan, K dab ai-Ifuruj wal-Qira'at ('D01.2, pp.355-62). It 
is a sketchy, and comparatively random selection of about 32 readings. 
None of the readings are of legal import, and while the first half of the 
chapter progresses systematically through the Qur'an, the second half is of 
haphazard order. For this reason, ibn al-Nadim, or perhaps later copyists, 
seem to have been mistaken (or thinking wishfully) in attributing a "K itab 
Ixti1aj al-Mat?a~ij" to abii Dawiid (p.54.15; Flligel, p.36.11), rather than 
to his son. Similarly, the compilation of abii Dawiid's pupil, al-Tirmigi 
(d.27~), entitled "K £tab al-Qira 'at 'an Rasul a lah", is an insignificant 
chapter of ten pages out of the 760 odd of the last volume (Sun an, 'Dots, 
pp.185-195). In the collections of ibn Maja (d.209), al-Nisa'i (d.215), and 
even al-Bayhaqi (d.458), there is no chapter on qira 'at at all. Considering 
the brevity of the Kitab al-Tafstr in the $a~z~ of al-Buxari and of 
Muslim, the possibility that such matters were being lett to the specialists, 
rather than being in an embryonic state, should not be excluded. 

The collection of 121 traditions about readings in the Fa1a'il al-Qur'
an of abii 'Ubayd (d.224), published by Spitaler, is less random in the 
sense that most of the readings are of legal import, but it is not at all 
a systematic collection of readings for readings' sake. This could be the 
third "Kitab al-Qirii'at" listed by ibn al-Nadim (p.53.9; FEigel, p.3,s.15), 
indicating that the "books written about Qur'an readings" belonging to 
the 2nd . century were not yet thoroughgoing compilations, and that the 
"Science of Qur'an readings" had not by then emerged as a fully-fledged, 
independent discipline. Indeed, al-Suyu~i says abii 'Ubayd was the first 
to compile a book of qira 'at (Itqan, pt.1, 'P.73.23). The two authors of 
a I{itab al-Qira'at preceding abii 'Ubayd in ibn al-Nadim's list, Xalaf 
ibn Hisam and ibn Sa'dan died 229 and 231 respectively. That of Xalaf 
(al-Xatib, 'DoL 8, p.32.2; Sezgin, p.12, § 9) only apparently survives in 
a Sth·/ll th . century work of al-Ta'labi (d.427; see Brockelmann, S II, 
p.592, § 2.3). That of ibn Sa'dan (Yaqiit, llol.VI (pt.7), 'P.12.11) is not 
mentioned by Brockelmann or Sezgin. The three succeeding authors, abu 
~atim al-Sijistani, Ta'lab, and ibn Qutayba, died c.249, 291 and 270 
respectively. No manuscripts of these works apparently survive. The 
next is ibn Mujahid (d.324), and he was more or less ibn abi Dawud's 
contemporary. The works listed in ibn al-Nadim stretching back to the 
2nd . century (e.g. those attributed to Xalaf and al-Kisa'i, p.54.14) should 
probably be seen as examples of the common Near-Eastern practice of 
res pectful back-projection to revered earlier fathers. To call t.hem forgeries 
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is to misunderstand, as is the conspiracy-view (cf. Hawting's 'Review', 
2ndp.ll0.2:tJ.) displayed by I(ahle (Clairo Geniza, . edition, p.148j.) in 

seeing them as names of works deliberately destroyed because of heretical 
contents. On the other hand, given the embryonic state of the Science in 
the time of abu Daw lId and al-Tirmigi, it seems anachronistic to consider 
that a "Kita,b fil-Qira'at" of Yahya ibn Ya'mar (d.89) was a standard 
reference work till the 4th . century (Sezgin, p.5.16). 

A manuscript owned by P .George of St.Andrews is of interest here, 
as it is an example of an actual copy of the Qur'an preserving in [red] 
writing instructions about orthography. For example, bi'aYodin (51: 47, as 
in the 1342 Cairo ~ext), which has two ya' "teeth", has "bil-ya'ayn" written 

below, and qur' anan (43: 3) has "bigayr alif" below the independent 
hamza. Obviously uninfluenced by the 20th . century's emphasis on the 
"recension of 'U1man" , this manuscript suggests that the 1342 Cairo text was 
not as big a break with manuscript-Tradition as was claimed. According to 
the colophon, written in halting Arabic, the copy was written by Husayn 
~fitfinI, the preacher in [the] new mosque in al-Zayrak, in the 8th . 'month 
1214 (Dec./1799 - Jan. 1800). Although other references to this place have 
not been traced, the script is clearly Turkish. Indeed the number and size 
of the pages, the lines per page, and even the words per line, show it to 
belong to the same orthographical Tradition as the ~adIrgah text discussed 
in chapter 2, § 16. 

[5] EI,
2 

art. 'Kha~~' (J.Sourdel-Thomine), 1)0l.4, p.1114b.16,42. 

[6] For BergstdiBer's contrasting estimation of their value, see chapter 
6, endnote 4. This view was echoed by Paret in EI2, arlo '~ira'a', 1)ol.S, 
p.128a.S7. 

Pretzl's five instances of the 1342 Cairo text not tallying with informa
tion on orthography in al-Dani's al-,-~Iuqni' (Orthographie, Anmerkungen, 
pp.16.16, 18.16, 19.21, 21.8,26.9) have been used (for instance, in Jeffery, 
AIa teria Is, p.4 n.3) as criticism against the "editors" of the 1342 Cairo text. 
Had they used "older, and better, sources" (al-Danl died only in 444 A.H.!) 
these corruptions would have not crept into the text (Jeffery, Materials, 
pA.17). 

Four of Pretzl's five instances concern vocal alif, which as shown 
below, in some printed copies of the Qur'an is always graphic (barring a 
few regular exceptions like demonstratives). The fifth concerns the 1342 

Cairo text's ayna rna for al-Danl's aynama, but al-Danl added that there 
was disagreement here (Muqni', p.77.13ff.) 

Kahle's, at first sight sensible, criticism that BergstdiBer and Pretzl 
should have used far earlier sources ('The Qur'an and the 'Arabiya', p'p.163. 
20, 164.10; 'The j'\rabic Readers', pp.66b.30f., 67h.7f.) was a result of 
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his scepticism towards the reliability of oral Tradition. And his 'vhole 
motivation in studying reports about Qur 'an readings was to have an 
analogy for his theory about the I(araite establishment of the Hebre,v 
text of the Tanax, and the lack of a long-established, authoritative oral 
Tradition. In the earlier edition of his Cairo Geniza the digression about 
aI-Farra' was not a separate appendix, but part of the argument about the 
activities of Ben Asher ('P.79ff.) 

[7] EI'2, art. 'Fu'ad al-awwal', (J.Jomier), 'Dol.2, 'P.934. 

[8] EI2, art. 'al-Azhar', (J.Jomier), 'DoLl, 'P.818a. To what extent work 
had been done is not clear. As late as 1921 Fu'ad is said to have commis
sioned the writing of the text, see endnote 2 above. 

[9] BergstdiBer, 'Koraniesung in· Kairo', 'P.4.18f. 

[10] During Mu~ammad 'Abduh's exile in Beirut (1882 - 1888) 'Abd 
al~amid had requested the setting up of a committee under the Sayx 
al-I slam (in Istanbul) to reform religious education in the schools (Amin, 
'P.335.5). And the Istanbul ~adlrgah text was completed in 1890 (see 
chapter 2, § 15). 

[11] On Muslim memorisation of the Qur'an, see al-Sa'id, 'P.57jj., and for 
its decline in our times, ibid., 'P.66jj. 

[12] Adams, 'P'P.212,235. 

[13] EI2, art. 'Bab-i Maslxat' (B.Lewis), 'Dol.1, 'P.837b. 

[14] EI2, art. 'Kadjar' (A.K.S.Lambton), 'Dol. 4, 'P.398, and art. 'Iran' 
(J.T.P.De Bruijn), 'P.52a. 

[15] The famous Calcutta J\ladrasa, for instance, was founded by Warren 

Hastings in 1781 (EI
2 

, ali. 'Calcutta' (S.Ray), 'Dol. 2 , p.6) . 
..., 

[16] EI", art. 'Bflbl~' (.I.Jomier), 'Dol.1, 'P.1299b. 

British ~1useum 'Printed Arabic Books', no.14509.d.13, 'P.871 (2 vols.) 

[17] AmIn, p.363.20; Adams, p.85. 

[18] AmIn, 'P.328.17. 

[19] EI'2, art. 'al-Azhar' (J.Jomier), 'DoLl, 'P.817b - 819b. 

[20] Muir, 'DoLl, 'P'P.xiii-xix (1878 edition, 'P'P.556-559); Noldeke, GdQ, 
'P'P.234-61, with Schwally, GdQII, 'P'P.47-69, and with BergstraBer and Pretzl, 
GdQIII throughout. For recent arguments against the emphasis (but from 
diametrically opposite standpoints), see Burton, Collection, and \Vans
brough, Quranic Studies, e.g. 'p.43J. Since then, Hawting ('P.463.14jj.) has 
attempted to reinstate 'lTtman's role. 
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[21] The lithographic copy printed in 1878 in L ucknow, for instance, 
(British Museum 'Printed Arabic Books', no.14507.b.16, 'P.874) says in its 
colophon "ha~a l-Qur'an muwajz'q fir-rasm liMu~~af Sayyidina 'U!
man" . 

On the other hand, the only Turkish copy (manuscript or printed) 
found mentioning 'U!manz was Edinburgh New College ms.5, dated 1165/ 
1750. Here it clearly is in the sense of "Ottoman" - "waqad waqa'a 1- farag 
min kitabat ha~ih a-mu~~af il-'U!maniyya (sic.) ... " The Egyptian 
emphasis is seen from the fact that ~adlrgah copies printed in Turkey are 
not designated "bir-rasm il-'U!mani" , whereas most of those printed in 
Egypt are. It can also be seen from the fact that in Iran, prior to Ramyar, 
the designation 'U!mani with reference to copies of the Qur'an, usually 
meant Ottoman. The explanatory notes to the Teheran Kadugah text (see 
chapter 2, § 13) clearly refer to the orthography of "Ottoman" copies, in 
the way the Egyptians refer to the orthography of the copy of 'U~man. 

For a good discussion of "al-rasm a 'U!mani" from the Sunn'i ~Iuslim 
point of view, see al-Sa'id, (P'P.45-50. And for one from the Iranian SI'I 
point of view, free from obligations to the 20 th . century's emphasis on 
the "recension of 'U~man", see Ramyar, p.142.'Pen'lllt.iT. Here the author 
classifies the Muslim attitudes towards it into three. Firstly those who 
say the "recension of 'U~man" was sent from God, and can therefore 
not be gone against or altered in any way, orthographical or otherwise. 
Secondly, those who say that the spirit is more important than the letter, 
and that the archaic orthography should be modernised. Among these 
are ibn Xaldun and the Qa~i abu Bakr al-Baqillani. And thirdly, those 
who say that if it is to be preserved as it was in the days of 'U!man 
(without dots and all) only the educated could read it, and so it should 
be kept in a museum and copies with modernised orthography be used 
by the people. Among these are al-TU~l and 'Izz aI-Din ibn 'Abd aI-Salam. 

[22] Muir (1819 1905) had a long and distinguished career in the Indian 
Administration from 1837 - 1876, becoming Foreign Secretary to the Gov
ernment of India in 1865, and Lieutenant Governor of the North-"Vest 
Province in 1868. He also rendered important services to education, in
stituting the Central College and University in Allahabad (approximately 
midway between Delhi and Calcutta) (Encyclopaedia Britannica, art. 'Mu
ir, Sir William', 1)01.15 p.977). 

[23] abii 'Ubayd appears to be the first author recorded using the term. 
lIe refers, in Fa¢a'il al-Qur'an, to "the Imam which 'U!man caused to 
be written out with the approval of the Muhajirs and the An~ar" (Jeffery, 
'Abu 'Ubaid', p.65.15J.), and elsewhere in the same work refers to "m'ushaf 
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'Ulman". Sibawayhi, on the other hand, referred only to "al-lvlut?0aj" 
(the Biilaq edition, 1)01.1, p.28.16 == Derenbourg's edition, 1)01.1, p.22.14. 
Beck unjustifiably took this to mean Mut?0aj 'U!man, Orientalia, 1)01.14 
(1945), p.360.6), as opposed to "mushaj Ubayy" for example (the Biihiq 
edition, 'DoLl, p.48l.10 Derenbourg's edition, 1)01.1, 11.430.4); "al-Qira'a" 
(the Biilaq edition, 1)0l.1, p.74.7 == Derenbourg's edition, 'Vol.1, p.62.22. 
Pretz} unjustifiably took al-sunna here to mean traditions with reliable 
isnads (GdQIII, p.128.5). If not anachronistic, this interprtetation is in
compatible with Sibawayhi's lack of isnad-sophistication), as opposed to 
"qira'at ibn M as'ud" for example (the Biilaq edition, 'DoLl, p.258.22 == 
Derenbourg's edition, 'DoLl, p.220.20); "al-Qur'an" (e.g. the Biihiq edi
tion, 'DoLl, pp.125.17, 285.12, 'Vol.2, p.422.8 == Derenbourg's edition, 1)0l.1, 
pp.104.19, 245.22, 1)01.2, p.472. 22); or "Kitab al-lah" (the B~laq edition, 
'Vol.1, p.49l.17, 'Vot.2, p.149.22 == Derenbourg's edition, 1.)01.1, p.440.11, 1)oL2, 
p.152.20). 

[24] BergstraBer, 'Koranlesung in Kairo', p.1.6f. 

[25] Jeffery, Materials Introduction, p.4.14. 
Welch followed Jeffery in using this term (EI

2 
, art. 'Qur'an', 'VoL 5, 

p.409b.1-9 and, p.426a (The Bibliography)). Earlier, in 1935 Jeffery had 
called it "a Standard Edition" (,Progress'J p.6.31). Pretzl was better advised 
in 1932 in calling it simply "der I(airiner "Nlushaf' (Orthographie, p.16.16), 
but reverted in 1937 to BergstdiBer's term "der amtliche Kairiner mu?~aj" 
(GdQIII, p.273.28). Bell called it "the official Egyptian printed edition" that 
tends to be adopted everywhere (p.50.7jj.) Birkeland called it "the official 
Cairo edition" (p.104.13) Paret termed it "the official Egyptian edition", 
die offizielle agyptische Koranausgabe (Der Koran, Ubersetzung, p.5.21). 
In the 1973 edition of the Encyclopaedz'a Britannica it is called "the official 
Cairo edition~' (art. 'Koran' (vV.C.Smith), 1)oL13, p.455.1), and in the 1974 
edition "the official Egyptian edition" (art. 'Qur'an' (H.Ringgren), 1)0l.1.5, 
'p.345a.29). More recently, Jones (p.245.8) has called it "the standard 
Egyptian text first published in 1342/1923", and Rippin "the standard 
Egyptian edition" ('.A. ban' ,p.43 n.1). Haywood recently revived another 
name for it, the "Royal Egyptian" edition (J ournal of S em£tic Studies, 
28, p.375.28). 

[26] See chapter 2, § 18. 

[27] The numbering of the verses of A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation 
(1934 A.D.), for instance, was mainly brought into line with itJ see § 6 to 
chapter 2. 

But the substitution of the original Arabic text for a text in the 
Egyptian Tradition was only found to have been done in (undated) reprints 
from Libya, Qatar and Riyad, see p.30 above. 
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The verse-numbering, and a number of orthographical details, of the 
earlier Taj text (see p.26) tallied with the 1342 Cairo text, but later copies in 
the Indian Tradition have reverted to its own numbering and orthography. 

[28] p.3.14,18 (his inverted commas). 

[29] p.1.15. 

[30] On the second page of the author's foreword, lines 8 and 12, agaIn 
his inverted commas. 

[31] As, for instance, in the colophon to the second Cairo ~adIrgah text 
in endnote 111 to chapter 2, dated 1383. 

[32] al-Sarq al-Awsat, 2/12/1983, coLI. See endnote 2 above. In no 
actual reprint, however, have I yet seen reference to Fu'ad [d.1355/1936]. 

[33] Jackson, p.118. 

[34] See p.31 above. 

[35] For these publishers, see the 1398 Saudi reprint of the 1370 Iraqi 
text, chapter 2, § 14. In both these copies the permit is dated to "Rabi' 
aI-Anwar" which appears to be a mistake for "Rabi' al-Awwal". 

[36] See chapter 2, § 14. 

E1VD1VOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 

[1] The first printed copy is in fact said to have been in the 15th . century 
in Venice, by the father of Alessandro de Paganini of Brescia, who printed 
between 1483 and 1499 (Carter, 'Barrier', p.214 n.2 (information from 
Grohmann, corrected in Carter, The Invention, p.153 n.2); see also de 
Schnurrer, p.403, § 367). It was destroyed at the command of the Pope. 

The first book printed in Europe had only been in 1457. Italy had 
soon become the prime area of expansion for adventurous printers. The 
first printing-press in Venice was opened in 1467, and by the last quarter 
of the 15th . century there were 150 there (Jackson, pp.l04, 107, "108). 

For other, non-Muslim copies of the Qur'an printed during the 17th . 

and 18th . centuries, see de Schnurrer, pp.401fJ. 
The single paper page (c.4 x 4 in.) of an Egyptian copy of the Qur'an 

printed by wood-block five centuries before Paganini's [early 10th . century] 
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copy illustrated by Karabacek (Fuhrer, p.248, Plate 946; and Grohmann, 
Arab£sche Palaeographie, uol.1, Plate XVI.1; and Carter, The Invention, 
Plate facing p.169) appears to be anomalous (Carter, The Invention, 'P. 
179f.). Grohmann dated it to the 8th. centuryA.D., Moritz "earlier than 
900 rather than later" and Carter c.900 (Carter, The Inventz"on, 'P'P.181.16, 
180.17). See also Cohen, notes to 'P.330. 

Blachere ('P'P.133f.) also gives a brief summary of the history of printing 
the Qur'an. See also Chauvin, Bibliographie, 'UoL10, 'P.30 (nos.81ff.) and 
'P.62 (nos.129ff.) For a bibliography of the history Arabic printing in general, 
see Safadi, 'Arabic Printing'. 

[2] Recorded by the Imperial Ambassador, Busbecq (B.Lewis, p.41.122f.) 

[3] Chauvin, 'Notes', 'P'P.256,57, citing Stochove for 1650 and Salomon 
Negri for 1764 (and, incorrectly, Busbecq for 1620). 

For simple statements about the Muslims' adhering to transmitting 
the Qur'an in writing rather than in print, see The Cambridge History of 
Islam, 'UoLl 'P.363; Karabacek, Fuhrer, p.248.13f.; and Carter, 'Barrier', 
'P.214.24, and The Invention, 'P.150.20 (where a marked absence of under
standing of the situation is displayed). 

[4] By Federigo, Duke of Urbino (ruled 1444-82), for instance, (Jackson, 
'P. 107). 

[5] See B.Lewis, 'P.419.8f. 

[6] See Jackson,p.107. 

[7] Weil, 'p.S1.24ff. And for details on the establishment of the printing
press in Istanbul, see especially 'P.52f. Weil dated it 1728. He also listed 
the seventeen works printed there from 1728-1742 ('P.54ff.) 

See also B.Lewis, 'P.51.23J., and Kurat and Bromley, p.216.5ff. 

[8] The translation of the permit given by Omont ('PP.190ff.) only has a 
summary of the jatwa. But according to Wei! ('P.53.61J.,361J.) one of the 
conditions of the Sultan's permit was that copies of the Qur'an, and works 
of tafslr, Jiqh and ~adzt were not to be printed by the printing-press. 

See also B.Lewis, 'P.51.8J. 

[9] "die Schrift" (Weil, 'P.52 .1ff.) 

[10] Chauvin, 'Notes', 'P.257.17ff., citing Marsigli for 1730. 

[11] De Schnurrer, 'P.420.8. For copies of 1790, see Silvestre de Sacy, 
rp.320, no.1464, and the British ~Iuseum copy, 'Printed Arabic Books', 1st . 

Supplement, no.14507.d.2. 
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[12] Pfanmuller, p.208.4; Hughes, p.522b. 

[13] "... Neque loci temporisve, quo editio facta sit, mentio ulla deprehenditur: ejus

modi omnia omissa, certo ut videtur consilio, ne abstinerent ab usu libri Mohammedani, 

si Christianorum opera ilIum compositum esse cognoscerent. Constat vero, editionem 

primam hane Caetam esse Petropoli 1787. auspiciis et impensis Catharinae Imperatricis, 

ut libro uti possent qui ipsius imperio subessent Mohammedani ... " p.418.4ff.; followed 
in part by Karabacek (Fuhrer, p.249.2) and Carter (p.214). 

This printing of the Qur'an may be compared to Catherine's order
ing the establishment of a printing-press in the Mogilev Government for 
printing Jewish religious books (Papmehl, '(>'(>.56,57). 

By the mid-eighteenth century there were only about six presses in 
Russia, two of which were in St.Petersburg. The following decade saw six 
more, and in the one after that the output of books trebled. This in turn 
had trebled by 1799 (Papmehl, pp.6ff., 16 n.8, 45 n.96, 139). 

Catherine also set up the "Muslim Spiritual Administration" in 1788. 
Its head was a Mufti who resided (till 1841) in Orenburg on the Ural, south
east of Kazan' and some thousand miles north of Mashhad (Seton-Watson, 
p.216). 

These, to all appearances, liberal moves may have been to appease 
her aggrieved Muslim SUbjects. Between 1738 and 1755, for instance, 418 
of the 536 mosques in Kazan' had been closed (Bennigsen and Lemercier
Quelquejay, p.12.14). Then in 1782 Russian forces had taken complete 
possession of the Crimean peninsula. In a manifesto of the following year, 
Catherine had promised the predominantly ~fuslim inhabitants retention 
of property, freedom of religion and equal status. But as it turned out, 
the Crimean Tatars were subjected to a century or more of oppression, 
inequality and migration (Bennigsen and Lemercier-Quelquejay, p.8). 

[14] "Utraque extremo loco not ationem refert, t urcice, qua dicit u r imp ressio ab sol uta 

esse in urbe Kazan anna 1803 Christiano. Typi utrinque iidem, quibus Petropolitanae 

antea editiones Cactae, sed nunc repetitis usibus magis triti et hebetes. Destituta est haec 

utraque nova editio scholiis omnibus .. , Etiam haec editio Kasanensis fertur repetita esse 

haud una in forma.", de Schnurrer 'PP.420.14ff., 421.1,2. See also Karabacek, 
Fuh rer, ,(>.249.3f,; Hughes, p.522b. 

Kazan' city on the Volga is the home of an ancient and splendid Islamic 
civilisation and was the capital of the Tatar Khanate (Bennigsen and Lem
ercier-Quelquejay, p.5.35). 

The university there famous above all for its Oriental Department
i 

was founded in 1804 (EI , art. '~azan', (W.Barthold [A.BennigsenD, 1)01.4 
p.850). This was the year following the ToqtamlS copy. 
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In the 19th . and early 20 th . century, at least, Kazan' city was the virtual 
capital of Russian Islam (Bennigsen and Lemercier-Quelquejay, 'p.81.10). 
The Oriental Institute there was dissolved by the Government in 1930 
(Bennigsen and Lemercier-Quelquejay, p.159.7). 

Nowadays a type-set is good for twenty to twenty-five thousand copies. 
In those days it would have been good for much less. Nonetheless a large 
number of copies must have been printed for the type to become so worn 
and blunted. Two of the seventeen works printed half a century earlier 
during the first fourteen years of the printing-press in Istanbul (1728 - 42) 
had 4,000 copies each, the rest had 500 each (Weil, p.57 .6tJ.) 

[15] Petropoli 1787, 89,90,93, 96,98, Kasan 1803 and often (Pfanmiiller, 
1>.208.5; Hughes, p.522b). 

[16] Karabacek, Fuhrer, p.249.3. Followed by Carter (,Barrier', p.214.14, 
The Invention, 1>.151.12). 

[17] It was first practised in England, for instance, only in 1813 (Bankes, 
2nd . edition, p.14, note). For the use of the transfer- process in Tunisia, see 
Demeerseman, p.372.30. 

[18] But its potential for characters for which types were scarcely adequate 
was noted by Bankes in 1816 (2 nd . edition, pp.14, 15), "The writer of 
[oriental] languages may, with the chemical ink, on a paper varnished with 
size or strong gum, complete his manuscript, which he may then transfer 
to the stone, and proceed with the printing of it, as if done at first on 
the stone, avoiding by this process all the difficulties of writing backwards, 
&c" . And Twyman noted (ibid., p.xxxv) "the earliest example known to me 
of the application of lithography to ... oriental languages is a single print 
dated 1/6/1807" of a Babylonian Inscription, by T.Fisher. Then in 1818 
"a book was lithographically printed by C.lYlarcuard containing examples 
of Arabic, Bengalee, Chinese, Cufic, Hebrew, Persian] Sanscrit, Syriac, and 
other scripts. In the same year publication began of T .Young's much more 
ambitious, and influential folio work on Hieroglyphics. It must have done 
much to encourage the use of lithography for the reproduction of texts in 
non-Latin scripts" . 

[19] Binns, p1>.265,6. See also Jackson, 1>1>.148-9; Chambers's Encyclo
paedia, London 1959, 1)01.8, 1>.600a, art. 'Lithography' (A.Haigh) (see also 
1>1>.601 a, 603a (J.S.Smith)); and Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1973, 1)01.14, 
p.113, art. 'Lithography' (J.Ka). 

[20] 	 'Printed Arabic Books', 1 st. Supplement, no.14.507.d.2. 
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[21] L'perelegans" (de Schnurrer, p.418.14); 'LBeaux caracteres" (Silvestre 
de Sacy, 1>.320.24). Kasimirsld presumably also saw a copy of it, since he 
described it as beautiful, but very rare (p.xxiii.ll). De Schnurrer (pp.418.14, 
168.1) states that the characters were not dissimilar from the Medician 
type-face employed in the 1592 edition of Idrisi's Geography, printed in 
Rome. They are bold and upright, crisply printed with elegant variations 
in thickness of stroke. sura-headings are in an equally elegant, smaller 
type-face. The paper is of strong quality, gilded at the edges. There are 
17 lines to the page, in a frame measuring 23 x llcm. A 6cm. wide outer 
margin contains qira'at information. There are 476 pages of text. 

The earliest works from the Muslim printing-press in Istanbul used 
excellent paper and handsome, clear and tall type-face (Weil, p.55.81J.) 

[22] The three copies in the British Museum, for instance, (,Printed Arabic 
Books', no.14507d.l, d.2 and e.5) date from 1832, 1835 (?) and 1857 
respectively. 

[23] Bennigsen and Lemercier-Quelquejay, p.173.16. The 1947 copy, at 
least, had marginal notes, but also a number of printing errors. 

[24] Jeffery, Materials, Introduction 1>.4.8, 'Progress', p.7. qira 'at are 
also seen in the margins of the 9th . centuryA.H. manuscripts of the Qur'an 
A.12032a, 12068 of the Chicago collection (Abbott, The Rise of the North 
Arabic Script, pp.82, 84, Plates 28, 31). 

[25] This Hugly copy was from the Ahmadi Press, owned by Munshi 
Abdullah, in operation till the end of the 19th . century. The Arabic text 
of this first copy was accompanied by the Urdu translation of Shah Abdul 
Qadir, "lvlazhi at-Qur'an" (Khan, p.132.1f.) Calcutta was the official 
capital of British India from 1773, and it remained India's capital until 
1911. It was an important ~fuslim centre. The sons of Tlpu Sultan, for 
instance, lived there (EI

2 
, art. 'Calcutta' (S.Ray), 'Do1.2 p.7). The Calcutta 

copy of 1831 (,Printed Arabic Books', no.14507b.ll), finished 1/1/1247, a 
2nd . reprint by ~fu~ammad 'All with the help of I:Iafi~ A~mad Kabir and 
J:Iafi~ 1\;1uJ;1ammad J:I usayn, has 723 pages of text, with 13 lines to the page, 
and a frame measuring 16 x 10cm. 

[26] 'Printed Arabic Books', nO.14507c.21. The original page containing 
the title-page and Fatiha are missing, as is the final page, from sura 110. 

They have been substittited with later (poorly) handwritten pages. There 
are 210 pages of text, with 17 lines to the page. There is no frame, but the 
text measures 22 x 12cffi. Marginal divisions and sura-headings have been 
added in red by hand. 
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[27] Blachere, p.134. The 1258/1842 copy from Tabriz is furnished with 
handwritten red pause-marks, marginal divisions and sura-headings. This 
along with a red and blue margin, and an excellent quality of lithograph, 
give the copy a distinct first impression of being a manuscript. It has 355 
pages of text, with 19 lines to the page, and a frame measuring 15 x 8cm. 
The scribe was Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Tabrizi. . . 

[28] The copies of the Qur'an from Biilaq in the British ~1useum dated 
1864 and 1890 (,Printed Arabic Books', no.14509d.13, c.13) have al-Zamax
sari's commentary. The one from 1867 (,Printed Arabic Books', no.14509b. 
11) has ibn 'Arabi's commentary. The earliest copy there from Cairo 
without a commentary dates from 1889 ('Printed Arabic Books', no.14507cc. 

4, Fulton and Ellis, p.524b). 

[29] Blachere (p.134) gave 1877 as the date of the first copy printed 
in Istanbul, but Belin (p.133, entry 48) recorded the first (in the hand 
of Chekir-Zade) as from around 1874, after which a considerable num
ber were printed each year. For copies from 1877-82, in the hands of 
Hasan Riza Efendl (<:.1877), ~adlrgah (<:.1878), Hafiz Osman Efendl (1880), 
and Cheker-Zadeh (1882), see Cluart. The earliest copies in the British 
Museum from Istanbul date from 1881 and 1884 (,Printed Arabic Books', 
no.14507.b.24, b.27). 

[30] Belin, p.133, entry 48, note. 

[31] See the copy from Fez, (,Printed Arabic Books', no.14507b.12) dated 
1309 (1892), which has 21 lines to the page, and a frame measuring 18 x 
12cm., and the similar, two-volumed, undated one (,Printed .Lt\rabic Books', 
no.14507a.28), which has 19-20 lines to the page, and a frame measuring 
17 x 12cm. These lithographs are not nearly as clearly executed as the 
earlier Iranian ones mentioned in endnotes 26 and 27 above. 

[32] See the copy from Lagos, chapter 5, § 4. 

[33] Muhaydi, p.9.8; Demeerseman, p.365.16. 

[34] At least, the reprint of the copy from al-Ma~ba'a al-Ta'aJibiyya, 
owned by Riidiis! Qadiir ibn Murad ai-Turk!, was done in 1937. 

[35] Muhaydi, p.8.8. The first lithographic production there was in 1849 
(Demeerseman, pp.365.17, 369ff.) 

[36] Muhaydi would surely have mentioned printing of copies of the Qur'an. 
Demeerseman (p.384.17) says that copies of the Qur'an were produced in 
Tunisia but gives no details. Two letters (in Arabic) to each of the Tunisian 
firms have not received any reply. 
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[37] See chapter 2, § 18. 

[38] This is said to have been one of the three most frequent quotations 
on early written copies of the Qur'an (Abbott, The Rz"se of the North 
Arabic Script, ·p.55.34f.). The other two, 26:192-96 and 56: 77-80, have not 
been found so far on printed copies. 

[39] Printing the Qur'an in Iran began in Qajar times, and Qajar manu
scripts often depict this disciplined upright nasxz. See, for instance, Soth
eby's Catalogue for 27/4/82, p.90 (1089/1678 Isfahan); Sotheby's Cata
logue for 27/4/82, p.94 (lot 244, 2nd . half of the 19th . century); Safadi, 
Is[amz"c Calligraphy, illustration 53, p.64 (early 19th . century); al-Sa'id, 
p.18 (1260/1894); Sotheby's Catalogue for 27/4/82, p.103 (Teheran 1277/ 
1860); Sotheby's Catalogue for 19/4/83, p.61 (2nd . half of the 19th . century); 
Sotheby's Catalogue for 17/10/83, p.93 (1216/1801), p.95 (1230/1814). 

In preceding centuries it had not been so upright, as, for instance, the 
copy from about 1480 A.D. (Sotheby's Catalogue for 19/4/83, p.57), and 
the one from the 14th . century A.D. (Sotheby's Catalogue for 17/10/83, 
p.73), but it is found in the famous Tabriz copy written by Zayn al-'Abidin 
ibn :Nfu~ammad in about 888/1483 (Sotheby's Catalogue for 19/4/83, p.63; 
James, Qurans and Bindings, p.73). 

[40] Az ruye Qur'an mashur Sul~anz bixar~ nevisande ma'ruf Ifasan 
H arzst. al-Qur'an al-Sul~iint was a fine copy first printed during the 
reign of the Qajari Shah :NIu~affar aI-Din who ruled from 1313 to 1324 
(1896 1907). During his reign also a famous copy was written partly in 
Kufic by Zayn al-'Abidin SarIf in 1323/1905. It represented a harking-back 

') 

to ancient calligraphy (EI~, art. 'I(ha~~' (A.Alparslan), 1)01.4, p.1123a.41). 
The printing-press of ~ajj ~1u~ammad 'Ali 'nmi is one of the foremost 

for printing copies of the Qur'an in Iran today. It has been established a 
long time. Another copy printed by this press was checked and corrected 
by a committee of seven leading SI'i scholars from Qom. The Kitabfurusl 
'nmiyyeh, publishers of the HanSI text, most likely also belongs to this 
family, and the Mu'assasaye Amir Kabir, publishers of the Teheran I~adlf
gah text, belongs to a close relative. 

[41] The following one has alternate pages in Farsi, therefore the istixareh 
is in fact at the top of every other recto page there. 

[42] See, for instance, Edinburgh University Oriental manuscript no.442; 
Sotheby's Catalogue for 26/4/82, p.48, lot 56 (1099/1687); Sotheby's Cata
logue for 27/4/82, p.93, lot 222 (1152/ 1739); Sotheby's Catalogue for 
27/4/82, p.107 (1300/1882); Arnold, pp.99.1, 100.17; James, Qurans and 
Bindings, p.126. 
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[43] Az ruye Qur'an ma'ruf Sul~ani. 

[44] "Xusnaw"is" means "good handwriter", and although a family name, 
is found with other Persian Qur'an copyists, like TahirI Xiisnawis Tabrizi 
and ~firza 'Ali Reza Xusnawis of the 11 tho century A.H. 

[45] Wiistenfeld-wlahler p.47. The Samsz, or J alalz, calendar was reintro
duced in Iran in 1925 A.D. by the founder of the Pahlavi dynasty Rida 
Bah (EI

2
, an. 'Iran' (J.T.P.De Bruijn), 1)01.4 p.52a, and art. 'Djal~li' 

(S.H.Taqizadeh), 1)01.2 p.399a). 

[46] For a recent copy dated according to the Qamari and Samsi reck
onings (in that order), see the previous section. The Teheran ~adlrgah text 
has a simple date on its title-page, which only in the colophon is specified 
as Barns?', see p.36. 

[47] If it is a reliable guide, of the forty-two printed Muslim copies of the 
Qur'an before 1900 in the British }Vfuseum, twenty-nine are from India. 
This is aside from the numerous texts accompanied by translations into 
Indian languages. 

[48] For instance, in addition to differences in the orthography of hamza, 
all of the following manuscripts have graphic aU! for the ~af~ copy's vocal 
ali!, barring demonstratives, at least in the illustrations. A 15th.century 
.A.. D. copy in Bihari Script (Sotheby's Catalogue for 19/4/83, 1>.53); a 
Mughal copy dated around 1700 A.D. (ibid., 1>.58); a 15th.century A.D. copy 
(Sotheby's Catalogue for 26/4/82, 1>.23, lot 27); a 17th.century A.D. Bihari 
copy (ibid., p.27, lot 32); and an 18th.century A.D. copy (ibid., 'P.28). 

[49] See also Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy, 1>.29.19. 

[50] For instance, in the one from the Khedivial Library dated 140/1824
25 (Moritz, Plate 96) and in the one illustrated in Sotheby's Catalogue for 
26/4/82, p.28. It is also discernible in the less upright script of the ~lughal 
copy, dated around 1700 A.D. (Sotheby's Catalogue for 19/4/83, p.58). 

[51] A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation, p.xx. According also to Forbes' 
Hindustani Dictionary, p.344a, szpara means one of the thirty sections 
of the Qur 'an. 

[52] This 1289 Delhi copy is in the Edinburgh University Library. It is a 
reprint of the 1868 copy in the British Museum, 'Printed Arabic Books', 
no.14507d.13, d.14. 

[53] EI2, an.'al-Dihlawi' (A.S.Bazmee Ansari), vol. 2 W.2541l.; A. Yusuf 
Ali's parallel translation, 'P.xiiL10; Ahmad, 'P.2. 

[54] 	 A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation, p.xiv .23,27. 
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[55] Headed by the Qar[i Ikram al-Iah. The error on 'P.30.12 (2:177) (qabila 
for qibala) escaped notice. 

[56] Edinburgh University Library, Stevenson Bequest, no.2972. 

[57] 'Printed Arabic Books', no.14507b.11. See endnote 25 above. 

[58] Abbott, The Rise of the North Arabic Script p.40.33; Wright i 13c. 

[59] See endnote 56 above. 

[60] The "'Darud SarTf" in the right-hand panel of the 'unwan of the 
Taj interlinear Urdu translation is an exhortation in Urdu based on 25: JO. 

According to the South African revision of the earlier Taj text (explan
. atory notes 'P.7) "durood shareef' should be said before and after each 
Qur'an recital. For this copy, see p.26 above. 

[61] qad ,!a~a[ a[- farag min ~iba'at haga l-Mu~,!af il-majTd bi'awn 
il-lah il-wahid min mutabaqatah fir-rasm limushaf Sayyidina Amir 
al-Mu'minz~ 'U!man rd~iya al-lah 'anh. hagz'h ~~ma' ul-mu~a,!,!£,!zn 
al-kiram ma'a mahurihim ... 

For the reference to 'U1man, see chapter 1, 'P.12. 

[62] See below, p.27, and chapter 3, § 2.2.3 and endnote 38.. 

[63] The same Arabic text is reproduced, in the same size, in "The Holy 
Qur'an" translated, 1941 Daryabad, India, by 'Abdul Majid, 2 volumes, 
and published by Taj Company Ltd. 1957. 

A copy similar to the earlier Ta,j text, with the same title-page and 
designation "8ayx", but with a differently framed 'unwan; 488 pages of 
text, with 17 lines to each, and lines ruled between these; and a frame of 
10 x 6 cm. was also collated. In all places where the earlier Taj text differs 
from the later Taj text, it corresponded with the earlier Taj text. 

[64] See chapter 3, § 2.2.4. 

[65] Compare chapter 3, § 1.2.3. 

[66] See endnote 38 to chapter 3. 

[67] See endnote 38 to chapter 3. 

[68] nu,!i~ukum annah bil-muqarana bayn tab'at harja l-mu~,!af UJa
taba'at il-ma~a~if z'l-uxra ~ahar an ziyadat al-aNf tanfarid biha 
l-~ab'a al-madkura wamin al-ja'iz an takun min qabzl il-kalimat illatz 
zidat fThri l-alif rasman lri nutqan mi!l la 'awqa'u OJ au) la' arjba'!annahu 
1JJagayriha ... 'ala l-kataba il-ula. See al-Dani, al-Muqni', pp.47.8tJ., 
100.3$., 148.14tJ.; al-Aluhkam, 'Pp.174.5f., 176.lltJ. 
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[69] See also Pearson, 'P.512 (under "Ahmadi Versions"). 

[70] ibid., pp.509 (under 1917), and 510 (under 1928). 

[71] ibid., p.511 (under 1971). It was reprinted again in 1981. 

[72] wa~a00a0at [il-ta}na] ba'4 al-agra~ il-baszra i~-~adira 'an in-na
siX b2'~arzq is-sahw. 

[73] It was first published in America in 1946 by the Hafner Publishing 
Co., New York (The National Union Catalogue, vol. 8, p.594b). 

See also Pearson, 'P.510 (under 1938). 

[74] p.IV. 

[75] 'P.iv.52 (of the Beirut and Qatar editions, not of the 1975 Ashraf 
edition). This preface was written less than a decade after the 1342 Cairo 

text, and within the king's lifetime. Fu'ad did not die till 1936. Indeed, 
Egypt was still a kingdom until 1952. 

Professor ?afar Iqbal was closely involved with the printing of that 
copy, which I have not seen. 

[76] EI2, art. 'Anjuman' (F .Ra~man), vol. 1 p.506a. Although Sir Sayyid 
Ahmad Khan advocated the acceptance of British education (how else 
could Muslims progress under British rule?) his movement was basically 
a reaction against British influence (EI

2
, art. 'Hind' (K.A.Nizami), 'll0l.3, 

p.431 b). At the same time his thought was the most forceful challenge 
to Indian Islamic Traditionalism in the wake of the 'Mutiny' in 1857-8 
(Ahmad, p.ix), and his Urdu commentary on the Qur'an has not met with 
the approval of the 'Ulama' (A. Yusuf Ali's parallel translation, Beirut 
edition, p.xiii). This is probably because he held certain unorthodox views, 
like not acknow ledging the existence of angels. 

EI2, art. 'Al?-madiyya' (W.C.Smith), vol. 1 'P.301f.; The Cambridge 
History of Islam, vol. 21YP.183,401. 

[77] See Abbott, The Ri8e of the North Arabic Script, p.43.13 for refer
ences to this characteristic, and the illustrations in Sotheby's Catalogue 
for 27/4/82, 94 (lot 230, 19th

. century A.D., by I.Iafi~ 'Ulman) and 99 
(1246/1830 and 1247/1831); and Sotheby's Catalogue for 17/10/83, 79 
(923/1517) and 85 (lot 289, 1055/164.1) and 89 (lot 295, 18th . century A.D.) 
and 100 (18 th . century A.D.). 
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The Turkish slope can be seen in copies of the Qur'an from ~afi~ 'U1
man (e.g. in the one in the I(hedivial Library, dated 1083/1671-2 (Moritz, 
P1.97) and in another dated 1094 (Edinburgh University Library, Stevenson 
Bequest 29721)), through Isma'll Yasan Zadeh in the one in the I(hedivial 
Library, dated 1166/1752-3 (Moritz, P1.98) and ~ali~ ~ala~l in the one in 
the Khedivial Library, dated 1203/1788-89 (ibid., P1.98), through Muham
mad Wafa in the one in the I(hedivial Library, dated 1234/1818-19 (ibid., 
P1.99), to ~adlrgah. 

[78] ~ubz" ha~a I-Mu~~aJ us-SariJ istinsax_an 'an in-nusxa il-mak
tuba bixa~~ il-~a,jj Ifasan Rz'~a il-mar~um "Ayat Barkanar" . 

In Alparslan's article on Turkish schools of calligraphy, where most 
prominent calligraphers are mentioned, this man is not. 

A smaller version of this text, with a frame of 8 x 4 em., and the 
'unwan being treated as two pages, was also seen. It had no details of 
scribe, date, publisher or printer. It was given to the Edinburgh Oriental 
Department Library in about 1978. 

[79] See Pearson, p.514 (under 1959). 

[80] No mention by ~abat. 

[81] See chapter 3, § 2.2.4. 

[82] From the script and the conventions, he was presumably a Turkish 
scribe, but again, Alparslan does not mention him. Al-Rusdi is, however, 
an Iraqi name. 

[83] wattaba'at ha~ihi lajna Iz tanqzl! wa4ab~ il-qira'a ma yuwaliq 
riwayat Ifal ~ 'an '..A.~irn ... 

[84] hija'uh. 

[85] Called abu 'l\.bdal-Iah Muhammad by ibn al-Jazari (Tabaqat, 1Jot.2, 
p.157.12). He flourished in the m'id 6th . century A.H. . 

[86] ... bf£~n... idarat il-Bul!u! il-'/lmz'yya wal-/Jta' wad-Da'wa 
wal-/rsad ... 14 Rabz' ul-Anwar, 1398. Another was authorised by them 
on 12/7/1402. 

[87] No mention by ~abat. 

(88] Jaqad tamm ~ab' ha~a I-Mu~I!al as-Sari/... bigaya{ ad-diqqa 
wal-itqan mutadarikan bih ma Jara~ bih Ji~-~aba'at is-sabiqa min al
gala~ Jz'l-Qur'an ... Ii awaxir sahr Rama¢an al-mukarram min sana 
1343 hijriyya. 

[89] § 9 above. 
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[90] lamma uss£sat j1, xayr awan jaxr salatzn 0,1 'Utman. as-Sultan 
ibn us-Sul~an il-Gazl • 'Abd at-Ifam"id Xa~ • xallad al-tah mulkah 
wa'abbad sal~anatah £la yawm £l-q£yama • il-Ma~ba'a u 'Utrnan£ypa. 
wuj jiq jzha bima~bu'at mu~alflfalfa • to' siyyama ha~a l-Mu~lfaj asSa
rzj illad1, tubi' bil-marra ii-ula wajuhid f1, xidmatih tash1,hih 'ala qadr 
~aqat il=-b~sariyya • bimajlis tajfis il-Ma~alfij is-Sa~ij~ • al-mun
'aqid bil-irada is-saniyya • j1, Bab ll-Mas1,xa il-Jslamiyya • katabah 
ul- j aq"ir us-sayyid Mu~tafa N a~if as-sah1,r bi~adzrgalz • min talamirj 
lfusayn Ejendi. f1, awaxir sahr Rama~an al-mubarak. lisannat t£sa' 
wa!ata! mi'a wa'atj • 

That "katabah" here does not, as is sometimes the case, refer simply to 
this colophon, but to the w hole of this particular text, is clear for a number 
of reasons. Firstly, the handwriting is exactly the same. Secondly, it is 
the same basic text as the Cairo ~adlrgah text, which is described on the 
title-page as being in ~adIrgah's hand, and which was the source for the 
cancels in this second Cairo reprint of this text. And thirdly, ~adlrgah had 
had copies in his hand printed since about 1878 (see below in this endnote). 

Similar considerations apply to the copy written by (ka tabah) I.Iafi~ 

'U!man in 1094 (see endnote 56 above). 

As for this being the first printing, this certainly means of this par
ticular facsimile. Copies had been printed in Istanbul for fifteen or more 
years, one at least being at the Ottoman printing-press, in 1299 (188.) 
(Cluart, 1885, p.246), and another in the hand of l5=adlrgah himself (c.1878 
(Cluart, 1880, 'p.420). 

There was, in 1916, an office in the Bab al-Nlaslxa which superin
tended the printing of Qur'an copies and legal works - tedql,q-i AIa.s?ihif 
we-mu'etlejat-i ser'zye rnejtisi (EJ\ art:Sayx aI-Islam', (J.H.Kra~e~s), 
uoLA p.278b). It was presumably similar to the majlis mentioned in the 
colophon. 

[91] B.Lewis, p.184.25 
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[92] 	 Shaw and Shaw J pp.2,sl J 252. In Egypt also. 

Pears .. 'pp.19.5.198. 

[93] Blunt, Secret History ,p'p.81-82. 

It was 'Abd aI-Hamid II~ for instance, who built the Hijaz railway. He 
was also particularly fond of calligraphy (al-Sarq al-Awsa~, 2/12/1983, 
cotS). 

[94] See p.18. 

[95] Cluart. 

[96] See Alparslan, p.271.14; 
2 

EI , an. 'Khatt' (A.Alparslan), 1)01.4, p. 
1125a.61. 

[97] Alparslan, figure 3. 
For an illustration of his signature, see Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy, 

no.l0Se.p.9:3. 

[98} See § 15. 

[99] See § 14. 

[100] 0udud hajtad sal pzs nevesteh Budd. (It was written about 
seventy years ago). 

[101] rasm ul-xa~~ a~zl qadzm. (The orthography is of ancient stock). 

[102] P.George·s manuscript (an Ottoman copy) has talwuo (no 2nd . w(iw, 
just a red rnadda). 

In this and the following five examples, the I(itabfurusi Xawur and 
Beirut reprints have the instructions in black. 

[103] P.George's manuscript has dawudu (again, no 2nd ., red, 1))O-w). 

[104] P .George 's manuscript has 1JJuJz'ya (again, no 2nd ., red, waw). 

[105] P .George's manuscript is, however, as the Teheran ~adlrgah text, 
with no comment. 

[106] P.George's manuscript does indeed have a 2nd ., red, y(i' here. See 
also endnote -4 to chapter 1. 

~~ 

[107] P.George's manuscript has naba o ' ahum with "qi~r" referring to 
the (still present) otiose alif before an independent hamza. 
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[108] For instance in the handsome, careful copy from the early 9th. 
cent.ury A.H., Chicago Qur'an manuscript nO.A12029a (~r\bbott, The Rise 
0/ the J.V orth Arabic Script, plate XXII)~ three short lines contain many 
differences of detail. For instance, the symbol for 871kun is circular; it has 
ma a ~ikahtu for the I:Iaf~ copy's ma a ~ikahtu; ya!-hamza is dotted; ali/ 
al-w£qaya has no circular symbol; it has 'utuwwan for the I:Iaf? copy's 
'utuwwan~. 

Similar differences between Egyptian manuscripts of the Qur'an and 
the I;Iaf~ copy can be found in Chicago Qur'an manuscripts nos. A12066, 
12030a (Abbott, The Rise 0/ the North Arabic Script, plates XXIII, XXV). 
The Biihiq printed copies of 1864, 67 in the British Nluseum have graphic 
aUf always except in demonstratives, etc. 

[109] For instance; in the first manuscript cited in the previous endnote; 
and those illustrated in Sotheby's Catalogue for 27/4/82, pp.77 (lot 210, 
c.1400 A.D.) and 81 (second half of the 14th . century A.D.); Sotheby's Cata
logue for 17/10/83, p.99 (1291/1874); and Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy, 
no.50, p.64 (copied 1469 ~L\.D. in Cairo). 

[110] This last statement is not found in ~adlrgah copies printed in 
Turkey. See endnote 21 to chapter 1. 

[111] .A. second copy consulted, for instance, is entitled "l\Iu~~~a/ at-Ifar
arnayn al-sarz/ayn" on the upper cover, and, on the title-page, "Qur'an 
kar17Tt, fa yamassuhu 'z'lla l-rnu,~ahhar'una, tanzz(an min rabb il- 'alan7,
"ina, b£xa~~ £s-8 ayyid "\f'a,?~a/a ~\~a~z / is-sahT r biI\adzrgalt. It was 
printed by ~fa~ba'at al--:-\n\v;lr al·<\'Ill~ammadiyya in Cairo under permit 
2 of 9/6/1974, from the professoriate of the .A.zhar~ and at the expense 
of the publisher, '~:\'ll ~fursl abii aI-'Izz. It makes no claim to the authority 
of 'U!maIl, and has no explanatory notes at the back, but was checked 
by an .A.zhar comrnittee against the _ArnzTl text printed in 1383 (1963-4) 
by j\fa~ba'at al-~{isa1?-a. Apart from a slightly different 'un'wan and the 
different frame-size (22 x 14 em,), this copy is exactly the same as the one 
termed the Cairo ~adlfgah text. 

"al-Alu~~~a/ al-limzrz" appears to be the name given to the 1342 Cairo 

text, presumably after its original printers, al-NIa~ba'a al-Amiriyya (see 
BergstraBer, 'Koranlesung in Kairo ·p.3.32). It is referred to again in the 
xatima to a third copy of the Cairo I~adlrgah text, in an expanded lead-up 
to the isnad - tamm ha~a l-it1 u~~a / as-Sar?,/ ta~0l~an warnuraja"atan 
'ala l-Mul?~a/ al-Amzrz al-mil!rz illa~z kutib bir-rasm 'U!manz 1jja

41lbi~ ~ala ma yuu/ii/ iq Tiwriyat /fa/,? ... 

This third copy is entitled HQur'an karzm" with the sa[ne Qur';ln 
verse as with the second copy! but 	in bet,veen, and in place of I(adlq?;ah's
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name 1 "b£r--rasrn il-·[i1rnanz~'. It has a frame of 15 x 10 em., and was 
printed by a permit from both the ~Iinistry of the Interior (no. 11 - 1 
20 - 1) and the Professoriate of the Azhar (no. 127 - 49). It was published 
by Sarikat ~{aktabat w a~Ia!,ba'at Mu?~afa aI-BabT aI-I:IalabT wa'aw Iadih, 
Cairo. Its explanatory notes are in the same order as those of the 1342 Cairo 

text, but much more briefly described, and they are followed by the stamp 
of al-pabba', dated 1360 (1941). It is a revision in that the error in 18: 38 

of the Cairo ~adlfgah text (see p.49 lilt.) has been corrected to lakinna o, 

but it still does not have the rhombuses in 11: 41 or 12: 11. 

A fourth copy is entitled as the second one, with "Ii kitabin maknu
nin" after "Qur'an kart m", and with a frame as the first. It was printed 
and published by Dar al-Kutub al-Diniyya lil-Tiba'a wal-Nasr in Cairo, 
at the expense of M u~ammad aI-~,Ju '~i A~mad N a~r and sons, under permit 
144 (4/12/1968) of an ~Azhar committee. 

A fifth copy is entitled exactly as the second, but with the 'unl1/an 
and (expanded) explanatory notes in a different hand, and a frame of 16 
x 10 cm. It was printed and published by Sarikat al-Samarii lil-Tab' 
wal-~asr wal-~Adawat al-Kitabiyya in Cairo, at the expense of the owners 
_A.wlad I.Iusayn Nlu~ammad '~Abdal-Iah, under a permit from the Azhar 
professoriate of 7/8/1:381. And the same again by }\zhar permit 138 of 
9/6/1388, sized 7 x .5 cm. 

A sixth copy is entit led~ sized and noted as the fourth, but printed 
at the expense of \-Iaktabat al-~la'arif in Beirut, under permit 77 (10/4/ 
1:385 / 7/8/196.5). 

A seventh copy is entitled, "Qur'an karzm" on the title-page, with la 
yamassuhu '£Ela rrnl~ahharuna beneath, and at the bottom the name and 
address of the printers! al-~Ja~abi' al-£\hliyya lil-Offset, P .O.Box 29.57. 
Riyad. Not being Egyptian, it mentions neither I\adlrgah nor ·U1man. Its 
.5 uta-heads, basnuzlas and aya-roundeis have been replaced throughout for 
slightly different ones. The border of the 'un wan is also different, as are 
the marginal cartouches indicating textual division. In 18: 38 it has the 
oval symbol on lak7'nna o. .At the back there is no date nor claim to the 
revisers of the 1342 Cairo text. It is probably a reprint of a later version of 
the Cairo ~adlrgah text, because the names of the Egyptian revisers are 
slightly different. The colopho~ reads 

raja' haga t-N[u?~,aj as-Sar""ij ala r-rasm it-'Utmanz lagnat mura
ja'at il-ma,:a0ij birna,;'yaxat il-,A.zhar b£ri'asat ja1Tlat is-Sayx 'Abd 
al-Fatta~ al-Qa¢"i. lI)(lna!ibuh fa4llat is-/)'ayx Jfa~mud al-lfu~arz 1JJa

'u¢wiyyat k'l.lll rnl-n al-a8fiti1a as---/';ayx A~~rnad '_Alz Afur'l, was .s'ayx 
Ri::q XalTl Hz'br['.IJ,J(l.~--,S'ayx Afuhornrnad 'Ata RizrfJ wu,5-/';ayx ,S'a'bun 
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J.V[ u~ammad I srna:i t 1JJaS-,C; ayx ..\I u~an~m,ad a~-!?(idiq Qaml!,(i1JJ l under 
the supervision of the Azhar committee for Islamic Research and Culture. 

Below this the Saudi publishers state that this printing was paid for by 
the :\finistry of Education, in agreement 'with the Department of Religious 
..\ffairs no.278/5 of 1/3/1401 A.H. (bimufab ta'mzd ~Vz"zarat al-Ala'arif 
warr?'uwafaqat ri'asat idarat il-Bu~:u! il-'Ilmiyya wal-I fta' wad-Da 
wal-lrsad biraqm 278/5 ... ) 

[112] Mu~ammad A~mad Xalaf aI-~usayni, ~ifnr Na?if, Yfu?~afa 'Ananl, 
and .A.hmad al-Iskandari. 

[113] This date cannot be that of the manuscript, since ~adIrgah died in 
1331/1913. According to BergstdiBer, 'Koranlesung in Kairo', p.3 the date 
of the 1342 Cairo text was 10/4/1337. The fifth signatory to the 1342 Cairo 

text, the chief editor of aI-Ma~ba'a al-Amiriyya, is omitted in the Cairo 
~adIrgah text. 

[114] See p.54 re 41: 44, for a discrepancy between the explanatory notes 
and the text. This applies to all copies of the Cairo ~adlrgah text con
sulted. 

[115] waqad u!bit h(uja n-na~? birummatih huna liyakun ta'rlfan bi
harja l-mu~~af ka'a~lih il-ma4kur. 

[116] The 1342 Cairo text has a fifth fewer lines to the page, and more than 
half as many pages again. 

[117] The third copy of endnote 111 above. 

[118] The use of the adjective 'U!manz with "masahif" in the explan
atory notes to the Teheran I~adlrgah text lends support to this (seep.38). 
It was seen there to refer to copies written in Ottoman times. This is not 
to say that the theological concept of the "recension of 'U~man" was a nev{ 
one. It is, how'ever, to say that the implication in this context was a new 
one. 

[119] See § 10. 

[120] al-pabba' was born 1304/1886 (BergstdiBer 'Koranlesung' p.23ff. In 
this article he is mistakenly called al-pabbag. The mistake is rectified in 
GdQIII, 'p.221.) For his work on revising copies of the Qur'in, including 
some in ~adlfgah's hand, see BergstdiBer, 'Koranlesung in Kairo',p.31. 

I have been unable to find any other reference to al-pabba' (e.g. he is 
not mentioned in I(a~~ala, al-Zirikli, al-~{unajjid, El, Sarkis, Sezgin) but 
he lived well into the 1950's, since he was still .5'ayx at-rnaqari when he 
checked the ~fatba'a A.miriyya copy of 1/8/1371 (26/4/19.52) (see p.1(1) 
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[121] .\"ot mentioned bv :\Iuhavdi or Sabat.
" .. . 

[122] This collection is housed in La Nlarsa, Tunisia (Demeerseman, p.3.S8a 
n.16). 

[123] Abbott, '~laghribl manuscripts' p.63.4,30f. 

ENDNOTES TO eH.APTER THREE 

[1] P .George's manuscript has allayl throughout except, curiously, here 
where it has in red below "bilamayn huna faqar' . 

[2] As also in the \Vars copy. 

[3] As also in the \\lars copy. See also § 1.1.5. 

[4] Nasr, 1)ol.2, p.176.7, 1)01.1, '{>.284.19. The form waltay in the \Vars 
copy is allegedly Qurasz - ibid., 'VoL1, 'P.285.18. ef. endnote 49 belo·w. 

[5] GdQIIl, 'Pp.17 n.l, 98. Bergstrafier maintained here that the defective 
spelling represented an original 'ibraham, giving ibn "Arnir as his witness. 
But., given the oral Tradition J it is just as likely simply the graphic omission 
of a second long Yow-el in two successive syllables, as "vas generally the case 
in Tanax Hebre\v orthography (Gesenius-Kautsch § 81(a)). 

The other examples of the same difference are all second longs, § x. [?] 
.Yloreover ibn 'Amir is reported to have read 'ibra h am throughout the 

Qur';in. not just in the defective places (ibn al-·Jazari, iVa'Sr) Do1.2, p.222.3). 
'which casts doubt on Bergstrafier's "original". 

[6] See § 2.2.1. 

[7] From now on in this chapter when an aya-number is preceded by an 
equals sign, it signifies the equivalent number in the Isfahani text or the 
I(arachi copy, depending on the context. 

[8] See § 2.3.2. 

[9] See § 2.2.3. 

[10] Except the Calcutta copy which has a caret, and the Bombay copy 
w hic h is as the Egyptian Tradition. 

[11] See chapter 9, § 1, p.114. 
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[12] p..54. 

[13] ibn al-J azarI, jVas T J t:ol.1, p.27 Sfj. 

[14] ExcepL for example, in 27: 22 'W here the Istanbul ~adirgall text, 
inconsistently, has a!~ar--+tu.,: in 110: 2, 3, 111: 1, ] ('a f wajan: taw'waban, 
naran~ lahabin) where the Istanbul I~achrgah text does not indicate any 
assimilation, and where the ~adlrgah text revised by al-l!abba' has partial 
assimilation; and in 111: 5 where the Istanbul ~adlfgah text has ~ablu.n~ 
rnz'n masadin for the ~adlrgah text revised by al-l!abba"s _nm 'mz'n m m-. 

[15] See Preface § 1.4. 

[16] See endnote 25 below. 

[17] See chapter 9, § 7.1.1, lrp.116,118, and for some other, less regular 
examples, § 2.3.3, p.61. 

[18] Spitaler, 'Verszahlung', p.36. 

[19] ibid' J p.36. 

[20] It is not to be found in Spitaler, ·Verszahlung'. The numbering
systems given by Spitaler seem to be largely academic. Manuscripts descr
ibed by ..Abbott, for instance, on a number of occasions do not tally with 
any of Spitaler's lists, e.g. Abbott, The Rise of the iVorth Arabic Script, 
'P'p.63 n.7; 68 n.22; 72 n.36; 91 n.92. 

[21] Spitaler, '\Terszahlung', 1),p.24,25. 

[22] In passing it may be noted that the vVars copy differs from the J?:af~ 
copy in two divisions 2: 42 for 2: 44. and 2: 76 for 2: 75. 

[23] Lc\nd the Egyptian 9th . century A.. H. manuscript, Chicago A12030a 
C'-\bbott, The R£8e of the l\Torth ..A.rabic Script, Plate XXV). 

[24] See the information in chapter 2 §§ 2~8, pp.22,31. 

[25] In some of these printed copies of the Qur'an inaccuracies occur, but 
they are rare, surprisingly so with such a mass of detail as is contained 
in the text. They are not properly to be included in the variations~ but 
should be noted in passing. They do not not occur in the I:Iaf~ copy, nor 
in the ~adlrgah text revised by al-l!abba" but they can be found, for 
example, in the Beirut copy, the Cairo ~adlq~ah text, the Damascus copy, 
the Calcutta copy and the Harisl text. 

The inaccuracies, in the Beirut copy are mainly lack of indication 
of incomplete assimilation of ta nWln to a following consonant. In other 
'words the tanuu,n, is indicated by a rectangular shape rather than that of a 
parallelogram. e...<J. in 3:191 where the ~adlq?;ah text revised by al-J!abba'. 
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the Cairo I~adlrgah text and the \Vars copy have q£yaman-+wa-, the 
Beirut copy has qiyaman wa-, despite having qiya man -+ wa- in 4: 5. (The 
earlier printing does in fact have -+ !) 

Similarly in 5: 6 where the ~adlrgah text revised by al--l!abba', the 

Cairo ~adlrgah text and the \Vars copy have m a ' an -+ j a-, the Beirut 

copy has rna 'an ja-, despite having ~ayy£ban-+ ja- like all the others 
two words later. 

Such omissions are not rare in the Beirut copy with the accusative 
case, where the necessary displacement of the parallel lines of tanwzn is 
obscured by the alij, however it also happens with the genitive, e.g. in 5: 

48 where the ~adlrgah text revised by al-:pabba:, the Cairo ~adlrgah text 
and the "Vars copy have likullin-+ ja'alna, the Beirut copy has likullin 

ja'alna. Similarly also with sa ~ '"';'in -+ in 4: 33. (Again, the earlier printing 
does in fact have !) 

1t\ similar omission in the Beirut copy, this time of a sadda over the 
initial letter of a following word to indicate complete assimilation, occurs, 
for example, in 5:72,73, where the Kadlrgah text revised by al-Dabba', the 
Cairo ~adlq~ah text and the \Vars' copy have 'an~arinl laqad,' the Beirut 
copy has only 'an~arin-+; (J\gain, the earlier printing does in fact have 
n l !) Again in 2:178 where the I\adlrgah text revised by al-1!abba', the 
Cairo Kadlrgah text and the \Vars copy have taxjijunm nlin, the Beirut 
copy h~s only taxjzjun-+ min~ despite having ja'iddahtunm min like the 
others in 2:184, 185. 

The I.Iaf~ copy. the I~a(hrgah text revised by al-:pabba', the Cairo 
Kadlrgah text, and the Magribi Hafs copy all have vocal hamza, i.e. 

• r--.J • • 

say' an in 3: 10, 64 and all other occurrences~ as does the \Vars copy. But 
the Beirut copy has graphic harnza in these two, i.e. say ~an, as do, of 
course, the Teheran copies, which have graphic ya'-hamza throughout. 

Other examples of omissions in the Beirut copy are the lack of ,7:;adda 
in 'adu1uw£n (4: 92); the lack of vocal alij in walakl~nna (2:251); and the 

'"'-' ""-' 

lack of madda in bihz~ /bihz 'ilta (2: 26c), yo' ' adarnu/ya 'adamu (2: 35), 

b£h t /bih'Z 'Ima nukurrt (2: 93). These are simply careless omissions. The 
madda is nearly always present elsewhere in it when followed by hamza, 

ct. yasta~y7 'an in the same verse, bih~ 'an (2: 27, 102), bih7 'a~a: (2:196), 
I":::j '"'-' • 

astaw ~ 'it ~ (2: 29), lahu 'a«'ajan (2:245) and ya~adamu (2: 33). 

Inaccuracies are also to be found, although much more rarely, in the 
Cairo Kadlrgalt text. ai-Dabba' in fact corrected texts written by KadIr
gall. In" 18: 38, for instance; lakinna should be takinna o as in the ~faf~"copy, 
and as stated in the explanatory notes at the back of the Cairo Kadlrgah
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text. (See also Bergstdi13er, 'Koranlesung in Kairo', p.7.3.) Indication 
of section-division is also sometimes omitted, although these are printers' 
rather than scribal errors~ e.g. completely at 5: 1 (as in the margin~ but not. 
in the text, of the Beirut copy), at 5: 11, and the same "with the larger one 
at 21: 82. 

For an inaccuracy in the Damascus copy, see § 2.2.3 re 9: 47, and for 
one in the Calcutta copy, see endnote 55 to chapter 2. ~t\n example of 
inaccuracy in the HarIs! text is the omission of an alif al-wiqaya in "ulu 
in 27: 33. 

[26] The vVars copy does. 

[27] The "Vars copy does. 

[28] Edinburgh New College ms.l * is as the "Vars copy. 

[29] Its explanatory notes did not originally belong with it, but with the 
1342 Cairo text. 

[30] e.g. Edinburgh University Qur'an mss.148,149,150. 

[31] § 1.1.4. 

[32] The situation is seen clearly in P.George's manuscript, where the alz'f 
following the dril and the hamza following the ra' are in red. 

[33] Indian copies tend, in fact, to put the vocal alz'J above the wa'w, thus, 

in this case, fasazuu.:.~ ohunna. 

[34] Except in 2: 98, see next entry. 

[35] .As in chapter 9! § 7.1.1. 

[36] p.61. 

[37] P .George's manuscript preserves the archaic orthography with a note 
in red belo-w "bil-ya"' , and two black dots. 

[38] These two are among the eighteen instances of otiose alif in the 
Qur'an listed at the back of the Bombay ~opy (chapter 2 § 5) al-la h 

(3: 1); 'afao'in (3:144); lao'ila (3:158); tab~' ao (5: 29); wamalaoihZ (7:103) 

(and its other occurrences 10: 75,11: 97,23: 46, 28: 32 and 43: 46); (9: 47): 

tam udao (11: 68); li ta t lu wa o (J3~30); nad'uwa o (18: 14); lisaoY' in (18: 23); 

la kin na0 (18: 38); (27: 21); lao' i t ~ (37: 68); nab l uw a 0 (47: 31); ai-i 0 sm u (49: 

11); watamudao (.53: 51); salasilao (76: 4); qawarzrao 76: 16, 17 (see § 2.3.4). 

[39] The 18th . century Bengali copy (Edinburgh University Qurtan n18.149) 
and the 113.5/172:2 J\:ashmiri copy (Edinburgh University Qur'an Ins.1.50), 
however, have la'antum.. 
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[40] See 'p.64. 

[41] ibn al-Jazari, lVasr, 'Cot.2, p.19.3 lines up. 

[42] ibid.,1)oL2, p.13.20. 

[43] ibid., 1Jo1.2,p.15.2. 

[44] GdQrn, '{>.188; p.97 above. 

[45] ibid., p.188; ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 'UoL2, '{>.11.6 lines up; '{>.99 above. 

[46] See re 4:176-5:1 etc., earlier on in § 2.3.1. 

[47] Bar the Calcutta copy which has no superior s~n in either. See also 
§ 1.1.6. 

[48] See § 1.2.2 and endnote 15 above. 

[49] .,According to ibn al-J azari, al-Danl said, "Deflection of the sound 
of a and a. towards i and z, and non-deflection are two well-known and 
widespread linguistic features of well-spoken Arab tribesmen, in ·whose 
language the Qur'an came down. Non-deflection is a feature of the I.Iijazls, 
and deflection is a feature of most Nejdls of Tamim, Asad and Qays. 
There is no doubt that deflection is one of the seven a~r7.lf" (IVasT, 1)01.2, 
'(>.30.16,23). See also Wright L10c. 

[50] As also the Indian copies, Edinburgh New Collegems.3, Edinburgh 
ljniversity Qur'anmss.149, 2-48, 150, the last two in red vocalisation over 

black mujrayha and mujr ~ ha respectively. 

E1VD1VOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 

[1] Not mentioned by Muhaydi, or ~abat. 

[2] That these divisions were fascicles is shown in the Cairo Wars copy, 
w here pagination starts afresh with each, see chapter 5, § 4. Twelfths are 
not treated in this way in the !:lasan IT text. In the Algerian copy, the 
relevant fifth ~~izbs do begin fresh pages, but without gaps at the bottom 
of the preceding ones. 
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[3] bi'awn it-lah ta 'ala a,?darat £,$_5' arika ut-Tuni8iyya lit- Tawz1: ha~a 
l-mu~Zlaf al-'atzq fT ~ulla jadlda rnin al-ixraj il- fanni. waqad istal
zan?, injazuh arba' sanawat m.in al-jahd il-mutawa~il fil-muraja'a 
'war-rasm wat-tazwl,q wa. tab'. 

Enquiries in ~;\rabic to the publishers have not met with any response. 

[4] chapter S, § .. 

[5] As, for instance, in the Edinburgh Ne"\v College m~".l *, dated 1143 
(1730) In this manuscript, sadda and sukun also, along with vocal atif, 
nladda, the "large dot" (see 11: 41 and 12: 11) and the vowels, is in red; 
hamzat al-tuasl is large and greenish blue and hamzat at-qat' is yellow. 
In the St.Andr~ws University Oriental manuscript no.16, dated 9th"/lSth. 
century (henceforward >lSt.Andrews ms.16"), sadda and sukun are in blue. 

In the 14th . century A.D. copy from Tlemcen vowel-signs are in red, 
while sadda and sukun appear in blue (Levi-Proven<;al, p.8S.36). See also 
Abbott, The Rise of the North Arabic Scrz'pt, p.44.14. 

In the 17th ./18th . century .A.D. "Siidanl~' copy from Nigeria (Abbott, 
'~1aghribl manuscripts' p.6:3.26f.) vowels are red, hamzat al-qa( yellow 
and hamzat al-·wa.sl initially green. See also Abbott, The Rz'se of the 
North Arabic Script, p.44.11, and the 1:3th . century A.D. "FasI" copy. 
ihid., p.90 

[6] See the preceding endnote. 

[7] A.s in line 2, yatawaff. ~ kum. For the "large dot" see pp.112jj., 120f. 

[8] .A.s, for instance, in St.Andrews ms.16 and Edinburgh New College 
ntS.1 *. 

[9] The l7 th ./18 th . century Nigerian manuscript described in .A.bbott, '~fa
ghribl manuscripts' employed it (see endnote 4 above). So did the 1142/1729 
Nforoccan one illustrated in Lings, The Quranic Art, Pl.112. In the 1113/ 
1701-2 ~foroccan one, British Library Or.13382 (see Lings and Safadi, 
Catalogue, p.41, and Lings, The Ql1ran£c Art, Pl.111), however, it appears 
to be red. 

[10] 'Printed Arabic Books', no.14.507b.12. As also in the undated one 
from Fez (ibid., 14507a.28). 

[11] Abbott, 'Maghribi manuscripts' p.63.4,20f.; Abbott, The Rise of the 
lVorth Arabic Script, p.90.26. 

[12J That the words per line do diverge here and there, especially at the 
end of twelfths, show that the lithograph was not made from exactly the 
same original. 
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[13] For this manuscript and a description of it, see .(:\bbott, The Rise o.l 
the .\'(orth ..A.rabic Script! plate ~Ill and p'P.89~91. And for a discussion 
of the history of the body of the (ii' and its like, see Grohmann, 4Dating 
Early Qur'ans', p.2:2.5.221l 

In the page fronl the 1.568 .A.D. ~loroccan copy illustrated in Safadi. 
[.sllnn£c Cia tUgraph!J! no.79. p.79, the hemispherical body is more usual but 
the quadrilateral one is also used (line 5), probably to help fill out the line. 
In the 17th . and 18th . centuries, segments of a circle, as in the Wars copy 
and the ~asan II text, are found in Fasl-~lagribl (Sotheby's Catalogue for 
20/6/83, 'p.95; Sotheby's Catalogue for 17/10/83, 'p.82). 

[14] Compare the Tunisian manuscript of 706/1306 (Lings and Safadi, 
Catalogue, plate 49). 

[15} It is exactly the same as in the Cairo \Vars copy. 

[16] There is no mention of him in ibn al-JazarI, rabaqat or GdQIII. The 
indications of pause in the Algerian copy are also his (explanatory notes, 
p.2.1.5). There is no mention of him in ibn al-Jazarl, Tabaqat or GdQIII. 

EIVDiVO'TES TO CHAPTER FIVE 

[1] The BodleianJ Edinburgh University, and St.Andrews University lib
raries. for instance, have no copies of the Qur'an printed in North- \Vest 
.AJrica. The British ~'1useum has only two. 

[2] tubi4 haria Jf .. (£/ a,s-Sar"i/ bi'amr A1a1JJlana Amzr il-Al1t'rnin
"in waZ1am"i ~,in7,a dz n J alalat lV!alik il-AIagrib ii-I!asan i!-!an1, na,?
a r a h uI-Iah, ·aTn 1387. 

The date, as all numerals throughout the copy, including even those 
for the ayCit, are in European characters. 

[3] bixa~t A1 agribz a~zl 'ala riwayat Wars. 

[4] ... lil-4inaya birnu'?0aj "il-Ifasan it-~anz" 'inayatan ta~ju kamz'l 
al-amanz (their inverted commas). 

[5] ... wa'uyy'in al- jl1qa.ha' wal-asatirja ... lita?0z~ ra8m il-ml1?~aj 
wadabt mustalahaUh. .. .. . 

"SusT" here does not mean of Sousse in Tunisia, east of Qayrawan. but 
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of the southern "\Ioroccan Sous tribe, whose territory stretches eastward 
from Agadir (Tirnes .A1tas, Plate 88, J6). The A'it Baha'is a clan. 

[6] See chapter 9~ § 4. 

[7] Ellis and Fulton, nO.14507 .cc .11. 

[8] Compare Abbott, 'J\rfaghribi manuscripts', 'P.63.32. 

[9] 'P.no.191 was mistakenly omitted from the Arabic pagination, so from 
then on the European numbering is one less than the Arabic. References 
have been given to the European numbering. 

[10] "bilisan 'Abd al-lah" ..The Arabic in this title-page is not good. 

[11] There is confusion over the exact date. 1323 in Arabic figures is 
written above sskb and translated into 1905 A.D. 14/12/1323, hnwever, was 
10/2/1906 and should be gskf, which has only two letters corresponding. 
14/12/1322 was 20/2/1905 and might seem a more likely date. It would 
be gskb, which has three letters corresponding. 

[12] Presumably from inside knowledge, the note in Ellis and Fulton says 
that the copy was lithographed for the use of \-Vest African ~luslims. 

[13] See a similar one in the red marginal comment, Plate III. 

[14] As in -,Abbott, '~faghribi manuscripts', Plate I; and James, Qurans 
and Bindings no.95 (misplaced on p.116, for 117). 

[15] Edinburgh l~ni versity Qur ';in rns.DC.4.88, dated 1325/1907 (Index 
to manuscripts, lJo1.2J p.62a), although basically in the vVars transmission 
(witness rnnliki (1: 4)) shows many instances of influence from the I:Jaf? 
transmission. Suffice it to mention two. In 31: 18 an erroneous t'sr is left 
unpointed and corrected above in red with at'1),,?a" ir". This is a reading of 
~af?' for \Vars' t-u,?'a'ir. In 31: 23 the ~af? reading ya0z'Unka is found for 
\-Vars' Y'U0zinka. Not too much should be made of this, hnwever, because 
the manuscript is rife with mistakes. Again, suffice it to mention two 
f an 'Ubi ~ 'Uh urn in 31: 23, and fin-nahara in 31: 29. The manuscript is 
written on a school exercise- book made in Rotterdam, and if anything more 
than a practice copy would only have been for private use. It is written in 
Fasi-~fagribl style, but lacks many of the usual characteristics of North
'Vest African copies. It is written only in black and red, for instance, and 
indicates neither panse, assimilatioll J nor ~izb-divisions. 

[16] See c hapter 9~ 8 4. 
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[17] vVhere it diverges regarding the authority for the system of pause, it 
seems to follow the explanatory notes of the \Vars copy. Its isnad, ho·wever. 
is much exp~nded on that of the \Vars copy" see chapter 8. 

[18] See endnote 7 to chapter 4. 

[19] al-Qatul al-.A.~daq, see the Bibliography., and Bergstrafier, 'Koran-
Iesung In ~alro ~ p.:".), no. .. 1-' · ? - 30 

[20] vVhere it does in contexts cited, its verse-numbering is given after an 
equals-sign in brackets. 

[21] Bergstrafier, 'Koranlesung in Kairo', pp.31 no.2, 34.1fj. 

[22] ibid., p.31 no.2 says only "bixatt katib M agribz" . 

[23] See chapter 6, § 1.4. 

[24] As in the vVars copy. See endnote 6 above. 

[25] See Plates I and II. 

[26] For a detailed study of this manuscript, see Brockett. 

[27] See Lings, The Quranic Art, Plate 106. 

[28] 'DoLl, p.229a. 

[29] Piccard, Ochsenkopj, 1)0L2,p.39S anduo1.1, p.101. 

[30] ibid., nos. v1 12,115,1 153,183,184. 

[31] Nlosin- Traljic~ no.13~8, 'DoL. I, p.77a, and Tafel 145. 

[32] Piccard~ Ochsenkopj, 1)01.2, p.375, and 1)0l.1, p.96. 

[33] The other two places are again up in central Europe, Berne (1390) 
and Nlagcleburg (1:392). 

[34] For a good account, see Gaskell, pp.60-66, 76.3. 

[35] See Plates III and IV. 

[36] See "bihc(', Plate III, line 14. 

[37] For a similar ,vatermark in a southern Sudanese, or Nigerian, manu
script of the Qur'an from the 17 th . or 18th . century, see Abbott, 'Maghribl 

. , 6')manuscrIpts, p. _. 

[38] 'Dol.1 (text), p.315a. 

[39] nO.87D (Plate 137). p.84. 

[40] Heawood's nOR.863--876, Plates 136-138. 
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[41] no.866. 

[42] no.866 being the one dated (1696). 

[43] .L~ slight curve to the left, with verticals is more usual (Safadi, Islamic 
Calligraphy, p.78.11). 

[44] See Plate Ill, line 13. 

[45] See chapter 6. 

[46] Folio 77a, which contains 26:210 -- 27: 4 ('Facsimz"les', Plate LlX). A 
description of the manuscript is given opposite the Plate. 

Further description of the forms of the letters, was given by Karabacek 
('Sina'itische Inschriften', J>.324.18f.) It was here also (p.324.15) that it 
was first pointed out that this manuscript was in the script listed by ibn 
al-Nadlm as "at-ma'it". 

The problem of exactly interpreting ibn al-Nadlm's description of this 
script can be seen from the various interpretations given by Karabacek 
('Sina'itische Inschriften', p.323.29f.); Abbott (Studies, p.18.22f.); and Jeff
ery ('Review' p.194.5ff. and 197.16ff.) The discussion was revie-wed by 

Grohmann, p.219f. See also E1
2

, a;rt. 'Kha~r (J.Sourdel-Thomine), 1)01.4, 
p.1119a.3. 

In a later article ('Arabic Palaeography', p.137 .16ff.) I(arabacek also 
drew a likeness between it and ~loritz's specimen from the Khedivial Library 
in Cairo (Arabic Palaeography, Plate 44). Rather than the 3rd. century 
A.H., this specimen therefore should be dated 2nd./early 8th. It appears to 
have a closer similarity in style to the Chester Beatty Library manuscript 
no.161S, dated 2nd.-:3rd.century A.D. (James, The -<4rt of the Quran J p.13). 

[47] The ~ledinan (and Syrian) reading "fatav)akkal" for the Kufan ·'wa
tawak k a I" on line 7 of the facsimile (26:217, folio 77 verso of the manuscript) 
was pointed out by I(arabacek CSina'itische Inschriften', p.324 n.1). 

This was overlooked by Jeffery in his claim against Abbott that we 
have no criteria for deciding the provenance of early manuscripts ('Review', 
p.1 94.44f.), where he said, "the Kufan type of text ... is found in all the 
[early] NISS." (ibid., p.19.5.5. See also p.191.43ff.) 

[48] "It is believed to be one of the two oldest extant Qur'an manuscripts" 
(Lings and Safadi, C ata logue, p.20, 1a); "one of the oldest extant Qur 'ans" 
(Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy, p.8 margin); "One of the earliest [Qur'ans] 
... There are at least two other manuscripts which have many of [its] 
characteristics, one of which can be seen in this exhibition (Chester Beatty 
Library n1,8.1615). [t is somewhat later in date ... " (James,. Th,e A.rt of the 
Quran, p.2.16). See also James, Qurans and Bind£ngs, p.14. 
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[49] Abbott, The Rise of the lVorth Arabic Script,p.24.20: and Plate 
VI. 

[50] ibid., Plates \TIl - IX. 

[51] ibid., rp.24.19. 

[52] ibid., p.18.1T. 

[53]prp.8.1S, 9.3 (= Flugel, p.6.1,7). 
For Abbott's use of this, and acknowledgement of its meagreness, see 

The Rise of the i\'orth Arabic Script, 'Pp.17.4, 18.9,16,23, 23.36. 

Compare Jeffery's opinion that ibn al-Nadim's late 4th. century ac
count should not be trusted implicitly for the 1st. century situation (,Rev
iew', rp.193.13ff.,28ff.), and ~foritz's criticism that it is surprising that, 
according to ibn al-Nadim, "two cities [Mekka and Medina] which were 
situated at a comparatively short distance from each other, should have 
possessed two distinct types of script, while Syria ... and Egypt ... are 
passed over in silence" (Ell, art. 'Arabia', p.387b.51ff., 65). 

[54] Abbott, The Rise of the North Arabic Script, p.18.29ff. 

[55] Jeffery ('Review', rp.196.35) used the elegant and regular writing of 
the Chicago fragments to cast serious doubt on the accuracy of Abbott's 
"guess at the dating" . 

[56] Blachere, p.87.14. Blachere likened it to the inscriptions of Zebed 
[512 A.. D.] and I;Iarran [.568 A.D.] (ibid., p.87.1:3). (For a photograph of the 
Zebed inscription. see Grohmann, 'A..rabische PaHiographie', t:01.2 J Plate II.) 

[57] James. Qarans and Bz'ndings. pp.13a.6J., b.3jj .. 2.Sa.8~24. 

[58] Notably ibn al-Nadim. Oddly, however, he listed it under the I(ufan
Basran scripts (p.9.4 = Flugel, p.6.8). al-J ubliri, however, does not men
tion the rna'i{ script. 

[59] For instance, parchment no.1iOO, National Egyptian Library, Cairo 
(Grohmann, 'Arabische PaUiographie', PI.IIIa and p.222.8); parts of the 
palimpsest which ~t{ingana thought might be "pre-'Othrnanic" (see ~>\.S. 

Lewis, PIs. N,V, and yIingana, PIs. facing pp.40,68. On pp.xxxii.2S and 
xxxiii.2 he noted the similarity to B.L. Or. 2165); Bibliotheque Nationale 
de Paris rns. nos.326-336 (Blachere, p.87.8. On Fig.1, facingp.88, no.:326 
is dated to "perhaps the beginning of the 2nd./8th. century"). 

Where the 'Lewis' palimpsest is now has not been discovered. It is 
not in the John Rylands University Library of Manchester, nor in the Selly 
Oak Colleges Library, Birmingham. Nor is it apparently in the library 
of vVestminster College, C::lInbridge, to whom passed Agnes Smith Lewis' 
academic inheritance. Her husband was a fellow of Corpus Christ.i College. 
Cambridge, but the rnaililscript is not in their library either. 
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[60] Much more expensive than leather (Ell, an. 'Arabia' (B.Moritz), 
1>'p.384b.37, 385a.36). The vellum is of uniform thickness, scraped to a fine 
and regular smoothness. The buckling of the vellum does not explain the 
tendency of the lines in the lower half of some pages to slant away from 
the parallel, e.g. of the verso of folios 77 (downwards to the right), 71 and 
72 (upwards to the right). Score-marks for lines are evident, sometimes 
faintly gone over. 

[61] Facsimiles, Plate LIX 11.4,13a. 

[62] As pointed out by Safadi (Islamic Calligraphy, p.14.36). 

[63] As, for instance, in the official letter dated to the second half of the 
1st. century A.H. (Grohmann, Arabic Papyri, Plate IX); and the two 1 st. 

century papyri in EI\ an. 'Arabia' (B.Moritz), 1)0l.1, Plates II and ill. 

See E1
2

, an. 'Kha~r (J.Sourdel-Thomine), 1)0l.4, p.1121a.2. 

[64] Facsimiles, Plate LIX 1.4; 

[65] "Es gehort sicher in den Anfang des zweiten oder in das Ende des ersten Jahr

hunderts" (,Sinaltische Inschriften', p.324.8). See also Grohmann, 'Arabische 
PaHiographie', p.214 n.8. 

E1VDNOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 

[1] For instance, with yunaz zil in 31: 34 Edinburgh New College rns.1 * 
does have sadda below the zCiy. 

[2] The same applies to the 703/1303 Andalusian Magribi copy from 
Granada, from no~' on called "the 703/1303 Granadan copy". See Lings, 
The Quranic Art, Plate 104; Cohen, Plate 52. 

[3] The same applies again to the 703/1303 Granadan copy, e.g. Lings, 
The Quranic Art, Plate 104, recto line 14. 

[4] The same applies again to the 703/1303 Granadan copy, e.g. Lings, 
The Quranic Art, Plate 104, recto line 16. 

[5] Safadi, Islamic Calligraphy, p.24 margin; Abbott, 'Nlaghribi manu
scripts', plate facing p.61. 

[6] e.g. in 31: 25 (= 24) and 72: 18. 
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[7] e.g. in 31: 5. 

[8] So also in the 703/1303 Granadan copy, e.g. with bihi in 72: 2,13,17 

where the \Vars copy has bih7. 
[9] 31: 15-33: 16 in the Cairo 'Vars copy. 

[10] 32:13. 

[11] This is the only instance where Edinburgh New College rns.l * (and 
B.L. Or. 2165) tallies with St.Andrews rns.16 rather than with the printed 
\Vars copies. 

[12] This is another example of St.Andrews ms.16 belonging to a different 
Tradition to the other North-\Vest African copies, best explained by its 
coming from Spain. Edinburgh New College mg.l * is as the printed vVars 
copies here, and has a marginal comment illustrating how strict the North
West African orthographic Tradition was - "the [sign for) elision of hamza 
is below the ya/ itself, as in the master-copy, not below its curl" (at-tash il 
ta~t il-ya' bin-naf s, la ta~,t 'uq~at il-ya', kama f il-a~l). 

B.L. Or. 2165 has a dot here (in the same ink as the graphic form, 
folio 94, verso, line 19), indicating the early date of this convention. This 
was verified by magnifying-glass. On the other hand, it does not have a dot 
in 32: 10 (folio 93, verso, line 20, where the printed \Vars copies have 'a.~a), 
suggesting that the use of the convention had not been standardised. 

[13] Folio 89, verso, line 15 .IT. 

[14] As in the J.Iaf? copy. 

[15] For similar cases, see endnote 38 to chapter 3 (re 18: 3); endnote 11 
above; chapter 3 § 2.2.2; and ni'mata (33: 9) in the column above. 

[16] Lings, The Quranic Art, Plates 97,98. The only North-vVest African 
copy it has not been found in is the ~Ioroccan copy written in 975/1568 for 
the SarIfI Sultan ;..>\.bdal-l:lh ibn ~Iu~ammad, British Library nls.Or.1405 
(see ibid., Plates 108-10). 

[17] Its omission in Edinburgh New College nls.l * from ad-dunya in 31: 

33 is an oversight. 

[18] Safadi, Islamz'c Calligraphy, p.24 margin; Abbott, '~{aghribl manu
scripts', plate facing rp.61. 

[19] Nor again in the 703/1303 Granadan copy. In Nloroccan manuscripts, 
however, pause is indicated, e.g. B.L.ms.Or.1405 (Lings and Safadi, Cata
logue, Plate VII; Lings, The Quranic /lrt, Plate 108), and Escorial nO.1340 
(dated 1008/1.599 froln ~Iarrakesh. Lings, The Quranic ~'lrt, Plates 106, 
107). 
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[20] In Edinburgh New College ms.1 * and Edinburgh University Qur'an 
nls.DC.4.88 there are no verse-divisions. 

[21] Plate II, recto line 10. 

[22] Plate I, verso line 5. 

[23] Plate II, verso line 3. 

[24] As in Abbott, 'wIaghribi manuscripts', p.64.8f. 

[25] Plate I, recto line 10. 

[26] Plate II, recto line 4. 

[27] As in the Nigerian manuscript illustrated in Plate 1, Abbott, 'Ma
ghribi manuscripts', facing p.61. . 

E1VDNOTES TO CHAPTER SEVEN 

[1] The isnad goes back two more links, Jibril the Creator, but our 
concern is the transmission from the Prophet and these earlier links may 
be taken as understood. 

[2] I have not met with a manuscript or an ear lier printed copy of the 
Qur'an with such an isnad. See also chapter 1 endnote 2l. 

The immediate is nad of the scribe's teacher is found~ for instance, in 
Edinburgh University Oriental ma.nuscript no.DC.4.88 (dated 1325 (1907)), 
but that is a different matter. 

[3] See p.165 above. 

[4] In the second paragraph of the explanatory notes of the \Vars copy, 
the word ~'ixrai~ connotes (re)production, not manuscript - waba~d faqad 
kamal bi'awn il-ltih 1lJa~l1Sn taw Jzqih ixr aJ' hadrl l--Afu~~,af is-Sarlf 
biriwayat it-Imam Wars 'an Nafi' ... 

[5] Bar ibn ~las'ud, perhaps considered covered by 'Ali. 

[6] Nasr, 1)01.1, 'PP.112.1f., 1SS.7ff. 

[7] Ta ys zr, 'Pp.8.1ff., 9.7ff. 

[8] kttt'ib _harIa 1--rnl1'~0af 1Da1ubif 'ala rna yuwajiq ri1J)tiyat l!aj? 
l/(j'ira' at ~ ..A.s im ... ~a n ... is-S u la m l ~an ... 
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[9] wa'uxi4 hija.'uh mimma rawah 'ulama' ur-rasm 'an it-ma~a~if 
illafi ba'af biha 'Ufman ibn 'Af fan ila l-Ba~ra wal-Kufa was-Bam 
waMakka wal-mu~~af iilarji xta?~ bih nafsah wa~an il-ma?alfif il
,muntasaxa minha. 

[10] Bergstrafier, 'Koranlesung in Kairo', p.S.17 "The graphic form [of 
the 'official Koran'] is not of course drawn from written copies, but from 
the literature about them; it is therefore a reconstruction, the result of 
a rewriting of the usual graphic form in what the literature says was 
the old orthography" QueUe fur diesen Konsonantentext sind naturlich nicht 

Koranhandschriften, sondern die Literatur uber ihn; er ist also eine Rekonstruktion, das 

Ergebnis einer Umschreibung des ublichen Konsonantentextes in die alte Orthographie 

nach den Angaben der Literatur. 

[11] walam yazal al-quTra' yatadawalun hagih il-qira'at wariwayataha 
ita an kutibat il-'ulum wadu'wwinat fakutibat fl,ma kutib min al-'ulum 
... (l\luqaddima, p.783.4 = Rosenthal, 'Uot.2, p.440.29). 

[12] ibn ~ajar, Tah{ib, 'Uo1.2, p.400.6. "al-Faxiri" according to Yaqut, 
1rsad, 'Uot.4, p.118.4. 

[13] E1
2 

, art. ':t;Iaf~ ibn SUlayman' (Editors), 'Uot.3,p.63. 

[14] ibn ~ajar, Tah{ib, 'Uot.2, p.400.7; Yaqut, 1Tsad, 'llot.4, p.118.S. 

[15] E1
2 

, art. 'J?:af~ ibn Sulayman' (Editors), 'Uol.3, p.63. _ There is no 
mention of him in ibn Xallikan. A booklet "1\1u f rad (?) 'A?im ibn ab"i 
at-1Vajjud" is attributed to him by Sezgin (p.lO, § 3). See endnote 71 
below. 

[16] Yaqfit, 1rsad, 'llo1.4, p.118.9, 1 O. 
-

[17] Ya1?-ya ibn Ma'in said that ~af~'s was the correct reading f~om 'A~im, 
and that J?:af~ was most knowledgeable about the reading of 'A~im (ibid., 
p.118.l0). 

[18] In a similar report from ibn Ma~in (ibn ~ajar, Tahrjl,b, 'llol.2, p.401.12), 
~af~ and abu Bakr ibn_ 'Ayyas were said to be the most knowledgeable 
about the reading of 'A~im, but ~af~ more so than abii Bakr. I:Iaf~, 
however, was karjrjab, whereas abu Bakr was ~aduq. Ibn Xuras also dubbed 
J:Iaf~ "karjrjab" (ibid., p.401.8). Elsewhere in ~af~'s tarjama in ibn ~ajar, 
Tahrjzb, opinions on his transmission of traditions range from unreliable 
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(e.g. '"'lays oi~iqa", p.401.2 (al-:Nisa'i)) to unacceptable (e.g. "matruk al
~adl . p.400. 14 (ibn abi J:!atim), ,{).401.2 (al-Buxari (cf. al-Buxari, Ta'rzx, 
vol.l, pt.2. p.363.16) and~fuslim), p.401.3 (al-Nisa'i)), unknown ("a/f(uiT!uh 
kulluha manaklr' ,p.401.4 (~ali~ ibn Nlu~ammad) and fanciful ("af}adz! 
oawa~li", 'P.401.4 (al--Saji), "ya¢a' al-,!a d"if' , p.40l.17 (ibn ~ibban)). The 
solitary report in his favour is cited on the authority of al-Danl, from \Yaki' 
(pAO 1.15). l:lterior motives are not hard to find. 

[19] 'A~im is said to have said to ~af~, "the reading I teach you was taught 
me by al-Sulami from 'Ali, and l)irr (sic.) ibn IJubays from ibn :Ylas'iid" 
(Yaqut, Irsa,d, '001.4, ,'P.118.8f.) 

[20] EI2, nrt. "A~im' (A. Jeffery), 'OoLl, p.706b; al-Buxari, Ta'r"ix, 1'01.3, 
pt.2, p.487.2J.; GdQIII, 1>.167; ibn al-Nadim, Cairo edition, 1>.43.8J. 
Fliigel, p.29.1f.). ibn IJajar, Tah([io, 'DoL5,p1>.38.13f., 39.18. "The people of 
Kufa espoused his reading" - wa'ahl ul-Kufa yaxtarun qz"ra,'atah (ibid., 
p.:39.2). ibn Xallikan~ 'O01.:3, p.9.4 mentioned only the first two teachers. but 
added that he taught abii Bakr ibn '.A_yyas, abu 'Umar al-Bazzar (Dinar ibn 
'Umar al-Asadi) and Sallam ibn Sulayman al-raw}l, who taught Ya'qiib 
al-J:Ia~rami, one of the "Twelve" (ibid., '001.6, 1>.:390.13). .I.~ book dubiously 
attributed to him by Sezgin (p.7, § 3), Jam' 'A.?im (Chester Beatty Cat
alogue, 1:01.6, p.59, no.4693), is found in an apparently unique (undated) 
lO/16th . century manuscript. 

[21] Compare ibn al-Jazari, 1,'abaqa,t, 'Ool.l, p.4l3.1.tJ. 

[22] See above, 'po 

[23] cf. the opening tradition in Hibatallah (d.4l0) - 'UJ'aqad r'Uwiya 'an 
jtmlr il-Alu'mintn '_AIi" ibn aoz ralio, karran" al-lah 1j)afhah, annah 
daxal yawrnan n2Gsfid al-jami' bil-I(ufa fa ... waruluz'ya fZ ma'no., 
ha{a l-~adl! 'an '~~tbd al-lah ion 'Umar, wa'_A_od al-lah ion '~4boas ... 
(p.4 ..5-12). 

[24] ibn Sa'd, 'Do1.6, p.121.19,21. Bisr was appointed governor in 71, and 
I') 

died between 73 and 7.5 (EI~, art. 'Bisr ibn Marwan' (L.V.Vaglieri). DoLl, 
p.1242). 

[25] ibn IJajar, Tahrjzo, 1)01.5, 1>.184.10. 

[26] A Kufan. 

[27] ibn I:Iajar, Tahrjzb, 1)01.2, p.400.9. 

[28] 'Vo1.6, p.119.10 - 120.12. 
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[29] Tah~lh, to1..S: p.119.11. 

[30] ihid.,DOl.5, p.18-L8--9. 

[31] ibid., 'col.S: p.13-!.1-L 

[32] Citing Bux;lrl's Ta'rlX al-KablT. 

[33] From al- \Vuqidi. 

[34] Tah~zb,Dol.,5, p.184.1f. al-Sulami's father is not mentioned by ibn 
Sa'd as among the Companions ,vho settled in Kufa (vol.6, p.11J.), but his 
Companionship is briefly mentioned in the context of his son's pedigree 
(wali'abzh ~u~Lba) in ibn ~ajar, Tah~lb, 'Vol.5, p.184.1 and ibn ~ajar, 
I (aba, vol. 1 , p.306.20 (no. 1-580). ibn Xallikan makes no separate mention 
of al-Sulami. For a \Vestern criticism of al-Sulami's authorities, see Beck, 
Orientalia 20, 1951. pp.316-328, and for a reading of al-Sulami's which 
none of the "ten" read" see chapter 10, endnote 8 (re 5: 95). 

[35] ibn al-Nadim, p.49.14 (= Flugel, p.32.29). 

[36] Burton, The Collection, 'P.197.11. 

[37] Juynboll, Muslim Tradition, p.59.1f. 

[38] Burton J The C'ollection, pp.151.29. 

[39] al-Suyii~I, al-Itqan pt.1, p.70.261J. Burton~ The Collection, pp.124.20, 
196 ..5, 205.10. 

[40] al-Suyl1~I, al-Itqan pt.1, p.50.12. 

[41] Burton: T he Collection, p'p.118.3, 1,59.31J., 192.11f. 

[42] al-Suyii~I, 1!usn al-l\lu'!ac!ara, vol.1, p.48S.5f. Fliigel cites T;lsch
koprizada at length on him (Notes, p.18.13f.). ibn Xallikan ('\:0l.7, p.2.S0.1) 
mentioned him only as Yunus 'Abd al-A'la al-~adafI's teacher of qira'a. 

[43] Neither Lane (pt.8, 'P. 2937b), Hava nor \Vehr give meanings of "w hite
ness" for forms of the root WfS, and verbs from it are almost always 
derogatory, e.g. coveting, inciting, disturbing. The bird "warasan" is given 
as a kind of dove (Lane, Hava). 

[44] ibn Xallikan, vol.5, pp.368.12 - 369.1 (no.757). GdQIII, p.168; Sezgin, 
p.9; ibn al-Nadim ascribes a number of books to him on Qur'an subjects, 
e.g. 1)'P . .54.21, 55 ..), .56.2 (= Flugel,pp.36.16, 20, 37.9). He is also said 
to have been able to speak Turkish, to his student Qaliin (F'lugel, :\otes, 
V.l g,()). ~o EL 
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[45] ihn al-Xadlln, p.46.1f. (= FliigeL p.:30.21f., and ~otes. p.21 § 9). It 
would have been an easy transition in "writing, from his rna u~·ta to H·.:\.bd
al--lah ibn ·~\bb;ls". Indeed. in one of the manuscripts used by Flugel (the 
old Paris one. see \Torwort, V.xvii) ibn '.A.bbas is found here (Flugel, Notes, 
'P.21 § 9). Compare also how ibn 'A..bbas is listed as the author of a book on 
the number of verses in the Qur'an, in Flugel's edition (p.37.10) and in the 
Cairo edition (p.56.3), but in Dodge (uol.l,p.81.10) more feasibly it is ibn 

'-,-,,"-yyas. Le. abii Bakr Su'ba ibn 'Ayyas, one of '...~~im's transmitters (see 
'P.IOI). EYen more obvious a confusion is "abu Bakr ibn :,:\bbas" as the 
author of a book on the division of the Qur'an (ibn al-Nadim, P'P.4's.19. 
55.14 = Flugel, 'P'P.30.17, :37.29). Dodge has "ibn '-,-\yyas" in both places 
CI)'p.68.4, 80.22). See also endnote 62 below. 

[46] ibn Xallikan, voL6, p'p.274-276. See also GdQIII, 'p.166. No EI. 

[47] Goldziher, Richtungen, pp.65-81. 

[48] al-SuYii~I, al-ltqan pt.l, p.6's.26-30. 

[49] See chapter 12, 'po 140. cf. also 2:158, ·where ibn '.A.bbas' reading 
making ~a7L'af optional is rejected (aI-Tabar!, Jami' al-Bayan (Sakir 
edition), voL3, 'Pp.242.1-243.6, 24.5.4-9). 

[50] yatabayyan for yay'as (uot.20, p.184). 

[51] ibn Xallikan, l'01.3, p.64.4, 8 (although the E 1
2

, art. '".;\'bdal-hih ibn 
'j-\bbas' (L.\T.\Taglieri), 'Dol.l, 'p.41a, gives his death-date as 68). 

[52] See chapter .5, § 4. 

[53] al-BuCEarI, al-~a~~0, pt.6, p.23 ult. 

[54] Burton~ The Collection, p.179.11-23. 

[55] Juynboll, Authenticity, 'Pp.192-206, and, for a reassessment, Juynboll, 
Muslirn 'Tradition, p'p.62-99. 

[56] See § 2.3, above. 

[57] ibn I,Iajar, Tah1ib, 1)01.6, pp.290.6ff.; al-Suyu~l, lfusn al-j\tfu~a1ara, 
1)oL1, 'P.485.4. 

[58] ibn ~ajar, Tahdzb, 1)01.4, p.377.3. 

[59] ibid.~ 'VolA, p.378.4. See also al-Suyuti, al-Itqan, 'Pt.l, 'P.73.9 (here 
called "Sayba ibn Ni~a'" erroneously). . 

[60] ibn J~ajar, Tahdzb, 'voLlO,p.124.7ff. 

[61] ibid., l'ol.ll, 1>.:325.1J. 
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[62] ibid., 'DoL11, 1>.325.9. 

[63] See above, endnote 6. 

[64] See above endnote 7. 

[65] Nasr, 'Dol.1, p.106.17. See below, chapter 8, § 1.1. 

[66] watunuqU galik wastahar ila an istaqarrat minha sab4 ~uruq mu
4ayyana ta'watar naqluha ayc!an bi'ada'iha waxtui?i?at bil-intisab ila man 
istahar biriwayatiha rnin al-jamm al-gaJzr Jaf!arat ha~ih il-qira'at 
us-sab4 uf!ulan lil-qira'a (lvfuqaddima, p.782.12 Rosenthal 'Do1.2, p. 
440.4)). 

[67] al-Sa 4Id, p.91.13. 

[68] ibid., 1>.92. 

[69] ibid., 'p.92.38. 

[70] ibid.,p.:33.19. 

[71] ibn al-Nadim, 1>.43.13f. (== Fliigel, p.29.6, see also notes, p.18 § 3). 
A. couple of books on Qur!an subjects are said to have been written by 
abu Bakr SU'ba (see endnote 44 above), and a manuscript (the same as 
that for I,Iaf?, see endnote 15 above) is listed under his name by Sezgin 
(p.10.1>enmt.) For the lines of transmission from him, see ibn al-Jazari, 
N asr, 'DoLl, 1>1>.146-152, and for a reading of his, see Appendix I, p.238, 
no.28. 

[72] ibn al-~adlm, p.42.18 ( Fliigel, p.28.21, see also notes, p.17 § 7); 
Sezgin,p.12, § 8. For the lines of transmission from him, see ibn al-Jazari, 
lvasr, 'Dol. 1, p1>.99-106. 

[73] Fliigel, Notes. p.IS.IO. 
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ENDNOTES TO CHAPTER EIGHT 


[1] ibn al-Jazari often mentioned east/west polarisation over a given read
ing by the time of the 4th . century written compilations, and these would 
not be recording recent events, e.g. Nasr, 'Uot.2, pp.40.12, 165.11-15 and 
253.10 (where the Easterners are the Iraqis), 166.16 (where the Egyptians 
are ~ith the Easterners), 43.11 (where the Egyptians and Magribis are over 
against the Iraqis), 217.3, 221.20, 235.22 - 236.1,243.11. 

[2] 4Abdal-Iah ibn A~mad ibn ~anbal asked his father which qira'a he 
preferred, ~nd he said, "the qz"ra'a of the Medinans", and after that "the 
qira'a of 'A~im" (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 'Uol.1, p.112.15). 

[3] al-Suyii~I, lfusn al-Mu~a~ara, 'Uot.1, p.486.10f. 

[4] I am indebted to Mu~ammad al-~fannuni of Rabat for generous as
sistance by letter in this question. 

[5] 'Iya~, 'Uot.4, p.44; ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'Uo1.2, p.275.12. 

[6] He was the first to bring to al-Andalus the reading of Nafi' and the 
Mu'wa~~a' of Malik (ibn al-Jazari, rabaqat, 'UoL2, 'PP.2.41J., 275.13). See 
also al-Dani, al-lv[u~kam, 'Pp.8.14fJ., 9.15. 

[7] ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'Uo1.2, '(>.275.10. 

[8] ibid., 'Dol.1, p.23.19jj. 

[9] ibid.. 'Dol.2, 'P.2l7.l3f. 

[10] ibid., 'Dol.l, p.456.l5f. 

[11] Cook, 'Monotheist Sages'. 

[12] Abbott, The Rise of the North Arabic Script, p.32.6. 

[13] ibid., p.22.9. 

[14] EI2, art. Hanafiyya (W.Heffening [J .Schacht]), 'Do1.3, ,(>.163a.20jj. 

[15] ibid., line 42. 

[16] al-Sa'Id, p.85.7; Jones, p.245. 
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[17] 7;'abaqat, 'Uol.1, ,(>.424.22ff. 

[18] al-Sa'Id, '(>.66.8. 

[19] For the reduction of oral Tradition to writing being linked to a general 
crisis in confdence, see Nielsen, p.33.15. 

[20] EI2, art. Kha~~ (J.Sourdel-Thomine), 1.)01.4, '(>.1114b.17. 

[21] The book of Tahir, for instance, (endnote 27 below) is an often cited 
reference by ibn al-Jazari. 

[22] See chapter 1, endnote 4. 

[23] ibn al-Jazari, N asr, 1.)0l.1, pp.1521J. 

[24] GdQIII 'p.188. 

[25] al-Sa'Id has "al-Sabah". 

[26] This link was omitted by aI-Sa'id ('(>.128) and in ibn aI-Jazar!, Nasr, 
1.)01.1, p.152.3, but not p.153.9. He taught the Qur'an in Baghdad in the 
early 10th . century A.D. (Dodge, 1.)0l.2, '(>.949); ibn al-Nadim, ,(>.49.1 (= 
Flligel, p.32.17). 

[27] al-Ba~rI al-¢arzr (ibn aI-Jazari, 7;'abaqat, 1.)01.1, p.568.5ff.) 

[28] al-Nfi~rI. Author of al-Tarjkira, one of ibn al-J azari's earliest sources 
(ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 'Dol.1,p.73; al-Suyii~i, lfusn al-Afu~a~ara, '001.1, 
,(>.491.6), extant in manuscript; lived and died in Egypt (Sezgin, p.16, § 23). 
See also Pretzl, Wissenschajt, p.30, § 16. 

[29] Moved to Egypt (ibn al-Jazari, 7;'abaqat, 'Dot.2, p.75.61J.) 

[30] ibid., '001.1, p.38,s.8jj. 

[31] al-BagdadI. Author of al-Jami' !"i al-Qira 'at, one of ibn al-Jazari's 
sources (Nasr, 'Dol.1, 'p.84); lived until 450 (ibn al-Jazari, 7;'abaqat, 1)0l.1, 
p.573.16ff·) 

[32] Author of al-Alustanlr, one of ibn aI-Jazari's sources (ibn al-Jazari, 
Nasr, 'DoLl, ,(>.82), extant in manuscript (Pretzl, Wissenschajt, ,(>.36, § 3). 
Pretzl calls him "ibn Siwar" . 

[33] al-I~bahanI (ibn al-Jazan, 7;'abaqat, 'Dol.1, p.110.21jj.) No mention 
of him in al-S uyii~i, Bugya. 

[34] b.419 Isfahan (ibn al-Jazari, 7;'abaqat, 'DoLl, ,(>.206.2ff.) The line from 
him to ibn al-J azari is given in ibid., p.568.13ff. 

[35] Author of al-I(amil, one of ibn al-Jazari's most frequent sources 
(iVa'Sr, 'voLl, '(>.91). See also ibn al-Jazarl, Tabaqat,uol.2, 'P'(>.397-401. 
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[36] From Jurjan, moved to Nisabiir (ibid., 1:0l.1, ,(>.577.17jj.) 

[37J ~foved to Gazna; his father's name could have been Mu~ammad 
(ihid.,uo1.2, 1>1>.312.6jj., 313.21jj.) Pretzl, ~Vissenschaft, 1>.35, § 21 (?). 
No mention of him in al-Suyii~i, Bugya. 

[38] al-FarisI; still living in 440 (ibn al-Jazari, ~abaqat, 'Vo1.2, p.133.4). 

[39] ibid., vol.1, p.399.5jj. 

[40] 'Abdal-lah "Sib~ al-Xayya~" al-Bagdadi, grandson of Mu~ammad 
al-Xayya~, and author of several of ibn al-J azari's sources, most notably 
al-Mubhij (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 'V0l.1, p1>.83-85). See also Pretzl, Wiss
enschaft, 'P.37, § 24. 

[41] al-BagdadI. Author of many books on qira'at (ibn al-Nadim, 'P.48.21f. 
(== Fliigel, p.32.15f.)); GdQrn, '(>.180. 

[42] Not apparently in ibn al-J azari, Tabaqat, or al-Suyii~i, Bugya. 

[43] Author of a Jami' f1, at-Qz'ra'at, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources 
(lVasr, vot.1, ,(>.75), extant in manuscript (Pretzl, Wissenschaft, 1>.35, § 

22); moved to Egypt (ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, voL2, 1>.336.13jj.) 

[44] Died in Alexandria. Author of al-Tajrid, one of ibn al-Jazari's 
sources (ibn al-Jazan, lVa,sr, 1;01.1, p.75; 'fabaqat, 'V0L.1, 'P.374.13jj.), extant 
in manuscript (Pretzl, Wissenscha/t, p.30, § 15. See also ibid., 'P.46, § 35. 

[45] ibn al-Jazarl, 'Jabaqat, 1)0L.1, p.10.8iJ. 

[46J Author of al-Raw«a fi al-Qira'at al-/~da 'Asara one of ibn al-Jaz
ari's sources (Nasr, voL1, p.74). See also ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 1Jo1.1, 
1>.2:30.1iJ·) 

[47] aI-Imam 'Abd Rahman ibn Ahmad ibn aI-Hasan (ibn al-Jazari, 
N asr, vo1.1, p.107.penult.)" See also ibn'al-Jazari, ~ab'aqat, 'U01.1 J p.361.21ff. 

[48] ibid., p.357.13ff. He was the fourth link in the isnad from abii 'Ubayd 
to the writer of his Kitab al-1Vasix 1JJal-Afansux. 

[49] ibid., p.284.6ff. 

[50] Author of al-Mi~ba~ at-Zahir /1, al-'Asr al-Bawahir, one of ibn 
al-Jazari's sources (lVasr, 'lJoL.1, p.90; see also ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'lJoL2, 
p.39.8), extant in manuscript (Pretzl, Wissenscha/t, 'P.38, § 26). 

[51] al-Ba?rljal-Bagdadi. d. after 490 (ibn al-Jazari, 'fabaqat, 1)0l.1, p.88. 
19iJ.) 
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[52] al-WaSi~I, "Gulam al-Harras" (ibid., p.228.6fj.) 

[53] ibid., p.467.2lfj. 

[54] Author of al-/rsad and al-J( itaya, two of ibn al-J azari's sources 
(iVa'Sr, 'DoLl, pp.86, 87; see also ibn al-Jazari, 'rabaqat, 1)0l.2, p.128.6jj.), 
both extant in manuscript (Pretzl, ~Vissenschajt, p.39, 40, §§ 27, 28). 

[55] ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'Dol.l, p.S77.6fj. 

[56] Author of al-Tigkar, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources (ibn al-Jazari, 
Nasr, 'Dol.l, p.84). 

[57] al-BagdadI (ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'Dol.l, p.490.llfj.) 

[58] ibid., 'DoL2, p.208.19ff. 

[59] al-Sa'Id again has "al-~aba~". He was blind. 

[60] From near Damascus; according to ibn al-J azari, it was through him 
that the reading of I.Iaf~ spread ('rabaqat, 'DoLl, p.112.10). 

[61] al-MarwazI/al-BagdadI (ibid., p.66.20fj.) 

[62] ibid., p.227.5ff. 

[63] al-BagdadI (ibid., p.224.12ff.) 

[64] ibid., p.70.20f, 

[65] ibid., p.5.7ff. 

[66] Author of al-!vfuntaha, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources (ibn al-JazarI, 
Nasr, 'DoLl, p.93), still extant in manuscript (Sezgin, p.17, § 26.2). 

[67] al-I?bahanI (ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'DoLl, p.422.13ff.) 

[68] ibid., p.220.1.5ff. Author of al-Wajzz, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources 
(Nasr,uol.1, p.80). See also Pretzl, Wissenschajt, 'Pp.29,32, §§ 12,18, and 
GdQIII, p.18S n.7. 

[69] ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'Dol.2,p.62.l2ff. 

[70] al-I.Iu~ayni al-Kufi/al-Wasi~r (ibid., 'DoLl, p.397.15ff.) 

[71] al-Sa'id has "Zar'an". ibn al-Jazari, 'rabaqat, 'DoLl, p.294.11jj. 

[72] Omitted from the list on ibn al-J azari, N asr, 'Dol.1, p.154.8, but not 
on p.155.2. See also ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'DoLl, p.566.17ff. 

[73] ibid., 'P.73.2jj. 

[74] abll Man?ur ~lu~ammad ibn 'Ali ibn Nlan?ur ibn aI-Farra' al-BagdadI 
(ibid., 1)01.2, p.210.17ff.) 
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[75] Born in Damascus (ibid., 1.;01.1, 1'.356.10), died in Egypt after 380 
(ibid., 1'.357.8). Referred to as "ibn al-Saqa" (the name of his great-great
grandfather) in aI-Suyii~i, If'usn al-Mu~a~ara, vol.1, 1'.492.15. 

[76] "al-~arir"; the father of 'Abd al-Baql ibn Faris; died in Egypt (ibn 
al-Jazari, rabaqat, 'l10l.2) 1'.S.16ff.) Author of al-Jvlansa' /"2 al-Qz"ra'at 
ai-Taman. 

[77] ibid., 'Uol.1, p.1 78 .12jJ. 

[78] Nasr, 'U01.1, 1'.154.mt. 

[79] ibn al-Jazarl, '(abaqat, 'U01.1, p.204.7jJ. Author of al-Gaya /i al-Qir
a'at al-'asar, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources (Nasr, 'UoL1, 1'.86). 

[80] ibid., 1'1'.58-98. 

[81] e.g. in the transmissions of abii 'Amr, ibn 'Amir, ibn Ka!ir, abu Ja'far 
and that of Wars through Qalun. 

[82] For instance, abu al-'AIa' al-Hamag.ani, abu 'Ali al-'A~~ar, abu 'Ali 
al-Maliki, abii aI-'Izz, abii aI-Karam, ibn SIta, ibn Suwar, al-Karzini, 
al-Nahrawani, Rizqallah, al-Sarlf abii al-Fa1( al-Sib~, abii al-J;Iasan al
Xayya~. 

[83] For instance, abii al-Fa~l al-Razi, abu al-Fat~ Faris, abii aI-Mu~af
far, Man~ur ibn A~mad al-Harawi, r:fahir, al-Xabbazl. 

[84] ibn aI-Jazarl, Nasr, 'Uol.1, 1'.106jJ.; al-Danl, al-Tayszr, p.10.l7j. 
(much more briefly); GdQrn, p.186j. 

[85] ibn al-JazarI, Nasr, 'Uol.2" 1'1'.168.9 and 173.16. 

[86] ibid., 1'.12.16. 

[87] aI-Suyl1~I, Ifusn al-Alu~a~ara, 'Uol.1, p.486.10j.; al-pabba', 1'.26.16. 

[88] al-pabba/, 'p.22.11. See also endnotes 10,13 to chapter 9, and for 
post :r::raf~ divergences, endnotes 44,45 to chapter 3. See also endnotes 10, 
13 to chapter 9, and for post :r::raf~ divergences, endnotes 44, 45 to chapter 
3. 

[89] Originally from Medina (al-SuYl1~I, Ifusn al-lvfu~a~ara, 'Uo1.1,p.486. 
8; GdQrn, 1'.176.2). He also learnt from Nafi' through Saqlab ibn Sayba 
aI-Mi~rI (d.191) (aI-Suyii~i, Ifusn al-l\1u~a~ara,uoLl, 1'.485.11; ibn al-Ja
zarI, '(abaqat, 'Uol.1,1'.308.24). See also GdQII1, pp.175.5, 176.1, 187. (No 
ibn Xallikan, ibn I.Iajar, Tah(lib, ibn Sa'd, or EI.) 

[90] A teacher of ibn Sanabug. (al-Suyii~i, l!usn al-Mu~a~ara, 'UoLl, 
1'.487.4). 

This line from al-Azraq is probably first because it was the only one 
given by al-Dani (al-Tayszr, 1'.11.31J.). It is the line given in the .AJgerian 
copy. 
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[91] al-Suyuti, H usn al-Muhadara, 1)0l.1, p.488.10.
/I • • • 

[92] ibid., p.492.1. 

[93] ibn al-Jazari, fabaqat, 1)0l.1, p.38.21. 

[94] He learnt qira'at directly from al-Azraq and 'Abd al-~amad (al-Suy
ii~i, l!usn al-Mulfa¢ara, 'Vol. 1 , p.487.17f., where his father is called Sa'id). 

[95] ibn NajjaJ;1 (ibn al-Jazari, 'fabaqat, 'Vot1, p.316.15ff.) 

[96] ibid., 'Vol.2, p.121.16iJ. 

[97] al-NafazI? (ibid., p.121.22). 

[98] Muhammad. ibn 
..., 

'Ali (al-Suyutl, Husn. al-Muhadara, index, 1)01.2,. . . 
p.579). Author of al-Sa~ibz'yya, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources (Nasr, 1)0t.1, 
p.61). 

[99] ibn al-Jazari, 'fabaqat, 1)0l.1, p.115.61J. 

[100] ibid., p.74.20ff. 

[101] al-Mi?rI. Author of a book on the differences between the Seven 
(ibid., '001.2, p.301.5ff.) 

[102] al-Mi?rI. Qur'an reader, grammarian and exegete (he wrote a 120 
volumed tals1,r, al-/ st£"gna' 11, 'Ulum al-Qur'an). The greatest exponent 
of his time of the reading-system of Nafi', according to al-Danl (al-Suy
ii~i, l!usn al-Mu~a¢ara, 'V0l.1, p.490.8f.) He transmitted the books of 
abii Ja'far al-Na~~as (ibn al-Jazari, fabaqat, 1)01.2, p.19g.18), such as 
al--Nasix wal-Mansux (see, for instance, the title-page, pp.3 n.1, 5.13). 

[103] al-¢ar1,r al-J\r1i?rl, died after 39g (ibn al-Jazan, 'fabaqat, '001.2, 
p.I27. 21J.) 

[104] Lived and died in Mecca (ibid., 1)oL1 p.I36.IIiJ.) 

(105] Died after 430. Author of al-Hidaya (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1)01.2, 
p.69), ibn al-Jazari's source for this line (ibid., p.107.3). See also Pretzl, 
Wissenschaft, p.24, § 6. 

[106] ibn AJ.lmad al-Mi~ri (ibn al-Jazari, fabaqat, vol.1, p.357.191J.) Au
thor of al-Mujtaba (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1)oLI, p.71; al-Suyii~i, l!usn 
al-Mu~a¢ara, 'VoLI, p.492), one of ibn al-Jazari's sources here. There is 
some confusion, perhaps a lacuna, in ibn al-Jazari's account here (Nasr, 
'Vol. 1 , p.I Og .12ff. ) 
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[107] The son of ai-Imam abii Bakr l\ifu~ammad ibn 'All aI-UgfuwI (ibn 
aI-Jazar!, Tabaqat, 'Dol.l, ,(>.124.51J.) 

[108] "Taj al-..A.'imma" al-Mi~ri (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 'Uol.1, ,(>.108.21; 
Tabaqat, 'Dol.1, ,(>.89.121J.) 

[109] al-~addad al-~fi?ri(aI-SuYll~i, Ifusn al-J.\fu~a~ara,lJol.1, ,(>.493.1). 
He taught al-Hugall the line 2.1.6 below in al-Qayrawan (ibn al-Jazari, 
N asr, 'U0L.1, ,(>.108.20). 

[110] ibn al-Jazari, T abaqa t, 1)01.1, ,(>.597.61J. 

[111] al-DlnawarI/al-~fifI (ibid., p.132.211J.) 

[112] al-KufI (ibid., ,(>.298.8lJ.) Not Zayd ibn 'Ali ibn Zayn al-'Abidin, 
studied by Jeffery (The Qur'an Readings of Zaid b. 'Ali). 

[113] ibn aI-Jazari only has "abii Na~r" here (Nasr, 'Vol.1, ,(>.107.12), as 
also in 1.7.1.1 below (ibid., p.108.1). In 1.8.1 below he calls him "aI-'Iraqi". 
From Tabaqat, 'Uo1.2, p.400.11, and from 1.1.5 of § 2.2.2 below, he must 
be A~mad ibn Masriir. A~mad does not have a separate mention in ibn 
aI-Jazari, Tabaqat. 

[114] ibn aI-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'D0L.1, p.260.61J. 

[115] aI-Hasan ibn Xalaf. From Qayrawan, moved to Alexandria, where 
he died; author of Talxz? al-'Ibarat (ibid., ,(>.211.81J.) His al-Jami' is 
extant in manuscript (PretzI, Wissenschajt, p.45, § 32). 

[116] Died in Damascus (ibn aI-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'DoLl, p.309.12ff.) 

[117] ibn Ya~ya ibn al-Fa~~am al-Bagdadi (ibid., p.232.18ff.) 

[118] Died in ~-recca. Author of several works on qira'at, including al-Tal
xz? jT al-Qira'at al-Tarnan, one of ibn al-Jazari's sources (Nasr,uo1.1, 
'{>.77; see also ibn aI-Jazar!, Tabaqat, 'Do1.1, ,(>.401.20). 

[119] ibid., 1)0l.2, p.48.211J. 

[120] Died in Basra (ibid., 'DoL.1, ,(>.144.71J.) 

[121] ibn al-Nadim, '{>.47.16f. Fliigel, '{>.31.22f.); ibn al-Jazari, Tab
aqat, 'Uo1.2, p.52.10lJ. This is the famous, supposed rival of ibn Mujahid, 
who is said to have had to recant before the vizir. In ibn al-Jaz'arI's eyes, 
however, there is nothing heretical about his transmission (Nasr, 'Dol. 1 , 
'{>.123.3). Indeed ibn Sanabo.g figures in all ten transmissions as given by ibn 
al-J azari, and not significantly less often than ibn Mujahid. ibn al-Jazari 
called him "al-ustag al-kabzr" (ibid., ,{>.120.3), whereas ibn Mujahid he 
called "al-u8ta~" (ibid., p.118.ult.) 
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The apparently unique manuscript of ibn Mujahid in the Chester 
Beatty Library (Catalogue, 1)0l.6, p.146, no.4930, entitled Ixt£laj Qurra' 
al-Am~ar) was found in fact to be another copy (with many minor varia
tions) of his ai-Sab"a Ii al-Qira'at, as edited from the Istanbul and Tunis 
manuscripts (see Sezgin, p.14, § 16.1) by SawqI payf. 

[122] al-MazinI al-N1i?rl. He also learnt from ibn Nlujahid (al-Suyu~l, 
lfusn al-1vfu~a¢ara, 'Dol. 1 , p.489.l6). The birth-date given there (382) 
must be 282, as in ibn al-J azari, Tabaqa t, 'Vol.2, p.3.l3. 

[123] Died in Egypt (ibid., 'Vot.l, p.445.121J.) 

[124] ibid., p.394.l5ff. 

[125] aI-Andalusi/aI-MisrL Author of al-'Unwan (one of ibn al-Jazari's 
sources (Nasr, 'VaLl, p.64) and al-Iktila' (ibn al-Jazarl, Tabaqat, 'VaLl, 
p.164.4lJ.), both extant in manuscript (Pretzl, W£ssenschajt, pp.26, 27, §§ 
8,9). 

[126] al-~arabulusI/al-Mi~ri (ibn aI-Jazar!, 1.'abaqat, 'VaLl, p.56.l9ff.) 

[127] aI-IsbIll (ibid., 'Vat. 2, p.153.20lJ.) Author of al-Kaji, one of ibn 
al-Jazari's sources (iVasr, 'VaLl, p.67), extant in manuscript (Pretzl, vV£ss
enschalt, p.29, § 13). 

[128] al-QayrawanI/al-Qur~ubi. \Vrote 80 works (ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 
'Vol. 2, 'P.309.ult.), of which al-Tab-?ira was one of ibn aI-J azarI's main 
sources (Nasr, 'VoLl, p.70), extant in manuscript (Pretzl, vVissenschajt, 
,[>.21, § 3). See also ibid., p'p.230,242, §§ 38,54. Pretzl calls him "Yfaki", 
here as in GdQITI (e.g. p.315b.3). 

[129] aI-I::hlfI (ibn aI-Jazari, Tabaqat, 'DoLl, p.428.l8lJ.) 

[130] al-MisrI. Grandson of 'Abdal-lah ibn "Abd aI-Rahman (ibid.,uoL2, 
p.27.91J.) . . . 

[131] ibid., 'VaLl, 'p.26.4jj. Originally from Syria (Nasr, 'DoLl, p.109.5). 

[132] Born in Aleppo, lived and died in Egypt. Author of aI-Istikmal, a 
book on aspects of the Oral Tradition of the Qur'an - talxzm and imala, 
extant in manuscript (Sezgin, p.15, § 20.1). 

[133] N asr, 'Vol. 1 , p.l09ff. 

[134] Traciitionist, ~hiliki lawyer and Qur'iin reader (al-Suyii~i, lfusn al
A{uhadara, 'uoLI, p.292.15J., and ibid., p.448.l). 
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[135] On ibn al-JazarI, Nasr, '001.1, 'P.111.9 he is called abii YaJ:1ya Mu
~ammad ibn 'Abd al-Ra~man ibn Yazid al-Maliki. Yazid was the great
grandfather of 'Abd al-RaJ:1man, but al-Maliki is a scribal error. On ibid., 
'P.111.18 he is called ~1u~ammad ibn 'Abdal-Iah al-Makki. 'Abdal-Iah was 
in fact his grandfather. He died in Mecca (ibn al-J azarI, ~abaqat, 'Uo1.2, 
'P. 163.11J.) 

[136] Lived in Egypt (ibid., '00t.1, 'p.349.18ff.) No mention of him in 
al-Suyii~i, Bugya. 

[137] al-Suyfi~I, Ifusn al-Mu~a¢ara, 'Uol.l, ,[).485.14; ibn al-Jazari, Tab
aqat, '001.2, 'P.326.41J. 

[138] A Safi'I Jaqzh (al-Suyii~i, 1!us'n a{-Mu~a1ara, 'Oot.I, 'P.309.I4). 

[139] ibn al-Jazarr, rabaqat, 'O0l.2, 'P.316.91J. 

[140] al-SuYfi~r, lfusn al-Mu~a¢ara, 1Jo!.l, '[).486.2; ibn al-JazarI, Tab
aqat, '001.1, ,[).279.161l 

[141] al-Mi?rL ibid., 'P.368.4lJ. 

[142] ibid., 'P.389.20. Mistakenly called al-'Ataqi in al-Suyii~i, Ifusn 
al-Mu~a~ara, 'Uot.1, p.486 (see index entry, ibid., 'Uot.2, p.524, and GdQIlI, 
'P.176 n.) 'Iya<;i, 'UoL4, 'P.44. 

[143] al-Mi~rI. For a minimal reading of his re 6:162, see ibn al-Jazari, 
7;abaqat, vo1.2, 'P.12.5lJ. 

[144] ibn al-Jazan is quoting al-Danl here (ibid., 'UoL.l, 'P.239.I7). al-Rug
ali named two (ibid., line 18) - 'Abd al-~amad (i.e. no.7) and al-Jizi (not 
A~mad ibn Mu~ammad (ibid., 'P.126.8lJ.)) 

[145] al-Mi~ri (ibid., 'P.239.I6lJ.) 

[146] Still alive in 350 (ibid., '001.2, '[).351.6). No mention of him in al-Suy
u~i, Bugya. 

[147] al-BagdadI al-~arzr (ibid., 1Jotl, 'P.387.12lJ.) 

[148] al-BagdadI. Author of al-Mifta~ f*i al-'Asr (ibid., '001.2, 'P.192.1lJ.) 

[149] ibid., p.51.22ff. 

[150] al-BagdadI (ibid., 'U01.1, 'P.469.20iJ.) 

[151] al-BagdadI (ibid., 'P.99.91J.) 

[152] al-BagdadI. Died in Damascus (ibid., p.297.5iJ.) 

[153] 	 al-KaIIlal ibn Ahmad al-Iskandari/al-DimasqI (ibid., 'P.6.SiJ.) 
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[154] TaqI ai-Din ibn A~mad al-Nfi~ri (al-Suyii~i, Ifusn al-Mu~a~ara, 
,\)01.2, 'P.508.3; ibn aI-JazarI, Tabaqat, uo1.2, 'P.65.611.) 

[155] al-I;lanafI. Born in Cairo (ibid., 'P.163.12ff.) 

[156] ibid., p.199.8ff. 

[157] ibid., 1)01.1, j).595.7ff. Still alive in the second half of the 4th . century. 
Author of 'Adad Ay al-Qur'an, extant in manuscript (Sezgin, 'P.16, § 25; 
GdQIII, p.238 n.). 

[158] Called al-$aydalan"i (ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 1)0l.1, p.252.10). 

[159] Author of several works on qira'at (ibid., 'P.49.12tT.), three of which 
are extant in manuscript (Sezgin, 'P.15, § 19). See also Pretzl, Wissen
schajt, 1>.29, § 14. 

[160] ibn al-Jazar!, Tabaqat, uoL1, 'P.213.161J. 

[161] GdQrn, 'P.175.5ff. 

E1VDNOTES TO CHAPTER NINE 

-
[1] See § 7.1.1. It must be noted that 'Asim deflected only one word in 

r-..J • 

the whole Qur'an - rnajr ~ ha ( 11: 41, ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, '1)01.2,1>.41.16), 
and the convention adopted for it in the 1342 Cairo text, and copies of the 
Qur'an of its ilk, is a rhombus. See chapter 3, § 2.3.4. 

[2] In the explanatory notes to the Algerian copy it is called "nuqta 
mustad"ira kab"ira" ('P.5.3, 5, 8), and explained as a substitute for the old 
red dot (da'ira ~amra') difficult to print ('P.5.11). 

r-..J ~ 

[3] This ~ or ~ rule is not mentioned by ibn al-J azari in N asr. 

[4] So also al-Kisa'i (ibn aI-Jazari, iVasr, '\)oL2, p.37.15). 

[5] Again, so also al-Kisa'i (ibid., ,\)01.2, p.37.13). 

[6] ibid., uo1.2, p.35.20, p.37.l. 

[7] ibid., 1)01.2, p.50.18. 

[8] ibid., 1)01.2, 'Pp.48 ..5 50.18. 
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[9] saw(i' k"iinat £l-ahf a~liyya am za/ida (ibid., 'Vot.2, p.54.21). 

[10] In wal-jarz (4: 36a, b) and jabbarz£na (5: 22) ibn al-Jazarl reports 
abfl ~Abd al-Iah ibn Suray~, ~AII ibn Xaqan and 'All abu al-Fat~ Faris 
ibn A1?-mad only (from al-Azraq) as reading it with intermediate deflection 
(Nasr, 'Vo1.2, p.56.1, ,(>.58.12). 

[11] ibn al-J azari does not mention these last two forms (ibid., 'V01.2 pp.60.19 
- 66.12). 

[12] ibid., '(>.41.19. 

[13] ibid., p.42.13. 

[14] ibid., ,(>.46.13. 

[15] wah£yya binunayn fi jami' il-ma?a~z'f (ibid., 'VoL1, ,(>.303.18). 

[16] ibid., 'VoL2, p.170.9. 

[17] ibid., 'Vol.2, p.166.1. 

[18] ibid., 'Vol.2, '(>.168.3. 

[19] Wright i 55A. 

[20] Since this difference occurs in no other words, theological scruples 
can perhaps account for it. 

[21] The ~asan IT text and the Lagos copy (p.16.2) have (l- )anmbi ~ a";a 
here. 

[22] ibn al-Jazari, N asr, bab al-hamz al-mufrad. See al-Zamaxsari, 
'Vol.1, '(>.406.4. 

[23] The large dot in this and the following cases is in its second usage. 

[24] GdQIII, p.33.3ff. 

[25] See chapter 10, § 1.29 (waw / hamza) and the forms of the root nb' 
cited in this chapter, § 7 (hamzat al-qar). 

[26] endnote 29 to chapter 2. 

[27] Note its absence in similar situations with verbs first radical 'waw, 
e.g. tuwa~iduhunna ( 2:235) and in the sound a'u, e.g. aba ~ ukum ( 4: 11). 

[28] See endnote 4 to chapter 3. 

[29] N asr, 'Vol.l, p.304.7; see also '(>.65 above. 

[30] See also al-Dani, al-Taysir, p.28.16ff.; Pretzl, Wissenschaft, ,(>.295.91j. 

[31] chapter 10, § 1.23. 

[32] See § 7 above. 

[33] Here the Wars copy is slightly different, having a large dot in both 
occurrences and no kasra. 
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ENDNOTES TO CHAPTER TEN 


[1] The usual term for graphic form is rasm and for vocal form is ¢abt, but 
xa~~, kitab, k£taba, kataba, and lat~ and nu~q are also used respectively, 
e.g. by aI-Farra' ... , and ibn al-Jazari, N asr ('Uot.2 p.22.7). 

With a view to trying to. explain the differences between the two 
transmissions, it can be noted_here that the transmissions of ~af~ and 
Wars, as also of their teachers 'A~im and Nafi', have the following readings 
which they alone of the Hten" read 

I.Iaf~ (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 'Uot.2, 1>1>.256.1,215.17,253.17, 
243.4) : 


asta~aqqa (5:107); huzuwan (2: 67, and so in all other occurrences 

of this word) and kufuwan (112: 4); yafma'una (3:157). 


Wars (ibn al-Jazari, iVasr, 1)01.2, pp.237.15, 172.9, 216.13, 
253.9) : 


biya (2:186); l£ya (44: 21); qurubah tun (9: 99); ta 'adduo (4:154, along 

with the vVestern transmissions from QaJun). 


'A~im (ibn al~Jazari, Nasr, 1)01.2, p1>.237.1, 236.18) : 

tijarahtun (2:282,4: 29); tasaddaquo (2:280, but see 4: 92). 

- Na,fi' (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1)01.2, pp.256.14, 216.12, 227.12;, 
p.236.17, 244.16, 230.13) : 


yawma (5:119); wal-ugna (5: 45a, and so in all other occurrences of 

this word); yaqulu (2:214); maysuraht£n (2:280); yuhzinka (3:176, 


and so in all other occurrences of this form); 'asztu'mu (2:246,47: 


22). 


That I.Iaf~ and Wars did not always adopt the readings of 'A~im and 
Nafi' suggests again that t~e transmissions, although called for convenience 
by the names "ifat? 'an 'A?imH and "Wars 'an Nafi''', are really trans
missions of the Muslims in general. The particular readings of I.Iaf~ or 
Wars should not, in other words, be isolated and considered the same as 
variant readings of a tradition, ascribed to this or t.hat authority. There 
is no question that Hafs or vVars themselves selected these readings which 
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they alone read. Rather it is simply a question of them alone preserving 
particular eddies within the overall stream of the oral Tradition. vVhile a 
variant reading of a tradition would be verified by the credibility of its chain 
of authorities, there was no call for such verification for these particular 
readings of the Qur'an. Their authority was the entire Muslim community. 

These readings, by the way, at least those of ~af~ and Wars, are useful 
in ascertaining the transmission of a given Qur'an text. 

On occasion the reading of the I.Iaf~ transmission perhaps fits the 
context more easily, or is more consistent with other occurrences, than that 
of the Wars transmission, e.g. takun (4: 73). The reverse, however, could 
also be said to occur, as in us-salama (4: 94, see 4: 90, 91); YUSZ (4: 12, see 
4: 11); 'atanakum (3: 81, see 2: 93,121,146,211); and nu{ihinlu (4:152). So no 
overall judgment from these about the precedence of the two transmissions 
can be made. 

[2] As Vollers, for instance, did, e.g. 1)'p.9.6, 831J. For an attack on Voller's 
thesis, see Noldeke, Neue Beitrage, pp.1-5. Its orthographic sign '"was 
simply a later invention (SahIn, p.18.8). 

[3] This last example, w here the vocal form apparently goes against an 
archaic graphic form, shows a firm oral Tradition. al-Sa'id (p.107.15) makes 
a similar point regarding the spelling of a~ u in 5:18 and 33. 

[4] al-Sa'Id (p.106.18) makes this point on the oral side, but it applies just 
as much on the written side too. 

[5] So also in 22:59. 

[6] So also in 5: 95. 

[7] So also in 3:158. 

[8] Perhaps a rare example of inaccuracy by ibn al-Jazarl here. He said 
that the Kufans and Ya'qub read mt'!lu and the rest mt'!lz', but al-Zamax
sarI reported al-Sulami as reading mi!la (1)01.1, p.645.3). al-Sulaml is not 
one of the "ten", he is, however, 'A~im's authority. 

[9] And so in all other occurrences of this form ( 2:208, 6:142, 24: 21a, b). 

[10] So also in 5: 45b. 

[11] So also in 7:161. 

[12] So also in in 2:177b, 189b. Both have al-bz'rru in 2:l89a, for which ibn 
al-Jazarl suggests a reason (iVa.sr, 'Vol.2, p.226.4). 

[13] So also in 57: 11. 
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[14] So also in 23: 50. 

[15] So also in 4: 29. 

[16] So also in 5: 41, 6: 33,10: 65,12: 13, 31: 23,36: 76, 58: 10. 

[17] Excluding imperfect forms of root ~sb, see chapter 9, § 2. 

[18] So also in 47: 22. al~Zamaxsari calls z a weak reading ~ "waqu ri' a 
'asztum wahiyya ~a'lfa" (vol.1, p.378.24). 

[19] So also in 2:236b. 

[20] al-ZamaxsarI (vol.1, p.57) chooses malik for the dual reason that it 
is the reading of the people of Mecca and Medina, and because it appears 
elsew here referring to God (e.g. 114: 2). 

[21] Cf. §§ 1.12 and 1.23. 

[22] aI-DanI, al- M uqni~, p.16.4; GdQIII, p.17 11,.2. 

[23] cj. Powers, p.661l. 

[24] Cf. § 1.10. 

[25] So also in 5:110. 

[26] These are not due to carelessness as are those in endnote 25 to chapter 
3. 

[27] This example, and those like it (20: 41, 43,25: 30,61: 6) are all before 
hamzat al-wa~l (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, vol.2 pp.170.19, 171.8). 

[28] Apart from the consistent differences noted in chapter 9, § 4. 

[29] Apart from the consistent differences noted in chapter 9, § 4. 

[30] So also in 2:189, but note 2:102 both watakinna. 

[31] So also in 66: 4. 

[32] abu 'Amr is as the Kadugah text revised by al-Dabba' here, although 
ibn al-Jazari, Nasr (voL.2, p.247.15) said only Kufan"s read a single 8zn. 

[33] See chapter 9, § 7 for consistent differences in this group. 

[34] So also in in the other two occurrences of this word, 5: 69 ~nd 22: 17. 

[35] See § 1.12 and chapter 9, § 7. 

[36] And so in all other occurrences of this word ( 3: 37b, 38, 6:85, 19: 2, 7, 

21:89 ). 

[37] In addition to nubuwwn/nubu' a, chapter 9, § 7. 
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[38] And so in all other occurrences of this form ( 2:231,5: 57,58,18: 56,106, 

21: 36, 25: 41,31: 6,45: 9, 35), and of kujuwan/k'uju ~ an (112: 4). 

[39] abu 'Amr is said to have said, "to" or ya' here, I don't mind" 
rna ubafi abit-ta' am bil-ya', qara'tuhuma (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1101.2, 
'P.241.20). 

[40] So also in all other occurrences of this form ( 4: 14, 48: 17, 64: 9, 65: 11). 

[41] Variation might be more expected here, but it is in fact less prevalent 
than in § 2.3. This illustrates well the precision of the written Tradition. 
This, and the follow'ing two sections are kept here despite the Turkish and 
Iranian Traditions of I.Iaf~ copies which render many or most vocal al£js 
graphic, for the reason that the 1342 Cairo text claims ancient orthography, 
and the Wars copy also belongs to a distinct Tradition in this and most 
other respects. 

[42) So also in 4: 7b, 33. 

[43] But oddly, both vocal in this word in all other occurrences ( 5: 64, 82, 

91, 41:34, 60: 4). 

[44] So also in 5:107. 

[45] So also in the "word in 2:210. 

[46] Vocal alij in all other occurrences of this word ( 2:228, 4: 35, 114, 7:56, 

85, 11: 88). 

[47] Both vocal in 4: 23. 

[48] So also in in the word in 4: 47, 5: 21. 

[49] So also in 3:166. 

[50] So also in in 5:107. 

[51] So also in in the word in 2:243. 

[52] This always involves the second long vowel in the word, as the ex
planatory notes at the back of ~adlrgah text revised by al-pabba' (p.525.5) 
says, "ma~1uja xa~~an likarahat ijtima' il-matalayn", and always sound 
plurals in oblique cases. cJ. GdQIII, p.33.16ff. These examples do not in
clude the occurrences of 'ibrahzm/'ibrahzm cited in chapter 3;§ 1.1.4. 

[53] So also in all occurrences of this word ( 2:177,213,3: 21,80,81, 4: 69, 163, 

17: 55,19: 58, 33: 7, 40,39: 69). This difference also includes one between ya' 
and hamza, which has been dealt with in chapter 9, § 7. 

[54] So also in the word in 3: 75. 
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ENDNOTES TO CHAPTER ELEVEN 


[1] N asr, 1)01.2, 'P.212iJ. 

[2] waxtalifu f2 "w!,wa~~ ~ biha 'ibrahim" faqara'a I-IVfadaniyyan 

wabn 'Amir "wa'aw? ~" bihamza maftu~a ?uratuha alif bayn al-waw
ayn ma'a taxfif z's-sad wakadalik huwa fi masahif ahl il-AJad2na 
was-Sam waqara 'a' l~baqun bitasdid i~-~ad min gayr hamza bayn al
wawayn waka~alik huwa fi ma?a~ifihim (ibid., 1'.222.23). 

[3] waqawluh "wawa~~ ~ ... " fi ma~a,!z'f ahl il-Mad2na "wa'aw~ ~", 
wakUahuma ?awab ka(ir fil-kalam ('DoLl, p.80.1). See also GdQm, 1'.11 
n.6. 

[4] Jam£' al-Bayan (Sakir edition), 'Dol.3, p.96.1-3. For a vigorous rejec
tion of a reading by al-Taban, because of its effect on the meaning, see 
chapter 12, 'p.140f. and endnote 76 to Appendix I, and for a general obser
vation on al-Tabari's attitude towards readings, see 1)ahabI, 'Dol. 1, p.214.1iJ. 
cf. also GdQIII, 1'.109 n. 3. 

[5] al-lvfuqni', lrp.109.31J., 116.111J., 118.13. 

[6] ibid., p.109.4. 

[7] ibid., pp.123-131, especially 124.17iJ. 

[8] waxtalifu fi "tuasari'u o " faqara'a l-Madaniyyan wabn 'Amir "sa
ri'uo" bigayr waw qabl as-szn waka4alik hz'yya fi masahif il-Madzna 
wasEFam waqara'a l-baqun bil-waw waka1alik hiyya jz' ma?a~ifihim 
(Nasr, 'Do1.2, 'P.242.6). With the similar cases of waw before a verb being 
absent in certain readings in 2:116 and 5: 53, ibn al-Jazari again passes them 
over with less comment than he gives many a fine difference in vocalisation 
(ibid., p'p.220.4, 254.21). 

[9] Beirut edition, uol.l, 1'.463.18. 

[10] waqur£'a "man yartadda" wa "man yartadid" WahUl1Ja fil-imam 
bidalayn (ibi(1.,p.620.21). 
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[11] waxtaUfu f1, "man yartadda" faqara'a 1-1\;[adanz'yyan wabn 'Amir 
bidalayn il-ula maksura wa!-!ant"ya majzuma waka~a huwa fz ma?a~if 
ahl il-N!ad1,na was-sam waqara'a l-baqun bidal wa~ida maftu~a musad
dada wakacja huwa f1, ma~a~ifihz'm. Wattafaqu 'ala ~ar f il-Baqara 
wahuwa "waman yartadid mz'nkum" annahu bidalayn li'ijma' il-ma?a~
if 'alayhi kacjalik wali'an (iLl Surat il-Baqara yaqta41, l-i~nab waziyadat 
il-~ar f mz'n ejalik. Ala tara ila qawlihi ta'ala "waman yusaqiq il-laha 
warasulahu" fil-Anfal kayf ajma' 'ala fakk idgamihi, waqawlihi "wa
man yu.(aqq il-laha" fil-hasr kayf ajma' 'ala idgamihi wadalik litaqar
ub il-maqamayn min al-i~nab wal-1,jaz wal-lahu a'lam (Nasr, 1)01.2. p. 
255,1). 

[12] wakilta l-lugatayn !aszha mashura fil-'Arab (al-Tabari, Jami' 
al-Bayan (Sa-kir edition), 1)oL'lO, p.421.1j.) , 

[13] bayyana ahl ul-Hijazi f£l-jazmi fayaqulu 'urdud' wa 'la tardud' 
wahiyya I-luga l-'arabiyya l-qadzma l-jayyida walakin Benz Tam"im 
adgamu (BuJaq edition, 'Do1.2 p.424.7). 

[14] al-Muqni', pp.110.B. See also ibid., pp.116.15, 11B.17. 

[15] Nasr, 1)01.2, pp.176.7 179.17. See also al-j\Juqni', p.36.11; at-Tay
s1, r, 'pp. 70.1 7 j., 1 97.16 j. 

[16] N asr, 1)01.2,pp.245.5 - 246.B. cj. the brief remark in al-Zamaxsarr, 
(Beirut edition), 'DoLl, p.485.14, and the absence of comment by ai-Farra' 
and abii 'Ubayda. 
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[17] al-x£laJ Ji[r-rasm] yugtaJar irf: hU1JJa qar"ib, yariu' ila ma'na wa
~id (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1)0l.1, p.13.1j.) See also Burton, The Collect£on, 
pp.149.7f., 206.111J. 

[18] kayfiyyat ~al£k Ji ma~a~if ahl il-am~ar ... gayr ia'iz illa bir£waya 
~a~"ifJa 'an ma~afJiJihim (al-Muqni', 'P.121.12). 

ENDNOTES TO CHAPTER TWELVE 


[1] ibn al-Jazari, .l'vasr, 'Vo1.2 p.241.3. 

[2] Lane pp.2794a, 2795c. ibn al-Jazarl noted this reading without com
ment (NasT, 'VoL2, p.231.21), as did abu 'Ubayda (pt.1, p.80.4). See also 
al-rusi, 'Vol.1, p.8.12, and after him, al-rabarsi, 'VoL1, p.12.30. For other, 
similar differences, see GdQIII, p.140 nA. See also chapter 10, § 1.20.4 for 
a reading with two different roots, 4yr and 4rr, both meaning the same. 

[3] ibn al-Jazari made a comment regarding this reading that shows that 
he was fully aware that readings could come into being for the purpose of 
conveying an additional meaning. He suggested that a certain reading did 
not come about because of the derogatory meaning it would have had. 

He suggested ('iVaSr',lJo1.2 p.207.21) that no one read stem i for the 
other two occurrences of yuxadtuna (2: 9a and 4:142a, both of which have 
God as object) because they were averse to imputing to God the ability 
to be deceived - wattaJ aqu 'ala qira 'a... "yuxadi'una" ... karahiyyat 
at-ta~ri!~ biharf:a l-ji'l il-qabz~ an yutawaffah ila l-lah talala ja'uxraj 
maxraj al-mufa'ala lirf:alik. 

In other words, had the reading had less of a disturbing effect on 
meaning, someone might well have been reported to have read it. 

He gives reasons like this for there not being a reading relatively 
frequently, e.g. 'NasT', 1)01.2 1>p.212.4, 218.20, 250.16,252.1,255.21. 

Similarly, his explanation of some readings that do exist are undis
guisedly exegetical, as in, the readings 'anna and 'inna in 2:165 which, 
according to ibn a1-.1 azari, are both "the results of understanding" ('ala 
taqdTr) such and such a phrase Cl\/a.sr', 'V0t.2 p.224.9). Similar cases can 
often be found, e.g. 'iVa,sr', t;oL.2 pp.243.18, 249.3. 
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[4] SIbawayhi, Buhiq edition, 'Dol.1, p.417.4, 12; Derenbourg's edition, 
'Dol.l, pp.371.18, 372.4; al-Tabari, Jami' al-Bayan (Sakir edition), 'Dol.4 , 
p.290.7jj. 

[5] 	 al-ZamaxsarI, (Beirut edition), 1)01.1 p.427.10. 

[6] waxtalafu fZ "masakzna" faqara' al-Madaniyyan wabn 'Amir 'ala 
I-jam' waqara' at-baqun "miskznin" 'ala l-ifrad (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 
'Do1.2 p.226.12). 

[7] 	 ibn al-Jazari, N asr, 1)01.2 p.255.21. 
al-A'raj is reported as having read the singular, for the reason that, 

since it was by way of clarification, only one [pauper] needed to be men
tioned as standing for the whole category - wa'innama wu~~id li'annah 
waqi' mawqi' it-tabyzn faktafa bil-wahid id-dall 'ala l-jins (al-:-Zam
axsarz (Beirut edition), 'Dol.1 p.645.16). . 

al-A'raj was a Meccan mawla who died in 130 (GdQIII, p.166). He 
was a teacher of the Basran Qur'an reader abu 'Amr, and on the borders 
of being one of the 'fourteen' Qur'an readers (GdQrn, p.189.2). 

[8] 	 Ell, art. '?awm' (C.C.Berg), 1)01.4, p.195a.19 - every fast-day was 
considered 	an independent ritual act, and so, if broken, had its penalty. 

For the Maliki two-to-one penalty, see endnote 11 below. 

[9] This is the jist of al-Tabari's exegesis (Jami', 1373, 'Do1.3, pp.439.19 
440.8). There is no mention of anyone ever having suggested that only one 
pauper need be fed for however many days missed. 

[10] qal a,~-Safi'z "waman mari« falam ya?i~~ ~atta mat fala qa«a' 
'alayh innarna l-qa~a' irja ?a~~ tumm fara~ waman mat waqad fara~ 
fil-qa~a' uram 'anhmakan kull yawm miskzn madd min ~a'am" - 'Pt.2, 
p.104.14. 

[11] qult "fahal yujzi'uh fZ qawl lvJalz"k an yu(im maddayn maddayn 
Ii ku II m is k zn fa yu(i rn ! ala!zn m is k zn" fa q a I "I a y u j zi' u h wa I a kin 
yut'im sittzn miskzn madd madd l£kull miskin" (al-NJudawwana, 'Dol.1, 
p.218.13). 

Here there seems to be a deliberate rejection of the source of the 
penalty being the thirty days of the month of the fast. A few lines later 
the source is shown rather to be in the supposedly analogous situation of 
someone going back on the ;;ihar divorce - ... rajul af~ar fZ Rama«an 
fa'amarah Rasul ul-lah, ?l'm, an yukaf fir bi'atq raqaba aw bi?iyam 
sahrayn mutatabi'ayn aw it'am sittzn miskzn (al-Mudawwana, 'DoLl, 
p.219.12). See also J\;Eilik, 1)ol.l, pp.296. pen'Ult. (itab al-qiyam, bab 
9), 307.ult. (ibid., bao 19), and in al-SaybanI's recension p.123.4 (abwab 
al-siyarn 3) where the analogy is explicit. 
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The penalty in the Qur'an for someone going back on ;:ihar is precisely 
manumission, or, if that is not possible, a two-month fast, or, if that is not 
possible, the feeding of sixty paupers (58: 3--4). 

[12] ibn al-Murta<:!a, 'Vol. 2, p.257. For the ~ad1,!, see ibn ~anbal, 'VoL2, 
'P'P.208.151J., 241.211J., 273.111J., 281. 171J. 

[13] kanu yu(iqunah fumm 'ajazu la'alayhim Ii kull yawm ~a'am 
misk"in (pt.l, p.l08.71J.) 

[14] ibn ~ajar, Fat~, 'Vo1.9, 'P.246j.; al-Buxari, $a~z~, 'Pt.6, 'P.30.7jj. 

[15] Beirut edition, 'VoL 1 , 'P.355. 

[16] wa'ala lla4:1,na yu(iquna ?-?awm wala ya~umun an yut'z'm miskznan 
makan kull yawm yu/~irah ('VoLl, p.112.l1). 

[17] Jami' al-Bayan (Sakir edition), 'VoL3, pp.439.l9 440.15, out of 
thirty pages for the verse. 

[18] pt.5, pp.78.pen1l1t. 81.9, 

[19] ibid., p.81.19. 

[20] qat abu Ja'far 'wa'a'jab ul-qira'atayn ilayya f1, rjalik qira'at man 
qara' "~a'amu misk1,nin" 'ala l-wa~id bima'na 'wa 'ala lla41,na yut1,quna
hu 'an kull yawm af~aruh fidyat ~a'am misk1,n' li'an f1, ibanat ~ukm 
il-muf~ir yawm lO(t~~id wu~ul ila ma'rifat ~ukm il-muf~ir jan~z' as-sa
hr walays fl ibanat ~ukm il-muffir jaml' as-sahr w'u~ul ila ibanat 
~ukm il-muf~ir yaw'm 11Ja~id ... wa 'an kullwa~id yutarjam 'an il-Jamz' 
lOa 'an £l-Jarnl' la Y1Lta rJant bih 'an il-wahid f alidalik axtarna qira 'at 
tz'lk bit-taw0zd (J ami' al-Bayan (5akir edition), 1)01.3, p.440.9). 
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[21] wa'amma qira'at man qara' rjalz'k uwa'ala llarjzna yu~awwaqunahu" 
jaqira'a lima~a~ij ahl z'l-Islam xilaj wagayr ia'iz l£'a~ad min ahl 
il-Islam al-i'tira¢ bir-ra'y 'ala ma naqalah ul-A1uslz"mun wirafa 'an 
nabiyyihim, ~l'm, naql ~ahir qati' lil-'urjr li'an ma ia'at bih £l-~uiia 
min ad-din huw al-'!aqq ulla4i fa sakk jzh annah min lind il-lah wala 
yu'tara¢ 'ala ma qad fabat waqamat bih ~uiia annah min lind a lah 
bil-ara' wa~-~unun wal-aqwal (s-sarjrja (ibid., 'p.438.7). 

[22] See above, chapter 11. 

[23] See also al-Zamaxsari, (Beirut edition), uo1.1, 'P.335; and note how in 
Muslim (uo1.2, 'P.802.1ff.) the question of the verse comes under abrogation 

bab bayan nasx qawlihi ... 

[24] In traditions 2784, 2786, 2790, 2791, of Jami' al-Bayan (Sakir edi
tion). 

[25] Hunad - Waki"' - 'Imran ibn lfudayr 'Ikrima, qal "aUa4i"na 
yu~i"qunahu" ya~umunahu walakin "alla{ina yutawwaqunahu" ya'jizun 
'anh (ibid., '1l0L3, p.430.17). 

cf. .Lane's entry, "tawwwaqtuhu s-say'a means 'I made the thing to 
be [as though it were] his tawq [or neck-ring]', and thereby is expressed the 
imposing [upon one] a thing that is difficult, troublesome, or inconvenient ... 
And [in the Qur'an] some read, wa'ala lla4i"na yutawwaqunahu meaning, 
' ... and upon those who shall have it imposed upon them as a thing that 
is difficult ... ' " (p.1894a). 

[26] Jvfuhamrnad ibn Bassar 'Abd al-Wahhab .ltyyub - 'Ikrima, 
qal ji" harjih il-aya "wa'ala lla4i"na yutawwaqunahu", wakarjalik kan 
yaqra'uha, z'nnaha laysat mansuxa kullij as-sayx ul-kabzr an yujtz'r 
wayu(im makan kull yawm miskzn (al-TabarI, Jarni' al-Bayan (5akir 
edition), '\)01.3, p.430.11). 
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E1VDNOTES TO THE CONCLUSION 


[1] al-Suyl1~I cites abu 'Ubayd (d.224) as saying (in Fa~a'il al-Qur'an) 
"al-maq~ad min al-qira'a as-sadda tafslr ul-qira'a il-mashura" (al
Itqan, p.82.22). 

[2] Muir stated this over a century ago - "The recension of LUtman has' 
been handed down to us unaltered. So carefully, indeed, has it been 
preserved, that there are no variations of importance, - we might almost 
say no variations at all, - amongst the innumerable copies of the Qur'an 
scattered throughout the vast bounds of the em pire of Islam. Contending 
and embittered factions, taking their rise in the murder of 'U!man himself 
within a quarter of a century from the death of M~ammad have ever since 
rent the ~Iuslim world. Yet but ONE QUR'AN has always been current 
amongst them ... There is probably in the world no other work which has 
remained twelve centuries with so pure a text." (l\luir, 1)0l.1, pp.xiv,xv (= 
p'p.5.57,558 of the 1878 abridged London edition)). It has to be restated 
because other, entirely contrasting, vie,vs are current. 

[3] See, for instance, Gunkel, p.98I. 

[4] Pedersen, p.127; Gibb, p.S. 

[5] Nielsen, p.37.4fJ. 

[6] Crone, Slaves, p.7.22. 

[7] Nielsen, p.36.penmt.; Crone, Slaves, p.7.12 (endnotes 23-25, ibid., 
p.203). 

[8] In an organic living Tradition, that is a non-written one, a Prophet's 
original message is not regainable. It is inextricable from the additions of 
the disciples and the disciples' disciples, and so on up until literary fixation. 
Its historicity cannot therefore be taken at face value, indeed delving into it 
can result in its history being turned upside down. vVansbrough's methodol
ogy falls into this category. But no Qur'an reading can be explainable only 
by oral considerations. 
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[9] As in the text in ibn Hisam (1375 edition, 'Uol.1, p.501ff.), abii 'Ubayd 
(Amw?il, pp.l25, 202ff. (nos.328-30, 517)), and ibn Sayyid al-Nas (pt.1, 
p.197f.) That the Constitution of ~1edina is an authentic written docu
ment from the time of the Prophet has been agreed from Wellhausen (e.g. 
p.83.13ff.; see also Wensinck, pp.51, 135.1ff.) through to Crone (Slaves, 
p.7.6ff.). For differing theories as to its original form, see Serjeant, 'The 
·"Constitution of Medina" " 'The Sunnah Jami'ah' (with a list of variants, 
pp.40-42), and 'Haram and Hawtah' p.48ff.; and Gil, 'The Constitution of 
Medina'. 

[10] For parallel interplay between written and oral tradition, see ibid., 
p.34ff. See also Jeffery, 'The Qur'an as Scripture', p.17. The written and 
oral transmissions are "t,vo independent repositories of the Divine \Vord, 
corroborating and confirming each other" (al-Sa'id, p.60.31). Goldziher 
never discusses the oral Tradition of the Qur'a,n. Compare the effectively 
complete absence of acknowledgement of an oral Tradition of the Qur'an 
in ~1ingana's article (mis- )entitled 'The Transmission of the Qur 'an'. 

[11] Burton, The Collection, pp.239, 162, 188. 

[12] al-Sa'Id, p.55.39j. 

[13] cf. Goldziher, Richtungen, p.1.1ff.; Wansbrough, chapter 1 passim, 
p.l01.4. Diacritical dots seem in fact to have been employed in Arabic 
writing in pre-Islamic times (Ell, art. 'Arabia' (B.Moritz), 'Uol.1, p.383b.5). 

[14] al-TabarI frequently ·willingly accepts two, or more, readings as equa
lly valid when the meaning remains unaltered, suffice three examples, for 6: 

96 see Jami' al-Bayan (Sakir edition), 'UoL11, p.556.12; for 56:22 see Jami', 
1373, pt.27, p.176.23; and for 112: 4 see Jami', 1373, pt.30, p.348.19j. Note 
also how even saga readings, like synonyms, can thus be used to interpret 
the [spirit of] the letter (SahIn, p.7.'lllt.; a]-Sa'id, p.33.15f.) 

[15] Abbott, The Rise of the North Arabic Script, p.56.16. 

[16] ibid., p.59.19. 

[17] Safadi, 1 stan-tic Calligraphy, p.13.45. See the Vowel Diagram in 
Segal, pp.152-53; and N6ldeke, Syrische Grammatik, pp.6-13. 
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Appendix I 

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE USE 


OF QUR'AN READINGS 


§ 1 Background 

IN illS STUDY OF Qur'an 106:1, 2, Birkeland was of the opinion that the 
Muslims were not at all clear about either the meaning or the sound of its 
first part 

"The exegesis found in traditions shows great confusion" .1 

"The textual situation of 106:1, 2 is extremely complex~ .2 

And regarding the graphic form, which he gave as ~,BergstraBer had 
said that it was quite unclear how it was to be pronounced.

3 

These views and the reasons for them will be returned to in § 5, but 
an important possible consequence of them must first be considered. That 
is that from a particular instance "where it is alleged that ~fuslim Tradition 
had lost contact with :Nfuslim Scripture, it could be further alleged that it 
had do ne so in general. It could then be maintained that the oral form 
of the Qur'an could be later than the written form, or the reverse. The 
dearth of documentary evidence from the first century of the Nfuslim era 
could support this view, and depending on the degree of scepticism, there 
could either have been a missing link," or no link at all..5 

A more natural course of events would be that Muslim Tradition was 
never in anything but the most intimate contact with its Scripture. And 
leaving aside the impossibility of such a wide-ranging literature evolving 
from the Qur'an if it had not always been the central concern of Muslims, 
for those who do posit a dislocation, the alleged uncertainty over the text 
of the Qur'an could be seen as analogous to a situation posited for the 

21.5 




Hebrew Scriptures.
6 

That is that a more or less dead consonantal skeleton 
was refleshed according to the language and thought of a later time and 
place. Such a negation of any authoritative oral Tradition for the Hebre,v 
Scriptures, however, has been convincingly disproved.

7 
And it is the aim 

of this Appendix to show that 106:1,2, at least, cannot be used to show that 
J\fuslim Tradition in general had either forgotten or never even known, the 
original meaning or sound of Qur'an utterances. 

Before examining the orthography, meaning and sound of 106:1, 2 (§§ 
2,3,4 below) it is pertinent to outline firstly one characteristic of Muslim 
Scripture, and then three characteristics of its exegesis, as a background. 

§ 1.1 The inseparability of the written and oral texts 

Highly literate Western scholars have tended to be too much under the 
spell of the written word, and to treat the "collected" Qur'an as a literary 
document. But in the largely illiterate culture that prevailed in the Near 
East when Muslim Scripture and Tradition were formed, and, indeed, up 
until earlier this century, the heard word was as important as the seen word. 
Not just recitation but also reading, was done aloud. The seen word was 
indeed accorded great reverence, especially when it was known to contain 
Divine utterances,8 but so also was the heard word. The tangible Scripture 
was handled with special care and the verbal Scripture was intoned in a 
special way. 

The balance, ho-wever, must be kept, and to argue that the most usual 
name for the fully collected Muslim Scripture, "Qur'an", shows it to have 
been at root oral and only secondarily written would be incorrect.

9 
The 

connotations of the term qur'an within the Qur'an itself, although arguably 
predominantly oral, are also in places unarguably ,vritten,10 but the con
notations of the name "Qur'an" in the history of the Muslim community 
are unquestionably both. Moreover, the use of other forms of the root qr' 
in l\1uslim scholarship,l1 indicates also the same inseparablity of oral and 
written elements. Even w hen the connotations tend towards "reading into" 
rather than Hreading out" , what is at issue is Scripture. 

Furthermore, the way Scripture was learnt in the culture of the time 
must be kept in mind. The Muslim child learning the Qur'an certainly 
would have repeated orally after a teacher, but, with the obvious exception 
of the blind, he would also have had the written text open in front of him. 
And since this inseparable duality of written text and oral text is one of 
the things that makes Scripture Scripture,12 this nlcthod of learning the 
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Qur'an must have obtained from the start, for the Qur'an is both self
avowedly Scripture in this dual sense, and has always been considered so 
by ~luslims. 

But, conversely, the lack of a vocalisation-system for the early graphic 
form of the text shows that it could not have been at root written and 
only secondarily orally realised. Diacritical marks and vowel-signs in the 
Qur'an "were systematised only around the time when the proponents of the 
writing do,vn of Tradition were triumphing over their oralist opponents.

13 

It was probably a result of a crisis in a well-established oral Tradition, 
not of a creation of a new one. Aside from fulfilling a numinous function 
as the tangible record of the Divine word, such an imprecise written text 
could not have been more than an aid to memory. It was only copyists 
who had to refer to the spelling of every word in the written text, and to 
treat the Qur'an as a literary document was a much later, and academic, 
phenomenon. For a book to become an independent form of expression 
rather than merely an aid to memory was a long process. 

In passing, it might be said that one of the earliest functions, 
and therefore origins, of readings was as a hedge around the oral 
text, before the days when the written text was considered an ar
biter. Indeed many readings may have originated from this earlier 
method for conserving the text than orthographical systematisa
tion. By being a reading, a particular pronunciation was prevented 
from being the reading. Or, put another ,vay, there was no need 
to alter the text itself since it could be understood in accordance 
with Tradition and read unaltered. 

So, on the one hand, to treat the Qur'an as merely a "written text is 
one-sided, and on the other, to treat the root qr' as having merely oral or 
recitative connotations is equally one-sided. 

That \Vestern studies on the history of the completed Qur'an text have 
therefore concentrated on its written form and taken little account of its 
oral form might be expected to have led to misinterpretation. This has 
indeed occurred, at least in that field of the history of the text involving 
Qur 'an readings. 

The Muslim scholar can, however, separate the Qur'an as a source, 
in its written form, from the Qur'an as a text, in its oral form, because 
however much he may speculate on it as a source, his daily use of it in 
prayer as a text, is a safeguard, if need be, from the speculation. But 
when a Western scholar reproduces or manipulates ~fuslim speculation on 
the Qur'an, if its oral Tradition is not borne in mind, there is no such 
safeguard against rnisinterpretation. 
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For example, the analytic approach of nineteenth and twentieth cen
tury \Vestern scholarship might seem at first sight no different to the 
.atomistic approach of lv1uslim scholarship towards Qur'an utterances. But 
"whereas the Muslim scholar can happily dissect the Qur'an into a million 
fragments as a source, without in any "way affecting its unity as a text, 
the vVesterner, after analysing the 'written text and its reported uvariant" 
readings as literary phenomena, is left with a mUltiplicity of possible texts. 
Tbe ~-1uslim can entertain a 'whole series of readings, and, indeed~ even 
meanings, as genuine at one and the same time/

4 
whereas the \Vesterner 

in general strives to uncover tbe "original". 1~ A choice between the pos
sibilities often tberefore has to be made by the \\Testerner, and it will usually 
either be arbitrary or governed by ulterior motives. 

However the speculation did have its limits, and by tbe time of ibn 
al-J azari (d.833 A.H.) they were narro"w. It was said that in pause Nafi' 
read quran- [z ahiratan] (34:18) as quray, but whereas there 'were traditions 
that al-Kisa!) ~imilarly read hudan l [lil-muttaqlna] (2:2) as huday in pause, 
there were no traditions to support Nafi"s reading. And so, while making 
no ('omment on al-I(isa 'i~s reading, ibn al-Jazari denounces that of NaJi' 
in stronger than usual terms 

HI know of no expert in Qur'an readings 'vbo ever subscribed to 
tbis claim in any way, nor have I found it in any of the qira 'at 
literature. It is no more tban a theoretical grammatical idea, not 
an actual and transmitted fact. Analog:y, not transmission has 

16 
brought it about. 

To put it slightly differently, because the vocal form of the text of the 
Qur'an can be separated from~ and was certainly later than the graphic 
form: it does not mean that the oral form of the text can be separat,ed in 
the same way, nor be considered later than, the written form. The oral and 
written forms of the text are no more than mirror-images of each other. 
whereas tbe -vocal and graphic forms of the text are two distinct phenolllena. 
tbe one superimposed upon tbe otber. So, wbile it is certainly so that mo<;t 
Qur'an readings are variations in the vocalisation of the graphic form. and 
even that SOlne have exegetical or polemical origins. this does not disprove 
the exist-eute of a long-standing oral Tradition. 

17 
If 3n~1bing. they illustrale 

ho\," tbe grapbic fOTJ]) of the t ext 'wa~ used as a source. 
IS 

Conversely ~ an aut bori13t ive oral Tradit ion is proved by cases w bere 
the reading goes against grammatical rules. This is often the context in 
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which the phrase "a l-qira 'a sun na.'· appears~ translateable as "the Qur' in 
is read according to Tradition", "with the deliberate implication, "not ac

· I' " 19core lng 1 to OglC . 

Similarly, rather than suggesting that the oral Tradition sim ply arose 
frO[Il the written texts, the following view of al-Danl, cited by ibn al--Jaz
arl~ 20 shows that the oral Tradition was inextricable from the written. and 
also that in cases where oral factors seem secondary to written ones. they 
probably were secondary in time. The question under discussion, whether 
when n'un is assimilated to (am there should remain a nasalisation, is hardly 
one that would have been asked in the time of the Prophet, or even 'l"lman. 

"al-Danl went along with those who nasalised an assimilation of 
nun to lam, in not doing so when the nun was not in the graphic 
form [e.g. with !a'illam of 11:14, as opposed to ja'in l lam of 28:50], 

since [if he had] it 'would have led to contradiction of the vocal 
form by realising a nun absent from the written text." 

Lack of regard, until recently,21 by \Vestern scholarship for the author
itative oral Tradition underlying the Qur 'an has been the cause and effect 
of an over-emphasis on accounts of written texts. Cause, because starting 
from an oral standpoint cannot produce reliable and precise dating. ~-\nd 

effect because of the search for the "original" text, hence to a view of Qur
'an readings as literary variants rather than as ongoing reinterpretation. It 
is true that the ~-fuslim accounts also stress the written aspect, but whereas 
the starting point for the \Vesterners ,vas in the vie'w of the Qur 'an as a 
literary text, for the ~fuslims it was in the view of the Qur 'an as a legal 
source. The inextricable connection between the accounts of the collection 

22 

and the jurisprudential theories of nasx has been convincingly shown. 
Thus for a believing ~ruslim there are no real anomalies between the ac
counts of the collection of the written texts and his own oral comprehension 
of the qur'an. His knowledge of qur'an readings is certainly of scholarly 
importance, but has no bearing on his prayer. 

Paradoxically, the accounts of the collection of the written texts were 
concerned with the Qur'an as a source, whereas his knowledge of the oral 
text was of the qur 'an as a text. And the text and the source were in the 
final analysis easily separated, thanks to na"x. 

Bookish \Vestern scholars up till recently, however, have seldom ap
preciated this dual nature of the Qur'an, and have seen it, not only just 
as a text, but as merely a written one at that. The qur'an was neyer a 

literary text but a source. 
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The notion that an official version of a sacred text emerges from a mul
tiplicity of earlier ones is inherently plausible, and this indeed forms the core 
of the Muslim reports. Exactly ,vhich one this was, however, only becomes 
clear from the fully harmonised la.ter ~1uslim reports. Nineteenth century 
\Vestern scholars notably },,1uir and N6ldeke, took oyer this harmonisation 
as historical fact and further emphasised this role of the "recension of 
'lTtman" over others, and most subsequent 'Vestern scholars have accepted 
their theories. Perhaps the greatest \Yestern lllonumenl to this \Vestern em
phasis on the "recension of '"C !nl:ln~' is Jeffery's !v!ateri a Is for tit e H {' Edor y 
of the Text of the Qur'an. 

To rectify the emphasis not only in fact makes more sense of the 
~iluslim yie'w that tihe Qur 'an has not changed significantly from the outset, 
but it also introduces the possibility that the history of the Qur'an text, 
rat,her than being a movenlent from many texts to one, may have been more 
a case of the opposite. On the face of it this suggestion is at variance with 
the actual data of the Muslim reports about the collection, but it is not at 
variance with what could well be the underlying implications of the data, 
nor, more especially, does it involye picking and choosing. ..A. thorough 
study of the nature and origin of Qur'an readings might better establish 
their relation to the "recension of 'IT!man'', and so test the implications of 
the 1v1uslim reports. 

During the time of 11uir and N6ldeke, and indeed up until the middle 
of our century, Cairo was the centre of the Muslim scholarly world, and 
that it remained ignorant of the 'wor ks of the major \\Testern scholars of the 
Qur'an is not possible. Perhaps under BergstdiBer's influence, for instance, 
one of the foremost Egyptian Qur'an scholars began producing a Qur'an 
copy with a critical apparatus of readings.

23 
A major feature of these 

'Vestern works, with respect to the origins of the Qur'an, was the emphasis 
p]aced on the "recension of 'tT!man!'. 1\10reoycr, their analytic approach 
and documentary bias resulted in a yet stronger emphasis on it than had 
hitherto been giYen it by \1 uslims.:24 Part of the impet us, t hrrefore, behind 
the stress on the 1342 Cairo text bring based on the 'l~ lmanic graphic form 
Inay well haye come frOln \Yestern influence. "The text of '1."'1Inan'~ is not 
a (,OIllmon term in \fuslim Tradition. \Vhen ibn a1 Jaz3rJ. for instance. 
referred to the ,rriuen text in (i "\:asL it was DCyer to ·'al~rn7J,I.'(Jf 

al-·l~{rna1l1". but. ahyays :;,iUIPJy .. .' rnu~~af". or "n!u.~~laf /rna{nl,i<'/ altl 
'1 .;\/ adIna/is-Barn" et.c.!:::~ and he died only four renturirs ago. 
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One COn'ieqllenct? of the theory of the victory of the I;recen"ion of 
'l7tman" over the ot hers has been that \Vestern scholars haye clairIlecl 
th~ right to amend.':

6 
or e'ren reconstruct 27 the Qur'an text as we haye 

it. Conversely now that it has been suggested that the signific:lflce of 
the "recension of 'CIffi<ln" "was more in the realm of legal theory t h:ln of 
textual practice, the text has to be accepted as it has come clown, vocally 
as well as graphically. and reconstruction of a hypothetical proto-text has 
no justification. 

§ 1.2 The dynamic interpretation of a static text 

A corollary of the fundamentally oral transmission of the Qur'an is that 
sound came before meaning. In the days before the spread of printing, long 
before any ~ruslim child entered into the world of Qur'an interpretation, 
he had learnt the text by heart. And a consequence of this learning first 
and then understanding was that the preservation of the meaning of the 
text was never as strict as the preservation of the wording. 

Textual variations in the Jewish Tanax, especially in often recited por
tions, are also surprisingly few and seldom with far-reaching consequences, 
yet there are even less in the Qur'an. qer z-kefi'u marginalia in copies of 
the Tanax would have involved the Jewish child in a certain amount of 
interpretation, but Qur'an copies had none. 

~;\not her consequence ,vas that anomalies could not be removed from 
the text, but only from its meaning. Thus a static oral text acquired a 
dynamic exegesis. .An analogy on the physical plane can be seen in the 
evolution of Qur'an calligraphy. 

Traditional interpretations therefore can indeed be shown to have 
2 

diverged from original meanings, and even to contradict themselves. But,'3 

for one thing, scientific concern over certain details of the Qur'an would 
not have begun until 'well after ~lu~ammad's death, 'when he would no 
longer have been around to advise, and therefore the exact reference of 

29 
some Qur'an utterances could have been more or less forgotten. And, for 
another, being the word of God for the guidance of man, Scripture had to 
contain guidance where guidance was sought. And, as ever greater precision 
was sought on particular and sometimes new topics, ever more precise and 
sometimes new interpretations were needed from the Scripture. Different 
interpretations naturally at times led to conflicting guidance, but only if the 
matter was of wider irnport did a choice have to be made. ~fore often both, 
or e\-en several, conflicting views were accornmodatecl. This multiforrn use 
of the text was on() of the causes of the :\tfuslim scholars' atomi~tic approach 
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to interpretation, whie h itself further enabled interpretation to de\-elop 
along new lines. 

Indeed it was the scholars' duty to extract as much as possible from 
Scripture and every single 'word was carefully considered for potential ex
trapolation. StateDlcnts not totally specific carried much potential. and the 
less specific they 'were the more varied the extrapolation could be ../wd on 
the other hand the more some areas 1,vere specified, the more others had to 
be also. 

In this way interpretation was continually being fashioned and refash
ioned, and ever finer shades of meaning were being drawn. Thus the wealth 
of different interpretations to many a Qur'an passage, instead of simply 
indicating that the ~fuslims had forgotten, or never kno1,vn, what it was 
about, points rather to this duty to read as much into the text as possible. 
It is one of the contributors to the Western notion of a gap in ~Iuslim 
transmission. 

A lack of appreciation of this trait of ~fuslim exegesis led Birkeland to 
refer to the I'embarrassing initiallf' of 106:1,30 and to say, "The signification 
of the preposition ti and the verb ali!a have caused severe difficulties to 
:\fuslirn exegesis" .31 'Yfuslim exegesis, on the contrary, thrived on and in 
many cases thought up such problems. How many a Qur'an utterance 
presents no pro blem until the commentaries are consulted! 

Such views, hovyever, in the main arise from an insufficient distinction 
between Scripture and Tradition. The transmission of the sound of the 
Qur'an, the system of reading out the Scripture, is sharply distinct from 
the transmission of the meaning of the Qur'an, the system of reading into 
the Scripture. The first is in the realm of Scripture, the second in the realm 
of Tradition. Being the words of men, the second, over a long period of 
discussion, might well appear to have lost all contact with the Scriptural 
starting-point, but the first, being the word of God, was not open to change. 
Scripture and Tradition are clearly distinct from each other in ~Iuslim 
thought. 

Linguistic studies probably began as an offshoot from legal discus
sions,32 certain ritual refinements being dependent on the interpretation of 
certain Qur'an utterances, but they soon became an independent science 
with its own roots and ramifications. And in those areas not entangled by 
legal or dogmatic considerations there was plenty of room for dynamic inter
pretation of Qur 'an utterances. Indeed, such speCUlation and specification 
were main forrnative influences on ..Arabic grammar and philology. 
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A similar dynamism pertained in historical studies, also pro bably orig
inally an offshoot from legal discussion. Details, minor or major, could vary 
considerably when not directly connected to legal matters. They would not 
be crucial. And 106:1. 2 provides a good illustration of this dynamic exegesis 
operating primarily in linguistic matters, and to a lesser extent in historical 
ones. Since the s'ura had no bearing on law or dogma, there -was ample 
opportunity for varied specification, mainly linguistically as a result of an 
apparently vague use of a preposition, but also historically as a result of 
apparently vague references. 

Since sound preceded meaning when learning the Qur'an, the reading 
of the actual text was basically static. But meaning'is closely bound up 
with sound, especially in triliteral systems where small sound-changes can 
have large effects on meaning, and so, since the readin~ of the Qur 'an 
was basically static so also was the basic interpretation.

3 
' A static text, 

however, requires a dynamic exegesis it has also to be a source, and 
as such the interpretation was not static. But the dynamism of the inter
pretation could only have free play within the limits of the basic meaning. 
In other words, the meaning was static where it mattered. 

But the sound differed from interpretation in that it was not academic. 
It had to be realised in ritual prayer, and ritual mattered. Granted, cer
tain passages were not in themselves conducive to being recited at prayer, 
but the Qur'an is recited from start to finish during evening prayers in 
Ramadan.

34 
:Nluslim Scripture has always played a more central role in the 

Muslim faith than has the Je-wish Tanax in the Jewish faith. So the read
ing had free play within even more exiguous limits. This is immediately 
seen in the lack of any important effect the differences between the ~af~ 
and \Vars transmissions have on the meaning. These minor variations can 
be explained as belonging to different centres, but they pale into complete 
insignificance before the overw helming uniformity of the text as a whole, 
often even in minor orthographical details. 

Outside of ritual prayer though, where the Qur'an was a source to be 
interpreted rather than a text to be recited, meaning came to the fore, 
and w here matters of importance were not flouted, academic speculation 
even on the sound had free play within remarkably wide limits. Indeed 
the dynamic interpretation of the sound of the Qur'an became one of the 
richest sources for eliciting new meanings from a static text, which was 
used as though it had a whole series, not just of meanings~ but also of 
readings.

3 
,") J\1any COITlmental'ies are composed largely of records of these 
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Obscure words and inconsistencies. whether dogmatic or linguistic, were 
rich sources for such speculation,. but just as the meaning in areas of 
importance could never be superseded" so the reading,. ,vas never lost sight 
of. Those few places where it cannot be said with certainty what the 
original sound must have been (if there ever was just one) are never of any 
wider significance, but wherever significant matters occur, there is never 
any doubt 'W hat the reading is, and always was. 

The sound ho\vever was still more conservative than the meaning. 
\Vhereas theological or legal scruples could substantially alter the mean37
ing,36 the scope for altering the sound was narro,v. Similarly, the pos
sibility of an original meaning being more or less forgotten or variable was 
far greater than the same happening to an original reading. The argu
ments of scholars like BergstdiBer, and Pretzl, and especially Vollers,38 in 
uncovering the "original form" of the text, are therefore based on false 
premIses. 

§ 1.8 Cross-reference 

A second characteristic of the exegesis is the elucidation of the Scripture 
by itself, cross-references often being quoted to try to illuminate obscurities 
in the text. Indeed in a discussion of variant readings a modern l\;fuslim 

39 

scholar has said that this was the origin of many variant readings. But 
aside from the specific area of variant readings, much taf8l r in general arose 
from this result of knowing the Scripture by heart. In addition to the fre
quent cross-quotation, implicit cross-reference can often be found to un
derlie at first sight strange exegeses. 

One explanation of the meaning of the word '~{af is a case in point, 
and even w hole legal ordinances can be shown to have originated in this 
way. The stoning penalty for adultery, for instance, instead of indicating 
a dislocation of Tradition (stoning) from Scripture (flogging), could well 

have rather been a result of the ta f 81, r of 5:42-49. 
40 

The source 
. 

of strange 
exegeses therefore, rather than being in the Nfuslims' forgetting or never 
even knowing the original meaning, can often be found in another Qur 'an 
passage. This cross-referential use of the text was another cont.ributory 
factor to the ~fuslilns' atoTnistic approach to interpretation. It was also 
one of the mai n c haracterisr ics of [tabbinie ~lidra.s h. 41 
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§ 1.-1 "History" 

The third pertinent exegetical characteristic is the absence in those 
days of the modern concept of history. It is largely accepted by critical 
\Vestern scholars that the "historY" of early Islam as recorded bv :\fuslirn<;. 
at least up to the accession of \fu'awiya" and probably beyond.. 42 is in
ext ric able from the development of legal and theological ideas. The saIne 
applies to the "historical" books of the Old Testament. The books of I~ings 
for instance were more Deuteronomic theology than history in the modern 
sense. 

So, to the religiously orientated minds of Qur'an exegetes looking for 
details of law or belief, it was simply not important precisely w hen or 
where Qurays were meant to haye done their trading, just as it was not 
of any crucial importance what syntactical function the li in li'zla f i was 
meant to have. Once the areas providing material bearing on law and belief 
had been delineated, the remainder could have wide interpretative leeway. 
Even the name of the dog in the story of the seven sleepers, and w hetlher 
it was spotted or not, was an acceptable consideration. So since sura 106 

had no connection with money nor with anything else of practical, or even 
theoretical, religious significance, there was no danger in accommodating a 
wide variety of suggestions. To Qur 'an exegetes details about the .J ahiliyya, 
especially religiously neutral ones like the one under consideration. were not 
of the highest priority. A modern-day historian like Shahid can consider 105 

and 106 as "perhaps the most important of all su.ras of the '\leccan period 
for the historian of pre-Islamic Arabia" ,43 however he also acknowledges 
that medieval ~fuslims did not think that way.44 The discussions in ibn 
I.Iahlb (d,.245),4~ al~-Balaguri (d.279),46 the lIistory of al-Tabari (d.:310L 

H 

and al-Ta'5Jibi (d,429), 43 for instance, can all easily be traced to discussions 
in works of tafslr proper. 

Furthermore, instead of a quest for historical "facts" about. ~leccan 
trade, the various suggestions were rather specifications demanded by the. 
in their view, vague word rifJla. Being unspecified and inconsequential it 
was well suited to multiform interpretation. So, here also. to accuse the 
~luslims of ignorance of the wider historical context of the Qur'an, rather 
than proving any dislocation between Scripture and Tradition, merely high
lights what little importance the Muslim exegetes attached to w4at vVester
ners consider historical "facts". 
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§ 2 Orthography 

Before embarking on a discussion of the variant readings of 106:1, 2 it is 
necessary to describe some general characteristics of Qur'an orthography. 

Vocal ali! in printed and manuscript copies of the Qur'an is common,49 
especially before the last letter of a quadriliteral word, like ~ \ , and of 
stem Z"V verbal nouns, like (--\, which has vocal alz"1 in all its occurrences, 
two of which are with pronominal suffixes. All occurrences of ~t with 
pronominal suffixes.5O have vocal ahi, as do its even more closely analogous 
occurences to ~ 'J, J..:.k in 3:86, 90. 

So on graphic grounds alone the pronunciation h'z(a Ii for '-'.L), in 
106:1 is hardly in doubt. The graphic omission of yo,' also in the second oc
currence of '7: laI also presents no reasonable doubt as to its pronunciation. 
Granted the similar 'zman!51 alwa~s has the graphic ya', even in 48:4 where 
it occurs twice in close succession, 2 but this may have been to distinguish 
it from the Qur'an utterances 'amnan 53 and 'aminan. Since there is no 
occurrence in the Qur'an of ~\ with the same root-meaning as '"itaj, 
the most obvious explanation of its defective second spelling is precisely 
t~a~ it does follow on so closely to the first. Besides, the:5fraphic yo,' in 
'z man may have been fixed through frequent occurrence. It has been 
shown how in the early years of copying the text it was not as a literary 
document but an aid to memory. And this not only helps to explain why 
there was a small amount of leeway in the earliest orthography, but also 
why there was no need for another ya' in 106:2. The mind's ear needed no 
second reminder, it was obvious . .51S 

The orthography of hamza in the Qur'an is certainly unsystematic.
56 

BergstdiBer and Pretzl thought that a graphic hamza-carrying ali! had 
been omitted after the ya' in 106:1) ie ~ for ~~ ,.57 and they cited a 
number of cases of similar graphic omissions from old Qur'an manuscripts ..58 
But none of these is with words sufficiently similar in form to justify the 
likelihood of a hamza-omission in 106:1, and if the 1342 Cairo text's spelling 
of a word more closely akin formally, l..tbJ jJ..t:} of 48:15, is considered, the 
likelihood becomes even less. 

As will be seen in § 4 below, various readings did posit the omission of 
hamza in this position. But they were more a result of the discussions on 
the meaning of ti, than preservations of the Meccan text. They doubtless 
also contributed to the general discussions on hamza, which may ultimately 
not have arisen from unsystematic orthography but from unsystematic 
theology.!59 Had anything important been at stake with this alleged hnrnza
omission, objections would surely have been raised as they were for the 
reading to, ya'titkum for 49:14 yalitkum, which involved a different root ('It 
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for lyt) and \rhich. according to al~-Farra'~\vas not a position harn..>l could 
60 

be omitted from. 

§ ~3 The meaning of 'lla! 
The concern in this appendix is primarily with the readings in sura 

106 and they concern the word 'llaj. The whole question of ~leccan trade 
belongs rather to discussions of the word ri~da in 106:3, and is therefore 
mentioned here only in passing. 

Apart from the separate meanings concerning "thousand" and the 
first letter of the alphabet, irrelevant here, the root 'If carries the basic 
connotation of nearness. Stem i signifies being or becoming near, 'v hether 
physically or figuratively, and stem z'v, overlapping with i to a certain 
extent, signifies some sort of becoming or making near, ranging from the 
more tangible ideas of gathering in, or getting used to, a place, to the 
more abstract ones of familiarisation, domesticating, affiliation. association~ 
arranging alliances or safe-conducts, etc. The root is not at all rare, 
and if stem iv is perhaps uncommon, it would nevertheless immediately 
signify something to an ..Arabic speaker. In fact it is rather the difficulty of 
translating the word into a single European equivalent that is responsible 
for a large part of the allegation that the 11usliulS did not know what '! [(1 J 
meant. 

The lack of any inherent problem with stem iv is shown by ibn Dur
ayd's (d.321) brieL uncomplicated entry,61 valuable because not osten
sibly contaminated by Qur'an reference. The pastoral meanings indicate 
independence, as cloe~ his discussion of other stems of the root. 

you say n' U lafrz t it-gan{lrn u" and '"alajtuha '1, [a fan" ("The 

livestock gathered together", "I made them gather"),62 and "alaf
tu l-makana 'il/an" and ;;~alajt'l1hu 'zlajan" ("I settled clown 

and got used to the place"), 63 as in the line of poetry.,. 

Ibn Durayd had no difficulty with stem iv, nor did the linguist abu 
'Ubayda (d.209), 64 but it can be safely assumed that, as generally in i\.rabic, 
stem £v is rarer than stem i. The frequent explanation of stem .-iv of 'If by 
stem i

65 

would indicate this, but not to the extent that the meaning of 
stem iv was no longer known. A word after all can best be explained by 
synonyms, and what better synonym than a cognate one? Qur'an readings 
are frequently synonyms. 
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The other glosses given by commentators for 'llaj are of two kinds, 
non-cognate synonyms (like luz'um, h ubb and 'ada) and the notion of Divine 
favour (ni'rnajnz"arn). The former are straightforward explanations and 
the latter is an example of tajszr al-Qur'an bit-Qur'an. The root 'If in 
the sense under discussion comes in the Qur'an some eight other times. 
It is in 3:103, however, that it occurs in conjunction with the root n'm 

ja'allaja bayna qulubikum ja'a?ba~tum bini'matihi ixwanan. "So 
[God] united your hearts and you became brothers through His grace." 
Nfost :NIuslims, especially exegetes, turning the roo~ 'If over in their minds 
with regard to 106, would soon make the connection with 3:103. al-Raz! 
(d.606) explicitly quoted this very 'aya.

66 

If it cannot be said therefore that the :NIuslims did not know the 
meaning of the word, could it not be said that their explanations of its 
meaning in this context show that they did not know that? Some said 
it referred to the beginning of trade, others to the end and others that 
it did not even concern trade. Some said the journeys were to )-eIIlen 
and Syria and others just to al-~a 'if. To the secular eye of the modern 
historian looking for facts and figures such apparent ignorance can at first 
sight indicate only discontinuity in the Tradition. Trade was surely the 
lifeblood of ~I[ecca. and were not Qurays the ruling class? How could such 
information become so contradictory and uncertain '? 

Firstly it has been pointed out ho\v the modern concept of history "was 
simply absent from the outlook of ~ruslim exegetes in those days. But more 
importantly~ the exegetical task here was neither philological nor hist,orical, 
it was grammatical. It was not primarily a question of the etymology of 
'ttaj, nor of wleccan trade, but of the function of li in relation to the 
following ja'. It can be seen from the table of readings below (p2.32.) that, 
with four exceptions, 1£ is the common element of all the readings, and that 
the four exceptions are simply interpretations of Ii. The following outline 
of ~luslim comment further displays that li was the central element of all 
the various discussions. 

One of the earliest exegeses to be written down, the Sz ra! interesti ngly 
67 

records no reading hpre at al1. This, plus the fact that ibn lIisam (d.2l:3 
218) gave no fewf'r than five meanings of the word 'Ttaj removp" any 
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quC'stion as to what his text, at least, was. Ibn Is~aq (d.151) also would 
have had '7. (a j as his tcxL since he passed over it as a word~ presum ably 
thinking it too obvious to need glossing. His expansion of the text served 
rather to gloss Ii, and therefore fa'. The 1£ introduced the first half of a 
condition, "for the sake of [preserving the 'z taj of Quraysr, and the j a' 
introduced the second half, "let ... " 

That the text of another of the earliest exegetes to be written down, 
lvfuqatil ibn SUlayman (d.150) was as Vt"e have it today is also clear. He cited 
no readings, although brought in two other forms of root 'If Ciljuhurn and 

6~

falya'liju) in his short exegesis. ~ 

STbawayhi (d.170 -180) discussed 106:1,2 as an adjunct to his discussion 
69

of 23:52. Nevertheless his discussion has a number of notable feat.ures. 

He said he asked al-Xalil about the anna in 23:52 "VJa'anna 
hadihi urnrnatuku1n urnrn.atan wah£datan wa~ana rabbukurn fa
ttaqunz'~ . . . 

al-Xalil replied that it was to be interpreted on the basis of a hidden Ii, as 
though God had said "wali'anna harjihi un'lmatukum ... fattaqu.nz",70 
and that it was like 106:1,3 "trila ji Qurays'£n ... jalya'budu" where Ii is 
construed "'ith a following fa'. al-Xalil then said that if you rem oyed Ii 
from the word li'an, an would be in the aecusative in the same way th£.!L 
'were you to remove it from Ii'zlaji, that would also be in the accusative . .l 

al-XalTl (d.17D) therefore understood Ii to mean "beeause of" tarn1 

lil-ta'lzl, and suggested the hypothetical reading 'ila.ja (no.38 in the table 
of readings). It is notable that he did not express any awareness of an~~ 
difficulty over the meaning of 'zta j. The issue was the meaning of Ii. "As 
al-Qur~ubl (d.671) pointed out,72 this interpretation took the two suras 
as separate from each other. 

~;\lthough Sibawayhi ,vas primarily concerned with 23:52 here) he did 
not just cite 106:1,2 as a passing analogy. This can be seen from the second 
of his two preceding examples of the omission of I'i, namely in the YflrSe of 
poetry, 

111 a'agfir u ·awra~ a 1-k a r 'irn i d d iXaTa h u , 

where a verbal noun is in the aceusative but according to Sibawayhi means 
';on account of his storing up", liddl'xarihi. Also that this reacli was 
hypolhet icaL and not again cited as a reading by later "'Titers. does Hot at

73 
all exclude eligibility from this table of readings. 
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al-TabarI (d.310) began '\vith textual details.
74 

as though first es
tablishing: his text. It soon becomes clear! however, that it was an exegeti
cal task,' ~ not a textual one. Having said that the m:ljority read 106:1,2 

as vocalised in the 1312 Cairo text. he cited four readings7 '\vhich provided a 
setting for the reading, apparently placing it in ,vider linguistic perspective. 
The meaning of 'l (a f or of any of its variants was not the point~ and was 
only brought up in connection with the third interpretation of h. All four 
readings (nos.8,9,23 and 29 of the table of readings) are cognate verbal 
nouns. The first, second and fourth are stem i (the second J in al-Tabarl's 
characteristic precision, a variant of a variant), and the third stem '1). The 
third and fourth show that, by being furnished with is nads J they are clearly 
no different from any other exegesis. This is underlined in the case of the 
third by the fact that the reading is contrary to the graphic form of the 
text as it has come down. If it had posed any threat to the meaning it 
would have led to the type of strong rejection aI-Tabar! meted out to ibn 
~fas'ud 's reading tan for ia in 3:79,80. 

16 
And in the 'case of the fourth by the 

fact that although the isnad goes back to the Prophet himself, rare among 
al-Tabari's traditions, there is no suggestion 'v hatsoever that it replace the 

. -7 
reading. { 

The text established, al-Tabari stated the central topic for debate, 
"linguists are divided over what gives rise to the tarn in li'lfajt',78 and 
proceeded to present three views. 

First, a/some Basran grammarian/s claiIned that it followed str

aight on from the last sentence of the previous .$ ura.'9 
This suggestion made good sense of the fa' in the follo\ving f atya 'budll., so 
the Basran/s did not need to grapple with that problem~ nevertheless its 
main purpose seenlS to have been to give ti the meani ng 'da. As for the 
basic meaning of 'ltn j. it was not relevant to the problenl in hand. Perhaps 
it was too obvious. Since it was construed with the preceding .sura though: 
the secondary connotations of Divine favour and blessing (ni"mn/ni'arn), 
imparted to '1, taf by implicit cross-reference~ could be brought into pronlin
ence. al- 'rabar! rejected this interpretation on text ual grounds:~o It would 
mean that 106 was part of 105. All ~luslims ,vere unanimous that the two 
suras were separate and independent. Put a little differently,81 this Basran 
view is a clear case of a later meaning being imposed on an earl.ier text. 

Second, a/some Kufan grammarian/s noted that it had been ex
plained as the la?n of amazement.:32 

This suggestion also involved connotations of Divine favours. but whereas 
it did not need to ernend the text. the fa' was felt to be awkward and 
hidden implications had to be found. ,,1 Hfrtlyn'b-uriii ...., nH'ant~ and this 
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,vas the interpretat.ion favoured by a1-Tabari
84 

- It is amazing th:1t the 
Lord of this flouse has blessed Qurays in so many ways, and yet they have 
abandoned His w·orship. Now let them worship ... " 

It is debatable whether these two views are as antithetical as Birkeland 
claimed,85 but even if they were, the most it would indicate would be 
that the context was innocuous enough to be open to several avenues of 
interpretation. 

Third, some commentators suggested that 'ita! carried connota
tions of unification.

86 

God did these things to the People of the 
Elephant for the sake of unifying Qurays. 

This suggestion differed from the first only in attempting to overcome 
the textual objection, and presumably dates from a time when source
discussion was more strictly limited by the text. It claimed that although 
the Buras were separate, the sense carried over. But this required a some
what cumbersome explanatory reconstruction. "h ada" [the deliverance 
from the People of the Elephant] had to be understood before l£'zla !i~ 
with the meaning, "I did this to them for the unification of Qurays, lest I 
divide their community togetherness" . 

In this and the first two views however, the point of debate and 
departure was not the word zta!, but the particle l£. 

Before al-Zamaxsari (d.539) even mentioned any readings in his COlU

ment on this verse. 
87 

he came to conclusions about the grammar and mean
ing. The readings neither added nor subtracted from these conclusions but 
figured only in peripheral philological comment on the root ·If. The three 
he cited are stem i cognates (nos.l1,13,21 in the table of readings). \Vhereas 
al-Tabar! had not even discussed al--Xalil 's interpretation, al-Zamaxsari 
favoured it, although without acknowledging al-Xalil. This may have been 
because, rather than understanding li' an for Ii, he understood a condition 
inseparably bound up with the Divine favouritism in the zta! of Qurays. 

"God's favours towards Qurays are innumerable, so if they do not 
worship Him for His other favours, then let them at least worship 
Him for this one, obvious favour" .98 

For aI-Rilzl (d.606) also, discussion of the readings was secondary to 
determining the meaning. His discussion of the first three words of 106 

occupies four printed pages. 
89 

The first two and a half of these are taken 
up with a discussion of li. The other three halves deal with the root 'If. 
the question why lta! is repeated and Qurays respectively. 

The exegetical task in 106 was the particle Ii. 
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§ 4 The sound of '7 raj 
A cursory glance at the table of readings might make one think that 

there was no authoritative Qur'an textual Tradition,. written or oral, such is 
the profusion of readings. On closer inspection, though, it can be seen that 
the profusion was in the realm of source-discussion, and that the text ual 
Tradition was always unitary. 

The numbers at the start of paragraphs in this section refer to the 
numbers of the readings in the table of readings. The sources are first 
given, but in the case of Jeffery's Alater'ials only when an Arabic source 
has not been found. Then follow relevant comments. The table does not 
claim to be final, but sufficient for the aim of this appendix. Sometimes 
further authorities are given in the notes rather than making one reading 
on the table into several. The placename given after some of the 'authorities 
is that of the Tradition the authority is said to have represented and not 
necessarily his place of origin. Firm conclusions about the provenance of 
readings are obstructed though by irresponsible attribution. 'Ikrima is 
credited with seven_ different readings, abu J a'far with five, the Prophet 
himself with four, 'A~im with three, and abii 'Amr and ibn Ka!ir with two 
each. Except in nos.1a, b, c the graphic form is hypothetical. Had they 
ever been written in a copy of the Qur'an, they might well have had the 
form given here. For this reason, and so to enable a proper comparison 
'with no.l, the vocal alz'j between tarn and ja~ has been omitted, although 
most sources printed it. They no doubt did so to remove doubt about the 
pronunciation, which in the table of readings is done by the transliterated 
vocal form. 

< 1a> The graphic form of the 13<12 Cairo text (and hence of all printed 
Hafs texts bar the Turkish and the Iranian ones, and of the Egyptian and 
Algerian \Vars texts), and the vocal form, according to all commentators. 
of the consensus. The absence of the ya' in the 1342 Cairo text as opposed 
to its presence in almost all manuscripts (see the note to no.lc) is probably 
due to al-Dani's statement that all metropolitan codices were unanimous in 
writing this word without ya' (al-AIuqnz", pp.96.4, 146.17). See the notes 

to nos.28 and 29 below for other transmissions from 'A~im, and' abu I:Iay
yan's revealing comment. According to ibn Mujahid, this reading was read 
by six out of "~he Seven" - ibn Ka~ir, Na!i', abii 'Amr, !:Iamza, al-Kisa'i, 
and !:laf? 'an 'A?im (payj, V.698.9). ibn 'Amir was the exception, see note 
to no.12 below. 
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< 1 b > The graphic form of the Tunisian and :Nforoccan \Vars texts. 
Element C is perhaps a secondary normalisation, given the Spaniard al--Da
ni's statement just cited. He was, however, (ultimately) quoting Nu~ayr ibn 
"{u5uf [al-Razl, d.c.240 (ibn al-Jazarl, ~abaqat, 1;01.2, p.341.7)] (aIAfuqni', 
pp.SS.l0; see also GdQrn. 'Pp.22 n.2, 239.16). In any case, it is a further 
witness to the oral text. 

< Ic > This is the graphic form in almost all I,Iaf? manuscripts consulted, 
as also indeed in printed ~af? copies of the Qur':in prior to the 1342 Cairo 

text, and in Turkish and Iranian ones to the present day. Its graphic form 
is probably secondary in that it spells out the vocal form' in full. 

<2> Bergstrafier, 'Ibn ~alawaih',p.180.6. This is given as the reading of 
abii ~Amr according to abii Ja~far! and so could be amalgamated to no.6. 
Such a transmission would be odd, but BergstraBer's suggested insertion of 
a watu before the ~an in ;"ilfihim ab:u J a'far 'an abz 'Amr" makes unlikely 
.;\rabic. The Scriptural text in al-Zamaxsari, (Beirut edition), given as the 
transmission of abu '.A.mr according to al-Diiri, is in fact as no.lc. ibn Katlr 
(1.120) is also recorded as reading ilfihim (al-Qur~ubl, pt.20,p.20:3.17). 
However ibn :\fujahid said ibn Kalir read as in no.1 CQayf, p.698.9). 

<3> al-qur~ubi, pt.20. p.203.18. 

<4> ibid.. p.20:3.17. 

< 5 > ibid. ,p.20:3.17. I:I umayd 'was a first century poet and considered 
to have been a Companion (EI

2

, art. 'I.Iumayd', 1)ot,2, p.573). It is an odd 
ascription. 

<6> al-Tabari~ Jnmi', 1:373,pt.30, p.305.8; BergstdiBer, Ibn IjalalPa£h. 
p.180.6 (= no.2); ibn al-Jazan, lVasr,DoL2.p.404.1; abu Hayyan rol.8. 
p.514 quoting ibn 'lTtba. ibn al-Jazarl said that [al-Zubayr ibn ~Iu
~ammad] al-'lTmari (the Irnarn of the mosque in i\fedina, d. after 270 (ibn 
al-Jazarl, 'Tabaqat, l'oLI, p.294.3)) was the only one to transmit this froll 
abu Ja'far, implying that it is isolate if not erroneous. This might also 
explain the [mistaken] disagreement of the editor of ai-Tabar!. here, who 
said in a footnote that the only reading from abii Ja'far was 'ilafihim (or, 
as it should be, 1 i laf ih irn). 

<7 ibn al-Jazari, ~V(z.~r, 'toL2, p.404.4; abu ~Iayyan1)ot.8,p ..514.2.5. ibn 
al-J azari said this reading (' ilafih irn) was {a1~ and, he thought, an error 
of ai,Ahw;1z1 (d.,I,If). See ehapter 8, endnote 67). 

2~3,t 
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<8> al-Qur~ubi, pt.20, p.201.21; al-Razi, 1)01.32, p.105.25; ibn al-Jazari, 
N asr, 1)01.2, p.403.17; abu Hayyan, 1)01.8, p.514.25. That the graphic form 
of .A. here, as in n08.13,14,21 is not based on an original textual graphic 
form: but rather on speculative discussions about hamza, is shown by 
the fact that this reading (lllaji) is described as omitting hamza. It is 
presumably an instance of the strange elisions of hamza in al-'Umari's 
otherwise excellent transmission from abu Ja'far (ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 
1)01.1, p. 293 :ult.) 

<9> al-Zamaxsari, (Beirut edition), 1)0t.4, p.287.19; al-Qur~ubi, pt.20, 
p. 201.24; al-Razi, 1)01.32, p.105.17. Birkeland (p.118.12) considered this 
reading a mistake. It and no.27 are the only readings to omit the ya' in 
the graphic form, and can plausibly be seen as a back-formation from the 
version 'iljihim of C. Little store is to be set on it for the further reasons 
that abu J a'far is also credited with two other versions, and no.27 is from 
a late source. 

<10> al-Qur~ubl, pt.20, p.204.1; Bergstdifier, 'Ibn Halawaih', p.180.7; 
abii Hayyan, 1)01.8, p.514.24; ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1)oL2, p.403.22. The 
Nfedinan follo·wer, Sayba ibn Ni~a~ (d.130/8) and ibn I(a!ir are also recorded 
as reading '£lajihim (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1)01.2, '{>.403.22; 7;'abaqat, 1)0l.1, 
p.329.21ff.; Fihrist, 'p.45.21; GdQIII, p.166. However, ibn Mujahid said ibn 
Ka1ir read as in no.1 (payj, p.698.9)). 

<11> Jeffery, Afaterials, p.179. al-Zamaxsari (Beirut edition, 1)01.4, p. 
287.19) and al-Razl (1)01.32, p.105.17) gave this reading without attribution. 
For the graphic form, see the note to no.12. 

< 12> al-BaY9awi, p.315 (three lines from the bottom); al-Qur~ubi, 

1)0l.20, p.201.1.5; ibn al-JazarI, .lvasr,1J01.2, p.403.16; abii Hayyan, 1)01.8, 
p ..514.l9. 24. Illustrating some of the confusion of attribution, Ibn Mujahid 
makes a point of saying that ibn '..r\.mir read l£'zlaji Quraysin 'zlajihim 
(payj: p.698.7). Element C here is from abu l;Iayyan only, who also spelt 
A w'J'J Cool.8, p..514.13). This spelling shows that, similarly to no.8 etc., 
the graphic form of .l\ here in n08.11, 12 is not to be explained as an original 
textual form, but rather the result of linguistic discussions. In this case, A_ 
can be seen as a back-formation from the interpretation of C without a ya'. 
It might have been connected to discussions around jz'al being the original 
stem z'ii infinitive (Wright i.116A, 117 A). Indeed all the readings without 
either the Va' or alij can be seen as originating from discussions over the 
graphic form. This form of C is also ascribed to two other Syrians, al-\Valid 
[ibn Muslim ? d.195~ ibn al-Jazari, rabaqat, 1)01.2, p.360.20] (al-Qur~ubl, 
pt.20,p.204.l) and abii Haywa (d.203. ibid., p.204.1. See C;dQIII, p.173.7, 
and ibn al-J azari, Tabaqat, 1)0l.1, p.325.9ff.) 
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<13> Jeffery, Alaterials, p.192. So also al-paJ?J?ak (ibid., pp.192, 237). 

<14> ibid., p.237. 

< 15 > al-Qur~ubl, pt.20, p.202.2. al-Bay~awi, p.315 (five lines from the 
bottom) gave this reading without attribution. If the hypothesis of an 
omission of graphic ha'mza between the ya' and the lam is accepted, the 
graphic form would be ~. Birkeland (p.104.13) considered this the 
most divergent pre-canonical reading, and explained it as presupposing the 
consonants of the original 'U~manic text. This will be discussed more fully 
in § 5 below, but at this stage suffice it to com pare the reading liya' la fa 
to wala ya'tali of 24:22. Like liya' lafa, it has a vowelless hamza after 
the 3rd . person masculine singular imperfect prefix. Its graphic form in the 
text i~L 'J J, but according to aI-Farra' (d.207) 'Do1.2, p.248.8 there was 
a Nledinan reading wala yata'alla, with graphic form J L... 'J J. ibn al-J az
arl (Nasr, 1)01.2, p.331.12) ascribed it to abii Ja'far. It may be compared 
to reading no.I8 of the table of readings. Readings such as these can be 
seen as elucidations by means of other stems of the same root, in these 
cases of i by v, and as effects, rather than illustrations, of the lack of a 
systematic orthography for hamza. Indeed, aI-Farra' discredited yata'alla 
as being contrary to the graphic form, "wahiyya muxalafatan lil-kitab". 
It was per haps only in later times, when the theories about the collection 
of the Qur 'an had greatly proliferated, that abii M u1?-ammad Isma'il ibn 
Ibrahim al-Qurrab (d.410. ibn al-JazarI, 'fabaqat, 'Dol.1, p.160.20), and 
Beck for that matter (Orientalz'a, 14, 1945, p.369.27), could harmonise the 
reports by saying that there was a graphic form ~ "kutib fil-ma?a~
if" (ibn al-Jazarl, J.Vasr, 'l101.2, p.233.20). Nevertheless al-qurrab did not 
say, "kutib fit-rnu,?f.taf". Similarly, the graphic form ulJ rather than 
being the original 'vas more probably a later attempt to bring readings such 
as ibn Ylas'iid's and some of 'Ikrima's closer to the text, dating to the time 
w hen source-discussion was being limited more and more by the text. 

< 16> al-ZamaxsarI, (Beirut edition), 'Dol.4, p.288.5; al-qur~ubI,pt.20, p. 
202.1; BergstdiBer, 'Ibn IJalawaih', p.180.6,7; abii Hayyan,lJol.8, p.514.26. 
He was included in the lists of Meccan readers (ibn al-Jazari, Nasr, 1;0l.1, 
p.8.11). . 
<17> abii Hayyan, 'Dot8, p.514.27, as an imperative ('-'..l\.:J). 

< 18> al-r:rabari, Jami', 1373, pt.30, p.305.13 with the isnad abii Kurayb 
(Kufan, d.243) - \Vaki' [ibn al-Jarra~J - abii Nlakin (Basran, d.153 (Ibn 
Xallikan, 1)01.10, p.484f.)) - 'Ikrima. 

< 19> ibn al-Jazari, J.VasT,uo1.2, p.403.22. 
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<20> abii Hayyan, '\)01.8,p.514.25. 

<21> al-Razl! 1)01.32, p.10S.18. cf no.8. Birkeland (p.1l7.26) strongly 
objected to this attribution, but probably only because he set so much store 
by one of 'Ikrima's other readings, no.16. 

<22> In abii Hayyan, '001.8, p.S14.27 (perhaps lata'laJ) it is as an 
imperative (cf. 17), also from Hilal ibn Fityan; BergstdiBer, 'Ibn :e:alaw aih', 
p.180.8, also as an imperative, quotes ibn Mujahid (d.324) that the Benu 
Sulaym and the Benu 'Ukl make the ram of command la. Ibn Mujahid 
also deduced that this reading demanded 'z'lJahum in C (BergstraBer, 'Ibn 
]Jalawaih', p.180.l2). BergstdiBer notes that in both manuscripts the ja' 
has jat~a but perhaps should have sukun. This and n08.2S, 26, 30 are the 
only readings which altered the Ii, and each appears to have had a specific 
purpose - waylummikum to fix li as lam lil-ta'ajjub; 'zlaja to fix U as 
lam lil-ta'lzl; and this one, laya'laj, to fix li as ram at-amr. 

<23> Jeffery, A1aterials, p.3l3. The unmentioned source for this ex
traordinary vocalisation needs confirmation, as both ibn Manziir, 'Vol.10, 
p.352.7 and al-Zabidi, 1)01.6, p.44.30 spelled the regular [£'zla ji ~~ . If 
it is not a mistake, it could be seen as an improvement on the metathesis 
of nos.lS-18, since al-Rabi' was connected with the school of ibn Mas'iid 
(ibn al-Jazari, Tabaqat, 1)01.1, p.283.Sff.) 

< 24> al-Tabari, Jami', 1373, pt.30, p.30S.l6 with the (Kufan) isnad ibn 
Humayd {d.248 (Ibn Xallikan, 'Vo1.9, p.27)) - Mihran (Ibn Xallikan, 1)01.10, 
p.327f.) - Sufyan [al-Ia,vriJ Lay~ [ibn Abi Sulaym] (Ibn Xallikan, 
'V01.8, p.46Sf.) - Sahr ibn ~awsab (Ibn Xallikan, 1)01.4, p.369f.) - [his freed 
slave] Asma' bint Yazid, who said, "I heard the Prophet recite '£ljahum". 
According to ibn ~ajar (Tah~zb, 1)01.4, p.369.8) Sahr ibn ~awsab 'was 
a Syrian, but both his masters and pupils were Iraqi. So he could be 
considered Iraqi. Juynboll (Aluslhn Tradition, p.4S.7) considers him solely 
Syrian. ibn I:Iajar also reports how Sahr's qira'at from the Prophet were 
ill- regarded. 

<2.5> Sprenger ~Abii 'Ubayd', p.lS.lO, with the isnad Qabi~a [ibn 'Uqba] 
(Kufan, d.c.2lS (ibn I:Iajar, Tah{ib, '\)01.8, p.347.10ff.)) Sufyan - Lay! 
ibn abi Sulaym Sahr ibn I;Iawsab -Asma' bint Yazid, who said, "I heard 
the Nfessenger of God recite waylummikum Quraysz'n '"ilajih£m". For the 
Arabic grammarians "woe!" came under ta 'ajjub, see Sibaw'ayhi, 'VoLl, 
p.299.10 (Biilaq edition). This reading therefore was an explanation of the 
lam, which also kept the sura separate. Whether or not the explanation 
goes back to the Prophet, there was never any question of it having been in 
the text. Being exegetical it could stem from the earliest layers of discussion 
over 106:1ff. 
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< 26> From Asma' who he:lrd the Prophet say , it/Uu· m, (Bergstraf3eL -TI)n 
IJalawaih'~ p.180.5: al-Qur~ubl. pt.20, p.20:3.18). This reading is perhaps 
not to be distinguished from no.2-4 above. 

<27> ..AJ-Zabidi (d.120.5), 1:01.6. p.43.1l1t. Element~;\ appears to be a 
bac k-formation from the similar reading of C. See the note on no.g. 

<28> al-Qur~ubi,pt.20, p.204.2 and abii Hayyan,-co1.8, 'p.514.20 (cf. the 

note on no.29) both give this reading as 'A.. ?im's according to abu Bakr, 
and state that the first harnza had kasra and the second sukun. They 
both also said that the juxtaposition of two hamzas is .sa11. .t\..S such it 
is found in Bergstrafier, 'Ibn IJalawaih', p.180.7, however both manuscripts 
used for the edition had kasra on the second hamza as well - 'i'ila/ihim. 
In his introduction to Bergstrii6er's 'Ibn lIalawaih', Jeffery said (p.8), "Both 
manuscripts used in establishing the text were written by careless scribes" . 
This might be a case in point, but even if not, this reading and no.29 are 
clearly speculations on the phonology and orthography of hamza. 

According to ibn Mujahid (pay/, 'P.698.4) abu Bakr read A and C 
with a quiescent second hamza, but then withdre1v from this position to 
If a'mza 's (as la, b or c). '\Vords with two hamzas' was probably a section 
of the Science by this time. 

<29> abii Hayyan ('vot.8, p.514.20) said this was the reading of '~'\~im 
according to ~'fn~ammad ibn D:iwud al-Naqqax, but added, ~etting the cat 
out of the bag, and referring also to no.28, that in reality '""~?im read the 
word like everyone else! There is some disagreement about al-Naqqar's 
name, ibn al-Jaza,fl preferring al-~as3n Cfaoaqat, 'Col.l,p.212.:3). According 
to al-Dani he died before 3.50 (ibid., line 16). 

<:iO> Sibawaybi. 1.'0l.1. p,464.10 (Bulaq edition) (=1)oLl,p.413.5 in 
Derenbourg's edition). The effect of this reading in establishing that ti 
means ti'an has been discussed in § 3 above. 

The soundest principle in dealing with an ancient text is to start 
from the text as it has been handed down. If it is obviously corrupt then 
hypothetical reconstructions can be considered if necessary. In the portion 
of the text under consideration, there is complete unanimity' in the oral 
transmission but to remove any doubt, the written transmission should 
also be examined. In the case of element A, the transmitted orthography 
per rnits of one pronunciation only~ ti'lta Ii, and as for element C, the 
balance of probability is that it is a repetition of the forIn of £\. 
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But it has been seen that all the variations of root 'If were basically 
to throw light on the initial la'm. ~f\ll those readings ,vith stem i or iii, 
while also interpreting the fa m had added philological value. That this was 
the only widely transmitted case of a graphic yo" being omitted in such a 
position provided good cause for such philological speculation. ~1any of 
these readings can therefore be seen as interpretations from the written 
text, which however in no way excludes the existence of a fixed oral text. 
It could be that these interpretations stem from written exegetes, and 
therefore postdate some of the more graphically surprising ones. The 
presence of a hamza also provided possibilities for employing the word in 
some of the finer points of the far-ranging discussions on the orthography 
of hamza, and a few readings were seen to have this secondary function. 
Arguments from this area of discussion may explain why no one ever read 

23
liyu'lija.

As for the meaning of the readings, variation only really occurs in 
element A, and there only in the li. The variations in root 'If' are merely 
adj uncts to these various interpretations of Ii. It was explained as amaze
ment, cause, result and command, none of which in this particular context 
caused any great effect on the interpretation of the passage, and certainly 
none beyond its immediate context. The more shades of meaning extrac
table from anyone word, without violation of the basic meaning, the better. 

§.5 Western scholarly discussion of 106:1,2 

The spelling of ~ 'J and ~ \ in ~luslim discussion of their readings 
24 

is at times complicated and both copyists' and editors' errors occur. Quite 
apart therefore from the no longer tenable theory of the "recension of 
'U~man" ousting earlier codices, the spelling as it has come down in the 
text should be the starting point of any discussion. Pretzl's positing of 
an original graphic form ~ is therefore immediately suspect. He never 
apparently gave his grounds for so dOing,2:5 and his opinion might not be 
thought worth further consideration, but it has been accepted by others. 
\Vithout justification it was assumed to have been the original ""U~manic" 
graphic form at each of its three mentions in GdQIII.26 

At its first mention, BergstdiBer said that ~ in 'Ikrima's reading ~U 
was to be added to ten examples of the graphic omission of a vo-welless 
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hamza preceded by a. This implied that 'Ikrima's reading was the correct 
one. That ~ should be included in the ten examples has been sho-wn 
however to be unlikely . .t.-\t its second mention, ~ was cited as an ex
ample of the orthography of ham::a between two different vowels, although 
which two, BergstraJ3er claimed was not at all clear. Li't, la j£ however does 
not even get a mention further up the page among examples of the orthog
raphy of hamza between the vowels 'i'z r And at its third occurrence, 
where BergstdiBer was discussing the divergence of abu 'Amr's text from 
the 'U!manic one, he said that along with the majority of readers, abu '-,->\mr 
made a very fo~ced interpretation of the extremely unclear ~ \. • • ~ as 
lz"zlafi ... 't,lafihim. Bergstrafier thus not only discredited the written 
Tradition but dismissed the oral Tradition as well. 

More is the pity when Birkeland took this mistakenly assumed original 
form as the starting point for his whole study of this sura. 

27 
He was un

derstandably under the influence of the prevailing theories of the 'Utmanic 
and pre-canonical Codices,28 but that he should so readily have ac-cepted 
Pretzl 's ~ was either an uncharacteristic oversight or ulteriorly motiv
ated. As his thesis develops, the latter alternative becomes more likely, 
for it is this "original" reading that enables him to uncover the "original" 
meaning, which fits into his picture of the early theology of Mu~ammad. 
Involved as they are, it is necessary to enter into some of the details of 
Birkeland's theory, lest others take his conclusions as proven. 

-
The official Cairo edition with the Kufan reading of Hafs 'an "Asim 
only allegedly represents the 'utmanic text. 29 Th~ref~re 30 the 
graphic ali! after the l"anl is secondary. It was a result of the 
reading li'lta!£, 'which was merely one of several realisations of 
the written text. 

For Bir keland therefore also neither the graphic nor vocal forDls as 
they have come clO'WIl in the text were original, and the 1vay was 'wide open 
for emendation. 

The only way ~ can be read is in fact liya laja,31 and this is 
32

quite certain. It was the normal Hijazi form of the classical and 
originalliya'la!a,33 which was in t'he codex of ibn ~las'ud34 and 
that of ·Ikrima.3~ liyalafa therefore without doubt represents a 
Meccan and pre-'U~manic Kufan Tradition36 but for "exegetical 
reasons the original text could not be preserved. J7 This was 
because "Nluhammad's attitude towards the Qurays altered after 
the Hijra, 3~ • and w hen the sura was recited in ~redina, even in 
his lifetime, it was reinterpreted (falsely39 ) either as joined to 

.sura 105 or as starting with a tarn of surprise. 
40 

This demanded 
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a change in the first words.
41 

The lam of surprise demanded 
an infinitive,42 but although the two 8'uras together could well 
have had liya'laja, in the Codex of Ubayy, where they were so 
joined, the infinitive is attested. This must have been because the 
~ledinan Tradition already required it.43 The infinitive was that 
of stem iii (li'z"la ji), but grave orthographic objections could be 
raised against this reading,44 so the consensus gradually settled 
on the infinitive of stem iv (ti'i la j i), at least before 200 A.H. 4~ 
The objection was that after prefixes, initial hamza was usually 
written with alif. Gradually therefore, an alij crept into the 
manuscripts. 

In other words, original ~ii~ (tiya la j a), having been reinterpreted 
as ,,;1,;] (ti'ilaji), gradually beca~e ',;~! .. ~ (ti'ila/i). 

These hypothetical reconstructions are unacceptable for a number of 
reasons. First and foremost, Birkeland's basic understanding of the Qur'an 
is seen to have been as a written document, w hose oral form was subsidiary 
and open to change. This is surprising considering his approach to the Old 
Testament,46 and is diametrically opposed to the view expressed above 
that the written text was, at least in the time under consideration, simply 
an aid in the recitation of a fixed oral text. Birkeland's first alleged change 
took place in :Nledina while the Prophet was still alive as a reinterpretation 

....... , I 


of the written text (~~~ ~~~).-1> 
, ~ ." ~/ 

Such a procedure might rather be expected from scholars with an 
ancient graphic text and no oral Tradition, and what is more, this alleged 
revised reading, sanctioned by the Prophet, was anarchically not accepted 
by Kufans and NIeccans even up to the time of 'Ikrima (d.c. 105). For 
this to begin to be explainable and for the possibility of the oral text being 
altered in this way, there would have had to have been compelling motives. 
That these were not sufficiently compelling but rather the ulterior motives 
of Birkeland himself will be suggested below. 

With the second change mooted by Birkeland the oral text is again 
seen in a subordinate position to the written, and the picture is conjured up 
of second century grammarians arguing about the seat of hamza and then 
ordering all Muslims to change the recitation they and their forefathers had 
cherished since childhood. For, because of anonymous academic qualms 
over the orthography of hamza, l£'ila fi allegedly had had to be changed 
to li'T 17iii, and before 200 A.H. this graphic-vocal alteration had beCOIne 
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consensus. The original rea~on for this alleged altf'ration ivas ortho~r:lphi
cal, since the semantic difference bet,yeen stemsil"i and it~ is insignificant. 
It was the need for an a l if to carry the ha n?za, and yet Birkeland mai n
tained that this at if only allegedly represents the ·t~!manic text. In other 
·words. the consensus as to the graphic form of the text is not in this case 
·U~manic. This is paradoxical to say the least. It also places the discussion 
so far from tangible textual evidence that further hypotheses are beyond 
constraint. 

The starting point for discussion of any ancient text, especially a 
recited one, must be as it has been transmitted. 

Proceeding to the meaning of '~laf, Birkeland claimed that in this 
context it could only originally have meant "protection" or the 
like. He uncovered this ~'true meaning", not from any commen
tators (apart from al-.;4.lus147 ), but from the lexicographers.

48 

Birkeland assullled that lexicographers were not so hidebound by ex
egetical consensus, and so did not need to conceal t,he word's true meaning. 
However the explanation he cited from them is explicitly exegetical from 
beginning to end. ~roreover ibn ~ranzlir (d.. 711) in his entry 49 was explicit 

that he "was giving a 'W hole series of e'xeg~ses of 106:1,2. Ib~ Durayd
50 

who 
at least made no explicit reference to the Qur 'an rrLight have been a better 
witness. 

But Birkeland again was on a different plane to the Nfuslims. \Vhereas 
the ~\Iuslinls, whether lexicographer or Qur'an commentator, proliferated 
explanations to achieve the 'widest possible reference for a Qur'an utterance, 
Birkeland was tryi ng; to narro'w the word down to a one and only mean
ing. .A_ccording to bim this was an alliance or covenant granting Qurays 
protection and secllrit)~ in t h(:"\ir trade. But is it so surprising that only the 
relatively nlodern al--_-\Jusl (d.18.S·1 A.. D.) and some lexicographers hit upon 
this particular specification .? 'Vas it not the product of an outlook more 
akin to that of a modern historian J one seen to be rare in those days? But 
besides, is this precise definition so very different after all from some of the 
other ~Iuslim commentators' suggestions? To take one example, al-Za
maxsari said that God granted them all these favours "such that security 
prevailed over their two journeys" .51 

But supposing it was insisted that such a suggestion is markedly differ
ent from Birkeland's, why then the conspiracy to hush up the true rneaning? 
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The motive, according to Birkeland, was that this meani ,,,as 
unacceptable in ~fedina after the hijra because a ··certain con
nexion between the protection of (Qurasl) caravans and the Lord 
of the House must be implied", 119 and Nru~ammad was at that 
time pI unde ring those very caravans. 

The connection, ho,vever, is an imperative, falya'budu, and as such 
refers to the future, not the present. So even if the original had been 
liya'lafa, there would have been no impediment to its recitation in :Yfedina. 
If the original meaning in ~fecca had been, "Qurays, with a view to protect
ing their caravans, shall worship the Lord of this House" ,120 it would al
ready have been referring to the future as it still would have been in ~fedina. 
And this is how ibn Ishaq interpreted Jalya'budu "let them worship .... 
lest He alter their situ~tion" .121 

But stepping out of the argument momentarily, it should be pointed 
out that the whole phenomenon of a chronology of the revelation of Qur 'an 
utterances has plausibly been shown to be a product of later doctrine . 
..I.4sbab al~nuzul were required to prove nasx .122 The very premisses of 
Birkeland's theories are once again questionable. 

To return though, as evidence that the word was changed from an 
imperfect subjunctive to a verbal noun, a compelling difference in meaning 
would need to be provided. 

Birkeland provided it in the claim that the h in liya'lafa must 
mean in "order that" .123 This, he considered, revealed a significant 
feature of ~iIu~ammad's early theology. For, on the basis that 
the meaning was "to gain the result that they might keep to 
their caravans, Qurays must worship the Lord") 124 Birkeland 
elaborated extensively on the newness of ~Iuhammad's message. 

125 

Indeed. he found sura 106 religiously revol{ltionarv.
126 

It intro
duced a new concept of the merciful Lord acting i~ history.127 

These ideas are plausible, but imaginative. Sura 106 ,.vas only one 
of five suras Birkeland analysed in this study, which was theologically 
orientated as is clear from his introduction and conclusion. It i.s probable 
therefore that his discoveries about l06:1Jf. were imposed on the evidence by 
the overall thesis rather than emerging naturally, and he accepted certain 
hypotheses too readily because they fitted well into his own. 

This same li however, termed lam ka?) with verbs, IS called {an? 
lil- 4l1,l wit h nOllns. 

128 
In Acrabic it can connote cause or etfect. and 

2,13 



that al-Xalil said that this Ii was ro,m lil-ta'ITI bas alrr-ady been Illcn
tioned. Since the yariant reading l1'ya' ta I a therefore pre~ent s no Sl1 bstan
tial difference in meaning, its origin is easier found in syntactical qualms 
over a verbal noun following an initial la.m. 

The meaning of Birkeland's reading liya tala was based on distinctions 
qrawn from another language and another time. The motives for his alleged 
change simply never existed, nor indeed did the change. 

§ 6 Conclusions 

It has been shown t.hat for 106:1, 2 the discussion centred, not on the 
meaning of '"ilaj. nor even on its sound, but on the particle Ii. The 
discussion affected neither pockets, ritual nor belief but was prim arily 
and predominantly linguistic. Some subsidiary "historicar' discussion also 
arose. It has also been shown that there was ne"rer any doubt about how 
the text ,vas to be read. On that there was unanimity. The absence of any 
marked difference in meaning between so many readings shows on the one 
hand. that. there were fe"w constraint s. and on the other that they cannot 
be explained as the efforts of men confronted 'with a plain consonantal t.ext, 
who rang the changes in trying to nlake sense of it. 

~1any of the readings in this case were indeed speculat ions based on 
the graphic form, and most were indeed to draw senses from the partie Ie 
1£, but in the 1\1uslims' minds' ears and in their actual texts. the reading 
was never in dispute. The dispute, or rather, discussion, pertained only 
to the source. In the realm of source-discussion ho,vever the potenti al for 
speculation was large. As for philology, the word was a hapa x legornenon ~ 
and as for orthography, it had two vo"rel-consonants, one of which was 
"written defectively. But in the main, the readings "were straightfor,vardly 
exegetical, interpreting the function and meaning of Ii . None of these 
readings superseded the reading, but were simply to complement it. None 
but that still found in the texts 'was ever in them., yocally or graphically. 

Finally, bearing in mind certain characteristics of IslaJnic exegesis, 
the alleged ignorance of the wider historical context of the sura cannot 
be used to show that there was dislocation bet','cen 1\luslim Scripture 
and Tradition. These characteristics are the at.omistic and sometimes 
cross-referential approac h to interpret ation, the desire to ext ract as Illany 
meanings as possible, and the lack of the modern concept of history. 
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world" . 
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[5] e.g. Crone and Cook~ H agarisrn, '[).3. 
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Historical Gramrnar. 

[7] ~-\s shown for instance by \:Vernberg-~'Ioller in 'A.spects of ~Iasoretic 
Vocalization' . 

[8] The reverence for the written word in Near Eastern cultures is well 
illustrated by the semantic progression of the Akkadian ot "a character 
imprinted in clay", to the Aramaic a{a and Hebrew Of, which took on 
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also ranges in meaning from "a Qur'an utterance" J written or oral, to "a 
miracle" . 

[9] See Graham, n.20, p.31 (quoting van der Leeuw and \Videngren). and 
p.9f, and n.27, 28 and 38. al-Sa'id tends at times to overst.ress the oral 
side. 
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Appendix II 

A rendering of the ta!szr of Qur'an 106 

of M uqatil al-Balxl 

IN THE NAME OF GOD, the merciful, the compassionate. 

1. For the getting together of Qurays.l Now the background
2 

to this 
is that Qurays were traders who used to travel to different places, which 
was why they were called 

2. Qurays. In winter they would get their supplies from Jordan and 
Palestine as far as 3 the coast, and 'W hen 

3. summer came they left the winter-route and the sea, because of 
the heat and took to the "{emen for supplies. Now it was extremely 
inconvenient 

4. for them to come and go to them, and to have to habitually.4 So 
\Ve put an end to them for them. This then was their habit during the 
Journey 

5. in winter and in summer. God then put it into the minds of the 
Ethiopians to ship food 

6. to .\lecca, so Qurays would buy some of it at a place two days 
distant from \fecca. They carried on in this way 

7. for years, God having taken the trouble of their sustenance:S during 
the winter and the snmmer on Himself. Then He said, let them worship 
the Lord 

8. of this House. Since the Lord of (this) Honse had taken the trouble 
of fear and hunger from them on Himself, let them make a habit of going 
to worship, 

9. just as they had made a habit of going to the Abyssinians despite 
not always expecting to meet them ...And He saved them from fear, that is 
killing and capture, 

lO. the background to which is that the pre-Islamic Arabs used to kill 
and raid eac h other, so 
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11. God \fould defend the inhabitants of the sanctuary and not let any 
enelny gain po,\yer over them. This then is His statement, and He saved 
thenl from 

12. fear. Further 1 in the statement, for the getting together of Qurays: 
God is saying that Qllrays no longer have to travel far and wide for supplies. 
And the background to this is that Qurays, 

13. since traders did not come or find their way to them, used to get 
food-stoc ks for their families from Syria 

14. in the winter. Because w hen it was winter they set off for Syria to 
get food-stocks for their families, 

15. then when winter had passed, they set off for the Yemen. Thus 
they had two journeys, one in winter and one in summer, 

16. so God had mercy on them and put it into the minds of the 
Abyssinians to ship food to them. And they used 

17. to go to Jedda for a night and buy the food. In this ,vay God took 
the trouble of their sustenance during the winter and summer on Himself. 

18. So He reminded them of these favours in a revelation, saying, for 
the getting together of qurays, their getting together during the journey 
in winter 

19. and summer. Getting together, that is: as opposed to having the 
trouble of providing and of travelling to and fro. He then said, let them 
worship the Lord of this House. 

20. In other words, perform genuine worship to Him who supplied 
them with food and dispelled hunger, when He put it into the minds of the 
~~byssinians 

21. to ship food to them. He then said, and He saved them from fear. 

22. that is, from killing and capture and punishment, for men used to 
kill and take each other prisoner. 

23. Qurays meanw hile 'were safe in the sanctuary. 

J.VOTES ON THE TR.A.NSL-l"-lTION 

1. It seems that for Yluqatil, God was the subject of 't taf. line 1 thus 
meant for him, "Because of God's getting Quray~ together ,., This can 
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be seen from the interpretation as a whole, but in particular from line 7 
where kaJahu;n ul-lahu ,':(l wajalla nl-ltnat a,s-sz:(a'i u:a~-~ayJi is a 
paraphrase of 'zlajihirn ri(data ita'i wa?-?ayJi. God had them 
(kaJahum,/'ztafihirn) the trouble (rnu,na/riztla) of winter and summer. 
These substitutions: not to call them strict glosses, can be seen reappearing 
in ~luslinl taJS l r tinle and time again. 

2. vVansbrough, Quranic Studies, 1>.124, (in a discussion of Nfuqatil's 
method) '~wa~al£ka an/anna generally indicates the 'occasion' of revela
tion". See also lines 10,12. 

3. Although in line 3 Muqatil refers to a sea-route, or at least a coastal 
one, the ita in line 2 cannot also be considered to refer to it. .A. more literal 
translation wo uld be to treat it as the third of a trio of norther ly trading 
areas, listed east to west. 

4. 'wd stem iv is transitive and often auxiliary, cf. \Vehr and Lane 
1>.2189, the latter especially under stem viii. It cannot therefore mean 
"return" in the sense of "return-journey" ('a'l.uda and stem iii) here! but 
should have some transitive or auxiliary meaning. Since ~luqatil seems 
to have used the word here to prepare the way for singling out the con
notation of "habit" Cilf 1 'ada) in the word 'zlaf, the translation "to have 
to habitually" 'would seem to fit the form and sense best. Prolepsis, an
ticipatory use of a word or idea, is a characteristic of ~luqatil's style (see 
General Point 4.2 below and vVansbrough, Quranic Stu.dies, 'P.123.27). 
This connotation would also seem to be demanded in line 9, otherwise the 
qualification "despite not always expecting to meet them" wo uld not carry 
much sense. 

However there is a danger in limiting the many connotations of root 
'If to 0 ne English translation, since, whether consciously or not, wlllqatil 
passed easily between \v hat in English are connotations a good deal more 
separate. Thus 'iIJ'l1h'Urn in line 4, although best translated "their habit" ~ 

must not be divorced from the idea of "their getting together" , or, to use 
the American colloquial phrase, "their getting it together" . In line 8 again 
these connotations should not be lost, "let them make a habit of going 
to worship" could be translated "let them get their worship together just 
as they got it together to go to the Abyssinians". Conversely, in line 19 
at-·ztaJ, whereas it is best rendered by "Getting together" ~ could perhaps 
be translated "Nfaking more stable habits". Both have the exhortative 
flaVOILr of '\fuqatil's whole treatment of the sura. 
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\Vhat is at issue is the dangers of translation. especially with originally 
oral tests, where meanings not only are often brought out in other ways 
like stress and gesture~ but can also be left deliberately impres')ionistir and 
inexact. Translating t.he Qur'3.n itself often falls prey to these dangers. 

S. rnu'na/ntuna can mean (among other things) "trouble" or Hsusten
" (L· . L' - - 983 7 98' " 'b ~ 'ddI vance ane, p.3016~ [san, UOt.l" p..... '. -- _ -1.13 at-ta ,as-Sl a, 

at-qut"). The two meanings in Arabic, however, are not so separate as 
in English, the meaning of sustenance necessarily containing 'within it 
implications of the trouble in providing it. ~Iuqatil moved between these 
two connqtations (e.g. lines 8 and 19), in a similar way to that in which he 
moved between different connotations of root 'If, see n.4 above. 

GENERA..L POINTS 

1. The text and translation are from folio 2.53a of ms. Saray A..hmet 
ill,74/II. For the Arabic see p.259 below. The manuscript is dated 886 A.H., 

see Sezgin, 'P.37. yIy photocopy was sent to me by Dr.P.Crone, who was 
given it by Dr.U.Rubin, Tell .4t\.viv lTniversty. _-\bu I-I.Iasan :\Iuqatil ibn 
Sulayman ibn Basir al-.A..zdi al-Balxl was born in Balkh, lived in Basra and 
then in Baghdad. and died in Basra IS0/767. 

2. Since yfuqatil can intersperse Qur'an utterances in his narrative 
without formal indication (like qa 11)luhu or !umma qal)) e.g. line 20, it may 
not be possible to cleterrnine what his Qur'~l.n text was in every place of 
his tafstr, as can be done with later commentators, nevertheless here with 
sura 106 it is. There is no doubt that S[uqatil's Qur'an text ran li'zlafi 
Quraysin 'TlajihinL .. (see lines 1.18). In line 4 he is clearly not quoting 
the text when he says jagaLik 'ilfuhum ri~lata .s-f:ida'i 1JJa!?-~aYf£, but 
binding together the narrative framework. Compare fa1alik qa1.lJluhu 
... in line 11, where Nluqatil is clearly specifically quoting the Qur 'an. 
On line 1 he began with verse 1 and proceeded to give the background, 
which is what Qurays had been in the habit of doing. Then on line 4 
the description is bound up etymologically by the word 'itf. There is no 
implication that t his was his Qur'an text (such would anyway be belied by 
its nominative casp), nor is it even a ~traight gloss. but more of a paraphrase 
and a part of the overall narrativr~ 'ill bf'ing to 'lta! as rnlina/JrIIL'na 
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is to ri(l[a (1.8 and 17). Further~ there is no mention of a reading here. 
~According to \Yansbrough (Quranic Studies, 'p'p.132.24~ 138.4), readings 
are virtually absent from ~Juqatil, but occur in quantity in the tafslrs of 
his contemporaries, ~1u~ammad al-I(albi (born before 66/68, d.146/76:3. 
see Sezgin,p.34) and Sufya,n al-Tawri (d.161/778). \Vansbrough, however. 
regards them, for al-ICalbi at least, and pro bably also for Sufyan (Quran ic 
Studies, 'p.l:14.5f.), as editorial reformulation during the period before, or 
'W hile, they were first written down (about 200/81.5). He claimed (ibid., 
'P.141.17) that they were, like lines of poetry, clearly intrusive, having a 
disruptive effect on the narrative. If this is correct, it would point, by the 
'way, to a more or less standard text. 

3. ~fuqatil did not ascribe to, nor even allude to, the theory that,) Uras 
105 and 106 were originally not separate. The Ethiopians were not enemies 
of Qurays for him, but agents of God's mercy (line 16). 

4. Indications of oral delivery of Muqatil's tafsir : 

4.1 The tafszr to this sura is a flowing story with no bibliographical 
references, that is, it is a narrative. Nluqatil's method is impressionistic. 
He created a colourful overall picture, using all sorts of associations of 
ideas, but sometimes left individual words not precisely defined, notably 
'1, laf. He presented only one story-line, a coherent picture with little or no 
accommodation of alternative ideas, or glosses, as apparently al-Kalbi and 
SufY:ln tended to do (vVansbrough, Quranic Studies, 'Pp.132.24, 1:38.:3). 
j a l y a ' li ju l- 'ibada (Iin e 8) and 11. X l 11. ~u l-' i bada (I i n e 20) for j a l y a 'bud'u 
are hardly alternatives. 

4.2 There is much repetition of various elements, large and small. 
Line 17b to the end, for instance, form a recap of his whole interpreta
tion, including more or less exact repetitions of individual glosses (e.g. 
lines 9 and 22). lTnder this heading also comes Nluqatil's use of prolepsis, 
hinting at ideas to come. In line 8, for instance, 1\:1uqa,til used the same 
phrase as in the previous line but with fear and hunger (kafahum rnunat 
al-xawji wal-ju'i), rather than winter and summer (kajahum ... nlunat 
as-.situ, 'i wa~-~ay ji). He also repeated the root 'If in a new context. This 
technique not only aided delivery but also understanding. By linking for
mulae (kajahum munat ... ) it achieves continuity (\Vansbrough, Quranic 
Studies, p.128.32), and by linking ideas (ti'zlaji ... line 1; jalya'oudu ... 
line 7; falya'lifu l-'ibada ... line 8) it achieved unity. All the essential ideas 
in the .s,uTa were thus brought together in a new way providing a di tf'erent 
perspective on their meaning. So whereas some of his repetition of larger 
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elements (althou.gh not with this sura) mIght be considered unnecessary in. 
a te'>!t designed to be read (see iLld., p.1-45.31), sma{(er repetitions su.c..h as 
tiJese were by t'\·O meanS' m.ere oral stru.ct lLral techni'qu.e, 

+.3 'flaf is always spelt ttl full 

~.4 AbruptV\ess for effect {l,ite ~. 

5_ Reflecting on this Sll ra~ one did not have to be a gral1\mar'ion 10 
have to wonder about the Ii and the fa'. its a resul t. it W05 natural 
especially given the a5~ori:)tion of rootS' ':If St'ld. r.~ml th~t some favour 
bestowed on QuriryS by God had to underlie the comrn!)nd "worship" It 
w:v; aho n~turdl {hat it be found. in 'ilif the most obviouS' I.ntecerJ.ent to 
falYQlbudit.. Mu.qiti( fou.nd. it in God'S' relievlJ\g EheJK, hofh oft ke frOuble 
o( having to travel to and fro to get supplfu (b'ne 1, although. this is on(y 
proleptically suggested)~ and of t he trouble of fear 3hd hunter 0,tte 9). 
Looked at from a non-exegetical standpoint, this could he.- take-VI. as an. 
account of the end of :.Nfeccan trade. Other Yluslims pret\'rf'i'd to find tlH' 
(avow- in thr original estahI ishrnent of '\fecran trade by H:1Si III and h i ~ 
family Looked. a.t once aq;ain from :.1 non-exegetical stanclr'oint. tfF'rp i:; 
here a ~'tl;)ight (cntr;)cl,ctlon. But it simply !at\n.o~ he Jooked at- frO,. 
o {lun-eJ(e~~eLlcul :.;tanUpCitlt fvie(c.)i1 trade: ohvi'ot..(S"ly neither beg,:)n (lor 

en ded in f:h;s WI)", .JJ1d bot/' -these views 'are Jfterel.Y di t/eferd lines of the 
ex8geSlS of J ccuple. of' Lift SP(3CJ ~( QUfanic refell!tlces. The early Mvsli',.,s 
were ()ot irvl ng i.o dGCIi tl1ent det:) I/~ aboCILt tke. Jiktlilya" ht.J tD expot.U\CL 
an.d- ex-palltlupcll every syltal,le of the Qu.r'in. ft seems that, Uthe eJ)d of 
Meccan trade", as lilt MLlqiftt, was tae devel()prneHt of an interpretation 
of 'ifaf as getting together literaU" t1t.at is, stopping traveUin~ (see 11.1 

above)j whereas '<the be,ift~i'tl.' or Meccan. trade" was t~ deveioprneKt of 
aft iftterpretatlo~ of 'ila! as ge-ttl'nl it togeth.er rn.etaphoricall,Y (see 1\..4-
abon:~). th:Jf is: organising the travelling, "\vhether as regard..;; rOllte or treaty. 

6. ashab a/-n-.z:u.I-fine 18 fo.'a:nz.4(a; line 20 ~11t. 
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